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Introduction

Welcome to Macintosh programming using Metrowerks CodeWarrior!
Over the course of reading the several hundred pages of this book
you'll learn much about writing programs that run on the Macintosh
and on the newer Power Macs. This won't just be a study of the theoretical, though-you'll be able to test out all the code that's described
throughout this book.
If you already own one of the full-featured CD CodeWarrior packages (such as CodeWarrior Gold, CodeWarrior Academic, or Discover
Programming), you'll be able to use the examples supplied on this
book's CD. Or, you can use CodeWarrior to gain practice by creating
you own version of each example project. If you aren't fortunate
enough to already own a version of CodeWarrior, you aren't out of
luck-this book's CD contains a special limited version of this integrated
programming environment. The included copy of CodeWarrior doesn't do
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everything the full-featured version does, but it does allow you to open,
view, edit, modify, and compile all the included source code files.

About the CD-ROM
The CD that accompanies this book contains a Lite, or limited, version
of the CodeWarrior integrated development environment, or IDE. By
"limited" I mean that while the IDE can be used to view, edit, and compile the source code for any of the over twenty included projects, you
won't be able to create new projects of your own. For that, you'll have
to order the full-featured version of CodeWarrior. The CD in the back of
this book contains a file that holds more specific ordering information.
So what can you use the limited compiler for? As mentioned, you
can open any of the numerous projects included on the CD-you'll find
them in the folder named Sydow CW Book. You can use CodeWarrior
to compile the included code and build applications from the projects.
You can also go beyond the material covered in this book by typing in
any new source code you want in an existing source code file. While
you won't be able to save your work, you will be able to experiment
with Macintosh programming and the features of the CodeWarrior editor and compiler.
The included CD comes with three Metrowerks utilities that can be
used to help you in your programming endeavors. ZoneRanger is a
memory-checker that allows you to examine how a program makes use
of memory. The version of ZoneRanger that's included on this book's
CD is a full-featured program that let's you see how the example programs-or any other programs-dynamically allocate memory.
Constructor is another utility you'll find on the CD. Constructor is a
graphical interface-building tool that can be used in conjunction with
PowerPlant-Metrowerks exciting application framework. Finally, the
Metrowerks Profiler is included on the CD. This code-profiling tool
allows you to put a program through its paces, then obtain a detailed
report of exactly how much processing time was spent in each of the
program's routines. That's handy information for determining how to
speed up and fine-tune a program. Like ZoneRanger and Constructor,
the version of Profiler included on this CD isn't a limited version.

Introduction

About This Book
In this book you'll find full descriptions of the elements of the
CodeWarrior development environment. The book includes chapters on
the CodeWarrior IDE application, the Metrowerks debugger, Java,
PowerPlant, Constructor, ZoneRanger, and Profiler. You'll also find out
how to get the most out of the CodeWarrior package to create standalone Macintosh applications for both older Macs and the new Power
Macs.
Chapter 1 introduces you to the CodeWarrior development environment. CodeWarrior, as you'll find out, is more than just a compiler. The
Metrowerks CodeWarrior package consists of several compilers, programming tools and utilities, example code, and documentation.
Chapter 2 explains why the full-featured CodeWarrior CD (and the
CD that accompanies this book) comes with more than one compiler.
Here you'll see that CodeWarrior allows you to write your programs in
C or C++-whichever you're most comfortable with (Chapter 6 shows
you that CodeWarrior makes it just as easy to program in Java as well).
You'll find out how any program created with CodeWarrior starts out
as a project consisting of source code files, resource files, and libraries.
Chapter 3 discusses the often times overlooked, and potentially
troubling, topic of Apple's Universal interface header files. This collection of over one hundred header files define the function prototypes for
each of the thousands of Toolbox routines. Without these function prototype, a Macintosh compiler will not compile code that includes a call
to a Toolbox function. Here you'll see why Apple's occasional practice
of updating the Universal interface header files can lead to headaches
for a Mac programmer.
Chapter 4 introduces you to MW Debug, the CodeWarrior debugger
included on this book's CD. Using Metrowerks' debugger you'll be able
to easily step through the execution of a program, view memory, and
change variable values in a running program-all without knowing a
bit of assembly language. You'll also see how to use the debugger to
gain a better understanding of Macintosh data structures.
Chapter 5 explains how CodeWarrior can be used to create fat binary applications. A fat binary is a version of a Mac program that is
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designed to run on both older Macs and the newer Power Macs. Not
only will a fat binary run on either type of machine, it will know which
type of computer it resides on. And that enables it to be compatible
with the older 680x0 family of Macintosh microprocessors, and take
advantage of the speed of the new PowerPC CPU.
Chapter 6 discusses CodeWarrior and Java applets. Metrowerks has
made Java applet development as easy as Mac application development. CodeWarrior allows you to use the same environment-the one
with which you'll now be quite familiar and comfortable with-to
write, compile, and test out Java applets.
Chapter 7 is the start of a four-chapter journey that covers
PowerPlant-the Metrowerks application framework that takes much
of the drudgery out of programming. An application framework is code
that handles the tasks common to all programs-such as working with
menus. By using the Metrowerks-written code that is the PowerPlant
framework, you can concentrate your programming efforts on the fun
stuff-such as graphics. In this chapter you'll also see how to create the
look of your program's windows by using the Metrowerks Constructor
resource editor.
Chapter 8 continues with the description of PowerPlant programming. Here you'll move beyond the introductory topics of Chapter 7 to
discover the details of how the C++ code that makes up the many
PowerPlant files lets you forget about many of the details of creating a
Mac program.
Chapter 9 carries on with PowerPlant and Constructor. In this chapter you'll see how to easily defined your program's menus, and, more
importantly, how to get your program to work with these menus. Here
you'll see how PowerPlant lets you ignore most of the menu-related
Toolbox functions you've used so often.
Chapter 10 concludes the discussion of PowerPlant. In this chapter
you'll learn all about panes-the self-contained drawing areas that hold
all the text and graphics found in the windows of programs created
from projects that use the PowerPlant framework. You'll see how a
pane makes graphics-handling easy. You'll also find out how using
panes allows you to easily add program features (such as allowing the
user to click on a drawing area and drag it about a window) that would

lntrodudion

take a far greater programming effort using traditional programming
practices.
Chapter 11 describes the use of ZoneRanger, the Metrowerks memory-checking tool. Because computer memory is something that's discussed in theory, rather than in practicality, it is a topic that includes
many concepts that are difficult to grasp-topics such as pointers, handles, and memory allocation and deallocation. ZoneRanger is a software tool that provides a numerical and graphical look at how each
running application is using memory. With this information you'll be
able to move beyond theory and gain an understanding of Macintosh
memory. You'll see how much memory an application uses, how much
free space it leaves unused, and how it can be modified to make more
efficient use of memory
Chapter 12 discusses programming timing and Profiler-the
Metrowerks utility that keeps track of where a Mac's processor spends
its time. By tracking the time spent in each routine of a program, you'll
be able to decide where your programming efforts should be directed in
order to speed up and optimize your code.
Appendix A is for readers who have little knowledge of C. Here
you'll get an overview of this programming language, along with a
thorough walk through of a simple source code example.
Appendix B is for readers who have little knowledge of C++. You
won't need to know C++ in order to get a lot of use out of this book. But
you will need to have at least a little knowledge of this language if
you're going to use the PowerPlant application framework or if you're
going to develop a Java applet.
Appendix C is useful for those of you who have programmed, but
not on a Mac. This appendix provides an overview of what Mac programming is all about.
Appendix D is also of help to those new to Mac programming. This
appendix describes the use of resources-a topic important to anyone
writing a Macintosh application.
Appendix E is for readers who use the resource editor Resorcerer
rather than ResEdit. Here you'll see how to set up CodeWarrior so that
it better integrates with this resource editor.
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Appendix F describes a special type of resource that's particular to
programs written using the PowerPlant application framework.

Chapter

Introduction to
CodeWarrior
The word Code Warrior is often spoken as if it were merely a compiler. It
is, in fact, much, much more than that. CodeWarrior is a programming
package that consists of an editor in which you write your source code
(in your choice of a number of programming languages), several compilers that allow you to compile the source code you just wrote, and a
linker that turns your compiled code into a stand-alone, double-clickable Macintosh application. Most importantly, you control all these programming services from within a single application-the CodeWarrior

1
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integrated development environment, or CodeWarrior IDE as it's more
often referred to. In this chapter you'll get an introduction to the
CodeWarrior IDE.
Depending on which edition of CodeWarrior you buy, your
CodeWarrior package will consist of one or two CD-ROMs. Regardless
of whether you buy the one- or two-disc bundle, the fact that
Metrowerks distributes CodeWarrior on CD-ROM mak~s it obvious
that you're getting much more than the IDE. In this chapter you'll get
an overview of the programming tools and utilities, example code, and
documentation that is also a part of your CodeWarrior package. Before
jumping in and writing some code, it's worthwhile to spend a few minutes exploring just what CodeWarrior consists of.

Some Terminology
Terminology usually appears in a glossary at the back of a book, right? Well,
Metrowerks doesn't always follow conventions, so I won't either. There are
a few words and phrases that will come up time and again throughout this
book, so I think it makes sense to define them right up front.

Metrowerks and the CodeWarrior IDE
Metrowerks is a company that develops computer language software
products. From its inception in 1986 Metrowerks has worked not only
on the development of compilers, but also on the blending of compilers
into a programming environment that makes the creation of applications easier for software developers. Such an integrated development environment, or IDE, allows a programmer to handle all programming tasks
such as editing, compiling, linking, and debugging code from within a
single environment. Metrowerks is now best known for its Macintosh
IDE-the Code Warrior for Macintosh IDE.

CodeWarrior Editions and Versions
CodeWarrior comes in a number of editions, each aimed at a different
group of programmers. For example, CodeWarrior Gold is the all-

Chapter 1: lntrocludlon to CocleWarrlor
encompassing edition that includes a wealth of compilers, several
debuggers, and thousands of pages of online documentation, while the
contents of the Discover Programming for Macintosh edition of
CodeWarrior have been selected to include everything a beginning programmer needs to get started.
This section summarizes the features of each edition. To see the
complete lengthy lists that describe all that's included in each
CodeWarrior edition, visit the Products area of the Metrowerks
N0 T E
World Wide Web site at http://www.metrowerks.com.

r:lJ

Metrowerks is constantly working to improve its products. As a result
of those efforts, the company frequently releases enhanced versions of its
compilers and other programming tools. Certain CodeWarrior editions
are purchased as a subscription. Paying once for that edition entitles
you to three versions of the CD: the one included in the package and
two free versions. As new versions are created, they are sent to registered owners. As of this writing, CodeWarrior CWlO is available, and
CWll soon will be.
Metrowerks releases three new versions of its compilers each year.
A new version adds enhancements to previous versions but doesn't
make code you wrote using a previous version obsolete.

r:lJ

Ordering information and pricing for each of the editions can be
found in a file on the CD-ROM included with this book.

N0 T E

CODEWARRIOR GOLD
The contents of the two CD-ROMs in Metrowerks' top-of-the-line
CodeWarrior Gold package provide the serious programmer with
everything necessary to develop state-of-the-art Macintosh applications.
Among the compilers included in the Gold edition of CodeWarrior are
Java, C, C++, and Pascal compilers-enabling you to develop applications in any of these languages. Also included in the Gold edition are
debuggers that allow you to track down programming errors, programming utilities such as a memory-watching tool, and thousands of pages
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of online documentation. The CodeWarrior IDE included in this edition
runs on either 68K or PowerPC Macintoshes and generates applications
that will run on both types of computers.
CodeWarrior Gold is one of the CodeWarrior editions that is sold as
a subscription. You pay for the Gold edition once and receive two free
updates within the year.

CODEWARRIOR ACADEMIC PRO
If you're a student or faculty member, this is the edition for you. You
get all the features found in CodeWarrior Gold, including two updates.
In fact, the Academic Pro edition is identical to the Gold edition-with
the exception of its price. If you have proof of academic affiliation,
Metrowerks offers you this edition at a substantial discount from the
price of CodeWarrior Gold.
CODEWARRIOR ACADEMIC
CodeWarrior Academic is similar to CodeWarrior Academic Pro-except
you don't get the two updates. Each year Metrowerks releases an annual
academic version good for the current school year. As of this 1996 writing, the complete name of this edition of CodeWarrior is CodeWarrior
Academic 96/97. CodeWarrior Academic is available at a cost that is
even less than the inexpensive CodeWarrior Academic Pro edition.
DISCOVER PROGRAMMl"G FOR MACINTOSH
This inexpensive edition of CodeWarrior exists for those new to programming or new to programming on the Mac. Included with the same
C, C++, and Pascal compilers and the same CodeWarrior IDE as all
other editions of CodeWarrior are electronic (online) versions of four
Macintosh programming books by authors notable in this field. To keep
the price of this edition to a minimum, the two updates included in the
Gold edition aren't included here. However, for those who take a liking
to Mac programming, Metrowerks offers an upgrade path to the Gold
edition.
DISCOVER PROGRAMMl"G WITH )AVA
Like the Discover Programming for Macintosh edition of CodeWarrior,
this edition offers buyers a low-cost means of getting started in pro-
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gramming-only here, the emphasis is on Java programming. This edition features a Java compiler and the same CodeWarrior IDE used in all
other CodeWarrior editions. Like Discover Programming for Macintosh,
Discover Programming with Java includes online documentation
(including an electronic version of a Java programming book) and a single version of CodeWarrior.

680x0. 681<. PowerPC. and PPC
Before Apple introduced Power Macintosh computers in 1994, all Macs
had a central processing unit, or CPU, that was from the Motorola
680x0 family of microprocessors. That meant each Mac had either a .
68000, 68020, 68030, or 68040 central processor unit chip. People often
refer to a Macintosh that has one of these CPUs as a 680x0-based
Macintosh computer or a 68K-based Macintosh.
Power Macs are driven by the new PowerPC chip-a chip developed jointly by Apple, Motorola, and IBM. The first Power Macs used
the PowerPC 601 microprocessor. You'll sometimes see PowerPC abbreviated as PPC, and a Macintosh computer that has a PowerPC chip as a
PowerPC-based or PFC-based Macintosh.

rtative Code. Emulation. and fat Applications
The PowerPC microprocessors and the 680x0 microprocessors use different instruction sets; code that is compiled to run on one family of
chip isn't recognized by the other. So, along with the arrival of
Macintosh computers based on the PowerPC chip came native
PowerPC code. Here native simply means instructions that are part of
the PowerPC instruction set.
Having a line of computers that use two very different CPUs, and
thus two very different sets of instructions, presented special problems
that needed to be addressed so that users of any type of Mac could
enjoy the thousands of existing software titles that were already available for the Macintosh. Emulation and fat applications are the solutions
to these potential problems.
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EMOUITIOlt

PowerPC chips don't understand 680x0 instructions, and 680x0 chips
don't understand PowerPC instructions. Apple considered this situation unacceptable, because it meant that programs developed to run on
the newer, faster PowerPC machines wouldn't work on any of the
680x0-based Macs, and all older Mac applications developed before the
arrival of the Power Macs would "break" in terms of running on the
new PowerPC-based computers. So built into every Power Macintosh is
a 680x0 emulator-code that translates 680x0 instructions into comparable PowerPC instructions that are recognized by the PowerPC chip in
the Power Macintosh computer. The emulator makes it possible for a
Power Macintosh to run just about any Mac application-even those
written years before the PowerPC chip was designed.
Macs that include one of the microprocessors from the 680x0 family
don't have an analogous PowerPC emulator. Thus these 680x0-based Macs
can't run applications that were compiled for the newer PowerPC chip.
At first glance, this situation makes it seem advantageous to compile
source code so that it ends up as an application consisting of 680x0
instructions; that way every Mac owner can run the resulting application. The drawback to this approach is that Power Mac owners will be
running the program in emulation mode; the instructions that make up
the application will be passed through the emulator before being
processed by the PowerPC CPU. The result? A program that executes
slower than it would if its instructions were native to the PowerPC chip.
The potential dilemma for a developer is whether he or she should
compile his or her code so that the resulting application consists of 68K
instructions (and is thus usable by every Mac owner, although Power
Mac owners won't enjoy the speed advantage of the PowerPC chip in
their machines) or PowerPC instructions (and is thus much faster than
the same 68K application but is usable only by Power Macintosh owners). Again, Apple came up with a solution that eliminates this predicament-the fat application.

FAT fiPPLICATIOltS
A fat binary application (or fat application or fat app) is a program that
includes two complete sets of code; one set consists of 680x0 instruc-
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tions, and the other consists of PowerPC instructions. Whenever a fat
application is launched, only one of the two sets executes-the set that
is appropriate for the computer running the program. That is, when the
owner of a 680x0-based Macintosh double-clicks on the icon of a fat
application, the set of 680x0 instructions will be loaded into memory
and the PowerPC instructions will be ignored. When the owner of a
Power Mac launches the same application, the other set of instructions,
the PowerPC instructions, are loaded into memory instead.
The fat application solution is a powerful one-it pleases all Mac
owners and all Mac software developers. Metrowerks has made the
process of creating fat applications simple. In Chapter 5 you'll read all
about how CodeWarrior does much of the work for you.
(ODEWARRIOR PROJECTS AltD flPPLICATIOltS
To develop an application using CodeWarrior, you always start with a
CodeWarrior project. As you'll see in Chapter 2, a project is a file
designed to hold other files (namely, source code and resource files) and
to keep track of preferences and settings particular to an application.
The result of compiling the code in the files that the project keeps track
of is an application.

CodeWarrior allows you to set up a project in a number of ways. If
you choose to make use of a 68K project, then the application that is
generated from that project will be a 68K application. Figure 1.1 shows
that this type of application runs on any Mac, albeit in the slower emulation mode on a Power Mac.

D

68K Project

Figure 1.1

~
68KApp

~
'~

68K application
runs on a 680x0
Mac

68K application
runs in emulation
mode on a Power Mac

A Code Warrior 68K project generates a 680x0 application.
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If you set up a CodeWarrior project as a PPC project, the resulting
application will be PowerPC-only. As shown in Figure 1.2, this means
that the application won't run at all on a 68K Mac but will run in fast
native mode on a Power Mac.

~

PPC Project

• ~ '@)
~
PPCApp

PowerPC app
won't run on a
680x0 Mac

PowerPC app
runs in native
on a Power Mac

Figure 1.2 A Code Warrior PPC project generates a PowerPC application.

If you want the best of both worlds, you'll set up your CodeWarrior
project so that it generates a fat application. Figure 1.3 shows that such
a program runs on both 68K Macs and Power Macs, with the benefit of
running in fast native mode on Power Macintoshes.

Fat Project

Figure 1.3

~
FatApp

,~
'

Fat application
runs on a 680x0
Mac

Fat application
runs in fast native
mode on a Power Mac

A Code Warrior fat project generates a fat application.

flbout the CodeWarrior
CD-ROM Package
This book comes with a CD-ROM that holds a trimmed-down version
of CodeWarrior, some supporting files, and several example programs.
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If you think that's a lot, double-clicking on the icons of two CD-ROMs
that make up the full-featured Gold edition of CodeWarrior may prove
downright intimidating. Figure 1.4 provides a partial view of the contents of these two discs.
If you have CodeWarrior Gold and the contents of your discs
don't exactly match the ones pictured in the next few figures,
don't become alarmed. I've used the CW10 version for the fign0 TE
ures; you may have a newer version. You know from earlier in
this chapter that Metrowerks releases a new version of
CodeWarrior every four months. These subsequent versions of
CodeWarrior (named CW11, CW12, and so forth) may have a
slightly different folder hierarchy.

rl1

CW10 Gold Tools
341.9 MB in disk

fUllO Gold Reference i l 4 items

i 15items

B

34

B
<j{

Welcome To CodeWarrior®

••

CodeWarrior Books

CodeWarrior Documentation

II

Apple Guides

b

B

CodeWarrior Quick Start

II

CW10 Release Notes

B

What's Ne.., in CW 10

Installation Notes

Welcome To CodeWarrior®

zero Kavailable

H

CW9 Tools Installer

•

ii

Metro..,erks CodeWarrior Metrwerks Po..,erPlant

•

Metro..,erks Java

l!1

CodeWarrior MPW

Other Metro..,erks Tools

Ii

System Folder Items

International Rene..,als

For Thrill Seekers Only

Ii
II

I.I

'<>

CodeWarrior Examples

JJ
Figure 1.4

A partial look at the contents of the CodeWarrior Gold CD-ROMs.

As you traverse through the CodeWarrior folders you'll find a variety
of applications, utilities, demos, documents, and more folders. Some
things you'll immediately recognize, others won't make much sense to
you--even after a close look. In this chapter you will learn about some
of the main components of the CodeWarrior Gold package, with an
emphasis on the software covered in this book.
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The Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder
The folder of most interest on the Tools CD-ROM is the one named
Metrowerks CodeWarrior. As Figure 1.5 shows, this folder holds the
CodeWarrior IDE, the application that serves as a control center from
which all your programming tasks take place. This is the application
sometimes simply referred to as CodeWarrior, and it's the application
you double-click on each time you set to work programming.
=Ii~

Metrowerks CodeWarrior ~Iii

ii 16 items

341.9 MB in disk

CodeWarrior I DE 1. 7

IM

The CodeWarrior IDEthe program from which
you edit, compile, link,
and debug
The debugger

MW Debug/MacOS 1.5

•
•l!I
•

MacOS Support

CodeWarrior Pl ugi ns

Support files such as
libraries and headers
Compilers, linkers
and preferences

Java Support

Support files needed
when programming
in Java

(Project Stationery)

Files used to properly
configure new
CodeWarrior projects

Figure 1.5

The Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder on the Tools CD-ROM.

The CodeWarrior IDE is the only file in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior
folder that you'll ever work with directly. The other files in this folder
are all used internally by the CodeWarrior IDE. For example, if a project
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you're currently working on isn't generating the code you expect it to,
you can choose to run the code with the Metrowerks debugger. Instead
of leaving the environment of the CodeWarrior IDE to double-click on
the MW Debug/MacOS debugger{ however, you'll simply make a
menu selection from within the CodeWarrior IDE. It's then up to
CodeWarrior to start the debugger for you.
CodeWarrior Gold comes with a variety of compilers; they're
housed in the Compilers folder, which is located in the CodeWarrior
Plugins folder. Figure 1.6 shows the many compilers available at the
time of this writing. While some may not be familiar to you, you can see
that CodeWarrior supports programming in the C, C++, Pascal, and
Java languages. Each compiler exists as a plugin, meaning that any one
of them can be "plugged into" the CodeWarrior IDE. Again, you won't
be responsible for double-clicking on one of these files to run the
desired compiler. Instead, the extension you include in your source
code file name will automatically tell CodeWarrior which compiler to
use. You'll find more on this topic in Chapter 2.
Another folder worth noting in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder is
the one named (Project Stationery). When you start the development of
a new Macintosh application you'll use the CodeWarrior IDE to create a
new project that will serve to hold all the files related to what will eventually be your new program.
When you create this new project, CodeWarrior lets you specify
what the target will be. The target is the end result of your programming efforts; it may be a 68K Mac application, a PowerPC Mac application, a Java applet, or one of a number of other types of programs. The
files in the (Project Stationery) folder properly set up a new project
based on the target you specify. Chapter 2 discusses project stationery
and targets. Once again, I point out this folder only to give you a feel
for the contents of the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder-you won't
ever have to open this folder or directly work with any of the files in it.

The Metrowerks PowerPlant folder
The Tools CD-ROM holds a folder named Metrowerks PowerPlant.
PowerPlant is the name of Metrowerks application framework. In general, an application framework is a set of files that hold the code that han-
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dles many of the repetitious programming tasks common to most Mac
programs. By including this Metrowerks code in your own projects,
you'll be able to devote your programming efforts to the fun areas of
programming rather than the mundane parts. Figure 1.7 shows that the
PowerPlant folder itself holds a number of other folders. Within each of
these subfolders are several C++ source code files and header files.
Collectively, these numerous files make up the application framework
PowerPlant. Chapters 7 through 10 introduce you to PowerPlant.

24items 341.9 MB in disk
zero K
......................................................................................................
Name

ii
v

Ill

Compilers

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

ID
1!11
ID

•

D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
D

{t

Balloon Help
Lib Import 68K
Lib Import PPC
Lib Import x86
MC Class Compiler
MPW Import 68K
MW CIC++ 68K
MWC/C++ PPC
MW CIC++ x86
MW Java
MW Java.zip
MW Pascal 68K
MW Pascal PPC
MWWinRC
Obj Import x86
PEF Import 68K
PEF Import PPC
PPCAsm
Rez
Wi nRes Import
XCOFF Import PPC

Linkers

Figure 1.6 The CodeWarrior Plugins folder from the
Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder on the Tools CD-ROM.
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Figure 1.7

PowerPlant is an application framework that consists of a number of
source code and header files located on the Tools CD-ROM.

As shown in Figure 1.7, the Metrowerks PowerPlant folder includes an
application named Constructor. Constructor is a utility program that
helps you create the special resources required by PowerPlant. In particular, Constructor helps you graphically lay out the contents of the windows used by the application you're developing. If you've ever used the
resource editor ResEdit, the idea of a graphics editor like Constructor
should make sense to you. Chapter 7 introduces you to Constructor.

The Other Metrowerks Tools folder
The Other Metrowerks Tools folder (Figure 1.8) on the Tools CD-ROM
holds several folders and applications-two of which are described in
detail in this book.
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§Iii§ Other Metrowerks Tools §Iii

a 7 items

341.9 MB in disk

Profiler allows you to gain
accurate timing information
about your programs

•
-

MW Zone Ranger 1. 9

Figure 1.8

ZoneRanger shows you exactly
what's going on in memory as
your programs run

The Other Metrowerks Tools folder from the Tools CD-ROM.

ZoneRanger is a neat program that runs unobtrusively in the background on your Macintosh. If you'd like to see how your own program
manages memory, just launch it and look at the ZoneRanger windows.
There you'll see specific information about the amount of memory your
program uses and the way in which your program uses it. ZoneRanger
is the topic of Chapter 11.
The Metrowerks Profiler allows you to determine the length of time it
takes for different parts of your program to execute. Does your program
seem to run sluggishly? Are graphics updated slowly? With the Profiler,
you'll be able to find out exactly which lines of your code need fine-tuning, or optimization. Using MW Profiler on your own programs is the
topic of Chapter 12.

Other Items of Interest
on the CodeWarrior CDs
The Cool Demos, SDKs, & Tools folder on the Reference CD-ROM has
a vast assortment of programming tools and utilities, most of them
demos of the full-featured versions. One demo in particular is worth
mentioning: the demo version of Resorcerer. Resorcerer is a resource editor that allows you to create and edit resources in a graphical manner,
just as Apple's ResEdit program does. Resorcerer, however, is a much
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more powerful resource editing tool. In case you haven't bought
CodeWarrior yet, I've included a copy of the demo on this book's CDROM.
Speaking of ResEdit, you'll find a working copy of this popular
resource editor in the Apple Development Tools folder. You'll find a
fully functional version of the resource editor ResEdit on this book's
CD-ROM.

Chapter Summary
CodeWarrior is an integrated development environment that holds all
the compilers, tools, and programming utilities that make it possible to
write programs for both older 68K Macintosh computers and the new
PowerPC-based Macs. At the heart of the CodeWarrior package lie
Metrowerks fast, feature-laden compilers.
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CodeWarrior Projects
An application starts its life as a CodeWarrior project. Each project may
consist of source code files, resource files, and libraries. Additionally,
these files rely on several of Apple's Universal Header files. In this
chapter you'll see how these different pieces of the puzzle fit together.
In this chapter you'll see how the CodeWarrior IDE, the integrated
development environment introduced in Chapter 1, makes it easy to
select the platform-such as a Macintosh 68K computer or a Power Mac
computer-for which your new program will be targeted. The
CodeWarrior IDE also makes it simple for you to select the language
you want to program in-including C, C++, Pascal, or Java. Here you'll
begin with a walkthrough of the creation of a short, simple application
targeting the 68K Mac platform, and written in C.
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Once you're familiar with the process of developing a Mac application, you'll see that setting up a project such that the resulting program
targets a different platform (the Power Macintosh) or setting up a project to use a different language (such as C++) takes only seconds. Again,
short, simple examples of each type of project appear in this chapter.

Introduction to Projects
A program developed using CodeWarrior always starts out as a project.
In simplest terms, a project is a file that's used to hold the names of all of
the files that will be compiled and linked together to become a Macintosh
application. More descriptively, a project is your means of organizing the
source code files, resource files, and libraries that will become your program, as well as the place where preferences are set and saved.
CodeWarrior is capable of generating more than just Mac programs. A project can be used to create a code resource, a library,
a shared library, or even a Windows application. However, this
book focuses on the development of Macintosh applications.

In this section I'll create a new project that will be used to generate a 68K
application-one that consists of 680x0 instructions, but which can run
on either a Mac with a 680x0 CPU or on a Power Mac driven by a
PowerPC CPU. The steps in creating a new project are simple enough, so
along the way I'll add a little extra descriptive information so that you
understand not only what you'll be doing, but also why you'll be doing it.
If you don't currently have the CodeWarrior integrated development environment running, start it up by double-clicking on the
CodeWarrior IDE icon located in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder
found in the main CodeWarrior folder on your hard drive.

Creating a ttew Project Using
Project Stationery
Regardless of the type of program you're going to develop, you'll
always begin by selecting New Project from the File menu. When you
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do that, CodeWarrior lets you select a project stationery and name the
project file before it goes ahead and creates the new project.
CHOOSIHG fl PrtOJECT STflTIOHErtY

When you select New Project from the File menu, you'll encounter the
New Project dialog box shown in Figure 2.1. This dialog box lists the
various project stationeries that can be assigned to the project you're
about to create. Click on the arrow icon to the left of the MacOS listing.
When you do that, you'll see a couple of other categories. Click on the
arrow icon to the left of the C/C++ listing. After you do that your New
Project dialog box will look similar to the one pictured in Figure 2.1.
The list of project stationeries isn't static. That is, not only might it
change from one version of CodeWarrior to another, you can
change the contents of the list yourself. Metrowerks will add proH 0 T E
ject stationery to new versions of CodeWarrior. Additionally,
you're free to create your own stationery that can appear in this
dialog box. After reading on and gaining a better understanding
of project stationery you might want to create your own. If you
do, refer to the /DE User's Guide electronic documentation that
comes with each CodeWarrior package.

~

New Pro·ect
Select project stationery:

v

C/C++
ANSI Console 68k
ANSI Console PPC
Basic Tool box 68k
Basic Tool box PPC

Figure 2.1

The New Project box resulting from choosing
New Project from the File menu.
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Before creating the new project, CodeWarrior requests that you choose a
project stationery for the project. The project stationery is responsible
for including the proper libraries in the new project. Because different
types of projects require different combinations of libraries, it's easiest
to let the project stationery determine which libraries are needed for
your particular project.
Your selection of a project stationery will be based on !!_three factors:
•
•
•

The type of application you'll be developing
The platform the application is targeted for
Whether or not you'll be using the PowerPlant application
framework

CodeWarrior allows you to create two types of applications: ones that use
the Macintosh Toolbox and ones that don't. If you're going to write a
"real" Mac program that uses windows, menus, and other graphical user
interface elements, you'll want to select one of the Basic Toolbox project
stationeries. CodeWarrior also lets you write programs that rely on ANSI
library functions and don't use any of the thousands of functions in the
Macintosh Toolbox (refer to Appendix C if you're not familiar with the
Toolbox). Such a program uses a console window to allow a user to supply input to the program and to display output. You'll read more about
such programs (and see an example of one) later in this chapter.
The second factor to consider is the target platform-a topic discussed in Chapter 1. If you're writing a Macintosh 68K application,
choose one of the 68k project stationeries. If you're writing a Macintosh
PowerPC-only program, choose one of the PPC project stationeries. If
you're developing a fat application, you can choose either a 68k or PPC
project stationary-you'll find out why in Chapter 5, the chapter that
deals with fat applications.
Finally, if you're going to make use of the classes that make up the
Metrowerks PowerPlant application framework, you need to choose
one of the PowerPlant project stationeries.
In Figure 2.1 I'm selecting the Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery.
This tells you that the program I'm about to create will be a Mac program that makes use of Toolbox functions, targets the 680x0 family of
Macs, and doesn't use the PowerPlant application framework.
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After clicking once on a project stationery, check to make sure the
Create Folder checkbox is checked and then click the OK button.
Having this checkbox marked tells CodeWarrior to create a new folder
in which your project-related files will be stored.
Recall from Chapter 1 that an application that holds 68K code can
run on both 68K-based Macs and PowerPC-based Macs-it just
doesn't run as fast on the PowerPC-based Macs as it would if it
N0 T E
were specifically compiled with the Power Mac as the target platform. What I'm doing for this introductory example, then, is creating an application that's guaranteed to run on every reader's
Mac-regardless of the CPU it has.

r:l1

rt11M1na THE ftEW PlOJECT
Clicking on the OK button dismisses the New Project dialog box and
posts another dialog box-one that prompts for a name for the project
that's about to be created (see Figure 2.2).

c::> Hard

•
•

(ToolSeruer Tools)
CodeWarrior IDE l. 7

Name new project as:

lMyFirstMacApp.JJ
Figure 2.2
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Changing folders and naming a new project.

You can give a project any name you wish, but it's common for a programmer to select a name that is the same or similar to the name that he
or she will give to the program that's about to be developed. It's also a
practice of programmers to a project name with an extension of µ. That
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is, type a period followed by the µ character-a character you produce
by typing the letter m while holding down the Option key. I'll be naming this book's first example program MyFirstMacApp, so as you can
see in Figure 2.2 I've opted to name this book's first example project
MyFirstMacApp.µ.
When you click the Save button, CodeWarrior will create a new
folder to hold your project-related files (provided you left the Create
Folder checkbox checked in the New Project dialog box, as suggested).
By default, that folder will most likely end up in the Metrowerks
CodeWarrior folder (simply because that's the folder that holds the
CodeWarrior IDE application). Use the pop-up menu at the top of the
Name Project dialog box if you want your project folder to be placed in
a different folder. In Figure 2.2 I'm moving into the main CodeWarrior
folder, which happens to be named CWlO Gold on my hard drive.
Once you've supplied a name for the project and have the desired location for the project displayed in the dialog box pop-up menu, click the
Save button to dismiss the dialog box. When you do that, CodeWarrior
will create a new project like the one shown in Figure 2.3.
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The new project window that results from creating a new project
based on the Basic Toolbox 6Bk project stationery.
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THE PROJECT Wntoow
A project window lists all the files that together will be used to generate
a single Mac application. As Figure 2.4 shows, the project window is,
however, much more than simply a file list.
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A project window is composed of several areas.

Groops
A project's files are organized into groups. A project always has at least
one group, and can have any number of groups. Each group holds the
name of one or more of the files that the project is tracking. Each group
has a name, which, like groups themselves, serves only as a device to
help you better organize a project's files. In Figure 2.4 you can see that
the MyFirstMacApp.µ project is made up of four groups named
Sources, Resources, Mac Libraries, and ANSI Libraries. These are the
default names given by CodeWarrior to the groups-you're free to
change a group name by double-clicking on it and typing in a new
name in the dialog box that appears.
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Technically, the term group is used for PPC projects, while the
analogous organizational unit in a 68K project is referred to as a
segment. However, you'll often hear (and read in Metrowerks
H 0 T E
documentation) the term group used regardless of the project
type. I'll use group in this general sense too.

r:l1

The list of file names that appears under a group name can be collapsed
or expanded by clicking on the arrow icon to the left of the group's
name. Collapsing a group hides the names of the group's files, while
expanding a group redisplays the file names. These actions don't change
the make-up of the project-the files within a group are unaffected.
Collapsing and expanding groups simply provide you with two alternatives to viewing a project. In Figure 2.5 I've collapsed the groups
named Mac Libraries and ANSI Libraries, and left the Sources and
Resources groups expanded.

IEi

__ rm_~

M_y firstMacApp.µ

S: jifl File

11

]I

-

Code.J

Data][ •

0

0

Figure 2.5 A project window with two of its groups
expanded and two of its groups collapsed.

As mentioned, groups are a means of organizing a project's files. You
can move a file name within a group, or from one group to another, by
simply clicking on the file's name and, with the mouse button held
down, dragging the file name to a new location.
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You can move groups about in a project window, change their
names, add new groups, remove existing ones, and so forth. For
all the details of working with groups, consult the electronic verN 0 T E
sion of the /DE User's Guide documentation that is included with
each edition of CodeWarrior.

r:2I

Compile Colamn
When you make a change to a file (such as editing source code in a
source code file), that file needs to be recompiled so that the resulting
application contains your changes. Normally, CodeWarrior knows
when a file has been altered and recompiles that file when you build, or
make, a new version of your application. Occasionally, however,
CodeWarrior might not recognize a change you made. You can click on
the small checkbox to the left of a file's name in the project window to
force CodeWarrior to recognize that file as one that needs recompilation. Together, the checkboxes that are beside each group and each file
in a group make up the Compile column.

Fil• Colamn
The File column of the project window lists the name of each group and
file in the project.

Code Colamn
The Code column shows the size of the executable object code for each
group and file in the project. The size of a file is given in bytes, while
the size of a group (representing the total size of each file in the group)
is given in kilobytes.

Data Column
The Data column shows the size of the nonexecutable data for each
group and file in a project. The values are presented in the same fashion
as in the Code column-bytes for files, kilobytes for groups.
Don't expect the size of the resulting application to be the same
as the sum of the Code column and Data column values. All the
code in a library won't end up in the application-only the code
N 0 T E
for library routines that are referenced by your program is included in the application CodeWarrior builds from the project.

r:2I
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Generate SYM Info Column
Associated with each project is a SYM file-a file that holds information
important to the Metrowerks debugger. This information includes function and variable names (these names are collectively referred to as symbols, from which comes the name of the debug file) and the location of
these symbols within the source and object code. The Generate SYM
info column allows you to include or exclude a file's code from contributing to the project's SYM file. By default, each source code file in a
project has a mark in the Generate SYM info column-meaning that its
code will be included in the project's SYM file. Click on this marker if
you wish to exclude the code.

Arrow Icon Column
Each group and file in a project has a small arrow icon that appears in a
column at the far right of the project window. Clicking on the icon for a
group displays a pop-up menu that lists the files in that group-choosing
an item from the menu opens that file. Clicking on the icon for a source
code file displays a pop-up list of the names of files included in that file
(as in the files brought into a C source code file using the #include directive); choosing an item from the menu opens that interface file.

Compiling and Running the Project's Code
Individual files in a project can be compiled by clicking once on the
file's name in the project window to highlight the name and then selecting Compile from the Project menu. CodeWarrior also provides a simple means of compiling all the files in a project, building (also referred to
as making) an application from the compiled code, and testing the
resulting application. To perform all those tasks by making a single
menu selection, choose Run from the Project menu.
As CodeWarrior compiles the files listed in the MyFirstMacApp.µ
project, you'll see the numbers in the Code and Data columns of the
project window get updated. A short time after that, the program will
run-a window will open and randomly placed colored circles will
start appearing in the window (see Figure 2.6). Click the mouse button
to end the program. When the window closes, you'll find yourself back
in the CodeWarrior IDE.
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Figure 2.6

The result of running the MyFirstMacApp.µ project.

If you choose Run a second time, the window that displays the
colored circles will appear sooner than it did the first time you
selected Run. That's because all the project's files have already
H 0 T E
been compiled. CodeWarrior knows there's no need to recompile
them, so the application starts up right away. Only if you make
changes to the project (such as editing the source code in the
SillyBalls.c file, adding resources to the SillyBalls.rsrc file, or
adding or removing a library file) will CodeWarrior recompile any
or all of the files.

~

After successfully running the program that CodeWarrior builds from
the project, return to the desktop (you needn't quit the CodeWarrior
IDE to do this). There, in the folder you designated when you created
the project, you'll find a new folder with the same name as your project-less the .µ extension. For my MyFirstMacApp.µ project the folder
is named MyFirstMacApp. Double-clicking on the folder reveals the
files pictured in Figure 2.7.
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M_y_FirstMacApp iij
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Figure 2.7 The contents of the folder Code Warrior creates to hold
the files that are a part of the MyFirstMacApp.µ project.

In the folder you'll find the project file, along with any source code files
and resource files that are a part of that project. The folder, as well as
these files, were created when the project was created. Additionally,
you'll find a SYM file and an application file-these files were created
when Run was selected from the Project menu. The SYM file holds
information needed by the Metrowerks debugger.
It's important to note that the application that gets built from a project is a stand-alone program-in order to execute, it doesn't need any of
the other files that appear in the folder. As a test, you can copy just the
program (named Sillyballs 68k in this example) to any other Mac and
double-click to run it.
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What•s Missing?
When I compiled and ran the code in the MyFirstMacApp.µ project, I
didn't really create my own program-I simply compiled and ran sample code provided by Metrowerks. To turn this project into one I can
truly call my own, I need to create my own source code file and add it
to the project in place of the SillyBalls.c source code file. I then need to
do the same with the project's resources-create a resource file using a
resource editor such as ResEdit or Resorcerer and then add that file to
the project in place of the SillyBalls.rsrc resource file.
The MyFirstMacApp.µ project includes the library files that hold all
the compiled code that may be necessary for your source code to compile and link properly. The project also includes a single source code file
and a single resource file. Every time you create a new project using the
project stationery for a 68K Mac application, a new project window
holding these same files will appear.
As you've just seen, you can compile and run a new project "as is."
Of course, unless you really want the SillyBalls program, there's really
no point in doing this. So, why does CodeWarrior include a source code
file and resource file in a new project when, as it turns out, you'll need to
use your own source code and resources? The SillyBalls.c and
SillyBalls.rsrc files are included in each new project simply as placeholders of sorts. For example, the SillyBalls.c source code file reminds
you that you need to add a source code file of your own to the project,
and provides a group (named Sources) in which you can place your own
file. The SillyBalls.rsrc file serves a similar purpose. In the future, when
you create new projects you'll add your own files and remove these
placeholders. You'll see an example of how to do that in the next section.

Creating an Application
In this section I'll walk through the process of developing a Macintosh
application. While I will cover each step, I'll breeze though the first several steps-the ones that result in a new project window appearing on
the screen. Those initial steps were just described in this chapter's introduction to projects, so a summary will suffice.
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Because this chapter is about working with projects, I'll use only
very simple examples to make sure the emphasis is on the process of
working with projects rather than on explaining source code listings.
Later in this book you'll encounter more examples that result in applications that do more than the ones developed in this chapter.
In the previous section you specified that your new project be set up
as one that generates a 68K application. Additionally, without any input
from you CodeWarrior used the C language plugin compiler with the
project. In this section you'll see how to set up a project as one that
instead generates a PowerPC-only application. You'll also see how to
tell CodeWarrior which compiler to use. While this example will also be
written in C, your understanding of how CodeWarrior selects a compiler will be applicable later in this chapter when you write a simple program using C++.
If you're interested in building fat applications (a topic mentioned in Chapter 1), read the previous section and this section.
While I don't create a fat application here, the techniques
described in this chapter are directly applicable to the process for
doing so. Chapter 5 completes the picture by thoroughly describing the fat application and how to develop one.

In keeping with this chapter's theme of developing only simple applications, the example program that I'll develop in this section does only
one thing: it displays an empty window on the screen. There are no
menus, and the window can't be moved. A click of the mouse button
ends the program.

Creating a "ew Project
You've already taken a walk through the process of creating a new project, so here I'll only present a summary of the steps you'll take to do
this:

1. Select New Project from the Project menu-the New Project
dialog box appears.
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Z. Click on the appropriate project stationery for the type of
application you're to develop.
3. Leaving the Create Folder checkbox checked, click the OK button to dismiss the New Project dialog box-the Name Project
dialog box appears.
4. Enter a name for the project (end the name in .µto go along
with the generally accepted CodeWarrior project naming style).
5. CodeWarrior will create a new folder in which to hold your
project and project-related files. Use the pop-up menu at the
top of the dialog box to move to the folder in which you want
this new folder placed.
6. Click the Save button to dismiss the Name Project dialog boxa new project window appears.
The project I'm creating will be a PowerPC-only project, so I'll select the
Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery. I'll then give the project the very
appropriate name EmptyWindowPPC.µ. When I do that, the resulting
project window will look like the one shown in Figure 2.8.
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The new project window that results from creating a new project
based on the Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery.
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Merely looking at a project's icon or the icon of the resulting
application won't tell you if a project or program is 68K or
PowerPC-only. Starting here with the EmptyWindowPPC.IJ project, and throughout the remainder of this book, I'll include
"68K" or "PPC" in the names of projects and programs so that
you'll readily know the difference. While not a requirement,
doing so will be of benefit, especially when creating a fat application (as you'll see in Chapter 5).

Since the project stationery selected for the EmptyWindowPPC.µ project differs from the project stationery used with the MyFirstMacApp.µ
project, you'd expect CodeWarrior to set up the projects differently. If
you compare Figure 2.8 to Figure 2.3, you'll see that this is in fact the
case-the libraries included in the projects differ.

Creating and Adding a Resource
file to a Project
In Figure 2.8 you'll notice that once again CodeWarrior has added the
SillyBalls.c and SillyBalls.rsrc files to the project. In developing your
own program, you'll be replacing these two files with files of your own
creation. I'll start by creating a new resource file and adding it to the
project. The order in which you replace the two placeholder files is,
however, unimportant.
The CodeWarrior integrated development environment includes
just about everything you need to create a Macintosh applicationexcept a resource editor. A resource editor isn't a simple utility-it's
a complicated piece of software. There are already two good ones
available-Apple's ResEdit and Mathemaesthetics' Resorcerer-so
it wouldn't have made sense for Metrowerks to expend the time
and effort creating another one. Instead, CodeWarrior lets you use
the resource editor of your choice to create a resource file for your
project's use.
1.Aat1cH1t1G YoaR RESO<IRCE EDITOR
CodeWarrior offers a neat trick in that you can double-dick on the
name of a resource file in a CodeWarrior project window and, if you
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haven't already launched your resource editor, CodeWarrior will start it
up for you. If you use Apple's ResEdit (a free version of which comes
on this book's CD-ROM and with any version of CodeWarrior from
Metrowerks) as your resource editor, you're all set-double-clicking on
the SillyBalls.rsrc file name in the project window will launch ResEdit
and open the SillyBalls.rsrc file. When that happens, you'll see the window pictured in Figure 2.9.

§Iii

Sill_y_Balls.rsrc

· ii~

~

~

•

Figure 2.9 Launching ResEdit from the EmptyWindowPPC.µ
project results in the SillyBalls.rsrc file opening.

This trick doesn't just work for this one resource file in this particular

project. Any time you double-dick on the name of a resource file in any
project window, ResEdit will be launched (if it isn't already running)
and the clicked-on file will open.
If your preference in resource editors is the more sophisticated
Mathemaesthetics' Resorcerer editor (a demo of which is provided on this book's CD-ROM and with each edition of
N 0 T E
CodeWarrior), you'll need to perform a one-time-only task to set
up things so that CodeWarrior always launches Resorcerer rather
than ResEdit. Refer to Appendix E to see how to set up your
CodeWarrior environment so that it launches Resorcerer rather
than ResEdit. After you follow the steps in Appendix E, double-

r:ll
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clicking on the SillyBalls.rsrc file name in the project window will
result in Resorcerer being launched and the SillyBalls.rsrc file
being opened. You'll then see the resource file pictured in Figure
2.10.
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Figure 2.10 Launching Resorcerer from the EmptyWindowPPC.µ
project results in the Si/lyBalls.rsrc file opening.

CREATIHCi A ResOORCE flLE

Almost all Macintosh programs that have a graphical user interface are
based on a project that includes a resource file. The resource file for the
EmptyWindowPPC program is named EmptyWindow.rsrc and holds
just a single resource, a WIND with an ID of 128.

n

~

If you aren't familiar with resources, you can get an overview of
this important topic by reading Appendix D.

" 0 T E

Double-click on the SillyBalls.rsrc file name in the
EmptyWindowPPC.µ project if you haven't yet. That launches your
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resource editor and opens the SillyBalls.rsrc file. You won't be interested in this file-recall that its primary purpose is to serve as a placeholder in the project window. Instead, you'll be creating a new resource file
that you'll add to the project in place of SillyBalls.rsrc.
While you can give a resource file any name you'd like, it makes
sense to pick a name that shows that the file will be a part of a particular project. Ending the file name with an extension of .rsrc is a common
practice, so for the resource file I'll soon be creating I'll use the name
EmptyWindow.rsrc.
I intentionally didn't include "PPC" in the resource file name
because, unlike a project file, there is no 68K or PowerPC resource
file. This same resource file can be used in the PowerPC-only
N0 T E
CodeWarrior project that I've already created, and it could be
used in a 68K version of the project.

r:l1

If you use ResEdit as your resource editor, read on. If you prefer
Resorcerer, skip the "Creating the Resource File with ResEdit" section
and jump ahead a few pages to the "Creating the Resource File with
Resorcerer'' section.

Creating the Raoarw File with RaEdit
In ResEdit, select New from the File menu to create a new resource file.
You'll see the New File dialog box pictured in Figure 2.11. Use its popup menu to move to the folder that holds the EmptyWindowPPC.µ project. Type in a name, then click the New button.
To add a WIND resource to the empty file, select Create New
Resource from the Resource menu. Scroll to the WIND item in the list
in the Select New Type dialog box that appears. Click once on WIND,
then click the OK button, as shown in Figure 2.12.
For the EmptyWindowPPC program, it's not important what
type or size window you use. Enter the values shown in Figure 2.13
or use window dimensions of your own choosing. When you're
done, select Save from the File menu and return to the CodeWarrior
IDE.
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Figure 2.11

Creating a new resource file in ResEdit.
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Creating a WIND resource in ResEdit.

Creating the Resource file with Resorcerer
If you use Resorcerer rather than ResEdit, go ahead and launch that
resource editor now. Select New File from the File menu to open a new,
empty resource file. Select Save File As from the File menu to enter a
name for the file. In the dialog box that opens, use the pop-up menu to
move to the folder that holds the EmptyWindowPPC.µ project. Type in
a name, then click Save (see Figure 2.14).
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The WIND editor in ResEdit.
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Naming and saving a new resource file in Resorcerer.
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To add the WIND resource, select New Resource from the Resource
menu. Scroll down to the WIND item in the dialog box and click once
on the item. Then click the Create button, as shown in Figure 2.15.
Known types
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uiew
Uiew
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WDEF
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Type: IWIND
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HCMD
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Figure 2.15

Create

Cancel

Creating a WIND resource in Resorcerer.

Select Set Window Info from the Window menu to change the size or
type of the new window. Figure 2.16 shows the dimensions I've entered
for the window-you're free to use your own values. When you're finished, select Save File from the File menu and return to the
CodeWarrior IDE.
flDDlf'IG fl RESOURCE flLE TO fl PROJECT
A project only recognizes the files that are named in the File column of
the project window, so you need to add the EmptyWindow.rsrc file to
the project now. To do that, click on the name of the group that you
want the resource file to end up in. Again, files can be placed in any
group-CodeWarrior will compile and build the program regardless of
which groups files are in. But for organizational purposes, you'll want
to add the resource file to the group named Resources. Click on the that
group name, then choose Add Files from the Project menu. If the popup menu at the top of the dialog box that appears isn't displaying the
name of the folder that holds your project, use the pop-up menu to
move to that folder. After you do that, the Add Files dialog box will
look like the one pictured in Figure 2.17.
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Using the Add Files dialog box to add the resource file to a project.
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The top list of the two lists in the Add Files dialog box uses a filter to
display only the files in the current folder that can be added to a
CodeWarrior project. For instance, the list will display resource files,
source code files, and library files, but it won't display, say, a project file
(you can't add a project to a project) or a file created by a graphics program (again, this type of file would be useless to a project). You select a
file to add to the project by clicking on its name in the top list and then
clicking the Add button. When you do that, the file name moves to the
bottom list. Figure 2.18 shows this for the resource file.

la EmptyWindowPPC ,.. I

CJ

Hard Driue

Eject
Desktop

After selecting a file to add,
the file's name moves to the bottom list.

Figure 2.18

While this example only displays a single file, the top list is of course
capable of displaying any number of files. And you can use the Add
Files dialog box to add any number of files to a project. For instance, a
project for what will be a large application may consist of several source
code files and one or more resource files. When all the files that are to
be added to the project appear in the bottom list, you click the Done
button to dismiss the dialog box. Here I'm adding just the
EmptyWindow.rsrc file to the project, so I'm ready to click the Done
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button now. When I do that, the project window shows that the
resource file has been added to the Resources group, as pictured in
Figure 2.19.
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Figure 2.19

The EmptyWindowPPC.µ project after adding the resource file.

lbMOVlnG THE REsOORCE flLE PLACEHOLDER FROM fl PROJEa

The SillyBalls.rsrc file is simply a placeholder file. Now that the "real"
resource file that the project will be using has been added, it's time to
remove this placeholder. To do that, click once on the SillyBalls.rsrc file
name and then select Remove Files from the Project menu. The
SillyBalls.rsrc file name will then be removed from the list, as shown in
Figure 2.20.
If you remove the only file in any group, that group disappears
from the project window. To avoid having the Resources group
disappear, remove the placeholder after adding your new
N 0 T E
resource file. If you do inadvertently remove a group, consult the
electronic /DE User's Guide documentation that comes with
CodeWarrior to learn how to add a new group to a project.

~
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Figure 2.20 The EmptyWindowPPC.µ project
after removing the resource file placeholder.

Creating and Adding a Source
Code file to a Project
A Mac program consists of resources and code, so the development of a
Mac program typically requires that you create and add a resource file
and create and add a source code file to a project. You're resource file is
in place, so you're half-way there. Now it's time to work on the project's source code.
CREATl"G fl SOURCE CODE flLE
You create a new source code file and add and edit source code in that
file from within the CodeWarrior environment. To create a new, untitled, empty source code file, select New from the File menu. When you
do that, an empty window will appear.

Next, select Save from the File menu to name the source code file
and save it to disk. Typically, you'll give the source code file the same
name as the project-without the 68K or PPC For a C language program, give the source file a .c extension, as I've done in Figure 2.21.
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c:> Hard Driue
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Figure 2.21
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L:J )

Cancel
Saue

D

ftto l~jl

Naming a new source code file.

In the newly saved, empty window, type in the source code shown in
Figure 2.22. Don't forget that C is a case-sensitive language. Type in the
code exactly as it appears in Figure 2.22, without altering any of the
capitalization. And don't forget to place a semicolon after every line in
the body of the main ( ) function-with the exception of the wh i 1e statement line. After you've typed in the code, again select Save from the
File menu to save your work.
If you haven't programmed in C, read Appendix A. That appendix
provides a crash course in C-just enough to get you up and running. If you haven't programmed the Mac before, also read
N 0 T E
Appendices C and D-they provide similar summaries of the
Macintosh Toolbox and resources. Figure 2.23 serves to provide a
quick introduction to C programming on the Mac.

~
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Empt Window.c

§IC

lr.J)i .. rno .. Jjg]llill ..)

File Path

IHard Drive: cw10 Gold...dowPPC:Empty'w'indow.c

void main( void )
{
WindowPtr theWindow;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows() ;
lnitMenus();
TEI nit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, O );
lnitCursor();
the Window

= GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-1 L );

while ( !Button() )

Line: 18

The source code listing for the EmptyWindowPPC program.

Figure 2.22

Every Macintosh

c

progr.am() mustt. havei
a main 1unc ion

u

ILi

lfEJ Ii!!;)~~

Emp!J!Wlndow.c
Ffl• P•th

IHard__:_Drivo : cw1 o Oold...clowPPC :Empty Window .o

I- void main( void )

~~~~:~ec! ~a.:iii~~l~~o

1
- - - 1 + - --w.••·indowPtr theWindow;
~-++------1nitGraf(

&qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus() ;
TElnit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );

Initialize the Toolbox

~-++--__._JnitCursor() ;

Open a new window
based on data from ---+T---!heWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-1 L );
a WIND resource
~-+T--while ( !Button() )

_J

Loop until
user clicks
mouse button

.---+t-----rJLino : 1

Do nothing

Figure 2.23

What the source code in the EmptyWindow.c file does.
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flDDltlG fl SO<JRCE CODE flLE TO fl PROJECT

Creating a new source code file and saving it doesn't make that file a part
of your open project. To do that, you can select Add File from the project
window, just as you did to add the EmptyWindow.rsrc resource file to the
project. To add a single source code file to a project, however, CodeWarrior
provides a shortcut that you'll probably want to take. First, click on the
Sources group name in the project window so that the source code file gets
added to the appropriate group. Then click once anywhere on the source
code window to make it active (that is, to make it the frontmost window
on the screen) . Now choose Add Window from the Project menu.
CodeWarrior then adds the EmptyWindow.c file to the project, saving you
a trip to the Add Files dialog box. Figure 2.24 shows the results .
. EmptyWindowPPC.µ

s· !BO File

"""

l[ Code][ l)ata][J](
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tfl/ Silly Balls .c
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0! •
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ID
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. V....... t(j/~.JResources
...~.~.e~~-~!.~~.?.~:.?. .........................!L. ............O!
~.L. . . . . . . ~.L.. ~. . .~ .
Oj
l:l
tfl/ Emptg Yindow .rsrc
!
nI a !
nIa1
ID
··;w···..· · t-tac.iibiaiies. ...................... T... ..........oT'··...........or.........Ef
tfl/
tfl/
tfl/

lnterfacelib
Mathlib
MYCRuntime .lib

l

!
i

0!

o!
Oi

o!

Oi

i-=-1

:::~::::!'.::::~:~$I::(~:~:~:~:d:!:~::::::::::::::::::::::::c::::::::::§::::::::::::::::Q::::::::::::::i:.i::

-01
9 file(s)

Figure 2.24

0

0

The EmptyWindowPPC.µ project after adding the source code file.

REMOVltlG THE SO<JRCE CODE flLE PLACEHOLDER FROM fl PROJECT

As you did for the resource file placeholder, remove the source code file
placeholder from the project window. Do this by clicking once on the
SillyBalls.c file name in the project window and then selecting Remove
Files from the Project menu. The SillyBalls.c file name will then be
removed from the list. Figure 2.25 provides a final look at the
EmptyWindowPPC.µ project window.
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Figure 2.25 The EmptyWindowPPC.µ project after
removing the source code file placeholder.

Specifying which Compiler
CodeWarrior Should Use
As discussed in Chapter 1, CodeWarrior comes with a variety of different compilers (called plugins) that can each be used from within the
CodeWarrior IDE. So far, however, I've made no mention of the way in
which you indicate which compiler CodeWarrior should use. I've been
able to skirt this issue because of the power of CodeWarrior to select
the appropriate compiler to use for a project without any intervention
from you.

tlow CODEWARRIOR CHOOSES A COMPILER
The extension you give your project's source code file specifies which
compiler plugin CodeWarrior should use to compile the file. For example, a file with a name that ends with an extension of .p or .pas is
assumed to be a file that holds Pascal source code and will be compiled
by one of the two CodeWarrior Pascal compilers (there's a separate
Pascal compiler for 68K projects and PowerPC projects).

Chapter 2: CodeWarrior Projects
A file whose name ends with an extension of .c, on the other hand,
will be considered a file that holds C language source code and will be
compiled using one of the two CodeWarrior CIC++ compilers (again,
there's a separate one for 68K projects and PPC projects). A file name
that ends with an extension of either .c++, .cc, .cp, or .cp is considered a
C++ language source code file and will be compiled by the same
CodeWarrior CIC++ compiler used to compile a C language source
code file. Because of the similarities between the C and C++ languages,
this one compiler can compile both C and C++ files. Even though one
CIC++ compiler is capable of compiling both C and C++ source code
files, you still need to end your source code file's name with an extension that tells CodeWarrior whether the file holds C or C++ code. The
compiler will base compilation decisions on this information.
In all the preceding cases, the selection of the compiler to use is
automatic-you simply create a project using the project stationery of
interest, add a source code file, and let CodeWarrior select the correct
compiler for your project.
MflTCttHIG flLE "AME ExTEtlSIOtlS TO COMPILERS
If you'd like to see which file name extensions are used for any language, select Project Settings from the Edit menu. In the Project
Settings dialog box, click on the word Target in the scrolling list that
appears to the left (see Figure 2.26). When you do that, the Target panel
will fill the right side of the dialog box. You can scroll through the list in
this panel to see which extension is paired with which compiler. If you
click on a row in this list, more information will be displayed in the bottom of the panel.

Compiling and !tunning the Project•s Code
Now it's time to compile the code and build an application. And, if
you're working on a Mac that has a PowerPC CPU, you can also test
your new application. If you're working on a Mac that has a CPU from
the 680x0 family of chips, you'll be able to create the program, but you
won't be able to run it-not from your computer anyway. If you have
access to a Power Mac, you can copy the application to a floppy and test
it by running it from the Power Mac.
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Pro· ect Settin s

v Editor
Custom Key words
v Project
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Build Extras
PPC Project
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./

File Type:
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Choose...
Flags:
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Metrowerks CIC++

Change

Remove

v Linker

( Factory Settings ] ( Re·w·\ Ponel ]

Figure 2.26

( Cancel

Jll

OK

D

The Target panel in the Project Settings dialog box.

If you're using a Power Mac, select Run from the Project menu to compile the project's code, build an application, and give the new application a test run. If all went as planned, a small, empty window will
appear on the screen. Click on the window to end the program and
return to the CodeWarrior IDE.
If you're using a 68K-based Mac, the Run menu item in the Project
menu will be dim. That's because you can't run a PowerPC-only application (the type you're about to create) on a 680x0 CPU. Instead, choose
Make from the Project menu. This menu item compiles and links a project's code, building the PowerPC-only application in the process. The
Make command doesn't, however, attempt to give the resulting application a test run.
If during compilation a window titled Errors & Warnings opens
and displays an error message (or messages}, look over your
source code to make sure it matches the listing shown in Figure
N 0 T E
2.22. Chapter 4 provides details on how to track down errors in
your source code.

~
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Sapplying a

"ew "ame for the Application

When you create a new project that uses the Basic Toolbox PPC project
stationery, CodeWarrior will always use SillyBalls PPC as the name for
the stand-alone application that results from selecting Run from the
Project menu. You'll of course want to supply this application with a
name of your own choosing.
RE"AMl"G THE flPPLICATIO" FROM THE DESKTOP
You can give your program a new name by simply editing the file's
name from the desktop, but this method has a drawback. Every time
you work on this project (as in, say, editing its source code to add a new
feature to the program) and then select Run from the Project menu,
CodeWarrior builds a new version of the stand-alone application. The
new version will once again be given the name SillyBalls PPC.
R!SETTl"G THE HAME TO USE FOR THE fiPPLICATIO"
Rather than renaming one copy of an application, you should alter the
name that CodeWarrior assigns the application it builds from your project. You can do this from within the Project Settings dialog box.
To see this dialog box, select Project Settings from the Edit menu.
The Project Settings dialog box, shown in Figure 2.27, is a single dialog
box that is capable of displaying a number of different panels of
options. On the left side of the dialog box is a scrolling list. To the right
of the list is the remainder of the dialog box, which Metrowerks refers
to as a panel. Clicking on an item in the list changes the various settings
displayed to the right of the list. That is, each item in the list displays its
own panel of options.
To change the name CodeWarrior gives to applications it builds
from the current project, click on the PPC Project item in the list. When
you do that, the panel will change to include a number of settings that
apply to the current project, including an edit box that lets you type in
your choice of a name for the application. In Figure 2.27 you can see
that the default name CodeWarrior uses is SillyBalls PPC. To change
the name, highlight the contents of this edit box and type in the new
name. The name I'll use is EmptyWindowPPC.
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Click on an item in this list...

... to change the settings displayed in this entire area

-- - Project

Project Type:
Application
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Info:-------------~
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Figure 2.27 Using the PPC Project panel of the Project Settings
dialog box to change the name of an application.

~
n

Other settings in this panel, including the heap sizes, will be discussed in Chapter 11.

0 T E

After typing in the new name, click the OK button. When you do that,
CodeWarrior will respond by posting an alert that tells you the change
you made requires that the project be linked again. The change you
made concerns the name of the application CodeWarrior builds. Here
CodeWarrior is telling you that the change of name won't affect the
existing version of the SillyBalls PPC application that is on your hard
drive. Instead, you need to again choose Run from the Project menu so
that CodeWarrior can make a new stand-alone application with the
newly entered name. Go ahead and click the OK button in this alert,
and then choose Run to build a new version of the program.
If you're satisfied that your code is working as expected, you can
choose Make rather than Run from the Project menu. Both menu
items build a new stand-alone application. The Make command
won't, however, take that application for a test run.
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Examining the Results of Your Efforts
The EmptyWindowPPC folder that CodeWarrior created for you now
holds a variety of files-Figure 2.28 shows the contents of this folder.
9 items

D

EmptyWindowPPC.JJ

a

EmptyWi ndow

-

SillyBalls.c

¢1

Jill~
6 t .1 MB 8V8i1ab1e

967.7 MB in disk

~

II

EmptyWi ndow.rsrc EmptyWi ndowsPPC.xSVM

~

Sill yBalls.rsrc

II

Sill yballs PPC.xSVM

~

..

~

1-+--1-

~at~~sf~~!

EmptyWi ndowsPPC

0

......__1-+--1- Discard
files
in this row

~
Sillyballs PPC

Figure 2.28 The contents of the folder Code Warrior creates to
hold the files that are a part of the EmptyWindowPPC.µ project.

Because I chose Run from CodeWarrior's Project menu twice (once
before specifying a new application name in the Project Settings dialog
box and once after), there's two debug files and two application files in
the folder. Additionally, the two SillyBalls files that were initially a part
of the project (courtesy of the project stationery) are present in the folder. As shown in Figure 2.28, none of these four files is needed-I can
clean up things a lot by trashing them.
If you choose Project Settings just after you create a new project,
you can set the application's name before you ever build a program. If
you do that, the only extra unneeded files you'll have in your project
folder are the ones named SillyBalls.c and SillyBalls.rsrc.
Earlier in this chapter you read a little about debug files. Recall
that when a 68K project is compiled, CodeWarrior generates a
SYM file that is used if you debug your program. Here you see
that for a PowerPC project CodeWarrior creates a comparable
debug file-one that ends with an .xSYM extension rather than a
.SYM extension.
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Congratulations-at this point you've successfully used CodeWarrior
to create both a 68K and a PowerPC-only program! Now, to get a better
understanding of the libraries that were added to the two projects, as
well as a look at how header files are used in a project, continue on to
the next section.

Other CodeWarrior Project Types
When you create a new project, CodeWarrior prompts you to select a
project stationery for the project. In this chapter you've used the 68k
and PPC versions of the Basic Toolbox project stationeries. In this section you'll see how to use the two ANSI Console project stationeries to
create simple applications that display menus and a window, but
require no resources and no calls to Toolbox functions.
So far the examples in this chapter have all been in C. If you're a
C++ programmer, you can create projects that compile C++ code just as
easily as you can create C projects. Here you'll see how.

Console Projects
If you're writing a simple program that doesn't need a Mac interface,
you might consider using the standard CodeWarrior console window. If
you use the console, your program will include the menus and the window pictured in Figure 2.29, without your having to write any supporting code.

To make use of the console, you need to include one of two SIOUX
(Standard Input Output User eXchange) libraries in your project. As usual,
CodeWarrior project stationery can be used to take care of determining
which libraries should be included in the project; select either the ANSI
Console 68k or ANSI Console PPC project stationery. Figure 2.30
shows the project window for a project set up using the ANSI Console
68k project stationery.
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Figure 2.29

The output of the ConsoleEx68k program.
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Figure 2.30

0

0

The project window of the Conso/eEx68k.µ project.

In the project pictured in Figure 2.31 I've replaced the HelloWorld.c
source code file that CodeWarrior uses as a placeholder with my own
source code file--ConsoleEx.c. Figure 2.31 shows the complete source
code listing found in this file.
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ConsoleEH.c

~jJJ ,,~] tfj

IW

File Path [Hard Drive :c~ro Gold...oleEx68K :ConsoleEx.c

#include <sldio.h>
#include <ctype.h>
void main( void )

{
char theString[30];
int i =0;
scan!( "%s", theString );
while ( theString[i] != '\O' )

{
theString[i] = toupper( theString[i] );

i++;

print!( "\n%s", theString );

}

Figure 2.31

The source code listing for the Conso/eEx68k program.

The listing of ConsoleEx68k uses a call to the ANSI C function scan f ( )
to read the characters that the user types and to store them in an array
named the String. After that, a loop is used to pass the array, character-by-character, to another ANSI function-toupper( ). This function
is used to convert each character in theStri ng to uppercase, storing the
result of each character conversion right back into the St r i ng. When
the last character of the string is reached, the loop ends. A call to one
more ANSI C function, pr i nt f ( ) , is used to print the newly converted
string below the original string that was typed by the user.
Because the ANSI function toupper() is used, the ANSI header file
ctype.h is included-that's the file that defines the function prototype
for this function. And because the program calls the ANSI function
print f ( ) , the ANSI header file stdio.h is also included-it's the header
file that defines what pri ntf ()looks like. CodeWarrior gets the project
set up correctly through the use of project stationery, but it is up to you
to use the necessary 4ti ncl ude directives. To see the program's output,
refer back to Figure 2.29.
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C++ Projects
Earlier in this chapter you read that to let CodeWarrior know that your
project uses C++ source code rather than C source code you should
end the name of your source code file with an extension of .cp or .c++.
Figure 2.32 shows a project that includes such a file. The
ObjectEx68k.µ project is one that was created with the Basic Toolbox
68k stationery, but it could just as easily have been done using the
Basic Toolbox PPC stationery.
ObjectEH68K.µ
'o/ (If Sources

'(//

Ob jectEx .cp
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7 file(s)

Figure 2.32

0

0

J\ii

The project window of the ObjectEx68k.µ project.

Figure 2.33 shows the complete source code listing for the ObjectEx68k
program. When you select Run from the Project menu you'll see a single window like the one pictured in Figure 2.34.
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IW
~

li!!.J ~ IE]

O~ectEH.cp

j

Path Hard Drivo: CW 1 0 Gold :

~dow CW ...C02 Pro joct :Ob joc\Ex :ObjoctEx.cp

Q
~

class Studentlnlo

~

{
private:
long studentlD;
public:
Studentlnfo( void );

};
Studentlnfo :: Studentlnfo( void )
{
this->studentlD =O;
MoveTo( 20, 30 );
Drawstring( "\pRecord created and initialized.' );

Studentlnfo "theStudent;
void main( void )

{
WindowPtr theWindow;
Reel
theRect;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts() ;
lnitWindows();
SetRect( &the Rect, 50, 50, 350, 100 );
theWindow = NewWindow( OL, &theRect, "\pNew Window", true,
noGrowDocProc, (WindowPtr)-1L, true, O );
SetPort( theWindow );
theStudent = new Studentlnfo;
while ( !Button() )

delete theStudent;

}
lLine: 1

Figure 2.33

~1

lf!J

The source code listing for the ObjectEx68k program.

15

New Window

Record created and i nit i a1i zed.

Figure 2.34

The result of running the ObjectEx68k program.
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As you know, most Macintosh projects include a resource file, but
the ObjectEx68k.µ project doesn't. This project can do without
such a file because the ObjectEx68k application uses only one
N 0 T E
graphical user interface element-a window. In other examples
you've seen that a window can be defined by a WI ND resource. A
window is a GUI element that can also be defined without the
use of a resource. The ObjectEx68k.c source code calls the
Toolbox function NewWi ndow() rather than GetNewWi ndow( ).
Whereas GetNewWi ndow() receives a window description via a
WIND resource, NewWi ndow() receives this same information from
the parameters that are passed to it. Same task, different means
of accomplishing it.

r:2J

If you don't know C++, don't be alarmed-no knowledge of C++
is expected for much of this book. The ObjectEx68k program is
the only object-oriented programming example in these first few
N 0 T E
chapters. It's included for the benefit of those of you who do
know C++ so that you can see how easy CodeWarrior makes it for
you to work in a language other than C.

r:2J

Chapter Summary
When using CodeWarrior to develop a Macintosh program, you always
start by launching the CodeWarrior IDE and creating a new project. A
project is a file that holds a list of all of the other files that, when compiled and linked, result in a stand-alone Macintosh program.
When you create a new project you specify a project stationery
based on the target you've selected for your soon-to-be-developed program. The target is the type of machine your program will run on. The
project stationery is responsible for ensuring that the proper library files
get added to your new project. After that, you'll create a resource file
that holds the resources your program will use and a source code file
that holds your program's source code. When these files have been
added to the project, you'll compile and link the files to create a standalone Mac application. You can perform both these steps, as well as give
the resulting application a test run, by choosing a single menu itemthe Run item from the Project menu.
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Most editions of CodeWarrior come with a single CodeWarrior IDE
program and a variety of compilers. When you write your source code,
you can do so in a variety of languages, including C, C++, Java, and
Pascal. The CodeWarrior ID knows which compiler to use to compile
your source code based on the extension you use in the name of the
source code file.

Chapter

Onderstanding
the Oniversal
Interface files
The Universal Interface header files are a collection of more than 100
header files that define the function prototypes for each of the thousands of Toolbox routines. Toolbox function prototypes are of great
importance-without a function prototype, the CodeWarrior compilers
will not compile source code that includes calls to Toolbox functions.
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For very small projects, a knowledge of what the Universal Interface
header files are and how they work might not be necessary. But as your
project grows, the chances of successfully compiling that project get
smaller. That's because the more source code you write, the more
Toolbox routines you call and the greater the likelihood that one of your
function calls won't match the prototype listed in the header file. To
add to the problem, Apple periodically modifies some of the Universal
Interface header files. If you attempt to compile source code that was
written using an older set of the Universal Interface header files, you'll
find many incompatibilities that result in compiler errors.
In this chapter you'll learn all about the Universal Interface header
files. You'll see that a knowledge of how these files work will eliminate
countless compile-time headaches.

Header files and the Toolbox
A CodeWarrior project consists of one or more source code files, one or
more library files, and usually a resource file. And while you won't see
the names of any header files in a project window, a project also uses
several Universal Interface header files. The purpose of the Universal
Interface header files is to let the compiler your project uses understand
the format of the thousands of functions that make up the Macintosh
Toolbox. In this section you'll see the relationship between the
Universal Interface header files and the functions that make up the
Toolbox.

flpple•s Universal Interface Header files
The Toolbox is a collection of Apple-written functions that have been
compiled and placed in the ROM chips and the system software of each
Macintosh. In order to include a call to one of the Toolbox routines,
your source code must provide the compiler with the calling convention of the routine. That is, the compiler needs a function prototype for
a called Toolbox function so that it can verify that the parameters and
function return type you supply are correct. The Apple Universal
Interface header files contain function prototypes for each Toolbox
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function. Figure 3.1 shows the names of a few of the more than 100
Universal Header files, along with the folder hierarchy in which
Metrowerks stores these files.
Metrowerks CodeWarrior
11 items

Ill

970.1 MB in disk

Macos Support

MacOS support 1==5=it=em=s=9=7=0=.1=M=B=in=d=is=k=;==I

II

Headers

Headers
1Oitems 970.1 MB in disk

Uniuersal Headen
Universal Headers

179 items

I
I
II
I
II
II
II
I
I
I
I
II
I
II
II
I
II

970.1 MB in disk

Dialogs.h
Dictionary.h
DigitalSignature.h
DisAsmlookup.h
Disassembler.h
Disklnit.h
Disks.h
Displays.h
Drag.h
Drive rGesta 1t. h
DriverServices.h
Editions.h
ENET.h
EPPC.h
ErrMgr.h

~'
Figure 3.1

Some of the many Apple Universal Interface header files.

Apple occasionally adds new functions to the thousands of existing
Toolbox routines. Additionally, as changes to the operating system are
made, Apple may change the type of a parameter or the return type of
some Toolbox functions. When that happens, these header files need to
be updated. That's one reason there are different versions of the
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Universal Interface header files. As of this writing, these Apple files
have a version number of 2.1.

Universal Interface tteader
Files and Your Code
The Universal Interface header files don't do your project any good
unless your project is made aware of them. There are two means of
accomplishing this, both of which you'll use, and both of which are
described next.
OSIHG TttE

/ii nc 1ude

DntECTIVE TO IHCWDE

0HIVEltSflL IHTEltFflCE HEADElt flLES IH fOOlt CODE

As an example of when a Universal Interface header file is needed, consider the Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow( ). Its prototype is supplied
in the Universal Interface header file Windows.h. If one of my
CodeWarrior projects includes a call to GetNewWi ndow(), then it will
also need to include the Windows.h header file. That enables my project to use the GetNewWi ndow() function whose compiled code is stored
in the ROM of each Macintosh (see.Figure 3.2).
Not all Toolbox routines have their compiled code in the ROM
chips of your Mac. Some exist in the System file in your Mac's
System folder. If all the Toolbox routines were in ROM, there
would be no way Apple could get new Toolbox routines into your
machine, short of having you replace the ROM chips. With the
scheme now used, a new version of the operating system can
include new Toolbox routines that will be available to any Mac,
provided Mac owners upgrade to the new Mac OS.
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II Test.c
II Application source code file
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-1 L );

II Windows.h
II Apple Universal Interface header file
extern pascal WindowRef GetNewWindow( short windowlD,
void *wStorage,
WindowRef behind )

The function prototype of a Toolbox function, necessary to use the
Toolbox function located in ROM, is found in a Universal Interface header file .

Figure 3.2

None of the more than 100 Universal Interface header files are a part of
your project unless you specifically include them. One way to do that is
to use the ff i n cl u de compiler directive. Figure 3 .3 shows the
Windows.h Universal Interface header file being included in a source
code file.
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II Test.c
II Application source code file
#include <Windows.h>

...

theWindow =GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-1 L );

Figure 3.3

Use a 4f inc 7ude directive in a source code file
to make use of a Toolbox function.

Us1nG fl PRECOMPILED HEADER flLE TO lnCWDE UnlVERSflL
lnTERFflCE HEADER f1LES 1n YooR CODE

As your source code grows and you make more and more calls to
Toolbox routines, keeping track of which Universal Interface header
files are needed in a project would become a difficult chore. To simplify
things, Metrowerks has taken several of the most commonly used
Universal Interface header files and from them created a single precompiled header file. By using this single header file in a project, you eliminate the need to include several individual Universal Interface header
files-the code for these several files is already a part of the precompiled header file.
There's a second advantage to using a precompiled header file as
opposed to bringing the same header files into your project using
/ii ncl ude directives-it saves time. When you compile a source code file
that uses a 1/i ncl ude directive to bring in a header file, as in the listing of
Figure 3.3, the code in that header file needs to be compiled along with
the code you've written for that source code file. If your project includes a
large number of calls to Toolbox functions and requires, say, 30 of the
Universal Interface header files, the compiler has to compile each of these
files the first time you select Run from the Project menu. This compilation takes a little time. Including a single precompiled file that holds the
already-compiled code from numerous Universal Interface header files
doesn't involve any compile time-the code has, obviously, been compiled by Metrowerks and distributed to you in that form.
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The compiling of each header file only needs to take place once.
Subsequent selections of the Run command only results in the compiling of source code files that have been changed since the previN0 T E
ous compilation. Since you won't be making changes to Apple's
header files, the compiler wouldn't need to recompile them.

~

Metrowerks supplies you with a variety of precompiled header filesthere are different versions for different project types. For example, a
68K project written in C uses the precompiled header file named
MacHeaders68K, while a PowerPC project written in C++ uses the
MacHeadersPPC++ precompiled header file. Fortunately, Metrowerks
has devised a simple scheme that allows you to forget all about which
version of the MacHeaders files your project needs.
As a part of your CodeWarrior package, Metrowerks supplies a file
named MacHeaders.h. This small file does nothing more than determine what type of project is currently being compiled (such as 68K or
PPC, C or C++) and selects the appropriate MacHeaders file based on
the project type. Figure 3.4 shows the listing of the MacHeaders.h file.

r
MacHeaders.h

.,

Processor independant interface to the MacHeaders<XXX> files ...

#lfdef _cplusplus
#if _POWERPC_

#Include <MacHeadersPPC++>
#ellf _CFM68K_

#include <MacHeadersCFM68K++>
#else

#Include <MacHeaders68K++>
#endlf

#else
#If _POWERPC_
#include <MacHeadersPPC>
#ellf _CFM68K_

#include <MacHeadersCFMSBK>
#else
#include <MacHeaders68K>
#endif
#endlf

LfnO: 1

Figure 3.4

The MacHeaders.h file is used to determine which precompiled header
file should be used by a particular project.
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When you create a new project, by default, CodeWarrior uses the
MacHeaders.h file as the project's prefix file. A prefix file is a single file
that you tell CodeWarrior to include in your project. While in most
cases you'll want to stick with MacHeaders.h as your project's prefix
file, the C/C++ Language panel of the Project Settings dialog box does
allow you to specify a different file, as shown in Figure 3.5.

v Editor
Custom Key words
V Project
68K Project
Access Paths
Build Extras
Target
v Language Settings
CIC++• Language
C/C++ Warnings
Pascal Language
Pascal 'Warnings
Rez

v Code Gener at ion
68K Processor
68K Disassemblor
V Linker
68K Linker

Source Model:

Apple C

r Language Info: - - - i
0 Activate C+ + Compiler
0 ARM conformance
0 Enable C+ + Exceptions
0 Enable RTTI
Inli ni ng: I Normal
,.. I
Pool Strings
Don't Reuse Strings
1:8] Require function Prototypes

0
0

Prefix file

0
0
0
0

ANSI Strict
ANSI Keywords Only
Expand Trigraphs
Multi-Byte Aware

0

MPW Newlines
MPW Pointer Type Rules
Enums Always Int
Use Unsigned Chars

0
0
0

IMacHeaders.h
[ Cancel

ln

OK

D

Figure 3.5 The appropriate MacHeaders file is added to a project
by naming the MacHeaders.h file as the project's prefix file.

Once a MacHeaders file is included in a project, you'll seldom have to
use ff; ncl ude directives for any of the Universal Interface header files.
For example, each version of MacHeaders includes the compiled code
for several Universal Interface header files, including Windows.h. That
means your own source code won't have to use Windows.h in a
/ti ncl ude directive, even if your source code calls GetNewWi ndow( ),
which is a Toolbox routine whose function prototype is defined in
Windows.h. In Figure 3.6 you can see that I've commented out the
inclusion of Windows.h in the Test.c source code listing I first presented in Figure 3.3.
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II Test.c
II Application source code file
II #include <Windows.h> Don't need this #include if
II
a MacHeaders file is used as
II
the prefix file

theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-1 L );

Figure 3.6 With MacHeaders included in a project, few of
the Universal Interface header files will need to be included in source code.

MacHeaders and the II i n c 1 ude Directive
With a MacHeaders header file as your project's prefix file, you might
think that there'd be no need to use the 1fi ncl ude directive for any
Universal Interface header file. Recall, however, that the MacHeaders files
contain the compiled code of the most commonly used header files-not
the code of all the header files. For example, QuickDraw.h, Windows.h,
Dialogs.h, Events.h, and Resources.h are a few of the header files that are
a part of MacHeaders, but the Sound.h header file is not. On occasion,
you'll make a call to a less commonly used Toolbox function that doesn't
have its prototype listed in MacHeaders, such as the SndPl ay() Toolbox
routine, which is defined in Sound.h. In a project such as this, you must
use a MacHeaders file and a #include <Sound. h> directive. Another
example is a program that takes advantage of the Mac's speech capabilities. Such a program will use Toolbox routines that have prototypes listed
in the Speech.h header file. Like Sound.h, Speech.h isn't one of the
Universal Interface header files that were compiled into a MacHeaders
file. So, again like Sound.h, you'll need to explicitly bring Speech.h into
your source code by using a 1fi nc l ude directive.
This chapter's SpeakPhrase program, discussed in just a bit, is an
example of a project that uses both a MacHeaders file (MacHeaders68K,
incidentally) and a 1fi ncl ude directive to incorporate a Universal
Header file (Speech.h) into a project.
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The SpeakPhrase Example Program
In this section we'll take a look at a very simple Mac program that
exists for the purpose of demonstrating the last section's discussion
about including Universal Interface header files in a CodeWarrior project. The SpeakPhrase program uses the Toolbox function
SpeakStri ng () to emit speech from the user's Macintosh speakers and
the Toolbox function SpeechBusy() to make sure that the program
doesn't "move on" before all of the words get spoken. Running
SpeakPhrase produces no on-screen effects-you won't see any menus
or windows (and thus the project needs no resource file). Instead, the
program starts up, speaks a single sentence, and then quits.

N 0 T E

To hear the SpeakPhrase program talk you'll need to make sure
that the Speech Manager extension is in your System folder. Also
make sure that the speaker volume of your Mac is set higher than 0.

The SetVolame Project
If you're using a 680x0-based Macintosh, create a new project using the
Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery. If you're working on a Power Mac,
you can use either the Basic Toolbox 68k or the Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery to create the SpeakPhrase project. You might, however,
decide to go with the Basic Toolbox 68k stationery so that your efforts
match the figures in this section. If you do that, and you name the project SpeakPhrase68K.µ, your project window will look like the one pictured in Figure 3.7.

Now, select New from the File menu to open a new, empty text file.
Type in the source code shown in Figure 3.8. We'll take a look at the
code a little later. For now, just select Save from the File menu and
name the source code file. As you saw earlier, you'll typically give the
source code file the same name as the project, without the 68K or PPC.
Now that you've seen that the same source code file can be used in both
a 68K and PPC project, it should make sense that the source code file
name doesn't include a reference to either compiler. Because this is a C
language program, I've added a .c extension to the file name, as shown
in the title bar of the source code window pictured in Figure 3.8.
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The SpeakPhrase68K project window.

SpeakPhrase.c

#include <Speech .h>
void main( void )
{
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus() ;
TElnit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
lnitCursor() ;
SpeakString( "\pWhat did you want me to say?" );
while ( SpeechBusy() == true )

Line: 1

Figure 3.8

The source code file for the SpeakPhrase project.
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Add the file to the project by first clicking once on the Sources group name
in the project window, clicking once on the SpeakPhrase source code window to activate it, and then selecting Add Window from the Project menu.
Remove the SillyBalls.c placeholder by clicking the file's name once in the
project window and then selecting Remove Files from the Project menu.
The project uses no resources, so you won't need a resource file. Remove
the SillyBalls.rsrc placeholder as you did the SillyBalls.c placeholder.

The SpeakPhrase Source Code
The SpeakPhrase.c source code file has a single application-defined
function, the ma i n ( ) function. To distinguish between functions written
by a programmer and those functions that are a part of the Macintosh
Toolbox, you'll see the phrase "application-defined function" used
throughout this book.
The main () function begins with calls to the same eight Toolbox initialization routines found in most Mac source code listings. Next comes
a call to the Toolbox function Sp ea kSt ring ( ) . As its name implies, this
routine speaks the words of a single string-the string passed to it.
Here I use the string "What did you want me to say?" but you're free to
replace this text with any string of your own choosing.
The Sp ea kSt ring () function doesn't hold up execution of a program while speech is emitted from the speakers of the user's Mac. For
that reason, you must follow a call to Sp ea kStri ng () with a "do nothing" loop that prevents further code execution. This loop should execute for as long as it takes the Spea kS tr in g ( ) function to complete
speaking its words.
When you write a program that calls SpeakStri ng() you'll have no
idea how long a pause is necessary to prevent speech from being cut
off. So you'll leave it up to another Toolbox routine to determine that.
The purpose of SpeechBusy() is to determine whether or not speech is
currently taking place. If it is, the routine returns true. If no speech is
taking place, SpeechBusy() returns false. By including a call to
SpeechBusy() in a whi 1e statement, your program repeatedly invokes
this routine until it returns a value offal se. Once it does return false,
the program moves on past the "do nothing" body of the loop (the
semicolon), and the program ends.
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The prototype for the SpeakStri ng() and Speech Busy() functions
can be found in the Speech.h Universal Interface header file. The
Speech.h file is not one of the many Universal Interface header files that
gets compiled into a single MacHeaders file-and that's worth noting.
This means that the Speech.h file needs to be included in the source
code file. The SpeakPhrase program does that with the following line:
#include <Speech.h>

By including this line in SpeakPhrase.c, the SpeakPhrase program has
access to any of the routines whose prototypes appear in the Speech.h file.
If you'd like to know more about including speech in your own
Mac programs, as well as other Macintosh multimedia programming topics such as sound playing and recording, offscreen drawn0 TE
ing, animation, and Quicklime movie playing, consider picking up
a copy of the M&T Books text Graphics and Sound Programming
Techniques for the Mac.

'21

Verifying that Header files and
Ubraries are necessary
In this section I'll do a couple of simple experiments with the
MacHeaders precompiled header file and the Universal Header files to
see the effect of omitting one or more of these elements from a project.
In doing so, you should gain a better understanding of the purpose of
these header files.
If the SpeakPhrase68K.µ project is not open, open it now by double-clicking on its icon in the desktop or by selecting it from the dialog
box that appears when you choose Open from the File menu of the
CodeWarrior IDE. Then open the SpeakPhrase.c source code file by
double-clicking on its name in the SpeakPhrase68K.µ project window.
Comment out the /fi ncl ude <Speech. h> line, then select Run from the
Project menu to recompile and run the program. As you may have
guessed, commenting out the inclusion of the Speech.h file prevents the
project from successfully compiling. Before looking at Figure 3.9, try to
guess what kind of error message might be displayed in the Errors &
Warnings window.

n
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Figure 3.9 Without the Speech.h header file, the compiler doesn't know what
parameters should be passed to the Sp ea kSt ring () and SpeechBusy () routines.

The Errors & Warnings dialog box can be collapsed to show only
error messages or expanded to show both a list of error messages
and the area in the source code file that holds an offending line.
n0 TE
Click on the small arrow icon at the very bottom left of the dialog
box to collapse or expand it.

~

The compiler informs you that without the Speech.h file, it can't determine what the Toolbox functions SpeakStri ng() and SpeechBu sy( )
should look like. Notice, however, that the compiler didn't report any
errors regarding the other Toolbox function calls-the several initialization routines that make up the rest of the program. Why? They're commonly used routines, and the Universal Interface header files that
define their prototypes are all a part of the MacHeaders precompiled
header files.
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To further investigate how Universal Interface header files are
included in your project, open the Project Settings dialog box from the
Edit menu. Then click on the CIC++ Language item in the list on the left
of the dialog box. Next, cut or backspace over the string that's in the
Prefix File edit box-MacHeaders.h. After clicking the OK button,
again select Run from the Project menu. After you do that, you'll see a
message window much like the one shown in Figure 3.10. Notice that
without a MacHeaders precompiled header file in the project, the compiler doesn't recognize what any of the Toolbox routines look like.

OError
: function
SpeakPhrase.c I ine
· OError
: function
'
SpeakPhrase, c I i ne
, OError
: function
·
SpeakPhrase, c I i ne
.Error
: function
SpeakPhrase.c line
.Error
: function
SpeakPhrase.c line
Error
: function
•
·- SpeakPhrase.c line

8
;· 8
8
·

has
6
has
7
has
8
has
9
has
10
has
11

no prototype
lnitFonts£>;
no prototype
In i tlJ i ndows£>;
no prototype
In i tMenus£);
no prototype
TElnit£>;
no prototype
lnitDialogs£ OL >;
no prototype
FlushEvents£ everyEvent, 0 >;

Error
: function has no prototype
SpeakPhrase.c line 12
lnitCursor£>;
Error
: function has no prototype
SpeakPhrase.c I ine 14
SpeakString£ "\pi.lhat did you want me to say?" >;
Error
: function has no prototype
SpeakPhrase.c line 15
while ( SpeechBusy£> ==true>

Figure 3.10 Without MacHeaders and the Sound.h file, the compiler
doesn't recognize any of the Toolbox functions.

To return the SpeakPhrase68K.µ project to its initial state, remove the
comment slashes from the front of the 1/i ncl ude <Speech. h> line at
the top of the SpeakPhrase.c source code file. Then select Project
Settings from the Edit menu and again click on the CIC++ Language
item in the dialog box list. Restore the Prefix File edit box contents by
typing in the MacHeaders.h file name (refer way back to Figure 3.5 if
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you need to see a screen snapshot of how this dialog box should look).
Click the OK button, then choose Run from the Project menu to recompile the project's code and test the program.

Errors and the Oniversal Header files
Consider the following scenario. You buy a programming book, which
of course includes example source code. Perhaps the author and publisher were even kind enough to provide project files and source code
files on a CD-ROM. You attempt to compile the example code, following the book's instructions word-for-word. But instead of seeing a Mac
program come to life on your screen, you end up looking at an Errors &
Warnings window like the one pictured in Figure 3.11.
Errors & Warnin s
.i~t®l"l~rt

<,'.~~t~·,'

·. . .···f.:~~~~'~ij~~{i~(lil~

Figure 3.11 The CodeWarrior Errors & Warnings window
displaying a compiler error message.

If you've attempted to compile even just a couple of examples that

someone else has written, whether obtained from a disk in a book or
downloaded from an online service library, you've no doubt encountered the above cannot convert error or the equally dreaded type mismatch error. If the example code came from a programming book, you
of course immediately cursed the author's so-called competence and
vowed to never purchase another book with his or her name on the
cover. But wait! This incompatible code might not be the fault of the
author; Apple and the Universal Interface header files may be to blame.

Chapter J: Understanding the Universal Interface files
Fortunately, this chapter has so far supplied you with a thorough
understanding of just what these header files are used for and why they
are so important. Armed with that knowledge, you'll be able to get
many projects up and running-projects that you had given up on and
left dormant on your hard drive.

The PlaySound Project
The type mismatch errors can of course occur in your own projects as
well as in those you've obtained from other sources. The reason I mentioned projects obtained from other sources is that there is a likelihood
that a project you've received with a book or downloaded from an
online service may be several months, or even a few years, old. In the
time between the project's creation and your obtaining it, one important
thing may have changed-Apple's Universal Interface header files. If
these files have changed, the chances of the project successfully compiling are greatly diminished.
For the sake of this discussion on type mismatch errors, let's assume
you're trying to compile a multimedia project that was included in a
Macintosh programming book you've purchased. The book's disk also
included a compiled, executable version of the program, which is
named PlaySound68K. When double-clicked, the program plays the
sound of a telephone ringing, then quits. No, it may not exactly be a
multimedia showcase, but at least it does more than simply write
"Hello, World!" to a window! Figure 3.12 shows what the CodeWarrior
project window looks like for the PlaySound68K.µ project.
Like any CodeWarrior project, this one includes a number of
libraries and a source code file. Like most projects, it also includes a
resource file. To view the contents of the resource file, double-click on
the file name in the project window. As mentioned in Chapter 2, doing
that launches the resource editor that created the file (such as ResEdit or
Resorcerer) and then opens that file within the resource editor. Figure
3.13 shows the PlaySound.rsrc file, as viewed from ResEdit.
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The project window for the PlaySound68K program.

PlaySound.rsrc

<]))~
snd

lfj
~

snds from Playsound.rsrc
.!Q.

9000

Size

70186

Iii~,

Name

" Telephone Sound"

0

'O

~
Figure 3.13

The resource file for the Play5ound68K project.

From Figure 3.13 you can see that the PlaySound.rsrc file holds a single
resource: a snd resource with an ID of 9000. This resource holds the digitized recording of a telephone ringing and will be used by the code in
the PlaySound.c source code file.

~

" 0 T E

For obscure reasons that I won't delve into, s n d resources that
are not distributed by Apple should have IDs greater than 8191.
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n

0 T E

Another fact about s nd resources: All resource types have a fourcharacter name, such as WIND, DLOG, and ALRT. The fourth character in the snd resource name is a blank space.

For the curious, a s nd resource usually starts as a sound in a sound file.
For a project to make use of it, it needs to be copied to the project's
resource file. Figure 3.14 shows that the Play Sound folder found on
this book's CD includes a sound file named Telephone Sound.
P02 Pia Sound68K
973.4 MB in disk

4items

D

55.3 MB available

~

PlaySound68K ..u

u

PlaySound.c

PlaySound.rsrc

~

Telephone Sound

¢
Figure 3.14 A sound can be stored in a file,
as is the telephone ringing sound here.

Where do sound files come from? Well, buying this book just got
you one: the Telephone Sound file. That doesn't help if you're
looking for more than a ringing telephone, though. Other
n0 TE
sources of sounds are:

~

• Online services such as America Online and CompuServe
have libraries of sound files that are yours for the downloading.
• You can buy a CD-ROM of a thousand sounds through a
mail-order vendor for about $30.
• You can buy a sound digitizer for less than $200 and use
your Mac to digitize your own sounds.
To copy the sound in a sound file, launch your resource editor. Use its
Open menu item to open the sound file. Then open your project's
resource file. Copy the sound from the sound file and paste it into the
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project's resource file. That's all there is to it. Figure 3.15 summarizes
this process.
§15§ Telepho11e ~ound §§~§

PlaySound.rsrc

{}

Copy...

. .. and paste

Figure 3.15 A sound in a file is a resource that can be
copied and pasted to a project's resource file.

The faulty PlaySound Source Code
Figure 3.16 shows the source code for the PlaySound68K program. Like
the short programs in Chapter 2, about half of the code of PlaySound.c
is devoted to Toolbox initializations. The rest of the code is explained in
the figure.
Selecting Run from the Project menu starts the compile. A short
way through, though, the compile will abruptly end and the Errors &
Warnings window will open with the error shown in Figure 3.17.
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The prototype for
SndPlay() is in
Sound.h, a file
that's not a part
of MacHeaders

=
#include <Sound.h>

Use this variable
void main( void )
to keep track of
{
a snd resource -----1+--+1andle theSound;
once it's loaded
into memory
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus();
Load sound data
TEI nit();
in snd resource
lni!Dialogs( OL );
9000 from disk
FlushEvents( everyEvent, O );
to memory
lnitCursor();
Play the sound
data that's in the
area of memory --++--~-.ndPlay( nil, theSound, true );
referenced by the
handle theSound
........---neleaseResource( (Handle)theSound );
Free the memory
that holds the
sound data

Lint: 1

The PlaySound source code has code
to load and play a sound resource.

Figure 3.16

~Iii

Errors & Warnin s

Figure 3.17

The CodeWarrior Errors & Warnings window
displaying a cannot convert error.
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Correcting the Type Mismatch Error
The Errors & Warnings window pictured in Figure 3.18 shows that an
error occurred while trying to compile the line of code that consists of
the call to the Toolbox function Sn d P1 ay C) . If you look at the call to
SndPl ay() as displayed in both the top and bottom parts of the Errors
& Warnings window you'll notice that CodeWarrior has marked the
code that it is having trouble with. Figure 3.18 shows that the compiler
generates an error after compiling the second parameter in Sn d P1 ay ( ) .
An underscore in the top part of the
window shows where the error lies

v --·---··-~..:,__" __ :..'4..,-·-·-:--:..·:~~:'7---·.-·~·~· -········--· ······-·····-----·

!B(iSll'jl&P~~jHaril Dr1V1>:~10 ~ld:.~ c:..

faoes:Pla\18ound68K:Pli!l$ound..o .

InitHenus();
TEinit ();
InitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( evei::yEvent, O ) ;
InitCui::soi::();
theSound
•

=

GetResoui::ce( 'snd ', 9000 );

SndPlay( nil, theSoundQ ti::ue );
Lin•: 1s·

Highlighting in the bottom part of the window is used
as a second means of indicating where the error is

The CodeWarrior Errors & Warnings window
marks the source code location of an error.

Figure 3.18

<>
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While you might not be able to infer exactly what is meant by the error
message in the top part of the Errors & Warnings window, you can safely guess that there is some problem involving the parameters in the call
to SndPl ay( ). To see if you've used a value of the proper data type for
each of the SndPl ay() parameters, you'll want to compare the data
types you've used with the data types the parameters should have, as
defined in the Universal Interface header file that holds the prototype
for the SndPl ay() routine.
In some instances you'll know, or be able to quickly guess, which
Universal Interface header file holds the prototype for a particular function. By its name, you'd guess that the SndPl ay() routine is defined in
the Sound.h file. The fact that Sound.his used in a Iii ncl ude directive
lends further support to this guess.
OP1n1na fl OnlVERSflL lllTERFflCE HEflDER flLE
There are two ways to open one of the project's header files. The traditional way to open a file is to select Open from the File menu, then use
the dialog box pop-up menu to move to the folder that holds the file in
question (refer back to Figure 3.1 to see the path of the Universal
Headers folder). Scroll to the file of interest and open the file as you
would any other type of file: either by clicking once on the file's name
and then clicking the Open button or by simply double-clicking on the
file's name in the list.
The second way to open a header file is more convenient, but there's
a catch: the method is available to you only if you've successfully compiled a source code file that includes the header file in question. If that's
the case, dick on the arrow icon located to the far right of the row that
holds the name of the successfully compiled file. When you do that, a
pop-up menu will appear. In that menu is a list of header files included
in the source code file. Selecting a file from this list opens that file,
regardless of where it's located on disk. Figure 3.19 illustrates.
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i
i

145K

16K

Eli

Using the arrow icon to see a list of header files
included in a source code file .

Of what use is this method of opening a header file if it is available only
after your source code has compiled without error? If your source code
file doesn't compile and your project consists of more than one source
code file-as many do-then you may still be able to open a header file
as described here. You can open the header file from one of the successfully compiled files, provided it includes the same header file.
Another time when this method w ill work is if you've introduced
an error after your source code file has already compiled successfully.
As you write a program, you' ll typically test it at different stages. If the
project's source code file compiles just once, any header files named in
#inc l ude directives in that file will then be available for opening at any
time, even if you later attempt to run the project and the compile fails.
fltlDltl<i THE fOtlCTIOtl PROTOTYPE

With the Sound.h header file open, begin the search for the Snd Pl ay ()
function. Select Find from the Search menu. Type SndPlay in the Find
edit box, then click the Find button. In Figure 3.20 you can see I've done
exactly that, and the search has taken me right to the function prototype
for Sn d Pl ay ( ) in the Sound.h file .
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Find

IG

Find: ISndPlay
Replace:

r~I~=Fi=nd~~·

l~--------~Ci)
J II.
~--------~

Reph1oe

Roplace & Find]

v

Ii@

D Batch

llSI (jg Wrap

D Ignore case
D Entire Word

D Regexp
' Sound.h ,....

~fi!!J lg]~ Path jHard Drive: C'vi10 Gold :Metrowerks CodeVarrio..:..S Support :Huder; :Uninrsal Headers :Sound.h (>

g

..._

extern pascal OSErr SndNe1JChannel (SndChannelPtr •chan, short synth, lonq init, Sndca:
ONEUJORD !NL !NE ( OxAB 0 7) ;
l:(}i
extern pascal OSErr SndDisposeChannel (SndChannelPtr chan, Boolean quietNo1J)
~
ONEUJORDINLINE (OxA801);
;@
extern pascal OSErr SndPlay(SndChannelPtr chan , SndListHandle sndHdl, Boolean async) :•'.i'
ONEUJORDINLINE (OxA805) ;
'•ij'.o
#if OLDROUTINENAMES
;;;:ii
extern pascal OSErr SndAddModifier (SndChannelPtr chan, Ptr modifier, sho rt id, l onq :~
ONEUJORDINLINE (OxA802) ;
~
{}

Figure 3.20 Searching the Sound.h Universal Interface
header file for the SndP 7ay() function.

(OMPARlttCi PARAMETER DATA TvPES

Once you've found the prototype to the questionable function, note the
data types of the parameters that should be used with it. For
Sn d Pl a y ( ) , the three parameter types are Sn d Ch an n el Pt r,
Sndl i stHandl e, and Boolean . Now compare the parameter types
found in your source code function call with the types listed in the
header file. Here's how SndPl ay() is listed in the Sound.h file:
SndPlay(SndChannelPtr chan, SndlistHandle sndHdl, Boolean async)

Here's how the function is called from the PlaySound.c source code file:
SndPl ay( nil, theSound, true ) ;

In Figure 3.21 I've made a side-by-side comparison of the above. I've
taken the liberty of inserting a little white space between parameters to
make the comparison clear.
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II Sound.h Universal Header file
SndPlay( SndChannelPtr, SndListHandle, Boolean )

II PlaySound.c
SndPlay(

Figure 3.21

nil,

,

,

theSound,

,

,

,

,

true );

Comparing the Universal Interface header file prototype of
SndP 7ay() to a source code call to the function.

Let's examine each of the three parameters. The header file says the first
should be of type SndChannel Ptr . You may not be familiar with the
SndChanne l Pt r type, but it should make sense to you that a value of nil
won't lead to a type mismatch-any type of pointer can be assigned a
value of nil .
The header file states that the second parameter to Sn d Pl ay ( )
should be a Sndl i stHandl e. Looking back at Figure 3.16 you can see
that PlaySound.c declares theSound to be of type Handle . When the
compiler expects to see a particular kind of handle (such as a
Sndl i stHandl e) and it instead finds a generic handle, it will consider it
an error.
CORRECTIHG THE ERROR
The solution is simple: cast the generic Handle variable theSound to a
Sndl i stHandl e. Here's how:
SndPlay( nil, CSndlistHandle)theSound, true );

In C, to cast a variable is to change its type-for the moment. By preceding a variable name with a data type, you're telling the compiler to
view the variable as being of this type. In the preceding example,
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theSound will be considered again a variable of type Handle after the
Sn d P1ay ( ) function call.
In the Errors & Warnings window, CodeWarrior gave an indication
that the error involved the second parameter to SndPl ay( ). I'll play it
safe and examine the final parameter to make sure that there isn't another discrepancy in data types in the call to Sn d P1 ay ( ). The header file
states that the last parameter to SndPl ay () should be of type Boo 1ean.
The PlaySound68K program passes SndPl ay() a value of true as the
third parameter, so this parameter won't cause a compile error.
Don't make changes to any of the Universal Interface header files
to get the function prototypes to match a Toolbox function call in
your source code! Instead, change your source code to match the
WflRNlnci
prototype. Apple may occasionally make changes to some of the
prototypes in these files, but you shouldn't.

~

Now, go back to the source code file and make the change. After you do
that, your PlaySound.c file should look like the one shown in Figure
3.22. Next, recompile the project by selecting Run from the Project
menu. When you do that, you'll be rewarded by the sound of a telephone ringing!
As an aside, the error I intentionally introduced in the
PlaySound.c listing is one you may stumble across in the future.
Older versions of the Sound.h Universal Interface header file did
in fact define the second parameter to SndPl ay() to be of type
Handle rather than the more specific Sndl i stHandl e. So any
older sound-playing example source code you encounter may
include a call to Snd Play () that results in a compile-time error.
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Pio Sound.c

ll~J

lllJI ~Iii+;]

I

Path Hard Drive: CW10 Gold :..• ound68K :PlaySound.c

#include <Sound.h>
void main( void )
{
Handle theSound;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus();
TElnit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, O );
lnitCursor();
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true );
ReleaseResource( (Handle)theSound );

}
. Lihe:1

Figure 3.22 The PlaySound.c source code file,
after the parameter to Snd P 7ay () has been corrected.

Searching the Oniversal Interface files
You've just seen how to solve an error for a Toolbox function that has its
prototype in a known header file. What if an error occurs in a Toolbox
function that you aren't as familiar with? If the error is in a call to a
Toolbox routine, such as TickCount(), GetDateTime(), or Delay(),
which header file do you look at? The cannot convert error (and its close
relative the type mismatch error) is a common error. Another error you'll
see when making calls to Toolbox functions is the function call does not
match prototype error. In this section I'll demonstrate a general technique
for quickly tracking down the causes of any of these errors.
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The Find Dialog Box and Search Sets
One of the features of the CodeWarrior Find dialog box is its ability to
search multiple files. This in itself isn't extraordinary; other compilers
offer this search option. What is helpful is the fact that you can save any
number of files as a search set that can be saved and used in any and all
projects you create.
If you create a file search set composed of all the Universal Interface
header files, correcting compile-time errors that involve Toolbox functions becomes much easier. When the compilation of a project results in
an error involving a call to a Toolbox routine, a single click of the mouse
button causes a search that quickly results in the opening of the Universal
Interface header file that holds the Toolbox function's prototype.
To create the file set, begin by selecting Find from the Search menu.
When you do, you'll see a dialog box like the one pictured in Figure
3.23. This figure tells only half the story; for the rest, click on the small
arrow icon, as shown in Figure 3.24. That expands the Find dialog box
from its collapsed state. This lower half of the dialog box is used for
multiple file searches. If the Multiple File icon appears as it does in
Figure 3.23, click on it now. The icon will darken and have the appearance of a button that is pressed down, as shown in Figure 3.24. And, the
items in the lower half of the dialog box will become enabled. Once
enabled, click on the Others button, as shown in Figure 3.24.

Figure 3.23

The CodeWarrior Find dialog box, collapsed.
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Click the Triangle icon to expand
the bottom of the Find dialog box
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Click the Multiple Files icon to enable
the bottom part of the Find dialog box

Figure 3.24

j;;J

Click the Others button to
add files to the search list

The CodeWarrior Find dialog box, expanded-with
files about to be added to the search list.

Clicking on the Others button brings up the same dialog box you see
when you select Add Files from the Project menu. Here, however, you
won't be adding files to the project. Instead, you'll be adding files to a
file set, that is, a collection of files used in a multiple-file search. Use the
pop-up menu in this dialog box to move to the folder that holds the
Universal Interface header files, as I've done in Figure 3.25. Refer back to
Figure 3.1 if you need to see the folder hierarchy in which the Universal
Interface header files are located. Once in the Universal Headers folder,
click the Add All button, then click on the Done button.
When you return to the Find dialog box, you'll notice that all the
Universal Interface header files now appear in the Multi-file Search list. It's
now time to save this collection of files to a file set. Click on the File Sets
pop-up menu located just above the scrollable list in the Find dialog box and
select the Save this file set item from the menu, as I'm doing in Figure 3.26.
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Ia

Uniuersal Headers ,.-

j

=Hard Driue

HDSP.h
RDSPSecure.h
HEObjects.h
REPackObject.h
HERegistry.h
HEUserTermTypes.h
RIFF.h

Eject

11-~·--

I
I
I
I
I
I

Desktop
Rdd
Add All

Select files to search ...
( Remoue All J
Done
Cancel

Figure 3.25

Adding all the Universal Header files to the list of files to search.
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Figure 3.26 Saving the Universal Interface header files
as a set of files that can be collectively searched.
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In the dialog box that appears, type a name for the file set. This set will
be saved to disk and will be usable in any of your CodeWarrior projects, now and in the future. Because CodeWarrior allows you to save
any number of file sets, be sure to give the file set a name that distinguishes it from future sets you might create. Before clicking the Save
button, select the Global, for all projects radio button, as shown in
Figure 3.27.

Saue file set as:

IUniuersal Interface files (all) I
O Specific to this project
® Global, for all projects
(Cancel )

Giving the search set a name and marking
the set for use by any CodeWarrior project.

Figure 3.27

The DelaySound Example Program
Now that you have a file set saved, it's time to use it. On this book's CD
you'll find a folder for an example program named DelaySound68K.
Figure 3.28 shows the source code file for this project.
The only difference between the DelaySound.c code and the code
found in this chapter's PlaySound.c file is the addition of a single
Toolbox call. DelaySound.c includes a call to De 1 ay (). This function
accepts a parameter that determines the length of the delay that should
appear in a program. The delay is in sixtieths-of-a-second increments,
so a parameter of 30 will yield a half-second delay, a parameter of 60
will give a one-second delay, and so forth. I've decided upon a 10-second delay. When the program runs, that delay will give me enough
time to leave the room before the program plays the digitized telephone
ring, removing suspicion from myself when everyone else in the room
looks around to find the telephone.
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Dela Sound.c

lfl!i~J Path IHard Drive: cw 1o.Go;d...Sound68K :DelaySound.c
#include <Sound.h>
void main( void )
{
Handle theSound;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus();
TEI nit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
lnitCursor() ;
theSound

=GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 );

Delay( 600 );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true);
ReleaseResource( (Handle)theSound );

}

Line : 1

Figure 3.28

The source code file for the DelaySound program.

After selecting Run from the Project menu, the Errors & Warnings window shown in Figure 3.29 will appear. Notice the error type-it's not a
cannot convert error this time. Instead, it's a function call does not match
prototype error.
Like SndPl ay( ), Delay() is a Toolbox function. Yet the error message isn't the same as the one I experienced when compiling the
PlaySound project. That's because in this new example, the number of
parameters in the source code function call doesn't match the number
of parameters in the header file prototype. This error isn't the result of a
change to the Universal Interface headers. Instead, I got my hands on a
project that never compiled properly in the first place; the original programmer simply got it wrong!
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§Iii

Errors & Warnin s

.Error
: function call does not match prototype
_DelaySound.c I ine 19
Delay< 600 >;_

theSound
•

=

GetResoucce( 'snd '

9000 );

Delay( 600 );
SndPlay( nil, (SndListHandle)theSound, tcue );
ReleaseResoucce( (Handle)theSound );
!-i119: 19

Figure 3.29

The CodeWarrior message window displaying a compile error.

Now, here's the dilemma: I don't know which Universal Interface header file holds the prototype for the Delay () function. The source code
1/i ncl ude directive lists only the Sound.h header file, and I'm guessing
that the Del ay ( ) function isn't a sound-related Toolbox function. Since
there's no other header file given in a ff; nc l ude directive, and Delay ()
must have a prototype listed somewhere, what conclusion can I make?
That the header file that holds the prototype for Del ay ( ) is one of those
that is precompiled into the MacHeaders header file that is included in
this project. (Page back to the start of this chapter if you have questions
about the MacHeaders files.) Since the MacHeaders files are compiled
code, I can't open the one used by this project to find any prototypes.
Instead, the solution to my problem is, of course, to use the search set I
created a little earlier.
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Using the Search Set to Correct an Error
To find the prototype for the Delay ( ) function, begin by selecting Find
from the Search menu. Enter the phrase to search for in the Find dialog
box. Because "delay" is a common computer term, it's bound to appear
in at least a couple of the more than 100 Universal Header files, possibly
as part of an Apple-defined constant. Because I'm looking for "Delay"
as a function, I know an opening parentheses will follow the word; I
can narrow the search by including an opening parentheses.
Before starting the search, make sure the bottom half of the Find
dialog box is expanded and enabled. If it's not, click the arrow icon at
the far left of the dialog box, and make sure that the Multiple Files icon
looks as if it is pressed down. Then click on the File Sets pop-up menu
and select the file set from the menu, as shown in Figure 3.30.
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Figure 3.30

Opening a saved fife search set in the Find dialog box.

Now click on the Find button to start the search. As the search takes
place, the arrow at the left of the list at the bottom of the Find dialog
box will move down the list of file names, always pointing at the file
that is currently being searched. When Delay( is found, the search ends,
the proper header file is opened, and CodeWarrior highlights the found
text, as shown in Figure 3.31.
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Figure 3.31 Searching for the De 7ay() function
in the Universal Interface header files search set.

Like SndPl ay( ), Delay() is a Toolbox function. Yet the error message isn't
the same as the one I experienced when compiling the PlaySound project.
That's because in this new example, the number of parameters in the
source code function call doesn't match the number of parameters in the
header file prototype. This error isn't the result of a change to the Universal
Interface headers. Instead, I got my hands on a project that never compiled
properly in the first place; the original programmer simply got it wrong!
Searching more than 100 files to find a single function prototype?
Don't worry about search time; the CodeWarrior search engine is
fast. It only takes a few seconds to locate any Toolbox function
prototype.
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In Figure 3.31 you can see that the search took me to the words I was
searching for, but not to the function prototype. I can see that the prototype happens to appear just below the found text, so I'm all set. If the
prototype wasn't in sight, I would simply click the Find Again button
in the Find dialog box and CodeWarrior would continue the search.
Figure 3.31 shows that the prototype for the Delay ( ) function
appears in the OSUtils.h Universal Header file-a fact that you probably would not have determined on your own. Looking at the prototype,
you can see that Delay ( ) requires two parameters, not the one parameter that appears in the incorrect code I'm attempting to compile. The
first parameter is the length of the delay, while the second is a pointer to
a long variable. When the Delay () function executes, the Toolbox fills
this second parameter with the number of ticks-the number of sixtieths
of a second-since the computer was turned on.
No, you probably couldn't deduce the purpose of the second parameter in De 1ay ( ) from the Universal Interface header file prototype.
But you would be able to see the correct number and type of parameters, even if you wouldn't know the purpose of each. For the Del ay ( )
function, you could simply declare a long variable and pass it in by
reference.
Recall that in C the * operator in a function prototype means that
a pointer is expected as the parameter. That is, rather than passing a variable (which has the effect of passing the value of the
n0 TE
variable}, you must preface the variable name with the & operator to pass a reference to the variable (that is, to pass the memory
address that holds the value in the variable}.

rll

Now that I know the correct way to call the Del ay ( ) function, I'll make
the changes to the DelaySound.c code. In Figure 3.32 you can see that
I've added a long variable named fi na lTi cks and passed its address
to Delay().
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void main( void )
{
Handle theSound;
long finalTicks;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus();
TEI nit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
lnitCursor();
theSound = GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 );
Delay( 600, &finalTicks );
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true);
ReleaseResource( (Handle)theSound );

}

Figure 3.32 The DelaySound.c file after the parameters
to the De 1ay () function have been corrected.

If you've followed along with me, you can see if the change worked by

again selecting Run from the Project menu. When it successfully compiles, expect a 10-second delay before the telephone sound plays and
the program quits.

Chapter Summary
Apple's Universal Interface header files are a collection of more than
100 header files. Any compiler designed to generate Macintosh executables needs to have access to these header files. Without them, the com-
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piler will not know if the parameters in your calls to Toolbox functions
match the parameter list the Toolbox is expecting.
The CodeWarrior IDE allows you to save file search sets. A search
set is a group of files that can be collectively searched with a single click
of the mouse button. By creating a search set that consists of all the
Universal Interface header files, you make it easy to find the function
prototype for any one Toolbox function. Once you find a function's prototype, you can compare it to the call you're making in your own source
code. That makes correcting function parameter errors fast and simple.
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Chapter

Debugging and
MW Debug
MW Debug is the name of the CodeWarrior high-level debugger. A
high-level debugger like MW Debug allows you to examine variable
values as your program runs, without your having to know any assembly language. Because MW Debug allows you to view what's happening internally in your program, but from the comfort of working with
the C or C++ source code that you're familiar with, this debugger is
also referred to as a source-level debugger.
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The MW Debug debugger includes a feature-laden Mac interface that
allows you to use menu commands to slowly step through the execution
of your program, view the contents of memory, and change the values of
variables as your program runs. In this chapter you'll learn the basic terminology of MW Debug and walk through a short debugging session.
Macintosh data structures and their placement in memory are topics
that can be explained in a book-but they only become clear when
viewed in practice. Because MW Debug displays the address and contents of variables in an easy-to-understand format, the debugger is an
excellent tool for understanding Macintosh memory. In this chapter
you'll use MW Debug to examine memory to gain a better understanding of some of the common Macintosh data types.

Debugger Basics
During the course of writing a Mac program that has moved beyond
the trivial stage in complexity, you're bound to discover a bug. When
you make a syntax error (writing code that violates the programming
language you're using), the compiler quickly catches it and reports back
to you. This type of error doesn't require a debugger to locate-the
compiler does that. When you make a semantic error (an error in logic),
your code will compile successfully but won't run properly. This is the
type of error that requires a debugger.
A debugger is a program that runs concurrently with your own program. MW Debug is such an application. It allows you to run your program line-by-line, observing changes in variable values at each step. By
keeping a close watch over everything your program does and reporting this information back to you in a manner that's easy to understand,
a debugger helps you pinpoint the section of code that isn't working as
you intended.

Installing the Debugger
If you used the CodeWarrior Installer that comes on one of the CD-ROMs
of every edition of CodeWarrior (including the Lite version supplied with
this book), you already have MW Debug on your Mac. The installer soft-
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ware places the debugger in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder, as
shown in Figure 4.1. In order for MW Debug to work properly, it must
remain in this folder along with the CodeWarrior IDE application.
CW10 Gold Tools

341.9 MB in disk

CWlO Gold Reference i l 4 items
i 15 items
34

EJ

Ei

~

What's New in CW10

tj
CW9 Tools Installer

..

ii

Metrowerks CodeWarrtor Met rower ks PowerPlant

Met rower ks Java

in

CodeWarrior MPW

Ii

Other Metrowerks Tools

For Thrill Seekers Only

System Folder Items

II

International Renewals

CodeWarrior Documentation

Ii

Apple Guides

CodeWarrior Examples

•
•

CW 1O Release Notes

EJ

Installation Notes

CodeWarrior Quick Start

CodeWarrior Books

•
•

EJ

EJ

Welcome To CodeWarrior®

Welcome To CodeWarrior®

zero Kavailable

¢1

ii
ii

~

IJ

Figure 4.1 The debugger is a separate application that's
stored alongside the CodeWarrior /DE.

~

This one version of MW Debug works for each of the many
CodeWarrior plugin compilers.

N 0 T E

Enabling the Debugger for a Project
MW Debug is an application, but you don't have to double-click on it to
start it up. Instead, you use this debugger from within the CodeWarrior
IDE. To do that, first open the project that holds the code to debug and
then select Enable Debugger from the Project menu, as shown in the
menu pictured in the left of Figure 4.2. Doing that turns debugging on
for that one project. It also toggles the text of the last two items in the
Project menu, as shown on the right side of Figure 4.2.
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that the program will
run through the debugger

I

This item now provides
the option of turning
debugging off

Figure 4.2 To enable debugging for a project,
select Enable Debugger from the Project menu.

Now that debugging is on, you no longer simply run a program to test
it. Instead, what used to be the Run menu item now is a Debug menu
item. Selecting Debug has a similar effect to selecting Run-at first. If
there is a file or files to compile, CodeWarrior will first do that. It will
then build a stand-alone application (provided there were no compile
errors that prevent it from finishing the compile and link, of course).
After that, things change a bit. Whereas the Run menu item gives your
program a test run, the Debug menu item lets the debugger steal the
show. Instead of your program immediately executing, two debugger
windows open. From within these windows you control the running of
your program, and you observe what happens in memory as your program executes.

MW Debug Windows
With Enable Debugger now the second-to-last menu item in the Project
menu, the Project menu's Debug command will start the debugger
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rather than your project's application. You'll then start your program
from within the debugger. Figure 4.3 shows the two windows you'll see
when you select Debug from the Project menu.

AppleMenu .c
Edi1Menu .c
FileMenu.c
Generic.c
Initiali ze.c
MovieUtil iii es .c
Wi ndRecordAccess.c

'i

lfi,l§!lll!!t~~~-~F~il~m~E~di~t6~8~K~!!!!!!!!!!!~i[i~Jt,tst.ot
--Startup_

tn:

Stack crawl
window

[Yarnbles

no loco/ ,..,,rfll/Jles

::i:

.

B_S ..,....: HarT Drive: C'rl1 o Gold : Sydow C'rl ~ :FilmEdtt :Gen&ric.c
-

void main ( vo id )
{
lni ti al izeAI I Toolboxe s(> ;

Se tupMenuBar

<) ;

Eventloop ( ) ;

!ill

Line: 29

Figure 4.3

l

So urce

Running the debugger results in two windows opening.

The stack crawl window (also referred to as the program window)
holds the source code from the file that holds the currently executing
routine. Some projects, like the one shown in Figure 4.3, consist of more
than one source code file. For projects such as these, the code for any of
these other files can be viewed in the second debugger window-the
process window.
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THE BROWSER W1noow
In Chapter 2 it was mentioned that when you build an application,
CodeWarrior creates not one, but two files: the application itself and a
symbolic file. For 68K projects the symbolic file has an extension of
.SYM, while PowerPC projects generate a symbolic file with an extension of .xSYM file. The symbolic file holds information (such as variable
names and variable locations within the code) that will be used by MW
Debug when you debug a project. As you can see in the title bar of the
browser window shown in Figure 4.3, the browser window makes use
of the symbolic file. The browser window allows you to view the source
code of any file in your project. The stack crawl window (described
next) is used only for viewing code from the file that holds currently
executing code.
THE STACK CRAWL W1noow
The stack crawl window is divided into three panes: the Stack pane, the
Locals, or Variables, pane, and the Source pane--you can see in Figure
4.4 that the window lists the name of each pane at the top of the pane.

The Stack Pane
The Stack pane lists the call chain. As one function calls another, each
function's starting address is placed on the stack so that the program
can "work its way back" to where it started. The Stack pane in Figure
4.4 shows that Adj ustA 11 Menus () is highlighted, meaning that it is the
currently executing function. Working up the call chain shows that
Adj ustA 11 Menus () was called from Event Loop (),a function that itself
was called from ma i n ( ) .

The Locals Pane
The Locals, or Variables, pane lists variables and their values that are
local to the currently executing routine. In Figure 4.4 the
Adj ustA 11 Menus () function is executing, so the variables listed in the
Locals pane are the ones declared in AdjustAl 1Menus().
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Figure 4.4

I

>;

Source

The main features of the debugger's stack crawl window.

The Source Pane
The Source pane holds the source code listing for the file that contains
the currently executing function. As mentioned, in Figure 4.4 that function is AdjustAllMenus( ). You can tell which line of code is about to
execute by looking at the current statement arrow in the Source pane.
Figure 4.4 shows that program execution has been halted at the start
(the opening brace) of the Adj ustA 11 Menus ()routine. At this point you
can have the program continue to run uninterrupted (as it would without the debugger turned on), you can have the program execute only
the next line of code, or you can have the program execute an number
of lines of code up to a breakpoint. You can specify a particular line at
which the program should break by clicking on the dash by that line.
This adds a breakpoint to the code.
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Controlling Program Execution
To control execution of a program you use either the Control menu or
the set of control buttons located in the center of the stack crawl window-whichever is easier for you. The functionality of the first six
menu items in the Control menu is repeated in the six buttons in the
stack crawl window. Figure 4.5 uses items in the Control menu to show
the purpose of each control button.

XR

x.

XK
~------

Step Ouer
. . . . - - - - - - - - 1 1 - Step Into
~--- Step Out

XS

XT
XU

Clear All Breakpoints
Break on C++ e1ueption
Break on Jaua eHceptions

~

Switch to Monitor
Figure 4.5 Each program execution menu item
has a corresponding button in the too/bar.

Once you've selected Debug from the CodeWarrior IDE and the debugger windows are on your screen, you'll start your program by either
selecting Run from the Control menu or clicking the leftmost control
button-the Run button. You can temporarily stop the program at any
time by selecting Stop from the Control menu or by clicking on the
Stop button-the control button second from the left. You can completely end program execution by instead selecting Kill from the
Control menu or by clicking on the third control button from the leftthe Kill button.
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If you don't go with one of these options and you haven't set any
breakpoints in the Source pane, your program will run on-screen as it
normally would. If you've set a breakpoint, and the program reaches
the line of code that is marked with that breakpoint, your program will
stop executing and the current statement arrow in the stack crawl window Source pane will move to the breakpoint line. It's now up to you to
decide what to do. Once your program has stopped, you have a number
of options. You can:

•

•

•
•

Look in the Variables pane of the stack crawl window to view
the values of variables that are local to the routine your program s.topped in.
Click on Global Variables in the Files pane of the Process window, then look in the Globals pane of that same window to
view the values of variables that are global to the program.
Execute only the line of code currently pointed to by the current statement arrow.
Restart your program (by again selecting Run from the Control
menu or by clicking on the leftmost control button).

The three rightmost buttons are step control buttons. These buttons (or
their corresponding menu items) all perform exactly the same when an
application-defined function isn't involved. For example, if the current
statement arrow was at the following line of code, clicking on any of
these three buttons would execute the line of code and move the current
statement arrow down to the next line of code:
squareValue = num

* num;

If, on the other hand, the line of code at which the current statement
arrow is pointing contains a function call, such as the following line, the
buttons behave differently:
squareValue = SquareWholeNumber( num );

The Step Over button-the fourth control button from the left-would
execute the line and move the current statement arrow down to the next
line. If the Step Into button-the fifth button from the left-was instead
clicked, the debugger would find the listing for the
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SquareWhol eNumber() function and would then move the current statement arrow to the start of this function. That allows you to "walk"
through the function step-by-step. Once in Squa reWho l eNumber (), you
could then use the Step Over or Step Into button repeatedly to execute
this function one line at a time. Once inside this function, you could exit
by clicking the Step Out button-the rightmost control button. That
would have the effect of executing the remaining lines in the
Squa reWho l eNumber () routine and then returning the current statement
arrow to the line of code that follows the call to Squa reWho l eNumber ( ).

Debugging an Example Program
There's no better way to learn about debugging than to walk through a
debugging session. In this section you'll do that using the
ChangingValues68K program. ChangingValues68K is a short, simple program-perfect for a quick look at how the MW Debug debugger works.

The ChangingValues68K Program
This chapter has a single example program, the ChangingValues68K
application. When run, this program opens a window and draws a
string to it, as shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.7 shows the project window
for this program. You'll notice in Figure 4.7 that there is no resource file
included in this project. Rather than obtaining window specifications
from a WIND resource, the program's window is created based on information passed to the Toolbox in a call to NewW i n d ow ( ) . Figure 4.8
shows the source code listing for the ChangingValues68K program,
including the call to NewW i ndow ( ) .
New Window
1·m visible!

Figure 4.6

The window that's displayed when running ChangingValues68K.
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void main( void )
{
WindowPtr theWindow;
Re ct
theRect;
Boolean displayWindow =false;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
Init Fonts();
lnitWindows();
lnitMenus();
TElnit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, O );
lnitCursor();
SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 350, 150 );
theWi ndow = NewWindow( OL, &theRect, "\pNew Window", true,
noGrowDocProc, (WindowPtr)-1 L, true, O );
if ( displayWindow =false )
{
HideWindow( theWindow );
}
else
{
ShowWindow{ theWindow );
SetPort{ theWindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 };
DrawString( "\pl'm visible! " );
}
while ( !Button() )

Iuno:l

][¢

Figure 4.8

The ChangingValues68K source code listing.
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ChangingValues68K uses a call to NewWi ndow() to open and display a
new window. It then uses an i f - e 1 s e statement to determine whether
to hide the window or keep it displayed and write a string to it. This
decision is based on the value of a Boolean variable named
displayWindow.
Throughout this chapter I'll use MW Debug to find a bug in
ChangingValues68K, to discover how data structures are stored in memory, and to make changes to variable values as the program executes.

Executing ChangingValues68K
without MW Debug
There's nothing special about the ChangingValues68K.µ project that
requires that I run it in conjunction with the debugger. Instead, I'll
make use of MW Debug because there's a bug in the program that I
want to track down.
I've written ChangingValues68K with the intention that when the
program runs, a call to the Toolbox function NewWi ndow() places window-defining information in memory and a call to the Toolbox function
HideWindow() hides the window. I've declared the Boolean variable
di spl ayWi ndow to be used to keep track of whether or not the window
should be visible. This variable gets initialized to a value offal se,
meaning the window shouldn't be displayed. Just after creating the
window with the call to NewWi ndow( ), the value of di spl ayWi ndow is
checked and the results of that check determine which of two Toolbox
functions should be called Hi deWi ndow() or ShowWi ndow( ). You can
glance at the listing in Figure 4.8 to confirm this.
When I run ChangingValues68K without debugging (that is, the
second-from-last item in the Project menu says Enable Debugger,
meaning debugging is currently off), the source code compiles and the
program runs. When it does, the application opens and displays a window--contrary to what I expected.
This type of situation, where the code of a project compiles but the
resulting application performs in an unexpected manner, is one that
calls for the use of MW Debug.
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I've intentionally kept this example source code listing-and the
problem I've introduced-simple. If you've already determined
the nature of the bug, read along anyway so that you can
M0 T E
become familiar with the MW Debug environment.

·~

Executing ChangingValues68K with MW Debug
Now it's time to rerun the ChangingValues68K program-this time
with the use of MW Debug. If the second-to-last menu item in the
Project menu says Enable Debugger, select this item to toggle it to its
Disable Debugger state. Then choose Debug from this same menu.
When you do, you'll see the MW Debug windows.
At this point the debugger is running, but the ChangingValues68K
program isn't. Running a program from within the debugger is simple;
just select Run from the Control menu or click the Run button on the
toolbar. In this chapter I'll be using the handy control buttons in the
stack crawl window rather than the menu items in the Control menu.
Figure 4.9 shows the names of these buttons-use this figure as a reference throughout this section. I'll only be working with the stack crawl,
or program window here-I'll be ignoring the second debugger window (the browser window).
Kill

Stop--......
Run

. . - - - Step Over
....---- Step Into
. . - - StepOut

Figure 4.9 The names of the control buttons that appear
in the center of the stack crawl window.

When you click on the Run button, program execution begins at the
point of the current statement arrow. When I choose Debug from the
Project menu of the CodeWarrior IDE, MW Debug starts up and places
the current statement arrow at the first line of the program-the opening brace of main ( ) . Figure 4.10 points this out.
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InitFonts () ;
InitTJindows();
InitMenus();
TEinit ();
Line:17

l

Source

);

..,. L¢JDU

mm
11111!

I

"°'
¢_Ni

... the line of code pointed to by the current statement arrow

Figure 4.10

Program execution always starts at the current statement arrow.

If you run ChangingValues68K without setting a breakpoint, the program executes from start to finish as it would without the debugger present. What you'd rather do is set a breakpoint so that the debugger stops
at a predictable spot in the program. What I've done is set a breakpoint
before clicking on the Run button. When the Run button is then clicked,
the program will execute up to the line that has the breakpoint. Now,
where to set the breakpoint? Since the window is being displayed when
I'm expecting it not to be, I'll want to monitor what's happening in the
area of the source code that calls Hi deWi ndow() and ShowWi ndow( ). For
that reason I've decided to set a breakpoint at the i f (di spl ayWi ndow
=
fa l s e) line. To do that, I just click on the dash that appears to the left
of that line in the stack crawl window. That causes a small stop sign to
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pop up at that line, indicating that if and when program execution
reaches this line, the program will abruptly stop.
With the breakpoint set, I click the Run button and the
ChangingValues68K program starts running. Only a few lines of code lie
between the start of the program (the opening brace of the main () function) and the breakpoint, so after just a second the program reaches the
breakpoint and stops. As indicated by the fact that the current statement
arrow is on the same line as the breakpoint, I know that the program has
indeed halted ~t the desired spot. Figure 4.11 shows that along with the
debugger window, my screen now holds a new window-the window
opened by the call to NewWi ndow() in the ChangingValues68K program.
This window was opened by a call to NewWindow() from the
ChangingValues68K application-it's not a debugger window

l

New Window

=f
~

OOJ

Chang_i'!ll!'alues68K

_8tMlc
_ _ _ _ _ _.,..,....

1

me,,,.1,,.
n ------ 1-!o
o~
· H
111,,,
1

i..¥artn1H

I>
I>

displeyWindo•u!O
theRect
!Ox04164C7E
theWi ndo'w'
Ox041O1200

~

!

[SevM~IWd D.W.:C'l'IO Oold: Sydow C'I' ... lues68K:CllvogingY11ues.c

~

SetRect( .s.theRect, 50, 50, 350, 150 );
iii!l;
theTJindoTJ = NeTJTJindoTJ( OL, .s.theRect, "\pNe i)!Vi
noGi::oTJDocPtoc, (TJin iii!!!

••

it ( displayTJindoTJ = talse )
(

HideTJindoTJ( theTJindoTJ );
}

else
(

ShoTJTJindoTJ( theTJindoTJ );
SetPoi::t( theTJindoTJ );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Di::aTJSti::ing( "\pl 'Ill vi ·3 ible 1 "
Line : 17

I

) ;

Source

Figure 4.11 The position of the current statement arrow
shows that the program has stopped at the breakpoint.
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The current statement arrow always points to the line of code that is
about to execute. In Figure 4.11 you can see that the i f statement is
about to execute. If I click on one of the Step control buttons in the stack
crawl window, the program will perform the i f test. The current statement arrow will then move down to the next line that is to be executed.
Should the i f test pass, the current statement arrow will end up at the
Hi deWi ndow() line. Should the if test fail, the arrow will appear at the
ShowWi ndow() line.
I know that the Boolean variable has a value offal se; it was set to
false when it was declared. After running the program up to the breakpoint, I can confirm that di spl ayWi ndow is still false by looking at the
Variables pane in the stack crawl window. There, di s p1 ayWi ndow has a
value of 0, or false. So I know that the if test will pass (di spl ayWi ndow
is fa 1 se), and the Hi deWi ndow() function will get called. Right? Figure
4.12 shows where the current statement arrow moved after clicking the
Step Into button. Depending on how closely you've looked at the
ChangingValues68K source code, the result may or may not surprise you.
The debugger makes it clear that the code took the e 1 s e path rather
than the if path. Because the debugger clearly showed that
di spl ayWi ndow had a value offal seat the time the program was at
the i f statement, I can surmise that there must be a problem within the
line of code that makes up the i f test. Knowing just where to focus my
problem-solving energies, it doesn't take me long to realize that the if
test is assigning displayWindow a value of false-it isn't comparing
displayWindow to false as it should! To remedy the problem, the if
test needs to be changed from:
if C displayWindow =false )

to:
if ( displayWindow ==false )

That changes the incorrectly used assignment operator to the desired
equality comparison operator. This change needs to be made in the
source code, and the source code then has to be recompiled. If you're
following along, select Quit from the File menu to exit the debugger. If
the debugger posts an alert asking if it should kill the process, click the
Kill button. You'll then find yourself back in the CodeWarrior IDE. If
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the ChangingValues.c source code file isn't open, open it now. Type in
the code change to correct the erroneous i f statement; then rerun the
program. Again step through the source code. This time you'll see that
the Hi deWi ndow() call gets executed, and the window becomes hidden.
Click the mouse button to end the program.
New Window

Ci

!al

ChanginJI.Ualues68K

18-stack

[Yariabl.s

main

,Q
I

~

I

displayWi ndow !0
j Ox04164C7E
!ox0410 1200

I> theRect
I> t heWi ndow

ii£
'O

(source: Hard Drive: C\Y1 O Gold: Sydow C\Y ...~s68K :Changing\lalues.;;=

-0--,,.
SetRect( &theRect, 50, 50, 350, 150 );
the1Jindow = New1Jindow ( OL, &theRect, "\pNe:I
noGrowD ocProc, (1Jinl
•

if ( display1Jindow

=

false )

(

-

.

Hide1Jindow( the1Jindow );
else
(

Show1Jindow( the1Jindow );
SetPort( the1Jindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
Drawstring ( "\pI 'm visible 1 "
Line: 23

Figure 4.12

J

) ;

Source

The e 7se section of code executes-not the if section.

Variables. Data Structures.
and the Debugger
Information about data structures and Macintosh memory can be found in
several texts, including the Inside Macintosh series, this text, and other
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books by M&T Books. While the information found in these books is helpful, it can be greatly enhanced by using the MW Debug debugger to watch
the changing values of variables as a program executes. This is especially
true for a complicated concept such as the Wi ndowPtr /Wi ndowRecord/
Graf Port relationship-a topic covered in this section.

n

ldJ

The Metrowerks ZoneRanger application, the topic of Chapter 11,
is another great way to become familiar with Macintosh memory.

" 0 T E

While the main purpose of a debugger like MW Debug is to help you
correct faulty code, you shouldn't overlook another potential use for it.
Because MW Debug makes looking at the contents of memory simple
and intuitive, the debugger is an excellent tool for exploring and understanding Macintosh memory. In this section I'll again rely on the
ChangingValues68K program to demonstrate the power of MW Debug.

Variables and the Variables Pane
To get some further use out of the ChangingValues68K project, I'll use it
in the following discussions. First, I'll make one change to the source
code (in addition to the prior correction of the faulty i f statement). I'll
change the declaration of the di spl ayWi ndow variable from
Boolean

displayWindow =false:

to
Boolean

displayWindow = true:

After making sure Enable Debugger is checked, I'll select Debug from
the Project menu to start up the debugger.
The upper-right corner of the debugger source window holds the
Variables pane, an area that displays the variables declared in the routine currently being executed. Figure 4.13 shows the stack crawl window immediately after selecting Debug from the Project menu. In this
figure you can see that the currently executing routine, main (),is highlighted in the Stack pane, and the three variables of ma i n ( ) are displayed in the Variables pane.
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Chan_[i'!.!l._Ualues68K
TS

[IS_Stack

__startup_
main

B-Yariab1es

~

~
~

displayWi ndo'y/
theRect
theWindo'y/

--

!ID~

"

! 138
! Ox04163C7E
:ox FBFBFBFB

'{}

...., -

~ 0l!l

IS_Source :

mm
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main( void )

{
WindowPt~

Rect
Boolean

It

to

Ha~ Drive : C\I' 10 GOid : Sydow CW .. :angin9\Jalue56Si<.'Changin9Yalues.o

void

If •

,..,

0
P-

theWindow;
theRect;
displayWindow

lll!I!

=

t~ue;

InitGcaf( ~ qd.thePoct );
InitFonts ();
InitWindows();
InitHenus ();
TEinit ();
InitDialogs( 01 );
FlushEvents( evecyEvent, 0 );
InitCucsoc();

I!
]I

SetRect( 6:theRect, 50, 50, 350, 150 ) ;
theWindow = NewWindow( 01, 6:theRect, "\pJ.!ew Wind 11
1
noGcowDocPcoc, (WindowPtc · 111
i f ( displayWindow == false

{ HideWindow( theWindow );
Line: 17

Figure 4.13

l

Source

..- L¢_lf[Jt

,:i!I

~·

¢~

Program execution begins at the start of main ( ).

Figure 4.13 shows the values for the main ( ) variables at the start of the
program; note that the current statement arrow is at the start of ma i n ( ) .
Here the variables in main ( ) have values, but not necessarily the values
they'll have once the program executes.

~

H 0 T E

Because it's up to the Memory Manager where to place data
structures in memory, the addresses you see when you run
ChangingValues68K will differ from those shown in the figures in
this chapter.
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Some programs test to see if a window is open by checking to see
whether the variable used to keep track of the window (a variable of type Wi ndowPtr) has a value of nil:

if ( theWindow ~nil ) II theWindow isn't open
II so open the window
In Figure 4.13 the debugger shows that a WindowPtr variable
isn't automatically assigned a value of nil when it's declared;
you'll have to do this yourself when you declare the variable:

WindowPtr

theWindow =nil:

Next, I'll set a breakpoint at the if statement, then click the Run button
in the stack crawl window. Figure 4.14 shows the state of the program
at the time this breakpoint is reached. The value of the Boolean variable di spl ayWi ndow is 1, or true-that occurred during the declaration
of the variable. The rectangle variable theRect never gets assigned a
new value, so its value remains the same. After the program reaches the
breakpoint, the NewWi ndow() routine will have executed, and the
Wi ndowPtr variable theWi ndow will hold the memory address of the
start of a Wi ndowRecord-the data structure that holds the information
that defines what a window looks like.

n

~

n0

Compare the values of the three variables in Figure 4.14 with the
values shown in Figure 4.13 to see the changes that took place.

TE

Up to this point, the figures have shown addresses as the values for the
theRect and theWi ndow variables. It's more likely that you'll want to
see the contents of these variables, not the memory address where each
is located. The Variables pane allows you to easily do that. But first,
give yourself some room by slightly stretching out the Variables pane.
To do that, click the mouse button on the double horizontal line that lies
just beneath the Variables pane and, with the mouse button still held
down, drag downward (see Figure 4.15).
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!1
! Dx 04163C7E
Ox 041 002DO

l

void

main( void )

(

WindowPtr
Rect
Boolean

After this line runs,
displayWindow has
a value of 1

theWindow;
theRect;
displayWindow

= true;

InitGraf( ~ qd.thePort );
!nit Fonts ();
InitWindows();
Ini tMenus ( ) ;
TEinit ();
InitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 ) ;
InitCursor () ;
After this line runs,
theWindow has a
value that is the
address of the start
of a WindowRecord
data structure

••

if ( displayWindow

==

false

{

HideWindow( theWindow );

lill
Figure 4.14

Line: 35

Source

Variable values after the program reaches the breakpoint.

illll!
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-----~iµ,Oo.il

l>
l>

displayWi ndow
theRect
theWindow

il
lOx041 63C7E
lOx041 00200

·To enlarge the
Variables pane,
click on this line ...

[8_8Hrn:

Han! Drive: C'tt'1~1d : SlidOw cw :::qmgy~~alUIS.c_;..:

void

;.o.

main( void )

{

lJindowPtr
Rect
Boolean

thelJindow;
theRect;
display1Jindow

=

true;

InitGraf( &qd.thePort );
InitFonttlt •
• *~
Ini t 1Jindows ( ) ;
-.
InitMenus();
TEinit ();
InitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, O );
InitCursor();

,'

.. .and drag down

SetRect( &theRect , SO, SO, 3SO, 150 );
thelJindow = NewlJindow( OL, &theRect, "\pNew Wind
noGrowDocProc, (1JindowPtr

••

if ( display1Jindow

==

false

{

Hide1Jindow( the1Jindow );
Line: 35
:::;:::

J

Source
::':"

The Variables pane can be enlarged
with a click of the mouse button.

Figure 4.15

Now, I'll take the remainder of this section to explore the data types of
the theRect and theWi ndow variables. The topics I'll cover here will be
useful in learning about any of the many data types unique to
Macintosh programming.

The Rect Data Type
If a variable listed in the Variable pane has an arrow icon to the left of
its name, then that variable has more data than is currently displayed.
For example, a Rect is a structure with four fields: the top, left, bottom,
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and right pixel coordinates of a rectangle. Clicking on the arrow icon
that's beside the variable's name in the Variable pane reveals the fields
of the structure that's being pointed to. In Figure 4.16 the contents of
theRect rectangle data structure have been displayed.
Chan in_g_U11lues68K
I~

----~" '

~ ---

di splayWindow
theRect
top
left
bottom
right
~ theWindow

11;! w
11~·

(Siiiiii: Hrd DrWi: CW10 OOld~dOY W

i1

!Ox041 63C7 E

{}

t-=-

!50

!so

!150
! 350

!Ox041 00 20 0

.::iiijiri9YalUH68K~~luiS.o

II

SetRect ( 6:theRect, SO, SO, 3SO, lSO ) ;
thelJindow = NewlJindow( OL, 6:theRect, "\pNew 1Jind !!iii!
noG:i::owDocPi::oc, (lJindowPt:t: mm

••

i f ( displaylJindow

==

false

1

~1 ·1 1 1

~

{
HidelJindow( thelJindow );
}

else

a

Figure 4.16 A Re ct variable is a data structure that
holds the four coordinates of a rectangle.

~
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Notice from the placement of the current statement arrow in
Figure 4.16 that at the time the data structure is being viewed,
program execution has passed the call to the SetRect() Toolbox
function. That's why the values of the rectangle coordinates
match those provided as parameters to the SetRect() function . If
you view theRect before the call to SetRect() is reached, you'll
see entirely different numbers. Since no assignment is made to
theRect initially, these values would be considered garbagerandom "leftovers" from whatever program last used these memory locations.

-

'
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The WindowPtr. WindowRecord.
and GrafPort Data Types
When a window is created using a call to NewW ind ow ( ) or
GetNewWi ndow(), the Toolbox creates a Wi ndowRecord data structure in
which to hold information about the new window. The WindowRecord
is a structure with 17 fields. The Toolbox then returns a pointer to the
first field in this structure-the po rt field, which has a data type of
Graf Port. That means that in the ChangingValues68K program, the
result of the call to NewWi ndow() is that the variable theWi ndow points
to a Graf Port. Here's that function call:
WindowPtr

theWindow;

theWindow = NewWindow( OL, &theRect, "\pNew Window", true,
noGrowDocProc, (WindowPtr)-lL, true, 0 );

Figure 4.17 illustrates that it's the Graf Port, this first field of the
Wi ndowRecord, that a Wi ndowPtr points to.
A data structure starts at a smaller address and ends at a larger
address. Because Macintosh memory is conceptually viewed as
having small addresses at the bottom of memory and larger
addresses at the top, data structures appear "upside down" in
figures. For example, the first field of a Wi ndowRecord is a
Graf Port, yet the Graf Port in Figure 4.17 appears to be at the
bottom of the Wi ndowRecord.
So, does a Wi ndowPtr hold the starting address of a Graf Port
or of a Wi ndowRecord? The answer is "both." Because the
Graf Port is the first field in a WindowRecord, they share the
same address. As you're about to see, it's the many fields of the
Graf Port data structure that hold the window information commonly accessed by programmers, so it's the Graf Port that is
accessed via the WindowPtr.
As it turns out, a Graf Port itself is a data structure consisting of several
fields-more than two dozen, in fact. In Figure 4.18 I've expanded the
Graf Port to show a few of these fields, the first three and the last two.
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WindowRecord
-"-

Graf Port

[
Figure 4.17

I[

Gra f Port address ]

WindowPtr

A Wi ndowPtr holds the address of a Graf Port.

grafProcs
WindowRecord

polySave

Graf Port
port Aact

port Bits

dev ice

[

Figure 4.18

t-::::=Gr::::Af
::::p::::.;i.-:::;rit::::a=dd=ress===];-4

WindowPtr

A Graf Port is a data structure that consists of several fields.
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If the preceding discussion seems at all confusing, don't be alarmed.
Window data structures is a topic that troubles many programmers. To see
how MW Debug can help, again run the ChangingValues68K program with
the debugger turned on. Make sure there's a breakpoint set at a line past the
NewWi ndowC) call, then click on the Run control button in the stack crawl
window. When the program stops at the breakpoint, click on the arrow icon
next to theWi ndow in the Variables pane of the stack crawl window.

Figure 4.19 shows part of the data structure that the pointer variable
theWi ndow points to. You know from Figure 4.18 that the first three
fields of the Graf Port are the device, port Bi ts, and port Re ct fields.

Figure 4.19 confirms this.

t
Ox 040420BE
Ox04C DEB50
~

~

~
~
~
~
~
~
~

device
portBlts
portRect
vls R9n
cllpR9 n
bkPot
fillPot
pnloc
pnPot
pnVl ~

0

pnSi2e
pnMode

txFont

txFece
filler
t xMode

txSize
~ pExtre

~

~
~
~

-=

void

0
Ox04CDE852
Ox 04CDE860
Ox 04CDE494
Ox 04CDE490
Ox 04CDE870
Ox 04CDE87B
Ox 04CDE880
Ox 04CDE884
B
Ox 04CDE88A

fQColor
bkColor
colrBit
patStretch
picSeve
r9n5ovo
pol~Sovo

QrefProcs

l ~o·

!O

!o
33
130

'O

l~xoooooooo
oxoooooooo
l

OxOOOOOOOO
OxOOOOOOO O

:cwtO

m.dn ( void )

(

TJindowPti:
Re ct
Boolean

the Window '
theRect'
displayVindow - ttue 1

InitGi::at ( ' qd . thePoi:t ) 1
!nit Fonts()'
InitWindows () '
!Vi.

Figure 4.19

LI ne: 35

WOOld<

So urce
diw •

The many fields of the Graf Port data structure
can be viewed in MW Debug.
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Scrolling through the Variables pane reveals all the remaining fields
in the Graf Port structure. A field that has a single value is displayed as
that value. A field that is a data structure is displayed as a pointer; the
address of the data structure is shown. You'll seldom have a reason to
want to know the address of a variable or the address of a field of the
data structure a variable points to. After all, you want to know what a
variable is, not where the Memory Manager placed it in memory. You'll
want to know the actual numerical (or string) contents of a variable or
field. You can see that value by clicking on the arrow icon next to a
pointer's name. In Figure 4.20 you can see that the pnloc field is a data
structure consisting of a v field and an h field, both of which have a
value of 0.

device
port Bits
portRect
visRgn
cli pRgn
bk Pat
fill Pat
pnLoc

v
h

! Ox04CDE852
i Ox04CDE860
i Ox04CDE494
lOx 04CDE490
i ox 04CDE870
Ox04CDE878

!

tJ:H

!ll!!I
)!':,:

l ~x 04CDE880

!!Ill!
:;l;![

!o
i ox04CDE884
!a

!!lllt
mm

-0-

Yaluu68K :ChangingYaluu.o

void

main( void )

{

hlindowPtt
Rect
Boolean
InitGtaf(

fill

Line : 43

thehlindow;
theRect;
displayhlindow = true;
~qd.thePort

);

Source

A variable that is displayed as an address can
also be viewed as the underlying data structure.

Figure 4.20
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Experimenting with the Graf Port
If you'd like to see the definition of any Toolbox data structure, refer to
the Universal Interface header files. The structure that a Wi ndowPtr
points to-a Graf Port-is defined in the QuickDraw.h header file. I've
listed it as follows.
struct Graf Port
{

short
BitMap
Re ct
RgnHandle
RgnHandle
Pattern
Pattern
Point
Point
short
Pattern
short
short
Style
Sint8
short
short
Fixed
1ong
long
short
short
Handle
Handle
Handle
QDProcsPtr
}

device:
portBits:
portRect:
visRgn:
clipRgn:
bkPat:
fi 11 Pat:
pnloc:
pnSize:
pnMode:
pnPat:
pnVis:
txFont:
txFace:
filler:
txMode:
txSize:
spExtra:
fgColor:
bkColor:
colrBit:
patStretch:
picSave:
rgnSave:
polySave:
grafProcs:

:

What if you didn't know that the Graf Port data type is defined
in the QuickDraw.h header file? You'd open your Universal
Header search set in the compiler Find dialog box and search for
"Graf Port"!

Rather than have to memorize what each field of a Graf Port is and
what each is used for, the Toolbox provides a number of Toolbox func-
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tions that allow you to indirectly change these fields. For example, the
pn Loe field holds the current location of the graphics pen. When you
call Drawstring(), the starting point of the drawing is determined by
the values in this field . To change the pn Loe field, you don't tamper
with the field directly. Instead, you call Move ( ) or Move To ( ) to let the
Toolbox change the values in pn Loe to those you specify. To satisfy
yourself that this is indeed what happens, again run the
ChangingValues68K program with the debugger turned on.
Set a breakpoint at the program's call to MoveTo( ), then click the
Run button. The program will stop at the MoveTo () call, before the call
takes place. When it stops, click on the arrow icon by theWi ndow in the
Locals pane. Then scroll down to the pn Loe field and click on its arrow
icon. Note that both the vertical pen coordinate (v) and the horizontal
pen coordinate (h) have a value of 0, as shown in Figure 4.21.

!Ox04COEBSO

l>
l>
l>
l>
l>
l>

'
I>

device
port Bits
portRect
visRgn
cli pRgn
bk Pot
fill Pot
pnloc
v
h

pnSize
pnMode

" : Hard Drin : CV 0 Oold: S..,dow

io

iOx 04CDE852
i Ox 04CDE860

iOx04CDE494

1~~~~~~:~~
I~x04CDEBBO

!Ox 04CDE878
!O
Ox 04CDE884

!

These values are
initially each O

!B

aluff.o

••

else

This line hasn't
executed yet

•
fill

ShowWindow( theWindow );
SetPo~t( theWindow );
MoveTo ( 10, 20 );

D:rawSt:ring( "\pI 1 m. v i sible 1 "

Line: 43

) ;

Source

Figure 4.21 MW Debug shows that the location
of the graphics pen in a window is initially at the point (0,0).

Now click the Step Into control button. When you do, the MoveTo()
statement will execute and the current statement arrow will move
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down to the DrawStri ng () line. More importantly, you' ll notice that
the values in the v and h fields of the pnloc field of the Graf Port that
theWi ndow points to will have changed (see Figure 4.22).

0

I>
I>
I>
I>
I>
I>

v

I>
-0

devi ce
port Bits
portRect
vi sRgn
cli pRgn
bk Pat
fill Pat
pnloc
v

i Ox04CDE494
i Ox04CDE490
j Ox04CDE870

j Ox04CDE878
j Ox04CDE880
!20
: 10
j Ox 04CDE884

l!l!ll
ill!!!

'H:::
iH[lf

,i;l::

ll!ll!

!a

The call to
MoveTo()
changes the
window's
graphics pen
location

S-0.: H.-d Drlff : C'l'IO Gold : Sydow C...9">9Yalues68K:Chongin9YaluH.c

else

The call to
MoveTo() has
taken place

.

ShowWindow( theWindow );
S etPo~t( theWindow );
MoveTo( 10, 20 );
D~awStdnq( "\pI 'm <lisible 1 "

•-

!ill

Line : 44

Figure 4.22

) ;

Source

MW Debug shows that after a call to Move To(),

the graphics pen position has been changed.

An interesting feature of MW Debug is that the debugger allows you to
change the value of a variable during the execution of a program. When
you double-click on a variable's current value in the Locals pane, the value
becomes surrounded by an edit box. To change the value of the variable, all
you need to do is type the desired number. To gain a better understanding
of how fields of a Graf Port work, try changing one or both of the pnloc
fields in this way. Rerun ChangingValues68K and step through the program
until the current statement arrow stops at the DrawStri ng () line. Because
the Move To() call will have been made, the values of the pn Loe fields v and
h will be 10 and 20, respectively. Double-click on the value of the h field (10)
to surround the value with an edit box, as I've done in Figure 4.23. Then
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type in a new value. In the figure, I've entered a value of 150. Before clicking
the Step Into button, you should be able to accurately predict what will
happen. Match your guess with the result shown in Figure 4.24.
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Figure 4.23 A variable's value can be changed by
double-clicking on the value and then typing a new number.
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The horizontal location of the pen was set
to 150, so the Drawstring() text now starts
150 pixels from the window's left edge
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Figure 4.24 Changing the graphics pen location
affects subsequent text drawing.
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Finally-the reason the program is named "Changing Values"!
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further Investigation of the Graf Port
The pn Lo c field of the Graf Port data structure isn't the only field you
can alter, of course. The f g Col or field is responsible for selecting which
of eight colors foreground objects (such as text and graphics) will be
drawn in. If you look in the QuickDraw.h Universal Header file you'll
find that each of the eight colors has a corresponding constant defined
for it:
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blackColor
whiteColor
redColor
greenColor
blueColor
cyanColor
magentaColor
yellowColor

r::l1

H 0 T E

33
30
205
341
409
273
137
69

Color Macs are capable of using more than eight colors, of course,
but only in color graphics ports (using the CGraf Port data type).
The fgCol or and bkCol or fields of the Graf Port provide a
quick and simple means of adding a minimal amount of color to
basic graphics ports.

To see how the Graf Port affects window color, run
ChangingValues68K again. Break at or before the DrawStri ng() line of
code. Then display the fields of the GrafPort data structure by clicking on the arrow icon by theWi ndow in the Variables pane. Scroll down
to the fgCol or field and note its current value-33. Looking back at
the color constants, you can see that a value of 33 represents black.
That's as you'd expect. By default, drawing takes place in black, so you
know that the window foreground color is black. Double-click on the
f gCo 1or value to display an edit box, then type in one of the color constant values. In Figure 4.25 I've entered a value of 137. This matches
the magenta Col or constant, so you'd expect writing and drawing to
now take place in a purplish red color. Of course, the black-and-white
figure can't illustrate this-all the more reason for you to try it on your
color Mac!
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The fgCo 7or field of the Graf Port holds
the foreground color for a window.

Figure 4.25

A few of the other Graf Port fields a program manipulates are listed as
follows, along with the Toolbox routines your program can use to make
the changes. Try adding calls to some or all of these routines and see
how they affect the window. Then try changing these fields directly
using MW Debug.
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bkColor
txFont
txFace
txSize

~
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BackColor()
TextFont()
Text Face()
TextSize()

II
II
II
II

changes
changes
changes
changes

the
the
the
the

window background color
text font
text style
text point size

In the ChangingValues68K program, changing the background
color won't have an effect on the window. That's because there's no
event loop in the program, and the window never gets updated.

Chapter Summary
The CodeWarrior debugger, MW Debug, takes control of your program
when you click Enable Debugger in the Project menu of the
CodeWarrior IDE and then select Debug from that same menu. You use
the debugger to execute your program up to a breakpoint and then to
single-step through a part of your program. In this way you can carefully observe the effects each line of code has on variable values. Using
this technique, you'll be able to accurately pinpoint where you've made
mistakes in your source code.
Macintosh data structures and Macintosh memory can be topics that
are difficult to master. If you devote some time to using MW Debug to
examine memory, you'll gain a better understanding of how the
Macintosh works with data. This investment in time will pay off in the
future; the knowledge you gain will help you quickly track down bugs
in future projects.
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fat fipplications
A program created using the Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery runs
on either a 68K-based Macintosh or a Power Macintosh, but it has the
disadvantage of running in emulation mode on the Power Macintosh.
A program created using Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery runs in
fast native mode on a Power Macintosh, but it has the disadvantage of
not being executable at all on 68K-based Macs. If your application will
be used by owners of 68K Macs, you'll need to supply them with a 68K
version. If your application will be used by owners of PowerPC-based
Macs, you should provide them with a faster, native PowerPC version.
Rather than distribute two separate applications, wouldn't it be better if
you could somehow combine the two versions into one program?
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Better still, wouldn't it be ideal if this one program knew which type of
computer was launching it-a 68K or a PowerPC Mac? A fat binary
application is just such a program.
This chapter describes how executable code is stored in 68K,
PowerPC-only, and fat binary applications. After that, you'll take a
step-by-step journey through the creation of a fat binary application.

Executable Code and Resources
Before PowerPC-based Macs existed, all Macintosh applications stored
a program's executable code within resources. With the arrival of
PowerPC-only applications and fat applications, this is no longer true.

68K Applications and Code Resources
Macintosh files (and an application is a file) can consist of two forks: a
resource fork and a data fork. For a 68K application file, both the program's executable object code and the resources that the program uses
are stored in the resource fork. The data fork is generally empty. Figure
5.1 illustrates this.

~

N 0 T E

To programmers, the resource fork is the more familiar of the
two forks. The resource fork holds the application resources that
programmers edit with a resource editor such as ResEdit or
Resorcerer. Programmers generally don't work directly with the
data fork because in an application, this fork is empty. In document files, however, the situation is usually reversed-the data
fork holds the document's text and graphics, while the resource
fork has few or no resources.

Most of the resources shown in Figure 5.1 will be recognizable to you
except, perhaps, the CODE resource. When a compiler builds a 68K
application, it stores the compiled executable code in CODE resources.
Because a single CODE resource is prohibited from exceeding 32K in size,
most programs house more than one CODE resource.

Chapter 5: fat flpplications

68K application

Figure 5.1

The data fork of a 68K application is generally empty.

When the user of a 68K program double-clicks the program's icon, it is
the Segment Manager that finds the application's CODE 0 resource and
loads the executable code that is stored in that resource.

PowerPC Applications and Data fork Code
A PowerPC application, like a 68K program, consists of a data fork and
a resource fork. There is a key difference in how executable code is
stored in the two application files, however. In a PowerPC application,
the executable code is stored in a code fragment in the data fork. The
PowerPC code can be stored together like this because there is no 32K
size limit on a fragment, as there is on a CODE resource.
The resource fork of a PowerPC application holds all the resources
that you'll typically find in the resource fork of a 68K application, with
the exception of the CODE resource. Additionally, you'll find a single
resource not present in a 68K resource fork-a resource of type cfrg
(for "code fragment"). Figure 5.2 illustrates.
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PowerPC application

Figure 5.2 The data fork of a PowerPC application
holds the application's executable code.

When an application icon is double-clicked, it is the Process Manager
that is responsible for launching that application. Before it does that, the
Process Manager looks in the application's resource fork to see if there
is a cf rg resource. If there is, it knows that the application it is about to
launch is a Power PC application. If there is no cf rg resource, the
Process Manager knows to launch the program as a 68K application.

fat Applications and Executable Code
A fat binary application contains two versions of executable code. One
version is the native PowerPC code and is stored in the application's
data fork. The other version is 68K code and is held in CODE resources in
the application's resource fork. When this one application is copied to a
PowerPC-based Macintosh and launched, the native PowerPC code
gets loaded into memory. If this same application is copied to a 680x0based Mac and launched, the 68K code will instead be loaded into
memory.

Chapter 5: fat flpplicatlons
How does the Process Manager know which set of code to use? The
answer lies in the cfrg resource. When an application on a PowerPCbased Mac is double-clicked, the Process Manager first looks for a cfrg
resource in the program's resource fork. If there is a cfrg resource, the
Process Manager knows there's native PowerPC code to load. In this
scenario the PowerPC code in the application's data fork gets loaded,
while the 68K code in the CODE resources is ignored.
I'm generalizing a bit. Actually, a CODE resource could get loaded on
a PowerPC-based Mac. If a CODE resource has its preload attribute set, it
will always get loaded into memory, but on a PowerPC-based Mac, it
won't ever execute. The code from the data fork will be used instead. So
for all practical purposes, you can consider the CODE resources ignored
on a PowerPC-based Macintosh.
Now consider this same fat binary application on the hard drive of a
68K Mac. The 68K Mac knows nothing of cfrg resources-they're
defined only on PowerPC-based Macs. So when a fat binary is doubleclicked on a 68K Mac, the cf r g resource is ignored, and the version of
code that's housed in the CODE resources is used. Figure 5.3 shows how
a fat binary application holds two versions of executable code, the
resources that are common to both versions, and a cf r g resource.
What if an application that's on the hard drive of a PowerPC-based
Mac doesn't have a cfrg resource? Then it is a 68K application-not a
native PowerPC-only application or a fat binary application. A PowerPCbased Mac can run such programs, but they'll run in something called
emulation mode. 68K code running in emulation mode is slower than
native PowerPC code running directly on the PowerPC processor.

Building a fat Binary Application
If you want to build an application that will run on older, 680x0-based
Macs, you'll create an application from a project based on the Basic
Toolbox 68k project stationery. If you'd rather your application be a fast,
native PowerPC program that runs only on PowerPC-based Macs,
you'll instead. create an application from a project that uses the Basic
Toolbox PPC project stationery. If you want your application to run on
68K Macs and in native mode on PowerPC-based Macs, you'll use both
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140 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - project types to create a fat binary application. This section describes
the steps to carry this out.
Fat binary application

Figure 5.3 A fat binary application holds two complete
versions of an application's executable code.

Creating 68K and PowerPC Projects
Because a fat binary consists of both a 68K version and a PowerPC version of the same program, you'll want to compile and debug two separate projects. You'll first create and test a 68K version of the program
and then do the same with a PowerPC version. When you're satisfied
that each separate application runs as expected, you'll be ready to move
to the creation of a fat binary.
In this section, I'll create a fat binary from a program that was
developed in Chapter 3-the PlaySound68K application. In that chapter, I created only a 68K version of the program. That means I'll have to
· make a PPC version as well.
I'll begin by making a copy of the PlaySound68K folder-I'll be
using much of its contents to create the fat application. I'll give the
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folder the name PlaySoundFat-a name that indicates what its final
contents will contain. Then, from within the CodeWarrior IDE, I'll
choose New Project from the File menu and then select the Basic
Toolbox PPC project stationery. Before I click the OK button, I'll
uncheck the Create Folder checkbox. Since I'll be using the source code
file and the resource file from the PlaySound68K.µ project, I'll place
the new PowerPC project in the same folder. When the next dialog box
appears, I'll enter a name for the project and move to the
PlaySoundFat folder. Figure 5.4 shows what my folder setup looks like
after the new project has been created.

D

•
•

Pla11Sound68K.J.l

~

fUI

---1---1--

PlaySoundPPC.J.l

NewPowerPC
project for the
PowerPC version
of PlaySound

PlaljSound.c
Existing files
fromthe68K
version of
PlaySound

~

PlaySound.rsrc

PlaySound68K.SYM

~

PlaySound68K

Figure 5.4 The folder that holds both the 68K
and PowerPC versions of the PlaySound project.

In the new project window, I'll replace the SillyBalls.c and
SillyBalls.rsrc placeholders with the same PlaySound.c and
PlaySound.rsrc files used in the 68K project. Figure 5.5 shows the project window for both versions. It's important that you note that the two
projects use the same source code file and the same resource file; only
the libraries differ.
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68K and PPC versions of the PlaySound project.

<Ising a Single Source Code
file for Both Projects
PowerPC-based Macintosh computers are faster than 680x0-based
Macs. Compared to some 68K models, the difference is very considerable. If you' re developing on a Power Mac, you may end up adding certain features to your program that work fine on a PowerPC-based Mac ·
but bog down a slower 68K model. You can resolve this dilemma by
including conditional directives in your source code file. A conditional
directive tells the compiler to compile the code that follows the directive
only under certain circumstances.
The #i fdef powerc conditional directive tells the compiler to compile the code that follows the #i fdef powerc line only if the project is
designated as a PowerPC project. If the project is marked as a 68K project instead, then the code following the #ifdef should be skipped. If
the optional #el s e conditional directive appears, then the code that follows that line should be compiled for a 68K project and skipped for a
PowerPC project. By using the 1fi fdef powerc directive, you can
include sections of code that get compiled differently depending on
which type of Mac is targeted by the project. Here's the format of the
#i fdef conditional directive:
Iii fdef powerc
II code designed to run only
#else
II code designed to run only
/lendi f

if

the user has a PowerPC-based Mac

if

the user has a 68K-based Mac

Chapter 5: fat Applications
Just to prove to myself that the /lifdef powerc directive works, I've
added one to the PlaySound.c source code file. Here's what it looks like:
Iii fdef powerc
SndPlay( nil, (SnlistHandle)theSound, true );
lie l se
SndPlay( nil, (SnlistHandle)theSound, true );
SndPlay( nil, (SnlistHandle)theSound, true );
llendif

Remember, the same PlaySound.c file is a part of both the 68K project
and the PPC project. When I compile and build my 68K version of the
PlaySound program, I'll generate code that plays the telephone ring
sound twice. When I compile and build the PowerPC version of
PlaySound, I'll have a program that plays the sound only once. Figure
5.6 shows the complete listing for the PlaySound program, with the
1/i fdef directive in place.

void main( void )
{
Handle theSound;
lnitGraf( &qd.thePort );
lnitFonts();
lnnWindows();
lnitMenus();
TElnit();
lnitDialogs( OL );
FlushEvents( everyEvent, 0 );
lnitCursor();

If running
on a Power
Mac, execute
this code

theSound

=GetResource( 'snd ', 9000 );

~----Ht--#ifdef

powerc
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true );

~---+<>--#else

SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true);
SndPlay( nil, (SndlistHandle)theSound, true);
#endif

else, instead
execute this
code

ReleaseResource( (Handle)theSound );

I

Figure 5.6 The PlaySound.c source code file,
with the addition of a conditional directive.
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144-------------------------------In this book I just touch on the differences between PowerPC
code and 68K code. For complete information on the particulars
of programming the PowerPC-based Macintosh, refer to the
N0 T E
PowerPC System Software volume of the Inside Macintosh series.

~

Building the Applications
While I already have a 68K version of PlaySound in my PlaySoundFat
folder (the one I built in Chapter 3), I'll still want to open the
PlaySound68K.µ project and rebuild a new application. That's because I've
made changes to the source code. After selecting Run from the Project
menu, the source code will recompile and the program will run. My
PlaySound.c source code listing shows that the 68K version of the program
should ring the telephone twice, so that's what I'll be expecting to happen.
I'm working on a Power Mac. Yet when I run the 68K version of
PlaySound, the program rings the telephone twice-as it would
on a 68K machine. When the 68K version of the program was creN 0 T E
ated, the /fi fdefl/fel se directives placed two calls to SndPl ay()
in the application's code. Regardless of the type of machine the
68K version of the application runs on, it will behave the same.
That is, the /fi fdefl/fel se directives were used during compilation to determine which code should go in the application. After
the 68K application is built, only one set of code (the code under
the /fel se directive) will be in the application-there is no if-else
branching code in the application.

~

Now it's on to the PowerPC version of PlaySound. I'll open the
PowerPC version of the PlaySound project and do the same as I did for
the 68K project-I'll choose Run from the Project menu to compile the
code and test the resulting application. When it does execute, this
PowerPC version should ring the telephone only once.
If you're working on a 68K-based Mac rather than a Power Mac,
you'll be able to build a PowerPC application by choosing Make
from the Project menu. You won't, however, be able to run the
N 0 T E
program on your Mac. This is an inconvenience, but it won't prevent you from later creating the fat application.

r::l1
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Creating the fat Application Project
To create the fat application of PlaySound, you'll create a third projectanother PowerPC project. This one will be almost identical to the other
PowerPC project, so you can start by simply making a copy of that project and renaming it on the desktop. I've named mine PlaySoundFat.µ.
Then double-click this project to open it.
Because this new project was copied from an existing one, you'll
want to change the name CodeWarrior assigns to the application
that gets built from it. Choose Project Settings from the Edit menu,
and then click on the PPC Project name in the scrolling list of the
Project Settings dialog box to bring up the PPC Project panel. Type
in a new, appropriate name in the File Name edit box, as I've done
in Figure 5.7.
Project Settings

V Editor
Custom Key words

v Project
Access Paths
Build Extras
IPP<
Target
v Language Settings
C/C++ Language
C/C++ Warnings
Pascal Language

'°'

I

Project Type:

Application

.... I

Application Info :

IPlaySoundfet

File Name
'SIZE " Flags

~

Creator J ????

I
I

Type~
Preferred Heap Size (k) ~
Mini mum Heep Size ( k) ~

Pascal 'w'arnings

PPCl\sm
Rez

Steck Size (k) ~

V Code Generation

PPC Processor
PPC Disassembler
~Linker

( Factory Setti ngs )

Figure 5.7

(

Revert Panel

l

(

Cancel

l(

OK

)

Setting the name that will be used for the fat application.

Now, add the PlaySound68K application to the PPC project. Yes, that's
right. You'll be adding the application itself to the project window. Select
Add Files from the Project menu, and then add the 68K application, as
I'm doing in Figure 5.8.
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iii:
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J

Done

'o

Cancel

Figure 5.8 Adding the 6BK version of the
PlaySound program to the fat binary project.

I've mentioned that CodeWarrior uses the concept of groups to organize files in a project window. An application doesn't fall neatly into
any of the groups that are already defined, so I've placed the
PlaySound68K application in its own, new group. If you added the
application without any group being selected, CodeWarrior will have
already created a new group and placed the file in this group. If you
had any of the existing groups selected when you added
PlaySound68K, then you'll create a new group yourself. To do that,
click on the PlaySound68K file name in the project window, drag the
file name beneath the last group in the project window, and release the
mouse button.
Regardless of how you created a new group, you can rename it by
double-clicking on its current name in the project window. In the dialog
box that opens, type in a new group name, as shown in Figure 5.9. Then
click the OK button.
After adding the application to its own group, your
PlaySoundFat.µ project window should look like Figure 5.10.
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Figure 5.10 The fat binary project after adding the
68K version of the PlaySound application.

Creating the fat Application
If your host computer is a PowerPC-based Mac, select Run from the
Project menu to build the fat binary. If you're working from a 68Kbased Mac, the Run command will be dim; use the Make menu item
instead. Regardless of which menu item you use, the result will be the
same-a fat binary version of PlaySound.
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What does CodeWarrior do when it's building an application and it
encounters a 68K application in the list of project window files? It simply copies the 68K application's resource fork into the PowerPC application during linking. Recall that the executable code of a 68K application lies in CODE resources in the application's resource fork. So adding
the 68K application to the project window allows the 68K executable
code to become a part of the fat binary application.
As CodeWarrior builds the fat application, you'll no doubt
encounter the Errors & Warnings window shown in Figure 5.11. The
68K application holds the same s n d resource as the one in the
PlaySound.rsrc resource file-another file that is a part of the fat application project. Remember, the 68K application was built from a project
that included this same resource file. CodeWarrior is smart enough not
to attempt to add two versions of the same resource to an application
it's building, so it's safe to ignore this warning.
15
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Figure 5.11 Duplicate resource warnings that occur
during the building of a fat application can safely be ignored.

So, if the necessary resources for the fat application exist in the
Play5ound68K application that becomes a part of the fat application, could you get away with removing the PlaySound.rsrc
" 0 T E resource file from the fat application project? Yes. But it's good
practice to leave the resource file in the project anyway. Your
own projects may be much more involved than the PlaySound
example, and they may not have an identical set of resources for
both 68K and PPC projects. Perhaps one project may .even have
more than one resource file (a perfectly acceptable practice in
Macintosh programming). For example, while both projects may

~
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share a common resource file, the PPC project may use its own
additional resource file that holds some resources used only by
the PPC version of the application.

If you're fortunate enough to have access to both a 68K Mac and a
PowerPC-based Macintosh, try running the fat binary on both machines
to verify that on a 68K Mac the program sounds the phone twice, while
on a PowerPC-based Mac the program only rings it once.

Examining the Programs
with a Resource Editor
Now that you have an honest-to-goodness fat app of your own, you can
take a look inside it to see if this chapter's discussions of CODE
resources, cf rg resources, and data forks hold true.
Using your resource editor, first open the PPC and 68K versions of
the PlaySound program. Make sure to open the programs themselves,
not the project resource files. Don't open the fat application just yet. If
you're using ResEdit, as I am in this resource-viewing session, your
screen should hold the windows shown in Figure 5.12.
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0010 1001
01101010
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01000000
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m

8

SIZE

snd

68K resource

Figure 5.12 The PPC version of PlaySound contains a
cfrg resource, while the 68K version holds CODE resources.

In Figure 5.12, you can see that the PPC version of the program has a
cfrg resource, as any PowerPC-only application should. This resource
was added to the program by CodeWarrior. Also notice that there are
no CODE resources in the PPC version of the program, while there are in
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the 68K version. The executable code that holds the instructions that
make up the PowerPC version of the program are held in the application's data fork-not in CODE resources in its resource fork.
The executable code for a 68K application is held in the application's CODE resources. The application's data fork is generally empty.
You can verify this for yourself by clicking on the PlaySound68K window in ResEdit and then selecting Get Info for This File from the File
menu of ResEdit. In the top window of Figure 5.13, you can see that the
· data fork of the 68K version of PlaySound is in fact empty.
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Figure 5.13 Checking the size of the resource fork and
data fork of both the 68K and PPC versions of PlaySound.
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The executable code for a PowerPC application is stored in the application's data fork. The resource fork isn't empty, though-it holds all the
usual resources found in an application, such as WIND, DLOG, and so
forth. You can check to see that the data fork of PlaySoundPPC isn't
empty by making the ResEdit window that displays its resources active
and then again selecting Get Info for This File from the File menu of
ResEdit. In the bottom window of Figure 5.13, you can see that the data
fork of the PPC version of PlaySound holds data.
Next, use your resource editor to open the fat binary application. In
Figure 5.14, notice that the fat binary holds the resources from the 68K
version of the program, including the CODE resources, as well as the
cfrg resource that was added by CodeWarrior.
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Figure 5.14 The fat binary holds all the resources found
in both the 68K and PPC versions of a program.

Fat applications have two sets of executable code-one in the program's
CODE resources, the other in the program's data fork. Figure 5.15 illustrates this for the fat version of PlaySound. In the figure, you can see
that the fat binary version of this program has a resource fork that's a
little larger than the 68K version of the program (see Figure 5.13 to
make the comparison). The fat version holds all the resources found in
the 68K version, including the CODE resources-and a cfrg resource.
Further, Figure 5.15 shows that the fat version has a data fork with data.
This data is the native PowerPC version of the PlaySound executable
code. The data fork of the fat application holds the same thing that the
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PowerPC-only version of PlaySound holds-the executable code for the
PowerPC version of the program. You can use Figure 5.15 and the bottom window of Figure 5.13 to see that the data fork sizes of the fat
application and the PowerPC-only version of PlaySound are the same.
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Figure 5.15 The ResEdit Get Info window shows
that a PPC application has data in its data fork.

Summary
Making a fat binary version of one of your applications gives that application the ''best of both worlds." A fat binary application is capable of
running on both 68K-based Macs and PowerPC-based Macintoshes.
And, when running on a PowerPC-based Mac, the program will run in
fast, native PowerPC mode.
You create a fat binary by first making a 68K project and then building a 68K application from it. Next, use the same source code and
resource files used in the 68K project in a new PowerPC project. Build a
PowerPC application from this project. After testing both versions of
the program, create another PowerPC project-a copy of the first will
work fine. Add to the project the 68K application itself. Finally, build an

Chapter 5: fat flppllcations
application from this project. The resulting application will be a fat
application-a program that holds two versions of the executable code
for the same program.
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Chapter

Java. Applets. and
the World Wide Web
Java may very well eventually be the programming language that surpasses both C and C++ in popularity. Java is the language used to create applets- small, visual, dynamic mini-applications that can be readily added to any Web page.
In this chapter, you'll see how the CodeWarrior IDE is used to
develop applets. You'll find comfort in the fact that an applet starts its
life as a CodeWarrior project-just as a Mac application do_e s. You'll
also be pleased to know that from the CodeWarrior IDE you can com-
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pile your Java language source code, build an applet, and then start up
an applet viewer to test out your applet.

Web Browsers. Applets. and the Web
Like everyone else who is even remotely involved with computers,
you've heard much about Java, applets, and the World Wide Web. Yet
you might not be sure what all the fuss is about. The CodeWarrior programming environment makes it easy to create applets-but before you
jump right in you should have a good understanding of why you're
developing an applet and how it will be used! If you understand all of
the following topics, and how they interrelate, you can skip the next
several pages. If items in this list are unfamiliar to you, though, read on.
The next sections discuss all of the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Web browsers
HTML
Java programming language
Java applets
Java applications
Bytecodes
Java interpreters

About Web Browsers
A Web browser allows you to easily surf the Web-it does the work of
transferring information from Web server computers to your Mac. The
Hypertext Markup Language, or HTML, makes this possible. In the past,
HTML was used to format both text and graphics on a Web page. Now
it's also used to display applets on that same page.
WEB BROWSERS fltlD HTML
A Web site is nothing more than one or more files on the hard drive of a
server-a computer that has a large capacity disk storage and is con-
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nected to the Internet. If you have your own Web site, then undoubtedly you've been assigned a few megabytes of disk space from someone
else's server. That "someone else" could be your Internet provider, such
as an ISP (Internet Service Provider) or an online service such as America
Online or CompuServe. A Web browser is capable of accessing files
stored on servers. A Web browser is also capable of recognizing the contents of those files. A browser knows how to read files on any Internet
server because each file holds HTML tags.
HTML is the programming language of the World Wide Web. An
HTML file is made up of HTML tags-commands that specify the layout and formatting of the text and graphics that are to appear on that
Web page. For example, to indicate that a graphic image should appear
on a page, the HTML file will use the <i mg> tag. This tag has
attributes-parameters that provide the details about the graphic image.
One detail is the name of a separate file (also located on the server
along with the HTML file itself) that holds the graphic image that is to
be displayed.
WEB BROWSERS fl"D APPLETS
The fact that a Web site keeps its graphic images in files separate from
the HTML file is important: that's similar to how applets work. As an
HTML file uses a tag (the <i mg> tag) to reference a graphic image contained in a separate file, so too does the HTML file use a tag (the
<applet> tag) to reference an applet contained in a separate file. If you
have your own Web page and you want it to display a picture on that
page, you'll upload a graphic file (such as a GIF or JPEG file) to the
directory on the server that holds the files that make up your Web page.
If you want that same page to display an applet, you'll upload the
applet to the directory on the server.
Not all Macintosh Web browsers are capable of understanding
the HTML <applet> tag. Browsers that do recognize the
<applet> tag are referred to as Java-capable {or Java enabled, or
N0 T E
Java-aware, or Java compatible). As of this writing, Netscape
Navigator 3.0 or later is Java-capable-and Microsoft's Internet
Explorer soon will be.

rl1
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When a user's browser encounters the <applet> tag in the HTML file
of a Web page, the browser finds the applet file on that Web site's server
and actually downloads the applet to the user's computer. For that reason it's best to keep the size of an applet small-that makes the transfer
of the applet quick. Besides being small in size, there's one other thing
an applet should be-nonstatic. That is, an applet should be dynamic-:it should do something! An applet should be animated, or should interact with the user. If an applet does nothing more than display some text
or display a picture, then the same effect could have been achieved
without the use of an applet.

Applets and Platform Independence
Java applets are platform-independent. That is, if you have a Java-capable
Web browser you'll be able to see and interact with applets that appear
on Web pages-regardless of the platform-the operating system-you
run your browser from.
WEB PAGES flrtD PurrFORM lrtDEPErtDErtcE

As someone who has browsed the World Wide Web, you're already
familiar with platform-independent Web pages. Web pages have been
viewable by users running browsers on any number of computer systems. A Webmaster (one who manages the files that make up a Web
site) didn't keep separate sets of files on a server-one set for users
browsing from a Windows machine, another set for users browsing
from a Macintosh, and so forth. Instead, a single HTML text file could
be placed on the server, along with a single GIF file for each graphic
image that was to appear on the page.
So, why all the excitement about the ability to develop a single
applet for use by any number of Web browsers? Because an applet isn't
just text, and it isn't just graphics. An applet, as its name implies, is a
small application. If you've programmed at all-in any computer language-you've heard of cross-platform applications. And you've also
heard that creating such a program is normally difficult and time-consuming. The Java language and applets change that.
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)flVfl SOORCE CODE flHD BYTECODES

When a programmer compiles a C or C++ source code file, the result is
an executable file that can be run on one type of computer. More specifically, the executable will run on a machine that is driven by a processor
from a single family of processors-usually the same family as the computer that hosts the development environment. For instance, if you do
your programming on a computer with an Intel 80486 CPU, the programs you develop will run on machines with an 80x86 CPU. If you do
your programming on a Power Macintosh that has a PowerPC 603
CPU, your programs will run on other Power Macintosh computers.
If it were only a matter of recompiling the same source code to generate different versions of the same application, the effort necessary to
create a program usable by owners of different platforms wouldn't be
too bad. Unfortunately, when a program is developed from source code
written in languages such as C, C++, or Pascal, the same source code
can't be used. That's because when writing a program, a programmer
relies on code that is specific to one platform. For example, when you
write a program designed to run on a Mac, you make use of many of
the functions that are a part of the Macintosh Toolbox. This source code
can't be compiled for a different platform (such as Windows 95) because
other platforms won't recognize the calls to Toolbox routines.
The Java language is different than other programming languages
in that it isn't platform-specific. One Java source code file will compile
on a Macintosh compiler or a Windows 95 compiler. Just as importantly,
the resulting executable will be able to run on a wide variety of
machines-regardless of which platform is used for development. The
bytecode file that each Java compiler generates is identical, so this file
can run on any number of machines.
When you compile a source code file written in a traditional language,
such as C or C++, the resulting binary file (the executable, or application)
holds machine code. This machine code consists of instructions which are
particular to a processor (or family of processors). When you compile a
Java source code file, the result is also a binary file (an executable, or
applet). And the contents of this binary file are very similar to the machine
code found in the executable that results from the compilation of a C ++
file. The distinction is that the Java binary code-which is called bytecode-holds instructions that are not specific to any one machine.
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Java Interpreters and Bytecode
While I've mentioned that bytecode files can be executed on different
types of computers, I've glossed over one very important point-how
this is possible.
READYIHG AH flPPLET

FOR TttE WEB

After you've created an applet by compiling your Java source code into
a Java bytecode file, it's time to add the applet to your Web page in
order to let others enjoy the amazing things the applet is capable of
doing! You'll do a few things to make that happen:

1. You'll add an <applet> tag to your Web page's HTML file so
that the file references the applet.
2. You'll re-upload the modified HTML file back to your server
that holds your Web page documents (such as this HTML file
and any graphics files).
3. You'll upload the applet to the server that holds your other
Web page documents.
Once you've performed these steps, anyone with a Java-capable Web
browser will be able to view your Web page and, of course, the applet
that appears on the page. As you're about to read, what makes a browser Java-capable is the fact that it has a built-in Java interpreter.

)flVfl IHTERPRETERS
How is it that the instructions in a single binary file can be meaningful
to processors that normally recognize instructions from very different
instruction sets? The answer is that the instructions aren't meaningful
to the processor-they're meaningful to an intermediary piece of software-the Java interpreter. When an applet runs, the instructions that
make up the applet's code aren't processed directly be the CPU.
Instead, they're fed through software called a Java interpreter.
A Java interpreter is responsible for translating the instructions that
make up the bytecode file to instructions recognizable by the CPU the
applet is to run on. That means that while one version of an applet can
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run on any of several platforms, the interpreter itself can't. There's one
version of the Java interpreter that runs only on a Mac-it knows how
to translate bytecode instructions to instructions that are usable by the
CPU in a Macintosh. There's another version of the Java interpreter that
runs only on a Wmdows 95 machine-it knows how to translate bytecode instructions to instructions that are usable by the CPU in a computer running Wmdows 95.

r2I
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You'll see the Java interpreter also referred to as Java runtime,
Java virtual machine, or JVM. These terms all mean the same
thing.

BROWSERS AnD )AVA ltmRPRETERS
Just where does an interpreter come from, and how does a user get one
on his or her computer? If a Web browser claims to be Java-capable,
then it has a Java bytecode interpreter built into it. For instance, version
3.0 and higher of Netscape Navigator for Macintosh has a built-in Java
interpreter. When a Macintosh user running Netscape Navigator is
browsing the Web, and a Web page that includes an applet is encountered, the browser is able to properly access the page, download the
applet bytecode, and execute that code.

)AVA ltmRPRETERS AnD JAVA flPPUCflTIOns
While the focus of this introduction to Java has been on applets, the fact
is that the Java programming language can be used to write platformindependent applications as well. Like a Java applet, a Java application
starts as a single version of source code that gets compiled to a bytecode
file. And, again like a Java applet, a Java application can run-without
modification-on a number of different types of computers. That means
that a Java application requires the presence of a Java interpreter in
order to execute. Because a Java application has nothing to do with a
Web browser, the Java interpreter built into a Web browser is of no help
here. Instead, anyone wishing to run a Java application must have a
Java interpreter program on his or her computer. Stand-alone Java interpreters exist for many platforms, including the Macintosh.
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If you've purchased a version of CodeWarrior (such as
CodeWarrior Gold or Discover Programming with Java), you have
such an interpreter-the Metrowerks Java application that's
H0 T E
placed on your Mac when you install CodeWarrior.

r;]

Now that you know all the theory behind Java, bytecodes, applets, and
interpreters, it's time to move on to the application of that theory-it's
time to start developing Java applets!

The Java Applet Project
In Chapter 2, you were introduced to projects and the CodeWarrior
integrated development environment. There you saw that the
CodeWarrior IDE truly is integrated-it looks the same and works the
same whether you program in C or C++. By no accident, the
CodeWarrior IDE allows you to work with Java source code in the same
manner as you do with other languages. From the now-familiar comfort
of this, one IDE you can create an applet using the same techniques you
use to create a traditional application: You'll start with a project, write
source code and save it to a file in the project, and then compile the
source code to generate an executable. If you run into problems along
the way, you can use MW Debug to debug your Java source code-just
as you debugged C source code in Chapter 4.
In the first example in Chapter 2, I left in place the default files that
CodeWarrior adds to a new project-the SillyBalls.c source code file
and the SillyBalls.rsrc resource file. Then I compiled the code and ran
the resulting application. I'll do the same here-though the files
CodeWarrior adds to a Java project are different than the ones added to
a Basic Toolbox project, and the resulting executable will be a bytecode
file (an applet) rather than an application.
After taking a look at the applet, I'll discuss just how it came to pass
that you just easily ran an applet-without the aid of a Web browser and
without being connected to the Web. Here I'll take a look at how the
applet, the HTML file, and the Metrowerks Java application interact.
The CodeWarrior-supplied Java source code is intentionally trivial-it's the minimal code that allows you to quickly create and test an
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applet. While the source code is too trivial to result in a useful, exciting
applet, it does demonstrate many of the basic properties all Java source
code files share. So instead of skipping the source code walkthrough as
I did for the Chapter 2 SillyBalls example, I'll examine and comment on
the Java source code found in the CodeWarrior-supplies
TrivialApplet.java file that is a part of each Java project.

Creating a Java Applet Project
A Java applet starts out just as a Macintosh application does-as a
CodeWarrior project. From the CodeWarrior IDE, select New Project
from the File menu to create a new Metrowerks CodeWarrior project.
Choose the Java Applet project stationery, as I'm doing in Figure 6.1.

Java Application
Java Library
.?' ~ MacOS

Iii ~re11te Folder
A

; •

.~

•

Figure 6.1 Creating a Java applet project by
selecting the Java Applet project stationery.

Once built, an applet can execute on any machine that has a Java
interpreter or a Java-capable Web browser on it. That means the
same applet can be used on a Macintosh, a Power Macintosh, or
n 0 T E even a computer running Windows 95. That's why there's no separate 68k and PPC project stationery for Java-related projects.
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Leaving the Create Folder checkbox checked, click the OK button to
dismiss the New Project dialog box and to bring on the dialog box that
prompts you to enter a project name. In Figure 6.2 I'm doing just that.
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Name the applet project as you would any other Code Warrior project.

In Figure 6.2, you see that I've given the project a name appropriate to
the program I'll be developing. After then clicking the Save button, a
new project window appears, as shown in Figure 6.3.
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Figure 6.3 The project window for a project
based on Java Applet project stationery.

The Files in a Java Project
Looking at Figure 6.3, you'll notice that a project based on Java Applet
project stationery consists of files not found in a project based on Basic
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Toolbox project stationery. Figure 6.4 provides an overview of the purpose of each of the three files that appears in a new Java project.
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Figure 6.4

A project based on Java Applet

project stationery consists of three files.

THE TRIVlflLAPPLET.JflVfl
Just as a program written in C has its source code stored in a file with
an extension of .c, an applet written in Java has its source code stored in
a file with an extension of .java. When you create a project based on the
Java Applet project stationery, CodeWarrior always adds the
TrivialApplet.java file to the project- just as CodeWarrior adds the
SillyBalls.c file to a project based on one of the Basic Toolbox project
stationaries. And, like the SillyBalls.c file, you'll modify or replace the
TrivialApplet.java file when developing your own applet. To simplify
the walkthrough of the process of building and testing an applet, however, I'll leave the TrivialApplet.java file unchanged.

Double-click on the TrivialApplet.java file name in the project window to take a look at the Java source code for the applet you're about to
build. Figure 6.5 shows the complete source code listing for the applet
that will be named TrivialApplet.
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import java.awt.*;
import java.applet.Applet;
public class TrivialApplet extends Applet
{

public void paint( Graphics g ) {
g.drawString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 ) ;

Figure 6.5

The complete source code listing for the Trivia/Applet applet.

No matter how little or how much experience you have with the Java
language, you can certainly guess that the very short source code listing
shown in Figure 6.5 will result in a rather simple applet (of course the
name of the file might lead you to this conclusion as well). As you may
suspect, this applet does nothing more than write the string "Hello
World!" to a Web browser window. A little later in this chapter, I'll
return to this file and take a closer look at the Java code in it.
THE CLASSES.ZIP flLE
A Mac application that you develop consists of your own compiled
source code as well as code written by others-every call to a Toolbox
function that your program makes relies on code written by Apple
engineers. A somewhat analogous situation exists for a Java applet. Just
as one could say that Macintosh C is the C language and a set of
prewritten functions, one could also describe Java as the Java language
and a set of prewritten classes. While the Macintosh Toolbox functions
exist in the ROM and system software of a Mac, the prewritten Java
classes exist in the classes.zip file. When you install CodeWarrior onto
your hard drive, the installer places this large (it's close to 1 MB in size)
classes.zip file in the System Folder of your Mac.
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If you aren't familiar with the Java language or with C++, take a
detour to Appendix B. That appendix provides an overview of
C++-the language on which Java is based. There you'll see a
n0 T E
description of what a class is.

~

Your Java source code file, no matter how simple, will make use of at
least some of the classes defined in the classes.zip file. Consider the
TrivialApplet.java file. In order to write a string to the window of a
Web browser, a call is made to a Java function named d rawSt ring () .
Because draw St r i ng ( ) is defined in a class in the classes.zip file, the
source code in the TrivialApplet.java file. is making use of the
classes.zip file, as illustrated in Figure 6.6. Because of this dependency,
CodeWarrior always adds the classes.zip file to a project based on the
Java Applet project stationery.

• ~ ~ l.EJ

Triuialftpplet. ·aua
Path H.ard Drive : CW10 Gold ... I

:Trivial~ppM.java

import jBYB .BWt.*;
import jB YB.Bpplet.Applet;

____

public clBs s TriviBlApplet extends Applet
{

.,..._....

r.=;;;;;:;;::;;;::,;;;;::;;~=~· c void pBint( GrBphics g) {

g.drBwString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 );

' Line : 1

Triv ia 1App let_ jav a

"---------..---w·····~]~"."."."..,'!'!P.

.................. .L.. ............ l:J.l.
0

0

Figure 6.6 Your Java source code can make use of Java
classes and methods defined and stored in a file named classes.zip.
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If you're familiar with C++, you know that a class consists of data
in the form of data members and functions in the form of member functions. A Java class also consists of data and functions. In
Java, data exists as instance variables and functions exist as methods. So while I referred to drawStri ng () as a function, it is more
correctly said to be a method.
In C++ a member function doesn't exist on its own-it's part of a
class. The same is true for a Java method-it's part of a class. In
the case of the drawstring() method, it's a part of a Javadefined class named Graphics.

THE TRIVlfll.flPPLET.HTML flLE

When you create a new project based on Java Applet project stationery,
CodeWarrior adds an HTML file to the project. It's important to note
that this file doesn't become a part of the applet itself. Instead, it exists
in the project merely as a convenience-it makes testing the applet you
build easy. If you double-click on the TrivialApplet.html, file you'll see
the HTML listing shown in Figure 6.7. Just ahead I'll discuss how the
HTML file integrates with applet testing, Web browsers, and applet
viewers.
!ti

~lltlj) ~

IEJ

Triul61Rpplet.html

I

Path Hard Drive : CWl 0 Gold : Sydow CW Boot< ;MJFirstJavaApplet :Trivia1Applet.Mm1

liii1
0
Q

<tit l e>TrivialApplet</title>

<hr>
<applet codebase="Java Classes" code=" TrivialApplet . class'' width=200 height=200>
</applet>
<hr>
<a href="Triv ialApplet.java" >The source . </a>

~
~

tzy
I_ Line : 1

J!l¢

91iiJ
Figure 6.7 The complete listing for the HTML
file included in the Trivia/Applet.µ project.
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ltunning the Default Applet
The CodeWarrior IDE lets you build an applet in the same manner as
you build an application-just select Run from the Project menu. Before
doing that, read on to see what you'll encounter when you use
CodeWarrior to run an applet.

flPPLETS flnD THE METROWERKS )flVfl flPPLET VIEWElt flPPLICflTIOn
To create an applet without running it, you can select Make from the
Project menu. Doing that causes CodeWarrior to compile any .java files
in the project and then link the compiled code with any needed code
from the classes.zip file to build the applet. If you instead choose Run
from the Project menu, as I'm about to do, CodeWarrior performs the
same steps as Make-and one additional step. After building the
applet, CodeWarrior launches a program named Metrowerks Java.
The Metrowerks Java application is an applet viewer. As its name
implies, an applet viewer is an application that allows you to run, and
thus view, an applet. To do that, you provide the applet viewer with an
HTML file. The applet viewer ignores all HTML tags (commands) in the
file except for the <applet> tag. Think of an applet viewer as a simplified Java-enabled Web browser-its only purpose is to execute an
applet as if it were on a Web page.
Without making any changes to either the TrivialApplet.java source
code file or the TrivialApplet.html HTML file, go ahead and select Run
from the Project menu of the CodeWarrior IDE. When you do,
CodeWarrior will launch the Metrowerks Java program. Before viewing
the applet, you'll most likely see a dialog box displaying a copyright
notice, as shown in Figure 6.8.
After reading and agreeing to the disclaimer in the dialog box, click
the Accept button. After doing that, you won't see this dialog box ever
again.
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Figure 6.8 The Copyright Notice dialog box that appears
the first time you run Metrowerks Java .

The text in the dialog box simply implies that it's best to use an
applet viewer to test your own applets (or the applets of someone or some company you trust-like Metrowerks). A JavaH 0 T E
enabled Web browser will be encountering and executing applets
from anywhere on the World Wide Web-so it has safeguards
built in to perform certain validation tests. A Java applet viewer is
a simpler program, so it doesn't have these safeguards.

~

After dismissing the Copyright Notice dialog box, a Java Output window will open and then, a moment later, another window will appear.
This second window will display the applet. An applet viewer knows
which applet to load and display by reading an HTML file. When
launched from the CodeWarrior IDE, the Metrowerks Java application
uses the HTML file listed in the project window. Recall that for this
example the HTML file in the MyFirstJavaApplet.µ project is named
TrivialApplet.html. Figure 6.9 shows that the CodeWarrior-supplied
applet simply writes the string "Hello World!" to the window.
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§ !fi§

Rpplet Uiewer: Triuia ~

Hello World!

~p~et

started.

Figure 6.9 The Trivia/Applet applet, as viewed in
the Metrowerks Java applet viewer.
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The Java Output window will display the name of the applet
that's executing, and will list error messages if errors occur during
the applet's execution.
.

After viewing the applet, choose Quit from the File menu of the
Metrowerks Java application.
THE RES<ILTS OF B<llLDlrtCi Art APPLET

After quitting the Metrowerks Java applet viewer, you'll find yourself
back in the CodeWarrior IDE. Click on the desktop of your Mac, then
open the folder that CodeWarrior created for you when you created the
new project. If you named the project MyFirstJavaApplet.µ, as I did,
then the folder will be named MyFirstJavaApplet.
In the MyFirstJavaApplet folder you'll find the Java project and
two of the three files that are in that project-the TrivialApplet.java
source code file and the TrivialApplet.html file. Recall that the third
file-the classes.zip file-is kept in the System Folder. You'll also find a
folder in the MyFirstJavaApplet folder. As shown in Figure 6.10, this
folder holds a single file-the applet itself.
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MyfirstJauaHpplet
944. 9 MB 1n disk

4items

D

My Fi rstJavaApplet..11
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TrivialApplet.java
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1 item

TrivialApplet.html

Joun Classes

11_3

944. 9 MB in disk

83.8 MB evai
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TrivialApplet.class

¢1

-0;

Ic:> II

Figure 6.10 The files that are a part of an
applet project-including the applet file.

After CodeWarrior builds an applet, it always places the applet in
its own folder within the project folder. By default this folder is
named Java Classes. If for some reason you aren't happy with this
" 0 T E name, you can change it from within the CodeWarrior IDE. To do
that, select Project Settings from the Edit menu (the CodeWarrior
project from which the applet is built must be open, of course).
Click on Java Project in the list of the Project Settings dialog box
to display the Java Project panel shown in Figure 6.11. Then type
in a new folder name in the File Name edit box. Now, each time
you rebuild the applet, it will end up in a folder with this new
name.

r2I

While you have the applet folder open, take a look at the size of the
TrivialApplet.class applet. You can do that as you would any fileclick once on the file's icon, then select Get Info from the File menu.
When you do that, you'll see that the applet is quite small-only 420
bytes (see Figure 6.12).
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The name of the folder that holds the applet class file
can be changed from within the CodeWarrior /DE.

Figure 6.11

§!fi- TriuialRpplet.class Info
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Trivia!Applet .class

Kind : Metrowerks Java document
Size : 17K on disk (420 bytes used)
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CW Book : MyFirstJavaApplet : Java
Classes :
Created : Tue , Oct 15, 1996, 8 :39 PM
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Comments:
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I
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D Stationery

pad

. . .!..

1
Figure 6.12

Examining the size of the Trivia/App/et.

B
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You'll notice that the size of the applet is well under lK. Recall that the
classes.zip file that is included in a project based on the Java Applet
project stationery is close to 1 MB in size. Quite obviously that whole
file is not becoming a part of the Java applet. When an applet is built,
only the pertinent code from the classes.zip file gets included in the
code that makes up the applet.
The amount of disk space the applet occupies (17K in Figure 6.12)
is dependent on the size of the hard drive the applet is on-it has
little to do with the size of the applet. The smallest space my 1 GB
M0 T E
hard drive can allocate for a file of any size is 17K, so that's how
much disk space the applet occupies. If I were to upload this
applet to the server that holds the files for my Web page, this
17K value would be of no concern-the applet really is only 420
bytes in size.

~

HTML and Applets
When a Java-enabled Web browser or an applet viewer (such as the
Metrowerks Java application) encounters a Web page that includes the
<applet> tag, the browser or viewer loads the bytecode that makes up
the applet and executes it.

The <applet> Tag
Some HTML tags, or commands, have attributes, or parameters. The
<applet> tag is one such tag. It has three required attributes-code,
width, and height-and several others that can optionally be included.
Consider the <applet> tag from the TrivialApplet.html file:
<applet codebase="Java Classes" code="TrivialApplet.class" width=200
height=200>

The code attribute names the applet that is to be displayed. You've
already seen that an applet is always stored in a file that ends with a
.class extension. This extension must be included in the name supplied
to the code attribute, and the entire applet name must be enclosed in
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quotes. In the above example, the applet that is to be displayed is the
TrivialApplet.class applet.
The second and third <applet> attributes specify the size of the
applet. The size is the amount of Web page pixel space that the applet
will occupy. In this example the applet will be displayed in an area 200
pixels wide by 200 pixels high. Figure 6.13 illustrates that the
Metrowerks Java applet viewer adjusts the size of the display window
depending on the values of the width and height attributes. On the left
of this figure is the window the applet viewer opens when it encounters
the <applet> tag shown above. On the right is the window the applet
viewer would open if the same <applet> tag was modified such that
the height attribute had a value of 50 rather than 200.
height= 200
§IB§ Applet Uiewer: Triuia

Hello World!

==

height= 50
§IB§ Applet ~iewer: Triuia

Hello World!'
let started.

1et started.
Figure 6.13 Changing the value of the height attribute
of the< app 7et> tag changes the area an applet occupies.

The <applet> example I've given above also includes one optional
attribute-codebase. The codebase lists the path to the directory, or folder, that holds the applet. If the applet (the .class file) appears in the
same folder as the HTML file that holds the <applet> tag, then the
codebase attribute need not be included in the <applet> tag. If the
applet is held in a subdirectory, however, then codebase needs to be
included so that the browser or applet viewer knows where the applet
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is located. Because the TrivialApplet.html file is in one folder and the
applet appears in the Java Classes folder within that folder, the codebase attribute is included in the <applet> tag and is given a value of
"Java Classes." Like the name of the applet itself, the name of the path
must be enclosed in quotes.

Applets and Web Browsers
When the Metrowerks Java applet viewer processes an HTML file, it
ignores all tags except the <applet> and <lappl et> tags. You can verify
this by looking at the TrivialApplet.html file, which is shown in Figure
6.14. Notice that while the applet viewer displays one the applet, the
HTML code in the TrivialApplet.html file specifies all of the following:
•
•
•

A name for the browser window that will display the applet
(the <tit 1e> tag does that).
A horizontal rule (line) appears above and below the applet
(the <hr> tags do that).
A hypertext reference, or link, must be present to allow a user
to view the Java source code from which the applet was built
(the <a href> tag accomplishes this).

<title>TrivialApplet</title>
<hr>
<applet codebase="Java Classes• code="TrivialApplet.class" width=200 height=200>
</applet>
<hr>
<a href=•TrivialApplet.java•>The source.</a>

Figure 6.14

The complete listing for the Trivia/Applet.html HTML file.
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The HTML code that is ignored by an applet viewer isn't ignored by a
Web browser. If you own a Web browser, you see this demonstrated by
first launching the browser. There's no need to connect to the Web for
this test-you can use your browser to open an HTML file that resides
on your hard drive. Choose the Open File menu item from the File
menu, then select the TrivialApplet.html file. Figure 6.15 shows the
browser window when this is done using the Macintosh version of
Netscape Navigator.

'Fhe source.

Figure 6.15

The Trivia/App/et as viewed in Netscape Navigator for the Macintosh.

Clicking on the source hypertext link causes the browser to load the
TrivialApplet.java source code file and display the files code in the
browser window. Figure 6.16 again uses Netscape Navigator to illustrate this.
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import java. awt. *;
import java. applet. Applet;
public class Tri vialApplet extends Applet
{

public void paint( Graphics g ) {
g.drawStrinq( "Hello ll'orld!", 30, 30 );
)

)

-rll®I

Docum•nt : Don•.

Ig?ffi

The Trivia/Applet source code listing as
viewed in Netscape Navigator for the Macintosh.

Figure 6.16

Java Source Code and the Trivialfipplet
While a teaching of the Java language is well beyond the scope of this
book, a look at the few lines of Java code found in the
TrivialApplet.java file will serve as a good introduction to readers
unfamiliar with this new language. Figure 6.17 provides a look at the
complete listing found in the TrivialApplet.java file.
If you're going to write your own a'pplets, you'll need a good reference to the Java programming language. If you need such a
book, consider picking up a copy of Brian Overland's Java in Plain
H 0 T E
English also published by M&T Books.

r:l1

Import Statements
Sun Microsystems, the developer of the Java language, supplies Java
programmers such as yourself with a huge base of code that can be used
in any of your own applets. This code exists in classes. These classes are
organized into packages-collections of related classes. In order for your
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applet to make use of the classes in a package, that package must be
imported. In Java, the import statement is used in a manner similar to a
C or C++ /Ii ncl ude directive. The MyFirstJavaApplet.java listing
includes two import statements:
import java.awt.*:
import java.applet.Applet:

The asterisk in the first import statement means that all of the classes in
a package named java.awt are to be made available to this applet. The
second import statement designates that only one particular class (the
App 1et class) from the j av a. a pp 1 et package be made available to the
applet.
The classes stored in the java.awt package provide you with the
methods (functions) that allow you to easily include graphics in your
applets. The App 1et class in the java.applet package defines the code
that makes it possible for an applet to execute within a Web browser.

import java.awt.*;
import java.applet.Applet;
public class TrivialApplet extends Applet
{

public void paint( Graphics g ) {
g.drawString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 ) ;

lLine:1

Figure 6.17

The complete source code listing for the Trivia/Applet applet.

The Applet Class
All applets must define a class that is extended, or derived, from the
Java class named App 1et. Such an extended class is said to be a subclass.
Thus the Tri vi a 1Appl et class is a subclass of the Java Appl et class. As
such, the Tri vi a l Appl et class inherits all of the code defined in the
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Appl et class. In other words, any of the methods defined in the Appl et
class now become available for use in the Trivia 1App1 et class.
public class TrivialApplet extends Applet
{

public void paint( Graphics g ) {
g.drawString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 );
}
}

The applet class begins with the Java keyword public, followed by the
Java keyword c 1 ass. After that comes the name of the applet class.
Next comes the Java keyword extends, followed by the Java class
being extended-the Appl et class.
The name of the applet class must be the same as the name of
the applet. For instance, because the applet class in this example
is named TrivialApplet, the resulting applet must be named
" 0 T E TrivialApplet.class. When building an applet, CodeWarrior will
see to it that the resulting bytecode file gets the appropriate
name. However, that file's name can be changed at the desktop.
Don't.

r:21

Methods
A class defines any number of functions, or methods, that carry out the
task or tasks the class exists for. In the TrivialApplet example, there is
only one method in the Tri vi a 1App 1et class-the pa i nt ( ) method:
public void paint( Graphics g ) {
g.drawString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 );
}

The pa i nt ( ) method is special-it's a function that gets invoked automatically when the applet needs to be redrawn, or painted. That occurs
when the window that holds the applet is obscured or partly obscured,
and then comes back into view. When such an event occurs, the browser running the applet will know enough to invoke the pa i nt ( ) method
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defined in the applet class so that the applet can redraw itself. In the
case of the TrivialApplet applet, redrawing the applet simply involves
redrawing the string "Hello World!" to the browser window.
When the browser invokes pa i nt ( ), it passes along a reference to
an object of the Java class type Graphics. This object is something the
browser creates when it encounters a Web page that holds an applet. In
short, the Graph i cs object is a drawing area.
The Graphics class defines dozens of methods. Because the browser
passes the pa i n t ( ) method a reference to a Graph i cs object, the
pa i nt ( ) method is free to invoke any of these Graph i c classes-provided it specifies the name of a Graphics object upon which the
invoked method should operate. The call to the drawStri ng() method
of the Graph i cs class is such an example:
g.drawString( "Hello World!", 30, 30 );

Summary
To use CodeWarrior to develop an applet, launch the CodeWarrior
IDE-the same integrated development environment you've been using
to develop Mac applications. Then create a new project based on the
Java Applet project stationery. Replace or supplement the source code
listing found in the TrivialApplet.java file that CodeWarrior includes in
each Java project. To build the applet and then test it, choose Run from
the Project menu. Doing that will launch the Metrowerks Java applet
viewer-an application that allows you to view and test applets without having to connect to the Web.
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Chapter

Getting Started with
PowerPlant and
Constructor
PowerPlant is used to create Macintosh applications. But it's not a compiler or any other type of application. It's an application framework.
That means it's a set of C++ classes that are used in conjunction with
your own C++ object-oriented code. These classes-written by
Metrowerks programmers-provide a great deal of the interface functionality common to all Mac applications.
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In this chapter, you'll see how to set up a CodeWarrior project so
that it makes use of PowerPlant. You'll then compile the example
source code that CodeWarrior adds to this project. The resulting application will be one that you'll use in this and the next three chapters.
Like any Mac application, a program that is generated from a
PowerPlant project starts out as source code and resources. In this chapter, you'll learn about Constructor-Metrowerks' s own resource editor
that was designed specifically for editing the resources of a PowerPlantbased project. In the following three chapters, you'll learn about both
the PowerPlant source code and the source code you'll write to work in
conjunction with the PowerPlant code.

The PowerPlant Project
In Chapter 2, I introduced projects and the CodeWarrior IDE by creating a new application using project stationery. In that chapter's first
example I left in place the default files that CodeWarrior adds to a new
project-the SillyBalls.c source code file and the SillyBalls.rsrc
resource file. Then I compiled and ran the resulting program. Because
the two SillyBalls files generally serve as placeholders and are normally
replaced by your own files, I didn't bother to examine them..
In this chapter, I'll take an approach similar to the one presented in
Chapter 2. I'll use project stationery to set up a project, compile the
default source code file and link it with the default resource file to create an application, and then give that application a test run. After that,
my approach will differ from that taken in Chapter 2. In this chapter, I'll
take a long look at the resources that CodeWarrior places in a project
that is based on PowerPlant project stationery. In doing that I'll lightly
touch upon a few of the many classes that make up the PowerPlant
source code. The next three chapters will be spent fully exploring the
source code. I'll take the approach of working with the example
resources and source code that CodeWarrior supplies to a PowerPlantbased project because unlike the placeholder files included in a project
based on Basic Toolbox project stationery, the source code and resource
files CodeWarrior includes in a project based on PowerPlant project stationery are very useful.
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If you become familiar with the source code in the PP Basic
Starter.cp and PP Basic Starter.h files that CodeWarrior supplies
as the starting point for each PowerPlant project, you'll acquire
an excellent background in PowerPlant basics. This chapter, as
well as Chapters 9, 10, and 11, use these two files as the starting
point for PowerPlant applications. While you can replace these
files with your own PowerPlant code, it makes the most sense to
start with the code Metrowerks supplies for you.

What the Example PowerPlant
Application Does
In this chapter, I'll examine the project file and resource files for an
example program I've named PowerPlantlntro68K. The next three
chapters will carry on with this same example. When you run the
PowerPlantlntro68K application, your screen will look like the one
shown in Figure 7.1. A menu bar with three menus will appear, and a
single window that holds a line of text will open. A stand-alone version
of this program already exists on this book's CD, so you can take a look
at PowerPlantlntro68K before you spend your time on these next few
chapters learning about its project, source code, and resources.
S File Edit

PowerPlant

PowerPlant says: hello world

Figure 7.1

The PowerPlantlntro68K program displays a window and menu bar.
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Figure 7.2 shows the items you'll find in the three menus used by
PowerPlantlntro68K. The Apple menu allows the user to select the
About menu item or any of the items found in the user's Apple Menu
Items folder. The File menu lets the user create a new window, close an
existing one, or quit the application. While several other items appear
in this menu, each is disabled. Because PowerPlantlntro68K doesn't
support the editing of the text that's displayed in its windows, the items
in the Edit menu are disabled.

New
Open ...

Rbout This Rpp ...

8€N
3€0

@ Rpple

System Profiler
Rpple Uideo Player
~ RppleCD Rudio Player
CJ Rutomated Tasks
~
Calculator
i;:, Chooser
~ Control Panels
~
~Find File
• Graphing Calculator
~ Jigsaw Puzzle
Key Caps
~Note Pad

6
I

Close
8€W
Saue
:i\€S
Saue Fis ...
Reuert

Can't Undo 8€2
Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select Fiii

3€H
*C
3€1.J

3€fl

Page Setup ...
Print. ..

Quit

8€Q

la

Figure 7.2

The menus of the PowerP/antlntro68K program.

The window that opens can be moved, and it can be closed. Any number of new windows can be created by selecting New from the File
menu (or by typing Command-N). Each new window will appear in
the same screen position as the first window, but you can freely drag
any window about and position each wherever you want. Figure 7.3
shows PowerPlantlntro68K running with several windows open.
The following three chapters discuss the source code that makes up
the project's main source code file-a file named PP Basic Starter.cp.
You'll want to note that this file includes no code to handle a mouse
click in a menu and no code to handle a menu selection such as the
Apple menu About item or the File menu Quit item. There's also no
code for moving the windows about the screen. Yet the program readily
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handles these tasks. The trick to this, of course, lies in the code that
makes up the many PowerPlant source code files.
S File

Edit

PowerPlant
PowerPhmt

PowerPlant says: hello world
PowerPlant

PowerPlant says: hello world

Figure 7.3 The PowerP/antlntro68K program
allows any number of windows to be opened.

If you're using a version of CodeWarrior that you purchased (that
is, if you're using a version other than the one included on this
book's CD), make sure that you have PowerPlant installed.
N 0 T E
PowerPlant isn't a part of every option provided in the installer
program on the CodeWarrior Gold Tools CD. If you aren't sure if
you have PowerPlant installed, open the Metrowerks
CodeWarrior folder that's located in your main CodeWarrior folder. In that folder, open the MacOS Support folder. There you
should find a folder named PowerPlant. If it's not there, you'll
want to rerun the tools installer, check the Metrowerks

~
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PowerPlant checkbox, and then do an install. If you're using
CodeWarrior Lite from this book's CD, you don't have PowerPlant
as it exists on the CodeWarrior Gold CD. You'll instead be using a
precompiled library of PowerPlant code that has been included
on this book's CD. More on that just ahead.

Creating a PowerPlant Project
An application created using PowerPlant starts out just as an application
created by traditional means does-by selecting New Project from the File
menu to create a new Metrowerks CodeWarrior project. When you use
PowerPlant to aid in the development of a Mac application, you make use
of many of the files that hold the source code that makes up the classes that
are PowerPlant. To save you the chore of determining which PowerPlant
files to add to your project, Metrowerks provides you with several
PowerPlant project stationeries. In Figure 7.4, I'm selecting the stationery
designed to make use of PowerPlant to create a 68K Mac application.
New Pro·ect
Select project stationery:
Project Stattoa.rg
Empt¥ Project
~Java

v MacOS
jl>

v

C/C++

PoYerPlant
Basic PowerPart 68k
Basic PowerPart PPC

[jJ Create Folder

I Cancel )

~

OK

I

Figure 7.4 Create a PowerP/ant project by
selecting PowerPlant project stationery.
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As is typical of the examples in this book, I'm going with a 68K
project. Recall that programs generated from a 68K project will
run on either a 68K-based Mac or a Power Macintosh. And that
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nables every reader to give each example program a test run on
his or her computer.

Leaving the Create Folder checkbox checked, click the OK button to
dismiss the New Project dialog box and to bring on the dialog box that
prompts you to enter a project name. In Figure 7.5, I'm doing just that.

la

CWIO Gold ...

1

=Hard Driue

~ Metrowerks CodeWarrior

~

Ii:] Metrowerks Jaua

f.!i!l

Eject

~ MW Powe r Plant

Desktop

(g Other Metrowerks Tools
@:] Reference

New

LJ

J

Name new project as:

[

Cancel

J

IPowerPlant I ntro68K.µ

([

Saue

)J

Figure 7.5 Name the PowerP/ant project as you
would any other Code Warrior project.

In Figure 7.5, you see that I've given the project a name appropriate to
the program I'll be developing. After then clicking the Save button, a
new project window appears (see Figure 7.6).
PowerPlantlntro68K.).1 Fti.
v 'fl Appl;cation
>¥ PP Basic Starter .op
•
PP Bas;c Resource .rsrc
.., PP Basfo Resource .ppob
•
PP Action Str;ngs .rsrc
•
PP Debug Alerts .rsrc

··l>···"ii···c;c;·;;;iti·;;·;;"jj"(;-;:·;;·······················-······ ......
>¥ Panes
···~···~····f"i1e- ·.s:

.. s·tr:e:am

··!> ·~·· i\ppte £¥·•;;·,;;··· · ··
..Tis.,,. . . . . . . . ... . . ..

·· 1> ··~

.......
·utilities......................................... ··

··1>···~····5·;;·p·p·;·r:·t
·· !>" ···~

::~:::~::::m~~~!'i~: : : : : :
72 fil•(s)

..........c:J.! .

. .::::::::::::t::::::::::::::g!
0

0

Figure 7.6 The project window for a project
based on PowerP/ant project stationery.
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PowerPlant Projects and PowerPlant Classes
Looking at Figure 7.6, you'll notice that a project based on PowerPlant
project stationery consists of several more groups than a project based on
Basic Toolbox project stationery. Remember, PowerPlant is not an application; it's a collection of classes. The definitions of these classes are held
in dozens of files found on the full-featured Metrowerks CodeWarrior
CD. Figure 7.7 shows some of the many folders within the PowerPlant
folder, as well as a few of the files found in one of theses folders.
PowerPlant
16 items 956.3 MB in disk

I>
I>

CJ

CJ
I> CJ

72.4 M

Action Cl asses
AppleEvent Classes
Array Classes

I>.
I>
I>

I>
I>
I>

I>
I>
I>

I>
I>
I>
I>

Figure 7.7

CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
CJ
C2l

Feature Classes
File & Stream Cl asses
Pane Classes
PowerPlant Headers
PowerPlant Resources
PP Precompiled Header
Support Classes
Table Classes
Utility Classes
•Advanced Classes
• In Progress
• PP Obsolete

1oitems 956.3 MB in disk
Name

II

IJ
II
II
II
II
I
II
I

LAppl1cation.cp
LApplication.h
LCommander .cp
LCommander.h
LDocApplication.cp
LDocApplication.h
LDocument.cp
LDocumant.h
LSi ngleDoc.cp
LSi ngleDoc.h

A few of the files that hold PowerP/ant source code.

Looking at the PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project file will give you a better
idea of how the contents of a project that uses PowerPlant differs from a
project that doesn't. Figure 7.8 shows this project file.
Figure 7.8 shows the same project window as pictured back in
Figure 7.6. Here, in Figure 7.8, I've clicked on the arrow icon beside
each of two groups to provide an indication of just how many files are
in a project based on PowerPlant project stationery.
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v 'fl Application
'fl PP Basic Starter .cp
'fl PP Basic Resource .rsrc
'fl PP Basic Resource .ppob
'fl PP Action Strings .rsrc
'fl PP DebugAlerts.rsrc

·v-;er·-comm-.an·c;·e·rs··-..............................................
"'

LApplication.cp

ti/ LCommander .cp
.....,
...rei'tUr";;s-·-....-.-....·-·-·-.................-........

·-~

·v";et'"'iiailes..........................................................
'fl
'fl
'fl
'fl
'fl
'fl

LButton .cp
LCaption .cp
LActiveScroller.cp
LContro l.cp
LDialogBox.cp
LEditField.cp

'41

LFocusBox.cp

'fl

LListBox.cp
LPane.cp
LPicture.cp
LPTaceHolder .cp
LPrintout .op
LScrollor.cp
LStdControl.cp
LTextEdit.cp
LView.cp
LWindow .op

'41
'ti/
'fl
'fl
'fl
'fl

'41
'41
'41

......~...f'ii&"lf"str:;;;·;;:; ........

• III

o • III
o • III
o • III

o • III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III
• III

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
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.._I:r

Figure 7.8 Many of the groups of a PowerP/ant project
hold several PowerPlant class source code files.

If you're using the Lite version of CodeWarrior, you won't be able to
compile PowerPlantlntro68K.µ-not this version, anyway. Instead,
look in the C07 PowerPlant Intro folder for a folder aptly titled
N 0 T E
CW10 Lite Users Use This. There you'll find another version of this
same project-a version created just for you. For copyright reasons,
the numerous individual files that make up the PowerPlant application framework have not been included on the CD that accompanies this book. In place of the many individual PowerPlant files,
you'll find one precompiled library named BookPowerPlantlib68K.
For you CodeWarrior Lite users this one library is used in place of all
of the PowerPlant files normally included in a project. Figure 7.9
shows the two versions of this project.
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Project for full-featured version of CodeWarrior

§!Ei~

Project for Lite version of CodeWarrior
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w

file
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~
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>fil
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L:ibraries........................................................

F'e.atlires. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................
..l>...........fi·a·ii·;;·;;................................................................
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.------;/
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10 file(s)

....................'.l.E..Ql>.J!.~.~~.'!.P..P..O..r..~l::~l>..:4:1 ...... """ .............
72 file(s)

Figure 7.9 A precompiled library can be used in place
of individual PowerPlant source code files.

Running the Default Program
Like a project created from Basic Toolbox project stationery, a project
based on PowerPlant stationery includes source code and resources.
The remainder of this chapter is dedicated to describing the resources.
If you want to gain a sound understanding of everything in the
PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project, try running the PowerPlantlntro68K
program now. You can go ahead and compile the files in the project
now. Without making any changes to either the code or the resources,
choose Run from the Project menu to compile the code and run the
resulting application. When you do, you'll see the window and menus
shown back in Figure 7.1.
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If you get a slew of errors like the ones pictured in Figure 7.10,
then your project doesn't have C++ exceptions enabled.
Exceptions are covered later in this chapter. To remedy this prob" 0 T E
lem, choose Project Settings from the Edit menu and click on
CIC++ Language in the list. Then check the Enable C++ Exceptions
checkbox, as shown in Figure 7.11.

~

OError

e

: exception handling option is disabled
LAppl ication .cp I ine 157
kY {

Error .
: . excepti?n hand I ing option is disab led
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k.Y {

;:•
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i1Jrn
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Error
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;mH
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Figure 7.10 Attempting to compile a PowerPlant-based
project when exceptions aren't enabled.
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Figure 7.11 If "exception handling option is disabled" errors
occur during compilation, make sure that exceptions are enabled.
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PowerPlant Resource files
A Mac application that is built using PowerPlant classes includes
resources of the types you're already familiar with-and a couple of
new types. When you create a project that's based on PowerPlant stationery, CodeWarrior adds four resource files to the new project. Figure
7.12 shows these files, along with a very brief summary of the purpose
of each.
Basic resources
common to most
applications
v otf Application
otf PP Basic Starter .cp
otf
PP Basic Resource .rsrc - - - - i r - - - '
of(
PP Basic Resource.ppob - - - - i r - - - - - '
otf
PP Action Strings.rsrc _ _.,1---~
•
PP DebugAlerts.rsrc

..p:···;ei····c·ii·iliinaii·ii·e-;:·5·················..................................
···1>····~···fe·a·ti"ir:e:5····························

..................................

··p:···;ei····P·a·i1;·5············································.........................

Basic user-interface
resources common to
most applications
Resources for adding
Undo/Redo support to
your application

................................................

···l>····~····rw;···;r-s·ir:e:alii

··p:..·;ei·····,;lili'ie:··E:veilts..................................................
···l>····~

..··ri·s.ts.......................................................................

..p:.. ·;ei····s·ii·ii·ii·;;:r·.............................................................
···i:;·.. ..,Jt"hme:5..............................................................
·~·

Resources for displaying
error messages when
debugging this project

::P.::::~::::~~~r.~r.~!~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
72 file(s)

Figure 7.12

CodeWarrior places four resource files in a PowerP/ant project.

On the next few of pages, I'll take a look at the three resource files that
end with an extension of .rsrc. The ext~nsion of the fourth resource
file-.ppob-is probably new to you. That file was created with
Constructor-Metrowerks own resource editor designed specifically for
working with resources used in PowerPlant-based applications. I'll
want to spend extra time looking over the Constructor-created file, so
I'll reserve the examination the PP Basic Resource.ppob file for later in
this chapter-in the section devoted to Constructor.
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The four files shown in Figure 7.12 hold the basic resources you'll
need to get your project started. Metrowerks has included many
resources that are either required or handy to have in a
H 0 T E
PowerPlant project-but they of course couldn't include everything your program will need. For instance, if your program displays a company logo in a window, Metrowerks obviously
couldn't include a PI CT resource that holds this logo. As you
develop your program, you'll add new resources to the project. In
Chapter 10, you'll see how and when to do that.

~

The PP Basic itesource.rsrc file
Double-clicking on the PP Basic Resource.rsrc file name in the
PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project window launches ResEdit and opens the
resource file pictured in Figure 7.13.
PP Bas ic Resource.rsrc
OMI I IOI
(u)I 0 I 001
(ll(H)0000

0101 1101
(10 I (I UO I
9111) I 010
0001 1110
0 I (u) 0006

aedt

aete

(11 l(lo JOii)
(11)01 1110

ALRT

DITL

STR*I

Figure 7.13 The resource types found in the
PP Basic Resource.rsrc file, as viewed in ResEdit.

The resources in PP Basic Resource.rsrc are the most basic resources
necessary for a Macintosh application that is built using PowerPlant.
The ALRT, DITL, and STR# resource types should be recognizable, but
the aedt and aete types may not be.
Some of the PowerPlant code that becomes a part of your application may be expecting one or more of the resources that are
defined in the PP Basic Resource.rsrc file to be present in your
application. Keep all of these resources as a part of your project,
even if you don't think your program will need them!
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flLRT ArtD DITL RESOURCES
One of the two ALRT resources defined in the PP Basic Resource.rsrc file
is used by your program if memory runs low. The ALRT is used to display
an alert box that informs the user of the low memory condition. Figure
7.14 shows this AL RT resource. One of the two 0 IT L resources in PP Basic
Resource.rsrc is used to define the items that appear in this alert.
PP Basir Resource.rsn.

:m:m
'""'''
•••••t••
t1n ou o

ute

udt

[[2i]]
· 1 E]
mm=.
"'"
a·- ·0

ALRT

c=

Dill

STR•

126

204
] :i:

s

Color: @Default
o custom

File

DITLID:~

Top:~ Height:~
Left : ~ Width:~

Figure 7.14 The memory error ALRT resource in the
PP Basic Resource.rsrc file, as viewed in ResEdit.

The second ALRT and second DITL in PP Basic Resource.rsrc are used
by PowerPlant code in your program to display a simple About box
when the user selects the About item from the Apple menu of your program. Figure 7.15 shows the ALRT resource. You can edit DITL 128-the
DITL that defines the look of the About alert box-to make this About
box specific to your own application.
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- - RLRT "Rbout BoK" ID = 128 from PP Basic Resource.rsrc -

a

File

Edit

Resource

Window

Color:

®Default
ocustom

PowerPlant EKomple Program
Starter Rpplicatlon

DITLID:

Top:

EJ

~

Height:~

Left:~ Width:~

Figure 7.15 The About ALRT resource in the
PP Basic Resource.rsrc fife, as viewed in ResEdit.

STR#

RESOORCE
A ST Rf/ resource is a string list. The one string list in PP Basic
Resource.rsrc holds a few strings that are commonly used by
PowerPlant-Figure 7.16 shows the strings in this resource. You'll leave
the second and third string untouched, but the first string in the list
should be changed to match the name of your program. As your program executes, PowerPlant code that is a part of your program may
have occasion to display a warning alert (for instance, if your application creates documents, and the user elects to quit the program without
saving an open document). When it does that, it will insert the name of
your application in the alert. PowerPlant gets the program name from
the first string from STR/I 200 in the alert.
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198
STR#s from PP Basic Aesource.rsn

~Iii§

"Standards"

42

200

~

Name

Size

.!Q.

I

STR# "Standards" ID = 200 from PP Basic Resource ~

NumStrings
1)

~

3

*****

The string

!<Program Name>

I

2) *****
The string

Isave Fi le As:

I

Ican't

I

3)

*****

The string

Undo

4) *****

~

w
Figure 7.16 Commonly used strings held in a STR/I resource
in the PP Basic Resource.rsrc file, as viewed in ResEdit.

flEDT fltlD flETE RESOORCES
An aedt resource is an Apple Event Description Table. This is a custom
resource used by PowerPlant to help in the support of Apple events.
PowerPlant classes rely heavily on Apple events, so you'll always want
your project's resource file to include the three aedt resources that are
defined in this resource file. PowerPlant's use of aedt resources is internal. This means that although you'll need to include the three aedt
resources in your own projects, you won't need to be concerned with
their usage.
For the curious, here's a little background information on the
aedt resource. The Macintosh Toolbox uses two 32-bit numbers
when working with a single Apple event. In PowerPlant, this twonumber system is inconvenient. So Metrowerks uses an aedt
resource to create a single 32-bit number that points to the two
numbers used by a particular Apple event.
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An aete resource is another Apple Event-related resource; it's an Apple
Event Terminology Extension resource. The information in such a
resource defines the human language (as opposed to a computer language) of the program, and is used by Apple script editors. If the application you're creating is scriptable, then this resource is used by a script
editor. The aete resource that is a part of the PP Basic Resource.rsrc file
specifies that information in your program is displayed in the English
language.

The PP Action Strings.rsrc File
The PP Action Strings.rsrc file in the PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project is a
Resorcerer file that holds only one type of resource. Figure 7.17 shows
the resource file when opened in ResEdit rather than Resorcerer.
PP llction

~trings.rs1

STR"

STR#s t·rom PP llction 'itrings.rsrc
N.ame

Size

jQ.

I..-

71
71
47
47

150
151
152
153
~lii!:ii

"Redo
"Undo
"Redo
"Undo

Edit Actions"
Edit Actions"
Dreg Actions"
Dreg Actions"

STR# "Redo Edit Actions" ID = 150 from PP Action S ~

~

~

NurnStrings
1)

*****

The string
2)

l!!~l

~l_ijl

~!il

:m\;

!Redo Cut

*****

The string
5)

i

ijmi

!Redo

*****

The string
'I)

!can't Redo

*****

The string
3)

7

!Redo Copy

*****

Figure 7.17 Some of the strings found in one of four STR/f
resources in the PP AcJion Strings.rsrc file, as viewed in ResEdit.
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100 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Metrowerks resource files that you may have occasion to edit
(s·uch as the just-described PP Basic Resource.rsrc) are supplied as
ResEdit documents. Everyone has ResEdit-it's Apple's free
N0 T E
resource editor and it's included on this book's CD and as a part
of every CodeWarrior package-so Metrowerks knows that
when you double-click on the name of such a file in a project
window, ResEdit will be guaranteed to launch and to open the
file. Other Metrowerks resource files-ones that are less likely to
be edited by a programmer-are supplied as Resorcerer documents. That's the resource editor preferred by many (including,
obviously, some folks at Metrowerks). If you want to view or edit
a Resorcerer file from ResEdit, you can do so-just run ResEdit
and then open the file.

r21

The PP Action Strings.rsrc file holds four STR/I resources-Figure 7.17
shows some of the strings from one. The strings in these string lists
supply the text used for the Undo item in the Edit menu of an application that support an Undo menu command. In such a program, the
text of this menu item changes depending on the last action taken by
the user.

The PP Debugfllerb.rsrc file
The PP DebugAlerts.rsrc file is another Resorcerer resource file.
It holds a few resources that are used during the debugging of
your PowerPlant-based project. When debugging, and an exception is thrown or a signal is raised, an informative alert will be
displayed. This resource file defines a pair of alerts that provides
you with debugging feedback. Figure 7.18 provides a ResEdit
view of this file.
Exceptions and signals, as used by PowerPlant, are discussed near
the end of Chapter 8. If you aren't familiar with these terms, for
now it is sufficient to simply know that they refer to types of
N 0 T E
errors that occur during the running of your program.
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~Iii~

PP Debu Hlerts.rsrc

~Iii

{}

0101 I IOI
0010 1001
01101010
(u)OI 1110
01000000

ALRT

ckid

DITL

Figure 7.18 The resource types found in the
PP DebugA/erts.rsrc file, as viewed in ResEdit.

The PP Basic

~esource.ppob

file

The fourth resource file that CodeWarrior includes in a PowerPlantbased project is PP Basic Resource.ppob. The .ppob extension gives you
an indication that this file might be different than other resource filesand it is. It's a file that was created by, and is edited in, a program named
Constructor-Metrowerks' s own resource editor. I'll discuss this file in
detail in the next section. For now, be aware that it holds the graphical
interface resources for the PowerPlantlntro68K program. Some of these
resources, such as the MENU and MBAR resources, you're already familiar
with. Others, such as the PPob resource, will be new to you.

Constructor and PowerPlant Resources
A CodeWarrior project that uses PowerPlant project stationery generates
a Macintosh program-just as a CodeWarrior project that uses one of the
Basic Toolbox project stationeries does. The difference isn't in the final
application, it's in the source code used to create the application. A project that uses PowerPlant project stationery includes the source code from
some or many of the PowerPlant files that holds the classes that make up
the PowerPlant application framework. So it makes sense that a
PowerPlant project can include all the same resources you'll find in any
other project. In addition to the traditional resource types such as MENU,
MBAR, DLOG, and DIT L, though, a PowerPlant project includes resources of
a few types that aren't found in other projects. In particular, PowerPlant
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defines its own resource type that's used to define the characteristics of
the windows used in a program. In order to provide programmers with
an easy means to create and edit their own resources, as well as resources
of most of the common types, Metrowerks includes Constructor, its own
visual resources editor, as part of the CodeWarrior package.

Constructor-The Resource Editor
Just as you can launch ResEdit and open a ResEdit resource file by double-clicking on the resource file name in a CodeWarrior project window,
so too can you launch the Constructor application and open a
Constructor-created resource file by double-clicking on its name in a
project window. The PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project introduced earlier
in this chapter contains just such a file-the PP Basic Resource.ppob
file that CodeWarrior placed in the project. If you double-click on that
file's name in the PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project window, Constructor
will launch and you'll see the contents of the file displayed in a project
window like the one pictured in Figure 7.19.
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Figure 7.19 The resources held in the
PP Basic Resource.ppob file, as viewed in Constructor.
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Like the CodeWarrior IDE, Constructor also uses the term project
window. In Constructor, the window that holds the list of
resource types in a file is called a project window.

In the Constructor Manual (a very useful electronic document found on
the Reference CD of the Metrowerks CodeWarrior Gold package),
Constructor is referred to as "a visual interface builder for PowerPlant."
Constructor is just that-it allows you to create the graphical user interface elements of your program-such as menus, windows, and dialog
boxes-and to do so in a visual manner. If that sounds similar to the
task you employ a visual resource editor like ResEdit or Resorcerer for,
then you're thinking of Constructor in the correct light. If you're new to
PowerPlant and Constructor, it might help if you think of Constructor
as a resource editor much like ResEdit.
VIEWll'tG A COtlSTROCTOR flLE ResOORCE ltl ResEDIT
If you want proof that the contents of a Constructor file are in fact
resources, close the PP Basic Resource.ppob file in Constructor, launch
ResEdit, and reopen this same file. When you do that, you'll see a window like the one pictured in Figure 7.20.
PP Basic Resource.ppob

MBAR

01(11 11(11
0011) l(u)I

(1101 11(111

01000000
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OO(ll 1110
Ol(u)OOOO

l)(u)I 111(1

Mcmd

0110

MENU

' °' '°'

(u)liO 111)(11

WIND

µM'WC

Figure 7.20 The resource types held in the
PP Basic Resource.ppob file, as viewed in ResEdit.

You'll recognize some of the resource types displayed in ResEdit. And if
you double-click on the icon of one of these types, such as the MENU
resources icon, the resulting display of the resources of this type will
also look familiar. Figure 7.21 shows how ResEdit displays the three
MENU resources found in PP Basic Resources.ppob.
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Figure 7.21 The MENU resources held in the
PP Basic Resource.ppob file, as viewed in ResEdit.

Some of the resources in the Constructor resource file won't look familiar to you-and they won't be recognizable to ResEdit either. ResEdit
can display the hexadecimal contents of any type of resource, but it can
display in a graphical form the contents of only resource types for
which a template is defined. For example, Apple has a MENU template
built into ResEdit so that menu data can be viewed graphically, as
shown in Figure 7.21. Apple hasn't defined any such template for the
resource type Mcmd, however. When you try to view an Mcmd resource in
ResEdit, you'll see only hexadecimal data (see Figure 7.22).

V1EW1"G A Co"STRUCTOR flLE RESOURCE '" Co"STRUCTOR
The Mcmd was established by Metrowerks as resource type that is to be
used in conjunction with MENU resources. As you'll see in Chapter 9, the
source code you write for your PowerPlant-based project will reference
Mcmd resources. Because the Mcmd resource type is one created by
Metrowerks and designed for use with PowerPlant projects,
Metrowerks of course included a means of working with Mcmd
resources in Constructor. To see this, quit ResEdit and reopen the PP
Basic Resource.ppob file in Constructor.
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Figure 7.22 An Mcmd resource from the
PP Basic Resource.ppob file, as viewed in ResEdit.

In the Constructor project window, you see a list of the resource types
and resources in the file. For the PP Basic Resource.ppob file, there is a
resource type named Menu (and three resources of that type), but there
is no Mcmd resource type or resources listed. To investigate, double-click
on one of the Menu resources. In Figure 7.23, I've double-clicked on the
small icon to the right of the Menu resource named File Menu. The
window that opens provides a graphical look at what this one menu
will look like. Notice that to the right of each menu item in the,menu is
a number. Together, the numbers in this column labeled Cmd ID make
up a single Mcmd resource.
Constructor makes it easy to change the characteristics of a menu
item- just double-click on the menu item to edit. I did that for the New
menu item pictured in Figure 7.23, and the results are shown in Figure
7.24. In Figure 7.24, you can see that this new window is where the
menu item name can be edited, as well as the shortcut key (also referred
to as the menu item command key equivalent). In this window, you can
also edit the menu item's command number-the number your source
code will use when referring to this one menu item. If you edit the menu
item's command number, you are in fact editing an Mcmd resource.
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So, just where are the Mcmd resources displayed in Constructor? They
aren't-not directly. The Constructor project window doesn't list Mcmd
resources separately. Notice too that the Constructor project window
doesn't list MENU resources. Instead, it lists three menu-related resources
in a group titled Menus. What Constructor calls a Menu is actually a
MENU resource along with an Mcmd resource. As you've just seen, when
you edit a Menu resource, you may be editing both a MENU and an Mcmd
resource.
ConSTROCTOR IS THE ResOORCE EDITOR FOR POWERPLArtT
This integration of standard resources types with PowerPlant resource
types is common in Constructor. That's intentional, of courseConstructor was created specifically as a resource editing tool for
PowerPlant-based projects. It's this integration of resource types, and
the ability to display both standard and PowerPlant-specific resources
in a visual manner that make Constructor the tool you should use
when working with the resources used by your own PowerPlantbased projects.

The PPob Resource Type
While a traditional Mac program can use a WI ND resource to adequately
describe a window, a program created using PowerPlant requires more
information in its window descriptions. Enter the PPob resource. The
PPob is one of the resource types designed by Metrowerks specifically
for use in PowerPlant-based applications. Embedded within a PPob
resource is a WI ND resource and other information descriptive of a window. Specifically, the PPob resource contains information about a window's pane or panes.
The PowerPlant framework supports the concept of window panes.
In short, a pane is a self-contained drawing area within a window. This
simple definition makes a pane sound much like a port, a Macintosh
programming idea you're already familiar with. There is a substantial
difference between the two, however. While a window has a single port
associated with it, a PowerPlant window can contain one, two, or many
panes. These individual drawing areas can be stationary or resizable
and movable. Chapter 10 describes panes in much greater detail.
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Since the PPob resource type isn't common to applications other than
those created using the Metrowerks compilers, ResEdit provides no editor that makes PPob creation and editing easy. While the previous pages
described the merging of the MENU and Mcmd resources into one easily
editable resource that can be viewed graphically as one of the advantages of working with Constructor, the primary reason why Metrowerks
developed their own resource editor was so that programmers would
have an intuitive, visual means of working with PPob resources.
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The resource editor Resorcerer includes a PPob template, so it
understands what a PPob resource is. That means that Resorcerer
can be used to create and edit PPob resources. Constructor, however, was designed specifically for work with PPob resources, so
Constructor is your best bet. Using Constructor and Resorcerer to
create PPob resources is covered in Chapter 11.

THE WOOT EDITOR
As is the case with other resource editors, Constructor is really a number of separate editors-there's one for each type of resource that it recognizes. In Figure 7.23, you saw the menu editor that is used to edit
MENU resources (and, indirectly, Mcmd resources). For a PPob resource
you use the layout editor (also referred to as the layout window).
Double-clicking on the PPob resource named <replace me> under the
heading Windows and Views brings up the layout editor with the
<replace me> PPob resource displayed in it (see Figure 7.25).
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Because some of the PowerPlant-specific resources that
Metrowerks has defined actually consist of multiple resources, the
Constructor project window lists resources under category names.
For instance, a menu is defined as a Menu, which is made up of
both a MENU and an Mcmd resource. Another example is the PPob.
This resource is made up of the PPob resource itself and a standard WIND resource. Constructor lists such resources under the
heading Windows and Views.
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PowerPlant

PowerPlant says: hello world

Figure 7.25

A PPob resource being edited in Constructor.

As mentioned, a pane is a self-contained drawing area. For now, suffice
it to say that a window, and each individual element in the window
(including text, pictures, icons, and controls) is a type of pane. It also
turns out that the window that holds all of these panes is itself a pane.
To get a better idea of the area a pane occupies, select Show Pane Edges
from the Layout menu. This draws a dashed line around each pane in a
window. In Figure 7.26, you see that the window displayed in the layout editor has only one pane in it-a pane that holds a string of text.
Each pane has its own pane ID. Choose Show Pane IDs from the
Layout menu so you can also view that information. Figure 7.26 shows
that the window that the PowerPlantlntro68K application will display
is itself a pane with a pane ID of 1. The text area is a pane with a pane
ID of 2.
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Figure 7.26 Each pane in a PPob resource has an ID
that can be displayed in the layout editor.

Because a window is a pane, and elements within a window are
panes, you might not be surprised to read that there is a hierarchy of panes. Chapter 1O delves into this concept.

PArtES ArtD PROPERTY lrtSPECTORS
Constructor makes it easy to add a new pane and to edit an existing
one. Here you'll edit some information that defines one pane. In
Chapter 10, you'll create new panes.
To open a pane's property inspector-the window that holds the
information that defines the pane-double-click on the pane. In Figure
7.27, you see that I've done that for the window pane.
A property inspector window is used to examine and, if desired,
edit a pane's data. I'll be working with the property inspector for window panes in Chapter 10, so I'll click on this inspector window's close
box without making any changes to the data.
Different types of panes require different data to define the panesso Constructor supplies separate property inspectors for each pane
type. In Figure 7.28, I've double-clicked on the text pane to display its
property inspector.
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The property inspector for a text pane.
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After perusing the information in the property inspector and noting
that it differs from that found in the window pane property inspector,
click in the large edit box labeled Caption Text. Now edit the text so
that it says something other than "PowerPlant says: hello world."
Figure 7.29 shows the new text I've entered in this edit box. Now click
the property inspector window's close box. Note that the layout editor
now reflects the change you just made.

Drop

D Left

D Right
Oeottom

Pane ID: J2

ID Text ID

User Constant: J::=O===:ID Text constant

181 Enabled
181 Yisible

Class ID:~
Caption Text: ~N,_o-w"""""'l.,....'m-so_y..,...in_g_:h,....e~ll-o_w_o-rl~d~!I-~

Text Traits ID:~[!)

Figure 7.29 Using the property inspector of a text pane
to change the text that's displayed in a window.

PANES AND T"E LflYOOT EDITOR
Each property inspector includes Location edit boxes that allow you to
enter the pixel coordinates that define the placement of a pane within a
window (or, more technically, within another pane). You can also
arrange panes from within the layout editor by clicking and dragging
them. In Figure 7.30, I'm dragging the text pane from near the center of
the window to near the upper-left corner of the window.
Before moving a pane, double-click on it to bring up its property
inspector. Take note of the values in the four Location edit boxes.
Then, with the property inspector still open, click on the pane in
N 0 T E
the layout editor and drag it to a new location. When you release

C2I
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the mouse button, note that the values in the Location edit boxes
of the property inspector are updated to reflect the new pixel
location of the pane.

Figure 7.30 A pane can be moved about in a window
by using standard drag-and-drop techniques in the layout editor.

You can change the size of a pane from within the layout editor by
clicking on its lower-right corner and then, with the mouse button still
down, dragging the mouse. In Figure 7.31, I'm making the window
pane smaller. When I release the mouse button, the result will be a window pane the size of the one shown in Figure 7.32.
If you've followed along in your own version of PP Basic
Resource.ppob, go ahead and test your changes. Return to the
CodeWarrior IDE and choose Run from the Project menu to rebuild and
rerun the PowerPlantlntro68K program. When it runs, the program will
now display a smaller window with the new text in it, as shown in
Figure 7.33. Choosing New from the File menu of this program opens
an identical window. The changes to the PPob resource affect each new
window.
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PPob 1, "<replace me>"
PowerPlant
.............................................................................
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Figure 7.31 A pane can be resized by clicking on
its lower-left corner and then dragging the mouse.

PPob 1, "<replace me>"
PowerPlant

Figure 7.32

The result of resizing a window pane.
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•

File

Edit

PowerPlant
Now I'm saying: hello world!

Figure 7.33 The results of editing a project's PPob resource
and then recompiling and rerunning the application.

PAHES flHD POWERPLflltT CLASSES
A pane is always based on a PowerPlant class. As shown in Figure 7.34,
a window is an instance of the LWi ndow class and a string of text is an
instance of the LCapti on class. You'll use Constructor to create and lay
out the panes that make up your program's window or windows. Then,
your source code can use class member functions to access and to work
with these panes.

LWindow pane

Figure 7.34

LCaption pane

Each pane has a corresponding PowerPlant class type.
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PowerPlant classes are discussed in the next chapter and, as mentioned,
panes are covered at length in Chapter 10-but I'll jump ahead of
myself a bit to provide a concrete example of how PowerPlant uses a
resource. If the following isn't crystal clear now, it will be after you read
Chapter 10.
You just saw that a PPob resource defines a window. More specifically, the panes that are a part of a PPob resource define the window
and its contents. Defining a window in Constructor isn't enough to
make it useful to your program, though. In your source code, you need
to declare an LWi ndow class pointer variable and then use that variable
in the creation of an LWi ndow object. That works something like this:
canst

ResIDT

window_Sample = 1:

Window *mDisplayWindow:
mDisplayWindow = LWindow::CreateWindow( window_Sample, this );

CreateWindow() is a member function of the LWindow class.
wi ndow_Samp 1e is a constant-it's the ID of the PP ob resource on which
a new window should be modeled. After the code executes, any of the
member functions of the LWi ndow class can be invoked from the
mDi spl ayWi ndow object. For example, to make the window visible, you
call the LWi ndow class member function Show():
mDisplayWindow->Show():

~
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The value assigned to the constant wi ndow_Samp 1e is given in a
few places in the resource file that holds the PPob resource. Look
for the number 1 to the right of the <replace me> resource in
the project window pictured in Figure 7.19, in the title bar of the
layout editor shown in Figure 7.25, or in the property inspector
window for the LWi ndow pane in Figure 7.27.

If you were developing a Mac application without using PowerPlant,

this scenario is roughly analogous to the following. Use ResEdit to create a WI ND resource. Then, in your source code, declare a Wi ndowPt r
variable. Next, call GetNewWi ndow() to create the new window based
on the WIND resource and to assign the Wi ndowPtr variable to point to
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that window. Finally, call the Toolbox routine ShowWi ndow() to make
the new window visible:
WindowPtr
theWindow;
theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
ShowWindow( theWindow );

Other Resource Types
Looking back at Figure 7.19 shows that the Constructor project window
lists resources besides the ones discussed to this point-the PPob and
Menu resources. The default Constructor file that CodeWarrior adds to
each PowerPlant-based project also holds a single Menu Bar resource
and three Text Trait resources. Because Constructor supplies your project with these resources, I'll concentrate on these two types here-even
though Constructor is capable of creating and editing many other
resource types.
ME"O BAR RESOORCES
In Constructor, a Menu Bar resource is a standard MBAR resource-a
resource type you can easily create and edit in a resource editor such as
ResEdit. Constructor's menu bar editor is much nicer than that supplied
by ResEdit. When you double-click on a Menu Bar resource in
Constructor, the menu bar editor opens to display the menus currently
in the menu bar resource. In this editor, you can add new menus or view
and edit existing individual menus. Clicking once on a menu name in
the menu bar editor displays the items in that menu. Double-clicking on
a menu name brings up a menu property window that allows you to
rename the menu or provide the ID of a different Menu resource. If you
instead double-click on a menu item in one of the menus, a menu item
property window appears. This window allows you to edit this one
menu item. Figure 7.35 shows all three of these windows.
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Figure 7.35 The Constructor windows that can be
used when editing a Menu Bar resource.

TEXT TRAIT RESOURCES
The Text Trait resource holds a single Txtr resource-a PowerPlant-specific resource. This powerful resource allows you to specify a font, size,
style, and other text characteristics and then package these traits into a
single resource. When you then apply such a resource to a specified text
object, all the characteristics held in the resource are applied to that text.
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Figure 7.36 shows the text traits editor for one of the three text trait
resources that are included in the PP Basic Resources.ppob file.
THtr 130, "Geneua 9"
Font: I Geneva

'"'

I

Size: ~ (0 for default)

I

;s:~::::t::;.~Jt
0
0
0

Left flush
Centered
Right flush

Stiyle:---

0Bold
D Underline
D ltalio
Doumne
Oshadow
D Condensed
D Extended

L _ _ . _ _ __

Mode : I sroCopy

,..

I

'¢i

Figure 7.36

The text trait editor allows you to set the characteristics
of the text that will be displayed in a pane.

One example of this was shown in Figure 7.28. At the bottom of
the property inspector window for an LC apt ion pane, you see an
edit box (and pop-up menu) that allows you to set the text traits
N 0 T E
for the text in that pane.

r:lJ

Summary
PowerPlant is an application framework. An application framework is
simply a set of C++ classes that contain the code that handles many of
the more mundane tasks common to all Macintosh programs. The
PowerPlant classes will take care of tasks such as menu handling and
window updating, dragging, and resizing.
To use PowerPlant, you create a project using PowerPlant project
stationery. That has the effect of adding several files holding
PowerPlant classes to the new project. CodeWarrior also adds a single
example source code file and a few resource files to the project. These
files compile into a very simple Mac application, and can be used as a
starting point for your own application-just add the resources and
C++ source code to implement the features unique to your program.
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In this chapter, you received an overview of Constructor, the
Metrowerks resource editor designed specifically for editing the
resources that are a part of a PowerPlant-based project. You also got a
very quick glimpse at a little of the source code that goes into a project
that makes use of PowerPlant. The next three chapters will expose you
to much more of PowerPlant.

Chapter

PowerPlant Classes
PowerPlant consists of dozens of classes that are used in conjunction with
your own source code to create Macintosh applications. The PowerPlant
code supplies the functionality that takes care of tasks common to most
Mac programs. By incorporating PowerPlant source code into your
CodeWarrior projects, you'll spend less time writing interface code. That
allows you to devote your programming efforts to the parts of your project that will make your application different from existing programs.
In this chapter, you'll get an overview of the most important
PowerPlant classes. Using the project that was created in Chapter 7,
you'll see how your own source code works with PowerPlant code.
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PowerPlant Classes
The numerous classes that make up the PowerPlant application framework can be found in files in the PowerPlant folder. If you've purchased an edition of CodeWarrior, you'll find this folder in the MacOS
Support folder inside the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder. Within the
PowerPlant folder are several folders, each used to hold the files that
make up a family of classes. Figure 8.1 illustrates the class folder hierarchy. This figure shows some of the many files found in the Pane family.
Metrowe.rks Codelllarrior
25 items 957.2 MB in disk
71.6 MB a

•
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Figure 8.1 PowerPlant is a collection of
dozens of files that hold class definitions.

In Figure 8.1, you'll note that each PowerPlant class has two files associated with it-a header file and a source code file. Each PowerPlant class
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uses a header file to define the class and a source code file to define the
member functions of that class. Figures 9.2 and 9.3 provide an example.
Figure 8.2 shows a part of the LApplication.h header file. This file
defines the LA pp 1 i cat i on class. Figure 8.3 shows a little of the
LApplication.cp source code file. In this figure, you can see that the
Run ( ) function, a member function of the LA pp 1 i cat i on class, is
defined in the source code file.
The LApplication class is defined
in the LApplication.h header file

~~iv':J~4!+
,,·.r.,•;
',V":;·'·

..

class LApplication : public LCommander,
public LEventDispatcher,
public LModelObject {
public:
LApplication();
virtual
-LApplication();
EProgramState
Ge!State() const
{ return mState; }
void
SetSleepTime(
lnt32
inSleepTime)
mSleepTime =inSleepTime;
virtual void
virtual void
virtual void

Run();
ProcessNextEvent();
ShowAboutBox();

virtual Boolean

Figure 8.2

A PowerP/ant header file holds one or more class definitions.

Looking at a few of the primary PowerPlant classes results in a discovery of many of the key concepts involved in writing a PowerPlantbased application. So at many points along the way to the end of this
chapter I'll make reference to the source code of an application created
using PowerPlant-the PowerPlantlntro68K program. Recall from
Chapter 78 that this program is nothing more than a compilation of the
example source code that CodeWarrior adds to a new PowerPlantbased project. This code can be found in the PP Basic Starter.cp file that
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is a part of the PowerPlantlntro68.µ project (or any other project you
create using PowerPlant project stationery) and in the PP Basic
Starter.h header file that CodeWarrior placed in the folder that holds
the PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project.
Run() is one of the LApplication member functions,
so it's listing is found in the LApplication.cp file

void
LApplication::Run()
{

try {
MakeMenuBar();
MakeModelDirector();
Initialize();
SwitchTarget(this);
::lnitCursor();
UpdateMenus();
mState =programState_ProcessingEvents;

II You should catch all exceptions in your code.
// If an exception reaches here, we'll signal
II and go on to the event loop.
catch( ...) {
SignalPStr_("\pApp Initialization failed.');
I

• IH
11

Figure 8.3

~

:

:m.

A PowerP/ant source code file holds member function definitions.

PowerPlant naming Conventions
PowerPlant uses a naming convention that makes it easy to recognize
PowerPlant classes, data members, member functions, and constants.
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Class "ames
For classes, you'll see that each begins with L, U, or C. A class that
begins with an L, like LApplication, is a PowerPlant library class.
Figure 8.4 highlights this fact.
The LApplication class is a
PowerPlant library class, so
its name begins with an "L"

LApplication is derived
from other PowerPlant
library classes

class LApplication : public LCommander,
public LEventDispatcher,
public LModelObject {
public:
LApplication();
virtual
-LApplication();
EProgramState

Figure 8.4

GetState() const

{ return mState; }

PowerPlant library classes begin with the letter L.

Classes that begin with a U are PowerPlant utility classes. This type of
class, while important, is used more infrequently than a library class. A
utility class also has no dependencies on other PowerPlant classes. An
example of a utility class is UQDGl oba 1 s.
You'll encounter the UQDGl obal s class later in this chapter. This
class defines a member function named In i ti al i z e Too 1 box ( ) .
Your PowerPlant projects will define a class (or classes) of its own.
To make it obvious that a class is an application-defined class and not a
part of the PowerPlant application framework, you should begin the
class name with a C. This chapter's PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project does
that for the one class the application defines, CPPStarterApp.
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Variable Hames
Variables found in PowerPlant code follow the PowerPlant variable
naming convention. Class data members will begin with the letter m.
For example, consider that your application needs to keep track of a
window. You might define a data member in an application-defined
class for this purpose. While working on a nonapplication framework
project you might name this variable di spl ayWi ndow. In your
PowerPlant application framework project, you should instead give this
variable a name such as mDi spl ayWi ndow.
Local variables begin with the and use an uppercase letter for each
word break. Three examples are: theCount, theWi ndow, and
theGrandTotal. To generalize, all PowerPlant variable names begin
with a lowercase letter and use an uppercase letter for a word break.

Data Type Hames
For integral values, PowerPlant uses a few of its own data types. These
PowerPlant-defined data type names clearly indicate the bit (and thus
byte) size of each type. The most common types are the Int8 (equivalent to a char), Int16 (equivalent to a short), and Int32 (equivalent to
a long).
Related to these integer types are a few other types that are merely
synonyms for the PowerPlant-defined types. The CommandT type and
the MessageT type-both used in the defining of constants-are the
same as the Int32 type. You'll see more of these types in other
PowerPlant chapters. The Res IDT type is the same as the Int 16 type.

Constant Hames
The just-described Res IDT data type is used in defining resource ID
constants. For example, your code used in a PowerPlant project might
define a constant that represents the resource ID of a PI CT resource.
Here, that constant is named PI CT_ logo:
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canst

ResIDT

PICT_logo = 500:

Because the Res IDT type is the same as the Int 16 type, the above example is the same as this constant definition:
canst

Int16

PICT_logo = 500;

Since an Int16 is defined to be a short, the above two definitions are
also the same as this constant definition:
canst

short

PICT_logo = 500;

While variable names use uppercase characters to denote word breaks,
as in theTotal Score, constants contain an underscore for the first
break and uppercase for subsequent word breaks:
canst

ResIDT

ALRT_aboutBox = 128;

This difference-the inclusion of an underscore-is simply to highlight
the fact that something like ALRT_aboutBox is a constant and not a variable. Finally, when a constant is used as a resource ID (as are PI CT_ logo
and ALRT_aboutBox), it should begin with the four characters that
make up the resource type (as do, obviously, PI CT_ logo and
ALRT_aboutBox).

function Parameter names
PowerPlant variables that are used as function parameters will begin
with in, out, or io. The first is for variables used as input to the function-variables that hold values to be used in the function to which
they are passed. The second is used for output-variables that will have
their values set by the function for use outside the function. Figure 8.5
shows the header for a function named Fi nd Co mm and St at us ( ) . This
function is a PowerPlant class member function used when working
with menus. From the figure, you can see that the function's first parameter, i nCommand, will be used by Fi ndCommandStatus ().The four
other parameters will have their values set by Fi ndCommandStatus ().
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Input parameter,
used by the function

FindCommandStatus( CommandT inCommand,
Boolean &outEnabled,
Boolean &outUsesMark,
Char16

&outMark,

Str255

outName );

J

Output parameters,
filled in by the function

PowerP/ant function parameters follow
a naming convention that indicates the use of each parameter.
Figure 8.5

Select PowerPlant Classes
While PowerPlant consists of dozens of classes, there are only a few
that you'll need to be familiar with when writing a very simple
PowerPlant-based application. As your PowerPlant-based projects
grow in complexity, you'll want to know about more and more of the
useful classes defined by PowerPlant. Even then, however, the primary
classes that you will soon learn about will be the ones you rely on most.

The Lflpplication Class
Your PowerPlant-based project will make use of a few, or perhaps
many, of the dozens of PowerPlant classes. All PowerPlant projects,
however, will use the LA pp 1i cat i on class.

THE PORPOSE

OF

THE

LflPPLICflTIOn

CLASS

The LAppl i ca ti on class contains about three dozen member functions.
Member functions such as EventMouseDown () and EventUpdate()
provide a hint that LAppl i ca ti on takes care of event handling. The
LApplication member function ObeyCommandStatus() tells you that
the application class also handles menu item selections (in PowerPlant,
menu items are also known as commands).
The application class is, obviously, a powerful class. In fact, it is the
class that coordinates and manages the flow of control of a program created with PowerPlant. When an event occurs, it is the application class
that determines which member function should handle that event. That
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member function may in turn invoke other member functions belonging to other classes.
(REflTl"G THE CLASS DERIVED FROM THE UIPPLICflTIO" CLASS
Any PowerPlant project must define a class derived from the
LAppl i ca ti on class. As a refresher, here's the format for the definition
of a derived class in C++:
class keyword

derivedClassName

:

public keyword

baseClassName

As noted earlier, classes that you define in a project that uses
PowerPlant should have names that begin with a C. When CodeWarrior
creates a PowerPlant-based project it adds a starter source code file to
the project-PP Basic Starter.cp. That file includes a header file named
PP Basic Starter.h (another file supplied by CodeWarrior). This header
file defines a class derived from the LA pp 1 i cat i on class-the
CPPStarterApp class. Note that this class name begins with an uppercase C. Here's that class definition:
class
CPPStarterApp : public LApplication
public:
CPPStarterApp();
-CPPStarterApp();
virtual
virtual Boolean

ObeyCommand(CommandT inCommand, void*
ioParam):

virtual void

FindCommandStatus(CommandT inCommand,
Boolean &outEnabled, Boolean
&outUsesMark,
Char16 &outMark, Str255 outName);

protected:
virtual void

StartUp();

} ;

From this definition you can see that the PP Basic Starter version of the
class derived from the LA pp 1 i cation class contains five member functions. These are, of course, in addition to the numerous member functions and data members inherited from the LAppl i cation base class.
We'll have more to say about these functions throughout this chapter
and the next.
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CREATHtCi Atl fiPPLICATIOtl OBJECT

One of the first things a PowerPlant program needs to do is define an
instance, or object, of the application class. In the ma i n ( ) function listed
in the PP Basic Starter.cp file, you'll find the declaration of a variable of
the class type defined in the PP Basic Starter.h file:
CPPStarterApp

theApp;

Figure 8.6 shows that this line of code creates an object that consists of
the data members and the dozens of class member functions (a few of
which are named in the figure) inherited from the LAppl i cation class,
as well as the member functions defined by the CPPSta rterApp class.
CPPStarterApp class
LA.·pp11¢a
. •. ~ion-inherited
'·I
I,'

Run()
ProcessNextEvent()
Dispatch Event()

CPPStarterApp
object
CP~St{:lrterApp-defined

CPPStarterApp()
-CPPStarterApp()
ObeyCommand()

I

FindCommandStatus()

This line of code:
CPPStarterApp theApp;
creates an object of the
CPPStarterApp class

StartUp()

Figure 8.6 The application object consists of application-defined member
functions as well as all of the LApp 7i cation member functions and data members.
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0SIHG THE flPPLICflTIOH OBJECT TO STA~ THE PROGRAM

With an object created, any of its class member functions can be
invoked. As mentioned, the LAppl i cation class consists of about three
dozen member functions. Just after the program declares the variable
theApp, the LAppl i ca ti on member function to call is Run ():
theApp. Run ();

The LA pp 1 i cat i on member function Run ( ) begins by doing some preliminary setup work, such as putting up the program's menu bar and
setting the cursor to the arrow. It also sets the LAppl i ca ti on data member mState to a constant value, and then enters a whi 1e loop. From the
PowerPlant LApplication.cp source code file, here's the definition of
the Run () member function:
void
LApplication::Run()
{

try {
MakeMenuBar();
MakeModelDirector();
Initialize();
SwitchTarget(this);
: : InitCursor();
UpdateMenus();
mState = programState_ProcessingEvents;
}

catch( ... ) {
SignalPStr_("\pApp Initialization failed.");
}

while (mState != programState_Quitting) {
try {
ProcessNextEvent();
catch( ... ) {
SignalPStr_("\pException caught in LApplication::Run");
}
}
}
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Keep in mind that you aren't required or expected to fully understand the code in the PowerPlant files. Getting a feel for the purpose of some of the more commonly used PowerPlant member
n0 T E
functions, however, will make you feel more comfortable with
the process of creating an application based on this application
framework.

~

Setting the data member mState to the PowerPlant-defined constant
programState_Processi ngEvents means that the while loop test will
pass and the loop body will execute. This loop will repeatedly execute
until mState is set to the constant programState_Quitt i ng elsewhere
in PowerPlant code.
You can verify that mState is an LApp l i cation data member by
examining the definition of the LAppl i ca ti on class in the
LApplication.h header file. Or, because you know PowerPlant's
n0 T E
naming convention (listed earlier in this chapter), you can just
assume it's a data member because it begins with an m.

~

THE MfllH EVEHT Loop
The Run () while loop acts as the application's main event loop-something you're used to writing yourself. If you look at the main ( ) routine
in the PP Basic Starter.cp file, you'll see that there is no applicationdefined main event loop:
void main(void)
{

SetDebugThrow_(debugAction_Alert);
SetDebugSignal_(debugAction_Alert):
InitializeHeap(3);
UQDGlobals::InitializeToolbox(&qd);
new LGrowZone(20000);
CPPStarterApp
theApp. Run():
}

theApp;

Chapter 8: PowerPlant Classes
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The code that precedes the declaration of theApp and the call to
Run () is standard initialization code you'll want to include in the
ma i n ( ) function of any of your own PowerPlant-based projects.
Near the end of this chapter, I discuss the purpose of these few lines.

From C++, you should recall that one class member function can invoke
another member function of that same class. The LAppl i ca ti on member function Run ( ) does just this. At the center of the wh i 1e loop is a
call to a routine named ProcessNextEvent(). Like the Run() routine
itself, this function is an LA pp 1 i cation member function.
ProcessNextEvent() calls the Toolbox routine WaitNextEvent( )just as the main event loop does in any program you've written in the
past. ProcessNextEvent() then takes the event information and passes
it to another member function-Di spat ch Event ( ) .

bll

" 0 T E

You'll notice that while I highlighted what the LAppl ication
member function ProcessNextEvent() does, I didn't show its
listing. Here's still one more reminder that while it never hurts to
know what's going on in a PowerPlant class, it isn't necessary to
know everything about each class. As you begin to make the
adjustment to working with an application framework, don't
attempt to determine exactly how a class handles things. Instead,
take the easier route of learning what the class handles.
Eventually, as you work with PowerPlant, you'll become familiar
with its intricacies.

Di spatchEvent() serves as nothing more than a branching station. It
compares the event type to the Apple-defined event constants (also
called event codes) and, based on this comparison, invokes the appropriate PowerPlant routine to handle the event. Mac programs that you've
created in the past no doubt have a routine much like
Di spatchEvent(). The difference will be in the number of event types
handled. While your own application probably handled just a few types
(mouseDown, keyDown, and updateEvt are the most notable), the
PowerPlant Di spatchEvent () function must be able to take care of any
event type you want your application to handle. Because
Di spatchEvent() should remind you of code you've written in the
past, it warrants a listing here:
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void
LEventDispatcher::DispatchEvent(const EventRecord &inMacEvent)
{

switch ( inMacEvent.what
{

case mouseDown:
AdjustCursor( inMacEvent );
EventMouseDown( inMacEvent );
break;
case mouseUp:
EventMouseUp( inMacEvent );
break;
case keyDown:
EventKeyDown( inMacEvent );
break;
case autoKey:
EventAutoKey( inMacEvent );
break;
case keyUp:
EventKeyUp( inMacEvent );
break;
case diskEvt:
EventDisk( inMacEvent );
break;
case updateEvt:
EventUpdate( inMacEvent );
break;
case activateEvt:
EventActivate( inMacEvent );
break;
case osEvt:
EventOSC inMacEvent );
break;
case kHighlevelEvent:
EventHighLevel( inMacEvent );
break;

Chapter 8: PowerPlant Classes
default:
UseidleTime( inMacEvent );
break;
}
}

r:2I
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Di spatchEvent() is a member function of the
LEventDi spatcher class-not the LAppl i cation class. A member function of the LEventDi spatcher class can be called by a
member function of the LAppl i cation class because one of the
classes that the LAppl i ca ti on class is derived from is
LEventDispatcher.

THE IMPORTRttCE OF THE l.flPPLICATIOtt CLASS

You've seen quite a bit of the LA pp 1 i cation class, so it's time for a summary. All Metrowerks projects that use PowerPlant must define a class
derived from the PowerPlant LAppl i ca ti on class. The derived class
will, of course, inherit all the member functions and data members of
the LA pp 1 i cation class. The derived class will also include its own
application-specific member functions and data members. The
CPPSta rterApp class defined in the source code listing supplied by
CodeWarrior as a starting point for your own applications defines five
member functions and no data members. More detail of these application-specific parts of this important class will be provided later in this
chapter. The ma i n ( ) function creates an object of this derived class, then
calls the object's Run () member function to kick off the program. The
Run() function, defined in the LAppl i cation class (and thus inherited
by the application class derived from LAppl i cation) includes a loop
that serves as the application's main event loop. Figure 8.7 illustrates
what goes on when the LAppl i ca ti on Run() member function is
invoked.
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This line of code:
theApp.Run();
start loop
ProcessNextEvent()

starts the event-handling process
that continues until the user quits

LApplication::
ProcessNextEvent()
WaitNextEvent()
DlspatchEvent( event )

LEventDispatcher::
Dispatch Event()
switch ( event )
{

case mouseDown:
handle mouse down
case mouseUp:
handle mouse up

Figure 8.7 When the application object invokes
Run ( ), the event loop is entered.

The LWindow Class
The PowerPlant LWi ndow class exists so that your application can work
with windows in much the same way you're used to. In a PowerPlant
project, you'll work with a pointer to an LWi ndow class object instead of
the Wi ndowPtr you're used to working with in nonapplication framework projects.
The LWi ndow class consists of more than 50 member functions. And,
because the LWi ndow class is itself derived from other PowerPlant classes (two of which, LPane and LVi ew, are discussed in Chapter 10), the
number of member functions that can be accessed by an LWi ndow object
is actually far greater.
If you look through the class definition of LWi ndow in the
LWindow.h header file, you'll see that many of the member functionssuch as CreateWi ndow( ), Show(), and DoCl ose( )-are analogous to
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Toolbox routines that work with the Wi ndowPtr data type. Since you'll
be working with an object of the LWi ndow class, you'll use the LWi ndow
member functions and not their Toolbox counterparts. For example, to
create and display a window, you'll use the LWi ndow member functions
CreateWi ndow() and Show( )-not the Toolbox routines
GetNewWindow() and ShowWindow( ).

PowerPlant Classes and
Static Member fanctions
From your experience programming in C++ you should recall that the
member functions of a class can usually only be accessed through an
object, as shown in Figure 8.8. In this figure, a class named UQDGl obal s
holds one data member and four member functions. If the
In i ti a1 i z eToo 1box ( ) member function is to be accessed, there must
first be a UQDGl obal s object. In Figure 8.8, that object is named
QDobject.

In contrast to Figure 8.8, the snippet in Figure 8.9 shows that if a
class member function is declared static, that function can be accessed
without the use of an object. Instead, the class name is listed, followed
by the scope resolution operator (: : ). Finally, the member function
name is given.
Related data and functions that are used for utility purposes such as
Toolbox initialization can be neatly packaged together in a class. Then,
because the stat i c keyword is used, this information can be used without first creating an object of the class type. For such tasks as Toolbox
initialization, the creation and use of an object doesn't make sense.
The version of the UQDGl obal s class used in Figure 8.9 is an actual
utility class that is a part of PowerPlant. Because the class name begins
with U, you'll recognize it as a utility class. The member functions of
PowerPlant utility classes are declared static and can therefore be
invoked without first creating a class object. One of the first lines of
code you'll encounter in the ma i n ( ) function of a source file that uses
PowerPlant is the call shown in Figure 8.9:
UQDGlobals::InitializeToolboxC &qd ):
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If you look at the main () function that appears in the PP Basic
Starter.cp file, you'll see the above call to Initial i zeTool box().

lnitializeToolbox(QDGlobals 'lnQDGlobals);
QDGlobals* GetQDGlobals()

{
return sQDGlobals;

}
void

SetQDGlobals(QDGlobals 'inQDGlobals)
{
sQDGlobals lnQDGlobals;

=

}
GrafPtr

GetCurrentPort();

private:
QDGlobals *sQDGlobals;

};

void main( void )

{
Normally, to access a
member function of a
object of that
class,
class type must exist

an

A class member function is accessed
through an object of that class type.

Figure 8.8

PowerPlant Classes and the Toolbox
Since thousands of Toolbox routines exist to make life easier for Mac
programmers, it makes sense that an application framework, which
exists to make life easier still, uses the Toolbox.
If you examine code found in PowerPlant source code files, you'll
see the names of many Toolbox calls with which you're familiar.
Consider as an example Initial i zeTool box( )-a member function of
the UQDGl oba 1 s class. Here's a look at the definition of that routine:
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lnitializeToolbox(QDGlobals *lnQDGlobals);
static QDGlobals* GetQDGlobals()
{
return sQDGlobals;
}
static void

SetQDGlobals{QDGlobals *inQDGlobals)
{

sQDGlobals

=inQDGlobals;

}

static Gra!Ptr

GetCurrentPort();

private:
static QDGlobals *sQDGlobals;
};

void main( void )
{

The static keyword allows
a member function to be
accessed without the use
of an object

Figure 8.9 Member functions declared static can
be accessed without the use of a class object.

void
UQDGlobals .. InitializeToolboxCQDGlobals *inQDGlobals)
{

sQDGlobals

=

inQDGlobals:

::InitGraf((Ptr) &sQDGlobals->thePort):
: : InitFonts():
::InitWindows();
::InitMenus();
::TEinitO:
::InitDialogs(nil);
}

In i ti a 1 i z e Too 1box ( ) makes calls to six Toolbox functions-the same
functions you've called in Toolbox initialization routines for applications you've written in the past. The difference here is that in
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PowerPlant, a Toolbox call is prefaced by the scope resolution operator
(: : ). In C++, function overloading allows a single program to contain
more than one version of a function. The scope resolution operator is
used to make sure that the Toolbox version of a function is used-in
case PowerPlant (or you) intentionally (or accidentally) defines a routine with the same name.
The code you write will contain calls to Toolbox routines. When you
make these calls, you should precede each with the scope resolution
operator to make it immediately obvious that the function being
invoked is a Toolbox routine.

The PP Basic Starter Source Code
In discussing some of the PowerPlant classes, I've also discussed some
of the source code found in the PP Basic Starter.cp source code file and
PP Basic Starter.h header file that CodeWarrior adds to each new
PowerPlant-based project. Here I'll cover a little more of that code. The
code that I don't cover here will be menu-related. Because PowerPlant
and menus are the topics of Chapter 9, I'll wrap up the discussion of the
PP Basic Starter code in that chapter. In Chapter 10, I'll finally add my
own code to this file to come up with my own application.

The main() function
In this chapter, you saw how main () calls the UQDGl oba ls class mem-

ber function I n i ti a l i z e Tool box ( ) to perform standard initializations.
You also read that main ( ) is used to create an instance of the
CPPSta rterApp class-an application object-and to then kick off the
application by invoking the LAppl i cation class member function
Run (). Not yet described are the debugging, heap initialization, and
grow zone code. Here's a look at main ( ) :
void main(void)
{

SetDebugThrow_(debugAction_Alert);
SetDebugSignal_(debugAction_Alert);
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InitializeHeap(3);
UQDGlobals::InitializeToolbox(&qd);
new LGrowZone(20000);
CPPStarterApp
theApp.Run();

theApp;

}

EnABUnCi POWERPLflltT DEB<ICiCilnCi
SetDebugThrow_() and SetDebugSignal_() are macros that allow
your source code to include calls to PowerPlant's powerful debugging
features. When a serious error occurs, your program is said to throw an
error. When an unusual situation occurs, your program is said to raise a
signal. By including the following code at the start of main ( ) , your
source code can optionally use PowerPlant macros to enhance your
ability to debug your application:
SetDebugThrow_(debugAction_Alert);
SetDebugSignal_(debugAction_Alert);
You don't have to know anything about throwing errors or raising signals to use MW Debug on your PowerPlant project. That is,
you can still select Enable Debugger from the Project menu, select
N0 T E
Run, and step through your program at the source code level in
an MW Debug window. To read more about PowerPlant debugging, refer to the electronic documentation The PowerP/ant Book
on the Reference CD of CodeWarrior Gold.

bll

ln1nAuz1nG THE HEAP
When an application is launched, the operating system reserves a section of RAM to be devoted to that application. This application heap
will hold the program's executable code, as well as data that the program may create or load from resources as it executes. Calling
In it i a 1 i zeHea p ( ) near the start of main ensures that the application
gets the full amount of RAM that it needs for its application heap. The
one parameter that's passed to Initial i zeHeap() specifies how many
blocks of master pointers should be allocated on the heap. In the PP
Basic Starter.cp file CodeWarrior supplies a value of 3:
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InitializeHeap(3);
The application heap is covered in detail in the ZoneRanger chapter-Chapter 11. That chapter also discusses master pointers.

SETTING THE GROW ZONE

While the application heap will most likely be all the memory your
application needs, some unusual situation may necessitate that your
program temporarily require extra RAM. PowerPlant has a comprehensive memory management scheme designed to ensure that your application will not run into such memory-related problems.
By creating a new LGrowZone object near the start of main(), your
application tells PowerPlant to allocate a memory reserve that can be
used by your program in emergency situations. The one parameter to
the LGrowZone constructor specifies the size in bytes of this memory
reserve. As shown below, the code provided by CodeWarrior sets this
reserve to about 20 KB, which should be adequate:
new LGrowZone(20000);

The Ulpplication Derived Class
As discussed earlier in this chapter, every PowerPlant project must
define a class derived from the LAppl i cation class. While this class can
contain any number of member functions, it should at least contain a
constructor. For the CPPS ta rte r App class defined in the CodeWarrior
example file PP Basic Starter.cp, the class derived from LA pp 1 i cat i on
contains a constructor, a destructor, and three other member functions.
The three functions other than the constructor and destructor are inherited from the LAppl i ca ti on class and overridden. That is, these three
CPPStarterApp class member functions that are listed in the
CPPStarterApp.h file and defined in the CPPStarterApp.cp file can
also be found listed in the PowerPlant LApplication.h file and defined
in the PowerPlant LApplication.cp file. The CPPSta rterApp class overrides, or redefines, what each of these five functions does.
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CPPSTAIUERflPP() Co"STROCTOR MEMBER fo"CTIO"
Typically, the purpose of a constructor function is to take care of initialization matters. The CPPStarterApp class defines its simple constructor
as follows:
CPPStarterApp::CPPStarterApp()
{

RegisterAllPPClasses();
}

In PowerPlant, a class that relies on a PPob resource must be registered.
In short, the registering of a class tells PowerPlant which of its own creator functions it should associate with a particular PPob resource. That's
information that's necessary for the creation of an object based on a
PPob resource. The Regi sterA 11 PPCl asses () function handles the
registering of all the basic classes that PowerPlant itself defines. Your
application will need to specifically register its own classes. Chapter 10
discusses the registering of such classes.

CPPSTARTERfiPP() DESTROCTOR MEMBER fO"CTIO"
A class destructor function typically performs any cleanup that may be
necessary when an object of the class type is destroyed. The one object
of the CPPStarterApp class type (declared as the variable theApp) represents the application itself. When the user quits, this object is
destroyed by PowerPlant. In this simple example program, there are no
tasks to perform at that time-so there's no need for a destructor function. Still, the CPPStarterApp defines an empty destructor to provide
you with a "shell" to possibly fill in if your own more sophisticated
PowerPlant-based application could benefit from one:
CPPStarterApp::-CPPStarterApp()
{
}

STARJOP() MEMBER fO"CTIO"
The Sta rt Up () function is automatically invoked when your application launches. While this sounds much like the case of your application's constructor function, there is a difference. Your application class
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constructor will always execute when your program runs (it's invoked
when the line that declares theApp executes), whereas the StartUp()
function will only execute under certain circumstances.
If your application creates and saves its own documents, then the
user can launch your application from the desktop by double-clicking
on the icon of one of the application's existing documents (something
that's true with any well-designed Mac application-not just
PowerPlant-based ones). In such a case, the Sta rt Up () function will not
execute-even if your application class defines a version of it. If your
application creates and saves documents, but the user chooses to launch
the application directly by double-clicking on the application's icon,
then Sta rt Up () will execute. And if your application doesn't save documents, then Sta rt Up ( ) will still execute. The best use for Sta rt Up () is
as a means to open a new document:
void
CPPStarterApp::StartUp()
{

ObeyCommand(cmd_New, nil);
}

ObeyCommand() is a routine used to handle the selection of any menu
item. For that reason I'll reserve coverage of the function until the next
chapter. Rather than leave you entirely in the dark, though, I will say
this much. While ObeyCommand() is invoked automatically when the
user makes a menu selection, it can also be called from any member
function of the derived application class. Here the CPPStarterApp
function Sta rt Up () calls it to simulate the selection of the New menu
item from the File menu. In this application, the New menu item is
used to open a new window. So the result of calling ObeyCommand()
here is the appearance of a new window-the window that the program displays upon starting up.

OaEYCoMMfl"D () fl"D f1"0CoMMfl"DSTAT<1s()
MEMBER fO"CTIO"S
ObeyCommand() and FindCommandStatus() are member functions of
the LAppl i cation class. A PowerPlant-based application that includes
menus will want to override these two functions so that they act appro-
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priate to the menu items in the application. You'll read all about these
two very important PowerPlant functions in the next chapter.

What's Left?
Once you compile and run PowerPlantlntro68K, you'll see that you can
drag the window about the screen and click its go away box to close it.
These tasks are handled by PowerPlant code-there's no window-handling code in the PP Basic Starter.cp file. You'll also notice that the
menu bar will be properly drawn at the top of the screen-without PP
Basic Starter.cp making calls to Toolbox routines like SetMenuBar(),
Add Res Menu (),and DrawMenuBa r ().
For the PowerPlantlntro68K program, the only task left for the
source code is the handling of menus. As you'll see in Chapter 10,
menu-related tasks are easily taken care of by the ObeyCommand() and
Fi ndCommandStatus () member functions.

Summary
PowerPlant is Metrowerks's application framework that consists of
dozens of C++ classes. These classes hold the code that handles many of
the basic tasks that all Mac programs are expected to perform.
One of the most important of the many PowerPlant classes is the
LA pp 1 i cation class. This class oversees the flow of control that takes
place in a program. Every CodeWarrior project that uses PowerPlant
must create an application-defined class that is derived from
LApplication.
The main ( ) routine of a project that uses PowerPlant should create
an object from the derived application class. This act will initiate the
object's constructor function. This function can be used to perform initializations. Next, the Run () member function should be invoked.
When it is, and if your application launches without opening any documents, the Sta rt Up () member function will execute. After that, Run ()
invokes other functions to start the application's event loop.
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PowczrPlant and
Menus
An application framework will not reduce the total amount of code in
an application you write, but it will reduce the amount of code you
have to write. The handling of menus is one area where PowerPlant
does just that. With PowerPlant files in your project, you'll be able to
forget about most of the menu-related Toolbox functions you've used
so often.
A menu selection, whether Quit, Save, or an application-specific
item, always acts on something. What that "something" is varies
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depending on the menu item. The Quit menu item (or command) acts
on the application itself. The Save command acts on a document. An
application-specific menu item (such as, say, a Draw Circle item)
might act on the active window. In any case, there will always be a target object that receives the action of the command. In this chapter
you'll see how PowerPlant keeps track of the target object and how
PowerPlant knows which target should receive the action of a menu
item selection.
The previous chapter highlighted, but didn't describe in detail, two
resource types that are particular to PowerPlant projects-the Mcmd and
the PPob resources. This chapter covers the first of these two types, the
Mcmd, which is the menu command resource. Chapter 10 provides
details on the PPob resource.

Menu Resources and PowerPlant
CodeWarrior projects that use PowerPlant need to include an MBAR
resource and MENU resources as do projects that don't use PowerPlant.
Additionally, PowerPlant projects must also include resources of the
type Mcmd. Fortunately, the Metrowerks Constructor resource editor
that was introduced in Chapter 8 makes it easy to work with all three of
these resource types.

The PowerPlantlntro68K Program
The PowerPlantlntro68K program introduced in Chapter 8 has the
menu and menu items shown in Figure 9.1.
In this section, you'll see the menu-related resources that are needed
to add the menus shown in Figure 9.1 to a PowerPlant project. When
you create a new PowerPlant-based project, CodeWarrior adds a
Constructor resource file to the project. This file holds all the resources
necessary to implement the menus and menu items shown in Figure
9.1. Later in this chapter you'll see specific examples of how you can
use Constructor to add menu resources of your own.
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About This App ...

R:; Apple
•

New
Open .•.

System Profiler

Apple Uideo Player

~ RppleCD Rudio Player

D

Automated Tasks
Calculator
Chooser
Q8 Control Panels
~Find File

Ii

~

%

Graphing Calculator

•

8€N
3€0

~

Close
8€W
Saue
3€S
Saue Rs ...
Reuert

Can't Undo 3€Z
Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select All

3€H
il€C

'.3\lU
:#:R

Page Setup •..
Print ...

Quit

8€Q

~ Jigsaw Puzzle
~Key Caps
Note Pad

l:J

Figure 9.1

The menus of the PowerP/antlntro68K program.

MEtlO and MBflR Resources
In Chapter 8, you saw that programs developed using PowerPlant use
the same MENU and MBAR resources used by a program developed using
a traditional compiler-they just happen to be saved under different
names in a Constructor resource file (Constructor calls an MBAR Menu
Bar, and groups an Mcmd with a MENU and calls it a Menu). What wasn't
mentioned in that chapter is that PowerPlant requires that some of
these resources have certain specific IDs. The Apple, File, and Edit
menus, which Apple calls the standard menus (and which Apple suggests should appear in all Macintosh programs), must have these ID
numbers:
•
•
•

The Apple menu must have an ID of 128.
The File menu must have an ID of 129.
The Edit menu must have an ID of 130.

Also, the MBAR resource that defines which MENU resources will appear
in the application's menu bar must have an ID of 128.
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Because PowerPlant handles much of the functionality of the standard menus, the PowerPlant code must make some assumptions about
these menus, such as their resource IDs. Using Constructor to look at
the Menu resources in the PP Basic Resource.ppob resource file of the
PowerPlantlntro68K example in Chapter 8, you can see that the
PowerPlant MENU resource ID numbering convention was followed (see
the title bar of each window in Figure 9.2).

MENU 129, "File Menu"
88Koy

New
Open ...

3f.N

.. -···-·· 2

000

.............. 3

Close
Saue
Saue As ••.
Reuert

~ w ...................... 4
ocs . ........ ....... 5

............. ....... 6

................ 7

Page Setup .. .
Print ...

....... - ................ 9

ooa

Quit

Jif!i.

......... _.......... 8

MENU 130, "Edit Menu"

i

Mtnu Toxt

88 Koy

ll!llll
Undo

00 2 ........ ....... t t

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select All

ooc ................... 13
oou ----·--·-·· 14
........ ts
oon ..................... t6

OOH

....... t2

'--~~~~~~~~-'

¢1
Figure 9.2 The Menu resources for the PowerPlantlntro68K
project have ID numbers that match PowerP/ant conventions.
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Menu Items and the Mcmd Resource
In a Macintosh project that doesn't use an application framework, you
typically add a 1fdefi ne directive to a source code file (or header file)
for each menu item that will appear in the program's menus. Figure 9.3
gives an example using the standard Edit menu.

Figure 9.3

Undo

8€Z

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select All

OOH
8€C
8€U
8€R

Macintosh programs usually define constants for each menu item.

When your program's event loop determines that a mouseDown event is
menu related, it makes a call to the Toolbox routine MenuSel ect() in
order to determine which menu, and which menu item, was selected. The
menu item number is then compared to the item constants (like the ones
in Figure 9.3) that were defined using the /fdefi ne directive. After that,
your code takes the proper action necessary to handle the menu choice.
The preceding scheme works fine for a program written without the
aid of an application framework. An application framework, however,
exists to eliminate your need to write the code common to all Macintosh
programs, including much of an application's menu handling code. In
an application framework like PowerPlant, a class and its member functions are meant to handle a programming task without the programmer
making major alterations to the code. Making changes to class definitions and member function code each time you write a program defeats
the purpose of PowerPlant. That's why defining menu item constants
that specify exactly where in a menu a menu item appears is counterproductive. If at a later time you make program changes that involve
rearranging menu items, changes will also have to be made in your
source code.
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To eliminate the need to define as a constant the menu position of
each menu item, PowerPlant obtains menu item numbers by relying on
resources rather than source code constants. If each MENU resource has a
corresponding resource of a different type (and with the same ID as the
MENU), it's a simple matter for a PowerPlant class member function to
read in menu item information for each menu. Specifically, the
PowerPlant LMenu class has a member function named
ReadCommandNumber() that handles this task. The resource that
ReadCommandNumber() looks for is the Mcmd resource-a resource type
specific to PowerPlant.

~

" 0 T E

As always, it isn't necessary, but you're free to browse through
the code of a PowerPlant class member function. In fact, you
don't even have to remember that ReadCommandNumber() is the
name of the member function that gets menu item numbers from
resources. Having to figure out exactly how each class member
function works isn't important.

If you're using Constructor for your resource editing, when you add a
Menu resource to your project's resource file, you'll be adding both a
MENU resource and an Mcmd resource. The Mcmd resource will have the
same resource ID as the MENU resource-that's how the PowerPlant
code knows which Mcmd holds information about a MENU. In Figure 9.4,
I've opened the PP Basic Resource.ppob file using ResEdit rather than
Constructor. While ResEdit doesn't allow me to easily view the contents
of a single Mcmd resource, this resource editor does make it clear that
there is one Mcmd resource for each MENU resource, and that there is a
one-to-one correspondence between Mcmd resources and MENU
resources.
Each Mcmd resource holds a command number for each menu item
in a single MENU resource. For instance, in the PP Basic Resource.ppob
file, Mcmd 130 holds seven command numbers-one for each of the six
editing items (Undo, Cut, Copy, and so forth) and one command number for the one dashed line item.
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PP Bask Resource.ppob

1T.
MBAR

01011101
00101001
01101010
00011110
iOI0000\110

Momd

~MENU

01011101
00101001
OllOIOliOo
00011110
01000000

01011101
00101001
01101010
00011110
01000000

01011101
00101001
01101610
00011110
01000000

PPob

Ridl

Txtr

D
WIND

MENUs from PP Basic Resource.ppob

r. . . . . . . . . . . -.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .1

I

L________
128

-

Ll~-~~J
129

wz

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select All

3CH
WC
3CU
WR

130

!§ Mcmds from PP Basic Resource.ppob ~!!I
Nam•
Siz•
!!2.

128
129
130

Figure 9.4

Undo

6

50
30

"Apple"
"File"
"Edit"

Each MENU resource requires an Mcmd resource
that has the same ID as the MENU.

The Mcmd is one of the PowerPlant resource types that isn't common to other Mac applications. Because of this, resource editors
such as ResEdit and Resorcerer don't have Mcmd editors built into
0 T E
them. While Constructor makes the display of the contents of
Mcmd resources easy and intuitive (the values in such a resource
are listed in the menu editor), you may have occasion to view
these resources in an editor other than Constructor. In such a
case, you'll want to make sure your resource editor (whether it be
ResEdit or Resorcerer) is set such that it can display resources of
this type. To use templates to do this, refer to Appendix F.

~
It

For any one program, each command number is unique; that is, no two
menus in a single program share any of the same command numbers.
Because the Apple, File, and Edit menus hold many of the same items
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from program to program, Metrowerks was able to define constants to
represent many of these menu items. The PowerPlant header file
PP_Messages.h lists the predefined command numbers, as well as
other constants. Table 9.1 lists the command number constants as well.
The exception to the scheme of using a unique number for each
command is the dashed divider line. This menu item always has a
command number of 0 regardless of how many times it appears.
Table 9.1

PowerP/ant Command Number Constants

All menus Mcmd constant

cmd_Nothing

=

0

Apple menu Mcmd constant

cmd_About

=

1

File menu Mcmd constants

cmd_New

=

2

cmd_Open
cmd_Close
cmd_Save
cmd_SaveAs
cmd_Revert
cmd_PageSetup
cmd_Print
cmd_Quit

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

Edit menu Mcmd constants

r2l

" 0 T E

cmd_Undo

=

11

cmd_Cut
cmd_Copy
cmd_Paste

=
=
=

12
13
14

The PowerPlant menu command number constants are only useful for the standard menus. Of course your application will also
include menu items that are specific to your application. For sim-
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plicity, the PowerPlantlntro68K example doesn't use any application-specific menu items. An example of how to add a new menu
and new menu items appears later in this chapter.
Table 9.1 helps you to easily find the command numbers that will be
needed for the menu items in the three menus of the PowerPlantlntro68K
example program. Figure 9.5 shows the command numbers in the three
Mcmd resources. The constant names are shown in parentheses.

Rbout This Rpp ...

@ Rpple
•

1 ( cmd_ About )

System Profiler

Rpple Uideo Player

New
Open ...

:1€N
3€0

Close
:1€W
ggs
Saue
Saue Rs ...
Reuert
Page Setup ...
Print ...
Quit

Can't Undo

:-1€0

ggz

2 ( cmd_New)
3 ( cmd_Open)
0 ( cmd_Nothing)
4 ( cmd_Close )
5 ( cmd_Seve )
6 ( cmd_SeveAs )
7 ( cmd_Revert )
0 ( cmd_Noting )
B ( cmd_PegeStetup )
g ( cmd_Print )
0 ( cmd_Nothing)
10 ( cmd_Quit)

11
0

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear
Select Rll

3€H
~c

3€U
~R

12
13
14
15
16

( cmd_Undo)
( cmd_Nothing)
( cmd_ Cut)
( cmd_Copy)
( cmd_Peste )
( cmd_Cleer)
( cmd_SelectAll )

Figure 9.5 The command number constants for the
menu items in the PowerP/antlntro68K program.
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As you'll see later in this chapter, the command name (such as
cmd_Qui t) will be used in your application source code, while the
command number (such as 10 will be used in the Mcmd resource.

" 0 T E

Menus. Commands. and Commanders
When the user makes a menu selection, PowerPlant sends a command
to one of the objects in the application. The object that receives this
command is referred to as a commander. Understanding this relationship
between menus, commands, and commanders is an important part of
programming with PowerPlant.

Menu Items. Commands. and the Target
Macintosh programs are typically menu driven. It is a menu command
that brings about some action. In PowerPlant nomenclature, a menu
choice (whether invoked by a menu selection or command key) is
called a command. To carry out a command, the command must be
directed at an object.
When a menu item is selected, the command is directed at the target
object. Application frameworks, including PowerPlant, are typically
based on object-oriented programming. A PowerPlant-created program
consists of at least one, and usually many more, objects. All PowerPlant
programs consist of the application object-the object created from the
class derived from LAppl ication. The Chapter 8 PowerPlantlntro68K
program named that object theApp:
CPPStarterApp theApp;

Once the preceding line of code executes, other objects, such as window
objects, can be created. PowerPlantlntro68K does just that by invoking
ObeyCommand() from its version of StartUp( ):
void
CPPStarterApp::StartUp()
{

ObeyCommand(cmd_New, nil);
}
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Recall from Chapter 8 that the New menu item of the
PowerPlantlntro68K program results in a new window opening. Also
recall that such a menu selection automatically invokes a call to the
CPPStarterApp class version of the ObeyCommand() function, with a
parameter of cmd_N ew being passed. In addition to relying on a menu
selection, the PowerPlantlntro68K program can (and does) call
ObeyCommand ()directly.

n

0 T E

Don't worry if you don't fully understand this relationship between
menus, ObeyCommand( ), and the appearance of a window on the
screen. The details will be filled in throughout this chapter.

From the preceding explanation you can see that PowerPlantlntro68K initially consists of two objects. When a menu command (such as Quit) is
made in PowerPlantlntro68K, it will be directed at the window-the target
object. The window is the target object because it is active. If the user closes
the window by clicking in the window's close box, the application object
will become the active object, and thus the target object. With the window
closed, the same menu item selection (such as Quit) that was previously
directed at the window object will now be directed at the application object.
Figure 9.6 shows a look at the screen for three scenarios in a hypothetical Mac program. Assuming the same menu item is selected, each
of the three screens will have a different target object. In the top view,
the application object, which is the only object at this point in the running of the program, will be the recipient, or target, of a menu command. In the middle view, the window will be the target-it's active. In
the bottom screen, the edit text item object with the I-beam will be the
target-it's now the active object.

Commands and the Chain of Command
While some menu items are useful to more than one object type, a menu
item doesn't typically have a use to every object in a program. For
example, the Copy menu item in the Edit menu may work for either an
active edit text item object or an active picture object, but won't make
sense for a window object or application object. As a second example,
the Quit menu item from the File menu is meaningless to all objects
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except the application object. Regardless of this, each and every menu
command is always directed at the object that is the target at the time
the menu selection is made. What happens next, however, depends on
whether the command can be used by that object.
Application object
is the target

Iii File Edit

Iii File Edit

Window object is
the target

Iii File Edit
Wind

High:

C=:J

I

Active edit text field
object is the target

OD
Figure 9.6

The target object in an application changes as the program executes.

If a menu command applies to the target object, the target object will handle
the command. Consider the case of a program that has a window open and
active when the user selects Close from the File menu. Because the Close
command applies to windows, the window object will be able to handle the
command. If, on the other hand, a menu command doesn't apply to the target object, the command will be passed to a different object for handling.

The passing of a command isn't indiscriminate. Every target resides
at the bottom of a chain of command, and commands are always con-
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sidered to be passed upwards along the chain. The application itself is
always the top object in the chain. Windows and documents lie beneath
the application, and window contents are lower still. Figure 9.7 gives an
example of the chain of command for a program that has two open windows-one empty, and one with text in it.

Text can be
treated as an
object

r-·----·········-.,

: Text can be :
: treated as an :

L?~l~~~--------J

Figure 9.7

The chain of command for a simple Mac application.

If the user of the program shown in Figure 9.7 selects the Close menu
item while the leftmost window is active, that window is the target and
will handle the command. Figure 9.8 shows this.
If the user selects the Quit menu item while the rightmost rather
than the leftmost window is active, the command again starts at the
window. Since a window is only responsible for window-related commands, it passes the command up the chain to the application, as
shown in Figure 9.9.

Again referring back to Figure 9.7, if the text in the rightmost window is active (perhaps the text is an object that the user can click on and
edit), then the text is the target. Since a Close command doesn't apply to
the text, the text object will pass the command up the chain to the window object. Here the Close command applies, and the window will
handle the command by closing itself. Figure 9.10 shows this scenario.
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Handle other menu
item commands

Window
object

Figure 9.8

Handle windowrelated commands

A window as the target object can handle a Close menu item.
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Handle other menu
item commands

Window
object

Handle windowrelated commands

A window as the target object passes a
Quit command up the chain of command.

Figure 9.9
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Handle other menu
item commands

Window
object

Text
object

Handle windowrelated commands

Handle textrelated commands

A window with an active pane in it as the target
object passes a Close command up the chain of command.

Figure 9.10

The Target and the LCommander Class
A target object-an object that is capable of handling a menu command-is referred to as a commander object. That's because the class of
which the target is an instance of is derived from the LCommander class.
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A program's chain of command changes as the program runs. As
windows and dialog boxes open, become active, inactive, and close, the
chain of command changes. The LCommander class keeps track of these
changes. It is also responsible for routing commands to the appropriate
object in the chain.
In C++, multiple inheritance allows a class to be derived from more
than one base class. PowerPlant makes extensive use of multiple inheritance, as the following lines of code from a few PowerPlant header files
show. These definitions show which classes the LA pp l i cat i on,
LWindow, and LEditField classes are derived from. You've already
encountered LApplication and LWindow in the PowerPlantlntro68K
example in Chapter 8. The LE di t Fi el d class is used to add an edit text
field to a window.
class

LApplication

public
public
public

LCommander,
LEventDispatcher,
LModelObject

class

LWindow

public
public
public

LView.
LCommander,
LModelObject

class

LEditField

public
public
public

LPane.
LCommander,
LPeriodical

While the preceding three classes are each derived from a different set
of base classes, they have one thing in common: The LCommander class
is one of the base classes. That means that an object of any one of these
classes (and numerous other PowerPlant classes) can be a target; it can
be a commander that resides in the chain of command. There it can
handle a menu command or pass it upwards in the chain.

Handling Meno Selections
Your PowerPlant-based application relies on two member functions to
take care of the task of handling a menu selection. Both these functions
are defined in LApplication-but your own application class will
override these routines and implement its own version of each.
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ObeyCommand() and the Chain of Command
Before describing exactly how the PowerPlant chain of command operates, it's time for a quick diversion. If you haven't used an application
framework before, you'll appreciate this example-it has nothing to do
with frameworks or PowerPlant! From object-oriented programming,
you know that a derived class inherits the member functions of the class
on which it is based. You also know that a derived class can override
member functions of the base class. Figure 9.11 shows a base class named
Ve hi cl e and a class named Automobile that is derived from Vehicle.
Note that both classes have a member function named Wri telnfo{).

class Vehicle
{

public:
virtual void Writeinfo(short);

void Vehicle::Writeinfo{
short vehicleType)

);

if ( vehicleType < 50 )
Drawstring( "\pAuto" );
else
Drawstring ( "\pTruck" ) ;

__

class Automobile : public Vehicle
{

public:
void Writeinfo(short);
);

,__

,..,"

void Automobile::Writeinfo(
short vehicleType)
switch ( vehicleType )
{

case PONTIAC_TYPE:
Drawstring( "\pPontiac" ) ;
break;
case DODGE_TYPE:
Drawstring( "\pDodge• );
break;
default:
Vehicle::Writeinfo(vehicleType):
break;

Figure 9.11 In C++ both a base class and a derived
class may have identically named functions.

r:ll
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If you aren't familiar with object-oriented programming, refer to
Appendix B for an overview of the primary features of C++.
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When a derived class overrides a base class member function, as the
Automobi 1e class overrides Write Info (),it is the derived class version of
the member function that gets invoked by a derived class object. In the following snippet, the Automobi 1e: : Write Info () function gets invoked:
Automobile

*theObject;

theObject =new Automobile;
theObject->Writelnfo( 2 );

N0 TE

Recall that in C++ if a base class member function is to be made
available for overriding by a derived class, the base class member
function must be declared using the vi rtua 1 keyword.

When a derived class overrides a member function, the base class version
of the function is still accessible to the derived class. To differentiate
between the two versions of the function, however, the base class name
must be included in the call to the base class version. In Figure 9.12, you
can see that the derived class version of Wr i t e Info ( ) uses this technique
to invoke the base class version of the function with the same name.
void Vehicle: :Writeirtfo(short vehicleType)
[

i f ( vehicleType < 50 )
DrawSti:::ing ( • \p/\.uto" ) ;
else
..
Drawstring ( • \p'l'ruck • ) ;

void Automobile: :Writeinfo(s_hort

.

[

vehicleType)r~

switch ( vehicleType )
{

,

ii

case PON'l'IAC_'l'YPE:
Drawstring( "\pPontiac• ) ;
break;
case DODGE_TYPE:
Drawstring( •\pDodge" ).;
break;
• • default:
Vehicl.e: :Write~nfo(vehicleType);
break;
' ,

Figure 9.12 A derived class version of a function may
invoke the base class version of the same function.
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A closer examination of the derived class version of Wr i telnfo()
shows that the function examines vehi cl eType to see if its value
matches any of the auto types that Writelnf o() recognizes, namely,
Pontiac or Dodge. If the passed-in value does match, Wri telnfo() handles things by printing out the vehicle type . If the passed-in value
doesn't match, Wri telnfo() defers the handling of things to the base
class version of Wr i t e Info ( ) . Here is the code that does that:
default :
Vehicle : :WritelnfoCvehicleType);
break;

In essence, the Au t omo bi l e class version of Wr i t e Info ( ) function takes
first crack at handling vehi cl eTyp e. If the Automobile class version of
Write Info() can't handle the information in vehi cl eType, it passes
control up to the base class version of Wr i t e Info ( ) . We' ll assume this
program defines vehicle types in the 0 to 49 range to be different car
types, and vehicle types greater than 49 to be different truck types. The
base class version of Write Info ( ) simply checks the value of
vehi cl eType and writes out a generic vehicle type string ("Auto" or
"Truck") based on this value. Figure 9.13 shows this.
Vehicle
class
Writeinfo ()

Write string based
on the value of ( )
vehicleType
L.

=[i

l

)v

;:..
!

..

Au tomobi l e
class
Wri teinfo ( )

"Auto " or
''Truck" written

false

..........,

v e hic l eType
is PONTIAC_ TYPE ( )
orDODGE_TYPE?

..:;

l

tru e

- (!]

-'-v>1

"Pontiac" or
"Dodge" written

;...
..

......
Figure 9.13 Information not handled by the
derived class is passed up to the base class.
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Now it's time to tie the preceding example to PowerPlant. In the preceding example, an Automobi 1 e class object attempts to handle
vehi cl eType using a member function named Write Info (). If the
object doesn't know how to handle vehi cl eType, it passes it up to the
Ve hi c 1 e class, where the identically named Write Info ( ) member
function handles it. In PowerPlant, menu commands are passed about
just as the vehi cl eType parameter is. In PowerPlant, this menu command parameter is named i nCommand.
Like the vehicle example, PowerPlant uses identically named member functions to handle a command. In the vehicle example, this routine
was named Writelnfo( ). In PowerPlant, this routine will always be
named ObeyCommand().
When the Automobi 1e class member function Wri telnfo() can't handle a vehicle command, it relinquishes control to the Ve hi c 1e class version
of the Writelnfo() function. In PowerPlant, if an object's ObeyCommand()
function can't handle a menu command, it too lets another class handle the
command. In a simple PowerPlant program, the target object attempts to
handle a menu command. If a window object-based on the LWi ndow
class-is the target, it will try to handle the command. If the LWi ndow class
ObeyCommand () member function has no provision for handling the particular type of menu command selected, the command will be passed up the
chain of command to the application object. The application object-based
on the LAppl i ca ti on class-will then handle the command using its own
version of ObeyCommand( ). Table 9.2 summarizes how my own trivial vehicle example compares to a simple PowerPlant program.

Overriding ObeyCommand()
Every class that is derived from the LCommander class must override the
0 bey Co mm and ( ) member function. Since (as you saw earlier) several
PowerPlant classes, including LApp 1 i cation and LWi ndow, are derived
from LCommander, the code that makes up PowerPlant includes several
versions of the ObeyCommand () function.

b!I
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Control objects, such as buttons, are the exception to the previous
statement. They don't use the chain of command, and they don't
have an Obey Command () member function.
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Table 9.2 The Vehicle Example is Analogous to
the PowerPlant Way of Handling Menu Commands

Vehicle example

P<>'.WrPlant program

Command that
gets passed

vehicleType

inCommand
(a menu command)

Functions ttat
handle command

Write Info()

Obey Command()

Classes that handle
command
(chain of command)

Automobile==> Vehicle

LW1ndow ==> LApplication

Any of your own application-defined classes that are derived from
LCommander should also override ObeyCommand( ). In Chapter 8, you
learned that all PowerPlant programs define a class derived from the
LAppl i cation class. Since LAppl i cation is itself derived from
LCommander, then the application-defined class too should override
ObeyCommand( ). Recall that the CPPStarterApp class defined in the
CodeWarrior-provided PP Basic Starter.h file does this:
class CPPStarterApp : public LApplication {
public:
CPPStarterApp();
virtual
-CPPStarterApp();
virtual Boolean
i oParam):

ObeyCommandCCommandT inCommand, void*

virtual void

FindCommandStatus(CommandT inCommand,
Boolean &outEnabled, Boolean

&outUsesMark,
Char16 &outMark, Str255 outName):
protected:
virtual void
}

:

StartUpC):

Chapter 9: PowerPlant and Menus
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The CPPStarterApp class also overrides a second LAppl i cation
function: Fi ndCommandStatus ().You'll read about this member
function later in this chapter.

If an application class doesn't override ObeyCommand( ), the application
object is capable of handling only standard menu commands that
PowerPlant knows of-menu items such as About and Quit. When such
a program receives one of these commands, and a window isn't open,
the application itself is the target. The LCommander class (the overseer of
commands) will first check to see if the application object, based on the
application class, has an ObeyComma nd () function. Since the class
doesn't, the command is sent up the chain of command to the class the
application class is derived from-LAppl i ca ti on. LAppl i cation does
have an ObeyCommand() function, so this PowerPlant-defined function
is the routine that attempts to, and does, handle the command.

For an application to handle anything but the most common menu
commands, its class must include an ObeyCommand() member function.
Then, when a menu command is issued and the application object
receives it, the application object can handle it. The New menu item is
one example. The New menu item in the File menu usually means that
a new window should be created. But what kind of window? That's an
application-specific issue, so PowerPlant can't handle this menu item
on its own. Its handling will be governed by the ObeyCommand() function defined in the class derived from LAppl i ca ti on. Figure 9.14 shows
the sequence of ObeyCommand() functions in the chain of command for
a simple PowerPlant program that implements a New command.
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LCorruna nder
Handle other menu
item commands

version of

ObeyCorrunan d ( )

Handle Apple menu
items, About item,
and Quit item
commands

LAppl icat i on
version of

ObeyCorrunan d ( )

class derived from

Handle applicationspecific menu item
commands

LApp li ca ti on
version of

ObeyCorrunand ( )

h

An example of the chain of command
for a selection of the New menu item.

Figure 9.14

In Figure 9.14, you see that because a project's application class is
derived from the LApplication class, it is the LApplication class version of ObeyCommand() that handles menu commands that the derived
class can't handle. Further, if the LApplication class can't handle the
command, it is up to the class that LAppl i ca ti on is derived fromLCommander-to handle the command.
Because PowerPlant knows how to handle standard menu commands, any ObeyComma nd ( ) function you write shouldn't also attempt
to handle these same items. While the application-defined
ObeyCommand () will handle the File menu's New command, it won't
handle the same menu's Quit command. Instead, any command that
isn't application-specific should be sent up the chain of command, as
shown in Figure 9.15.
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LCommander
version of
ObeyCommand ( )

Handle other menu
item commands

LApplication
version of
ObeyCommand ( )

Handle Apple menu
items, About item,
and Quit item
commands

class derived from
LApplication
version of
ObeyCommand ( )

Handle applicationspecific menu item
commands

..
~

An example of the chain of command
for a selection of the Quit menu item.

Figure 9.15

fi Look at the ObeyCommand()
Member function

When writing the LA pp l i cat i on-derived class that's required for each
PowerPlant project, include an ObeyCommand () member function. The
prototype for the ObeyCommand() function will always be the same:
virtual Boolean

ObeyCommand( CommandT
void*

inCommand,
ioParam );

To allow ObeyCommand () to be overridden by other classes, it must be a
virtual function. The return type for 0 bey Co mm and ( ) is Boo l ea n so that
the function can report as to whether or not the command it received
was handled.
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ObeyCommand() requires two parameters. The first, i nCommand, is
the menu command that is to be handled. The second is a pointer to
any extra application-specific information that ObeyComma nd () might
require. In many versions of ObeyCommand() this second parameter is
ignored.
After including the prototype of ObeyCommand() in the application
class definition, a definition of the function needs to be written. When
you do, it will always be written with the following three points in mind:

1. A switch statement should be used to examine the i nCommand
parameter.
2. A case section should be included for each application-specific
menu item that the class is to be capable of handling.
J. The switch statement's default section should be used to
invoke the base class version of ObeyCommand( ).
Once again I'll look at Metrowerks-supplied code. In the PP Basic
Starter.cp file, the ObeyCommand() function for the CPPStarterApp
class looks like this:
Boolean
CPPMenuApp::ObeyCommandC
CommandT
inCommand,
void
*ioParam)
{

Boolean

cmdHandled =true;

switch CinCommand) {
case cmd_New:
LWindow
*theWindow;
theWindow = LWindow::CreateWindowCwindow_Sample, this);
theWindow->ShowC>:
break;
default:
cmdHandled = LApplication::ObeyCommandCinCommand, ioParam);
break;
}

return cmdHandled;
}
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This version of Obey Command ( ) is able to handle one application-specific menu item-the New item. Recall from earlier in this chapter that
each menu in a program has a Mcmd resource associated with it. The
Mcmd resource has an value-a command number-that is associated
with each menu item in that menu. Because each menu item in a menu
bar must have an Mcmd value that's unique to all other menu item Mcmd
values, this one number is enough to specify both the menu item and
the menu that item is in.
In Figure 9.16, I show the resource for the File menu from the PP
Basic Resource.ppob file. In this figure, you see that the New menu
item has a Cmd ID of 2-that's the value in this menu's Mcmd resource.
If you want to refer to the New menu in your source code, you can use
the number 2, or, more appropriately, the PowerPlant-defined constant
cmd_New. In Figure 9.16, I've provided a view of part of the
PP _Messages.h PowerPlant file so that you could see that using
cmd_New is in fact the same as using the number 2 in your source code.
You can tell how many menu items a program implements in its
own way by looking at the number of constants used in the switch
statement in ObeyCommand( ). In the above version, there's only onecmd_New.

r:2J
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Selecting New from the File menu of a program that uses the
above version of ObeyCommand() (such as the
PowerPlantlntro68K example application} results in a new window appearing on the screen. The few lines of code under the
cmd_New constant take care of that. In Chapter 10, we'll look at
the details of this window-creating code.

If a menu selection other than the one application-specific menu item is
made, the CPPStarterApp class version of ObeyCommand() that's
shown above uses the default section of the switch statement to invoke
a different version of ObeyCommand( )-the version found in the
LA pp 1 i cation base class.
default:
cmdHandled = LApplication::ObeyCommand( inCommand, ioParam );
break;
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PP Basie Resource.ppob
Res ID •

Typ• " Nome.
v

~ Yindows and Views
- - ~ <replace me >

~

~. Menu Bars

1 item.

'ti V

"

128

3 items

Menus
~ Apple Menu

I

128

lf!T~:R;6".!J

129

MENU 129, "File Menu"
ljg Key

Cmd ID

:l\l N ........

... 2

:l\lO

.. 3
4

Sau e
Sau e As .. .

..... 5
..... 6

PP _Messa es.h -

~~~~Path ! Hard Drive: C\\'10 Gold:Me... t Headers :PP...Messages.h
canst MessageT
canst MessageT

cmd_Hothing
TA3g_Mothing

O;
O;

II nil
II nil

canst MessageT

cmd_About

l;

II nil

2;
3;

II
II
II
II
II

II File Menu
canst
canst
canst
canst

l1essageT
MessageT
UessageT
UessageT

=
=
=
=
=

4;
5;
6;

nil
nil
nil
nil
nil

Line: 49

Figure 9.16 The command number of many commonly
used menu items can be found in PP_Messages.h.

Recall from C++ that preceding a call to a member function with
a class name followed by the scope resolution operator (: : ) tells
the program to use the version of the function defined by the
n0 TE
named class.

~

LA pp l i cation is a PowerPlant class, so you won't have to write its version of ObeyCommand ()-it already exists. You'll find the LA pp l i cation
version of ObeyComma nd () in the PowerPlant file LApplication.cp.
Listed as follows is a part of that function.
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Boolean
LApplication::ObeyCommand(
CommandT
inCommand,
void
*ioParam)
{

Boolean

cmdHandled = true;

ResIDT
Int16

theMenuID;
theMenultem;

if ( IsSyntheticCommand( inCommand, theMenuID, theMenultem ) )
{

II menu command is from a synthetic menu, handle here
}

else
{

switch ( inCommand
{

case cmd_About:
ShowAboutBox():
break:
case cmd_Quit:
SendAEQuit();
break;
default:
cmdHandled = LCommander::ObeyCommand( inCommand, ioParam );
break;
}

}

return cmdHandled;
}

The first part of the LAppl i cation version of ObeyCommand() handles
synthetic menu commands. For menus that hold a variable number of
menu items, such as the Apple menu and a Font menu, PowerPlant
uses a concept called synthetic menu commands. These are menu command numbers that are determined at run time-not in Mcmd resources.
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Examples in this book won't use synthetic menus, except for the
Apple menu, which holds a variable number of Apple menu
items. If you think your application requires other menus of this
H0 T E
type, and you're an owner of the full version of Metrowerks
CodeWarrior, you'll find synthetic menu commands thoroughly
described in the comprehensive electronic document The
PowerP/ant Book.

~

If a menu command isn't a synthetic command (and most won't be), the

LAppl i cation version of ObeyCommand() follows the pattern discussed
earlier. A switch statement examines the menu command, and case
sections handle the commands the class is familiar with. For
LAppl i cation, that means there is a case section to handle the About
and Quit menu items. The actual handling of these two menu items is
performed by other PowerPlant functions, namely, ShowAboutBox()
and SendAEQuit( ). For any other menu item, a different version of
ObeyCommand() must be called. The LApplication class is derived
from the LCommander class, so it's the LCommander version of
ObeyCommand () that gets invoked here:
case cmd_About:
ShowAboutBox():
break;
case cmd_Quit:
SendAEQu it ( ) :
break;
default:
cmdHandled = LCommander::ObeyCommand( inCommand, ioParam );
break;

These last few pages have shown how a menu command can work its
way up the chain of command from the LAppl i ca ti on-derived class to
the LAppl i cation class and finally to the LCommander class. Depending
on what objects are on the screen when a menu item is selected by the
user, an application can of course have a different chain of command.
What's important to keep in mind is that PowerPlant already includes
many ObeyCommand() member functions-you're responsible for writing only the versions that accompany your own application-defined
derived classes.
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Overriding findCommandStatus ()
As a program runs, menu items may need to be updated. A menu item
might have a checkmark beside it that gets toggled on and off as the
item is selected. Or, a menu item may need to be disabled under certain
circumstances. For example, the Close item in the File menu should
become disabled after the user closes the last open window. PowerPlant
eliminates much of the confusion associated with keeping track of the
state of menu items through the use of the Fi ndCommandStatus ()
member function.
When an event occurs, a PowerPlant routine named UpdateMenus ()
is called. The purpose of this routine, obviously enough, is to see if the
event that just occurred gives rise to a need to update any items in any
of the menus. UpdateMenus () in turn calls the LCommander class member function Fi ndCommandStatus () several times-once for every menu
item that has an Mcmd resource (only a menu item created on the fly, and
thus represented by a synthetic command number, doesn't have an Mcmd
resource). Fi ndCommandStatus () determines the status of a menu item.
That is, it determines the following:
•
•
•

•

If the item has a mark
What that mark is (such as a checkmark)
Whether the item should be marked at the current point in
time
Whether the menu item should be enabled or disabled at the
current point in time

Like ObeyCommand (),the Fi ndCommandStatus () function can be found
in several of the PowerPlant classes. That's because the
Fi ndCommandStatus() function, again like ObeyCommand( ), can be
overridden by other classes. Any of your application-defined classes
that will be capable of handling menu item selections should override
Fi ndCommandStatus (),just as they do with ObeyCommand ().
In the Chapter 8 PowerPlantlntro68K example, the LAppl i ca ti onderived CPPS ta rte r App class provides the functionality for a selection
of the New menu item. Therefore this class has both an ObeyCommand()
and a Fi ndCommandStatus () member function. The CPPSta rterApp
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class version of ObeyCommand() contains the code that does something
in response to a selection of the New item (it opens a new window),
while the CPPStarterApp class version of FindCommandStatus() contains the code that properly updates the New menu item (more on that
just ahead).
When UpdateMenus () calls a Fi ndCommandStatus () routine, it
passes the command number of the menu item that is to be updated.
The Fi ndCommandStatus () function is then responsible for filling in
some or all of the other four parameters for use by Update Menus ( ) .
Figure 9 .17 shows the information held in each of the
Fi ndCommandStatus () parameters.
The Fi ndCommandStatus () routine of an application-defined class
should have a switch statement with a case section for each menu
command handled by the ObeyCommand() member function of that
same class. Within each case section, you'll specify the status of one
menu item. Here's the CPPS tarter App class version of
FindCommandStatus():
void
CPPStarterApp::FindCommandStatus(
CommandT
inCommand,
Boolean
&outEnabled,
Boolean
&outUsesMark,
Charl6
&outMark,
Str255
outName)
{

switch (inCommand) {
case cmd_New:
outEnabled =true;
break;
default:
LApplication::FindCommandStatus(inCommand, outEnabled,
outUsesMark, outMark, outName);
break;
}
}
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Command number of the
menu item which is having
its status determined

I
.CommandStatus ( CommandT

inCommand,

I
L

Should the item
be enabled?

Boolean

&outEnabled,

Boolean

Does the item
&outUsesMark, - - use a mark?

Charl6

&outMark,

Str255

outName ) ;

I

If it does use a
mark, what kind?

New name for the item

Figure 9.17 The information held in each of
the Fi ndCommandStatus ()parameters.

If Fi ndCommandStatus ()is passed an i nCommand value of cmd_New, the
routine will set outEnabl ed to true. This will tell the calling routine
that the New menu item should be enabled. Since this menu item uses
no mark, there is no need to give outMark a value. And since the New
menu item doesn't have its text changed (the item will always appear as
"New" in the menu), there is no need to assign outName a string value.
If Fi ndCommandStatus () is passed an i nCommand value of anything
other than cmd_New, the function will pass i nCommand on to the version
of Fi ndCommandStatus () that is next up in the chain of command-the
LAppl i cation version of this same function. There, the LAppl i ca ti on
version of FindCommandStatus() will update the status of the menu
item-or it too will pass i nCommand on to yet another version of
FindCommandStatus().

Adding Application-Specific
Menu Items
Applications usually have more than just the three standard menus
(Apple, File, and Edit), and more than just the standard menu com-
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280 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - mands found in those menus. To interact with any of these items,
PowerPlant needs additional information-information that you will
supply. Here I'll provide an overview of the steps you'll take to add a
new menu (and of course, its new menu items) to a program being built
from a PowerPlant project. After this section, the walkthrough of the
development of an example program named PowerPlantMenu68K will
provide the specifics.

Command numbers and Application Menus
For application-specific menu items, you'll provide your own command
numbers. These numbers should be outside the PowerPlant reserved
range of -999 to 999. While negative values in the -1000 to -65535 range
can be used as command numbers, you'll want to stick with the 1000 to
65535 positive range. That's because a command number that is negative
results in a menu item that can't have its appearance altered.

fldding Resources for a new Menu
If you're using Constructor to define your application's resources, each
application-specific menu will require a new Menu resource (which
internally holds one new MENU resource and one new Mcmd resource),
and a mention in the Menu Bar resource (which holds an MBAR
resource). Except for the Mcmd resource, this is the same as you would
do for a menu addition in a project that didn't rely on PowerPlant.

When you create a new Menu resource, Constructor gives you the
opportunity to enter a command number for each menu item in the new
menu. Together, these command numbers become an Mcmd resource.
Adding the resources for a new menu is the first step to letting
PowerPlant in on your intentions. After that, you'll need to add some
code to a project's source code file.

Defining Menu Item Constants
For standard menu items such as New, Quit, Copy, and Cut, your
source code need not include definitions of the menu item command
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numbers-they're already defined in the PP_Messages.h header file.
For menu items that are specific to your application, though, you'll
need to add constant definitions. For instance, if I were developing a
program that would be used to edit pictures, I might have a Transform
menu that held three menu items: Scale, Rotate, and Distort. In
Constructor, I would have assigned each of these items a command
number-say, 1055, 2003, and 1165, respectively. In my source code, I'd
now define a constant for each:
canst
canst
canst

CammandT
CammandT
CammandT

cmd_ScalePicture
= 1055;
cmd_RatatePicture
2003;
cmd_DistartPicture ~ 1165;

Earlier in this chapter, you read that one of the advantages of using
PowerPlant was that you wouldn't have to make changes to your project's source code if you rearranged menu items. To stress this point,
I've intentionally given the three menu command numbers values that
do not give any indication of the order in which the items appear in the
Transform menu (or even that they appear in the same menu). I could
have given them consecutive numbers, though-like this:
canst
canst
canst

CammandT
CammandT
CammandT

cmd_ScalePicture
= 1001;
cmd_RatatePicture = 1002;
cmd_DistartPicture = 1003;

All that matters is that the number in the source code match the command number in the Menu resource.

Writing the ObeyCommand () function
For each new menu item that has been added to the Constructor
resource file, an appropriate case label and section needs to be added
to the version of ObeyCommand() that your application class defines.
That's how your program knows what to do in response to a selection
of one of these new menu items-PowerPlant code invokes your application's ObeyCommand() function. In brief, for this example you'd use
the above three constants and add the following sections to the switch
statement in Obey Command ( ) :
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case cmd_ScalePicture:
II code to handle scaling of the active picture
break;
case cmd_RotatePicture:
II code to handle rotation of the active picture
break:
case cmd_DistortPicture:
II code to handle distortion of the active picture
break;

Assuming that the program being worked on handled the New menu
item as well as the three newly added items, ObeyCommand() would
look like this:
Boolean
CPPMenuApp::ObeyCommand(
CommandT
inCommand,
void
*ioParam)
{

Boolean

cmdHandled =true;

switch (inCommand) {
case cmd_New:
LWindow
*theWindow:
theWindow = LWindow::CreateWindow(window_Sample, this);
theWindow->Show();
break;
case cmd_ScalePicture:
II code to handle scaling of the active picture
break;
case cmd_RotatePicture:
II code to handle rotation of the active picture
break;
case cmd_DistortPicture:
II code to handle distortion of the active picture
break;
default:
cmdHandled = LApplication::ObeyCommand(inCommand, ioParam);
break;
}
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return cmdHandled;
}

Writing the findCommandStatus () function
Every application-specific menu item that you add to your program
should have a case section in both the ObeyCommand() and
Fi ndCommandStatus () member functions of the application-defined
class. The ObeyCommand() member function provides for the handling of
these menu selections, while the Fi ndComma ndSta tus () function
describes the appearance of the menu items. For simplicity, I'll assume
this version of Fi ndCommandStatus () is written such that each of the
three new menu items is always enabled. Figure 9.18 shows that the three
application-specific menu items in my hypothetical picture-editing program appear in the ObeyCommand () and Fi ndCommandStatus () routines.

Boolean CPPEditorApp::Obeycommand(...)
{

Boolean cmdHandled
Rect
theRect;

= true;

switch ( 1nCommand )
{

case cmd_New:

void CPPEd1 torApp::F1 ndCommandStatus(...)
{

II

swttch ( 1nCommand)

break;

ase cmd_ScaleP1cture:
outEnabled
true;
break;

case cmd_ScaleP1cture:

=

II
break;

ase cmcLRotateP1cture:
true;
outEnabled
break;

case cmd_RotateP1cture:

=

II
break;

ase cmd_DJstortPicture:
true;
outEnab led
break;

case cmd_DtstortP1cture:

=

II
break;
default:
cmdHandled
break;

default:
LAppl 1cat1on::Fi ndCommandStatusC...);
break;

=LApplication
}
}

return cmdHandled;
}

Figure 9.18 Application-specific menu items should be listed in both the
ObeyCommand() and FindCommandStatus() member functions.
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The PowerPlantMenu68K
Example Application
The PowerPlantlntro68K program in Chapter 8 demonstrates the use of
menus in an application created using PowerPlant, but only to a limited
extent. PowerPlantlntro68K only implemented the standard menus
found in all Mac programs. Typical Mac applications will also add
menus and menu items not common to all other programs. The
PowerPlantMenu68K example includes the standard menus that
PowerPlant knows about (the same three that are present in
PowerPlantintro68K-the program that is simply the compilation of the
files CodeWarrior places in every new PowerPlant-based project). In
addition, PowerPlantMenu68K has one new application-specific
menu-a Draw menu that holds two menu items. In Figure 9.19, you
can see that the Draw Square item has already been selected and the
Draw Circle item is about to be chosen.
S File Edit

D
Figure 9.19

The PowerPlantMenu68K program in action.
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The PowerPlantMenu68K Project
You can create the PowerPlantMenu68K.µ project in the same manner
as last chapter's PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project-choose New Project
from the File menu of the CodeWarrior IDE, select the Basic
PowerPlant 68k project stationery, then provide a name for the project.
After that, a project window like the one shown in Figure 9.20 appears.
If you select Run from the Project menu right now, CodeWarrior
will build and run the default starter application-the one I named
PowerPlantlntro68K in Chapter 8. Instead of doing that, I'll add both
resources and source code to the files that CodeWarrior has supplied
so that I'll get a new program-one that does just a little more than
the starter program. In Figure 9.20, you see that I've pointed out the
two files that I'll be working with-all the other files will be included
"as is."

v"' Application

Add source code --ii+--<- PP Basic Starter.op
"'

O!

PP Basic Resource .rsrc

Add resources - - t t - - r - PP Basic Resource.ppob

n/a:
n/a!
n/a !
n/a !

"' PP Action Strings.rsrc
"' PP DebugAlerts.rsrc
..........
· T>··~····c·;;·;;:;;:;;·;;-;;·C1;;·;::;;·························· ........................ ~.', ........·.·:.... 0•••• l_,·_.
jj>····~····r;;·;;·•;:;r:,;;;·

······························
···~····~···"F"i"i"i> ..& ..!itr:,;:a;n····
··~--~··· ·i>·a-;;;;·;;·

··~--~·····.1;i)i)1e:· "E:y·;;·;;·•;;················

··l}:··~··Tisis······································
··K···:;;;····s····u···p···p···o···,.···t··················

o! •
n/a:
n/a !
n/a !
n/a !

EI O
III
[I
[I
[I
[I

·····ii"! ····· I:f
····· ···iit ······Er

0
...................,...............0.,
··········· a·i ······· ..a··

···················i··············iiT ············iit ········~·
············ff! ········Er
·······················l··············6f ············a·t ········a

o··· ! ................. ............... .

····································• ············a·t ............ 00··~,_·

El
·········Er
::~:::~::::~~~[.~[.~!~ . . .. . . . . . . . . . :· ····· · · · · · · : : . . .,:::::::::::::~ :::::::::::::::~ ::::::::::::s::
v "'

···15···~· ···u•Witi1;;; ······

72 file(s)

Figure 9.20

0

0

The project window of the PowerPlantMenu68K.µ project.

The PowerPlantMenu68K ttesources
The PowerPlantMenu68K.µ project has all of the same resources that
were found in Chapter B's PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project. These are the
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resources supplied to the project in the four resource files CodeWarrior
adds to any PowerPlant-based project. Additionally, the
PowerPlantMenu68K.µ project will have a new Menu resource not
found in the supplied files. I'll use Constructor to:
•
•
•

Create this new Menu resource.
Add a couple of menu items to it.
Specify a command number for each of these two menu items.

If you don't have the project's PP Basic Resource.ppob file open at this

time, double-click on the file name in the PowerPlantMenu68K.µ project window to launch Constructor and to open this file.

Eomt1G THE PPoa REsooRCE
My PowerPlantMenu68K program will use a window like the one
Code Warrior provides in the PP ob resource of the PP Basic
Resource.ppob file. I can't, however, get away with leaving this
resource untouched-it holds a pane (an LCapti on class pane) with the
words "PowerPlant says: hello world." To remove this pane, I'll doubleclick on the <replace me> resource name under the Windows and
Views listing in the PP Basic Resource.ppob project window to open
the layout editor that displays the contents of the PP ob resource.
Recall that Constructor, like the CodeWarrior IDE, calls its main
window a project window.

To remove the text, first click once on the text pane to select it. Then
press the Delete key, or choose Cut from the Edit menu.
While I'm in the layout editor I'll make a couple of trivial changes
as an excuse to gain a little experience with Constructor and the PPob
resource. I begin by double-clicking anywhere within the window that's
displayed in the layout editor. That opens the property inspector for the
window pane. As shown in Figure 9.21, this inspector displays quite a
bit of information about the window. Some of this information will be
described in Chapter 10. For now, I'll just type in a new title for the window-Figure 9.21 shows that I've typed "Drawing" in the Window
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Title edit box. Now, each new window created from this PPob resource
will have this title displayed in its title bar.
With the window title changed, click on the property inspector window's close box. Then click on the close box of the layout editor to close
it too-it's time to move on to the creation of a new menu.
The Constructor property inspector for a window pane lets you
enter the same descriptive information for a window as a ResEdit
lets you make to a WIND resource. For instance, you can see that
N 0 T E
the four edit boxes in the upper-left corner of the property
inspector allow you to set the window's initial screen location and
size-window characteristics the ResEdit lets you set as well.

~
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1~:
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I~

§lfi:'.'.'.·::::.:·
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-----

I;(

-

I~~!

1Clidciog/Drav..,,:--11Q

---
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'

lleft: 4

F\;

I
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~Top:~-1

'

1~.

····~
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i=--,

-

Hetgbt:

~

I

I D Hide On Suspend

T

i

I

D Delao Select
l8J Erase On Update

I

~---

'

---- -------·: -----
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I

Ozoom Box
l8J Close Box
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..

I
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Class ID: ~
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~R!ql!~lar==•~I- - - - . , , ,

;::I

Auto Position: I Off

•

I

rVtndow Sizing:············---····- r·User Data:-··-·- ·········----------1
Vidth
Heoight
i

I
i

Minimum

Size:~~

User

Constant:~

l::::.:;;~:-~cij ~·~:·~=lo
Figure 9.21

]

m--~j ~:

The property inspector for a window pane.
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EDITl"G THE ME"O BRR REsOORCE
There's nothing special about the Constructor Menu Bar resource-it
holds an MBAR resource. What is special is the way in which Constructor
implements its menu bar editor. While this editor of course lets you add
and remove menus from a menu bar, it also allows you to edit the items
in any one menu, and to establish the command numbers that each item
in a menu needs. In being able to do all that, the Constructor menu bar
editor will most likely serve as the only editor you'll use for working
with your project's menu bar, menus, and menu item. That is, you
might use the menu bar editor as your menu-editing "command center" and forego ever double-clicking on any one Menu resource. To
begin your menu editing, double-click on the unnamed Menu Bar
resource in the PP Basic Resource.ppob project window. As shown in
Figure 9.22, you'll see the menu bar that CodeWarrior uses to start off
each PowerPlant-based project. In this figure, the one item in the Apple
menu is shown. If you want to display the items in the File or Edit
menu, you can click once on either of those menu names.
flDDl"G fl rtEW ME"O RESOORCE
Back in Figure 9.19, you saw that the PowerPlantMenu68K program has
one new menu added to the three supplied by CodeWarrior-a Draw
menu with two items in it. To add this new menu to the existing Menu
Bar resource, you'll use the Edit menu. As shown in Figure 9.23, the
Edit menu offers you the means to do quite a bit with menu resources.

To create the new Draw menu, first click on the Edit menu in the
menu bar editor (not on the Edit menu in the Constructor menu bar!).
Next, choose New Menu from the Edit menu. When you do that, a new
menu like the one shown in Figure 9.24 will be added to the menu bar.
Constructor adds the new menu after the selected menu in the menu
bar editor-that's why I clicked on the Edit menu first.
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PP Basic Resourc.e.ppob
T~~

~

v
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•
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Figure 9.22

Edit Menu

Viewing a menu bar resource in Constructor.

Can't Undo

:~z

Cut
Copy
Paste
Clear

:!CH
:ICC
:ICU

Select Rll
Duplicate Menu

:!CR
:!CD

New Menu
:ICM
New Menu Item
:!CK
New Separator Item :ICNew Separator I tern :ICEdit Menu
Menu Info

:lei

Figure 9.23 With a Menu Bar resource open, Constructor's
Edit menu holds several menu-editing items.
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Duplicate Menu

88R
880

OOH

New Menu
88M
New Menu Item
88K
New Separator Item 88New Separator Item 88Edit Menu
Menu Info

Figure 9.24

881

Adding a new menu to a Menu Bar resource in Constructor.

To change the name of the new menu, just start typing. To make the
new menu a Draw menu, type in the word Draw.
ffDDIHG MEHO ITEMS TO THE "EW MEHO REsOORCE
The new menu is initially devoid of menu items. To create a new item,
choose New Menu Item from the Edit menu. Then, as I've just done in
Figure 9.25, type the name of the new menu item. For this example,
type Draw Square. The results are shown in Figure 9.25.

Figure 9.25 Adding a new menu item to a menu
in a Menu Bar resource in Constructor.
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Now, again select New Menu Item from the Edit menu to add the second menu item. In the new, empty item, type in the words Draw Circle,
as shown in Figure 9.26.

Figure 9.26 Adding a second new menu item to a menu
in a Menu Bar resource in Constructor.

flSSICitlltlG COMMfltlD HUMBE~S TO TttE HEW MEtlU ITEMS
For a project that didn't rely on PowerPlant for much of its code, you'd
consider the new menu complete. PowerPlant, however, relies on the
fact that each menu item has its own command number by which it can
be identified. To assign a menu item such a number, double-click on it
to bring up its property inspector. When you do that for the Draw
Square item, you'll see the property inspector pictured in Figure 9.27.
Here you can assign a shortcut key (a command key equivalent),
change the look of the text of the item, and so forth. You can also assign
the menu item a command number. As you see in Figure 9.27, I've
entered the number 1006 as the command number for the Draw Square
menu item. Do the same, then close the property inspector. Note that
the menu bar editor now displays the command number to the right of
the menu item (see Figure 9.28).
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Menu item"Drow Square"
Menu Item Text :
Shortcut Key :
Mark Character:

J

Drow Square

il€

D
D

0 Se par a tor Item
0 Check Mark
0 Diamond Mark

Command Number : ._I1_00_61"--_~I 0

Text ID

[8j En able Menu Item
Script System : ~
Submenu ID: ~
Menu

Icon: -~----------,

Icon

ID : ~
0 Reduce icon to 16x 16?
0 Use S ICN?

Note : This version of Constructor
does not display icons in the
menu.

M"nu Stgl":
0Bold

0

Underline

0 Italic
Ooutline
O s hadow
0 Condensed
0

Extended

¢· Iii

Figure 9.27

•
•

The property inspector for a menu item.

Draw Square
Draw Circle

................. 1006

Figure 9.28 If a menu item in the displayed menu has been
assigned a command number, Constructor lists it in the menu bar editor.
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Recall from the Adding Application-Specific Menu Items section
that values assigned to the command numbers of menu items are
arbitrary. There are two points you should abide by. First, a comM0 T E
mand number must be unique compared to all other command
numbers used by items in this application's menu bar. Second, the
PowerPlant numbering convention for command numbers for
application-specific menu items states that command numbers
should be given values greater than 999. Beyond that, the choice
is yours.

~

Next, assign a command number for the second menu item-the Draw
Circle item. Figure 9.29 shows that I've opened that item's property
inspector and entered a value of 2005 as the command number.
Menu item"Dniw Circle"
Menu Item Text:
Shortcut Koy:
Mark Character:

Command Number:

l._o_ra_w_C_ir_c_le_ _ _ _ _ _ _~
i!€

D
D DD

D Separator Item
Chock Mark
Diamond Mark

~i2o_o_s-~'

D Text ID

181 Enablo Menu Item
ScriptSystom:

~

Submonu ID:

~

Menu I c o n : - - - - - - - - - ,
Icon ID:~

D Reduce icon to 16x16?
OusoSICN?
Note : This version of Constructor
does not display icons in tho

menu.

Menu Style:
0Bold
Oundorlino

D Italic
D Outline
Oshadow

D Condensed
D Extended

~----~o

Figure 9.29

The property inspector for a second menu item.

After closing the Draw Circle menu item's property inspector, the new
Draw menu is complete. As shown in Figure 9.30, this menu now has
two items, each with a unique command number. You'll see these num-
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hers again when I describe the additions you'll make to the project's
source code.

Figure 9.30 The completed Draw menu, its menu items, and
its menu item command numbers are all displayed in the menu bar editor.

The PowerPlantMenu68K Source Code
For the PowerPlantMenu68K project, I'll start with the source code in
the PP Basic Starter.h and PP Basic Starter.cp files that have been supplied to the project by CodeWarrior. No, that's not cheating!
Metrowerks supplies this code to programmers as another way of
reducing the effort necessary to write a Mac application. Remember,
PowerPlant exists to minimize your programming efforts.
REttflMHt<i THE STARTER HEADER flLE

In the Chapter 8 PowerPlant example, I simply compiled all the files in
the project created using PowerPlant stationery and gave the resulting
application a name-PowerPlantlntro68K. Here, I'll be making some
changes (albeit minor ones) to the CodeWarrior-supplied code that is a
part of each new PowerPlant project.
In keeping with the convention of defining a class in one file and its
member functions in another file, a newly created PowerPlant-based
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project provides the definition of an application class in a header file-the CPPStarterApp class defined in the PP Basic Starter.h file. I'll give
this class a name that's a little more descriptive of the purpose of the
class (which is to be the main class for a program that demonstrates
adding a new menu to a program). CodeWarrior calls this application
class CPPSta rterApp-I'll rename it CPPMenuApp.
You'll find that most projects that use PowerPlant store applicationspecific code in a source code file and header file that each bear the
same name as the application class. Consider the code for this example-the PowerPlantMenu68K program. Because I'm naming the class
derived from the LAppl i ca ti on class CPPMenuApp, I'll define that class
in a header file named CPPMenuApp.h and define each of the class
member functions in a source code file named CPPMenuApp.cp.
I'm modifying the CPPS ta rte r App class in the existing PP Basic
Starter.h file, so I'll simply rename that file to match the file naming
convention that I just mentioned. From the CodeWarrior IDE, I'll select
Open from the File menu to open the PP Basic Starter.h file, as shown
in Figure 9.31. When the file opens, I select Save As from the File menu
and rename the file CPPMenuApp.h (see Figure 9.32).

=Hard Driue
{}

Eject
Desktop

(

Cancel

t

Open

)

J

Figure 9.31 Opening the PP Basic Starter.h header file
from within the CodeWarrior /DE.
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la PowerPlantMenu68K ""I
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Hard Driue
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.
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[
(
(

;
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Desktop )
New LJ )
Eject

loo.olj

Figure 9.32 Renaming the PP Basic Starter.h header
file from within the CodeWarrior.

You don't have to rename the basic starter files, but you'll want
to. It makes keeping track of files from different projects easier,
and it abides by a convention that's generally followed for
n0 TE
PowerPlant-based projects. For this example, I'll take my time
walking through the process. In Chapter 10, I'll leave it up to you
to make the file naming changes (or to peek back at this example
if you need a refresher).

~

As an aside, if you like this idea of renaming CodeWarrior-supplied files that you've edited, you may also want to rename the
Constructor file PP Basic Resource.ppob to, say, PPMenu.rsrc. If
n0 TE
you do that, you'll have to remove PP Basic Resource.ppob from,
and add PPMenu.rsrc to, the project in the CodeWarrior IDE.

~

EDITIHG THE HEADER flLE
I've changed the name of the PP Basic Starter.h header file-but I
haven't changed any code within the file. I'll do that now. The only
thing I'll change in this header file is the name of the application class.
In Figure 9.33, you can see that this change necessitates editing the old
class name (CPPStarterApp) in three places.

I've given the file a new name because I've made changes to it. On
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the other hand, the changes are so trivial that I really should give
Metrowerks credit for the code. In Figure 9.33, you see that my comment at the top of the file reflects this.

~~8.::.9~~~~
...but leave
reference to
its origin

-.........,.,.,. II

-1--f+11

CPPMenuApp. h

A slight modification to the following Metrowerks file:
PP Basic Starter.h
01994-1996 Metrowerks Inc. All rights reserved.

===========================================================================

#pragma once
#include <LApplication.h>

r-----+~--CPPMenuApp

: public LApplication {

public:
.------1+---------CPPMenuApp();

.-------___.,.,.,..;o...,._-----cPPMenuApp();

virtual Boolean

ObeyCommand (CommandT inCommand, void* ioParam);

virtual void

FindCommandStatus (CommandT inCommand,
Boolean &outEnabled, Boolean &outUsesMark,
Char16 &outMark, Str255 outName):

Edit

from: CPPStarterApp
to: CPPMenuApp

protected:
virtual void

Startup( l;

};

·:·

,'_,.

Figure 9.33 Changing the file name comment and
the name of the application class in the application header file.

With the changes to the header file complete, select Save from the File
menu and then close the file.
REnRtttnCi THE SOURCE CODE ftLE
The real additions to the source code come in the PP Basic Starter.cp
file. Before jumping right in, rename the file to match the convention
mapped out above. In the project window, double-click on the name of
the PP Basic Starter.cp file to open it. Then select Save As from the File
menu. As I'm doing in Figure 9.34, rename the file CPPMenuApp.cp,
and then click the Save button.
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Figure 9.34

Renaming the PP Basic Starter.cp file.

When you rename a file that's in a project, CodeWarrior automatically
updates the project to reflect this change. As shown in Figure 9.35,
renaming the PP Basic Starter.cp file to CPPMenuApp.cp results in
CodeWarrior using this new name in the project window.
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Figure 9.35 The PowerP/antMenu68K.µ project
after the PP Basic Starter.cp file name has been changed.
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EDITIHG THE SOORCE CODE flLE

Now it's time to make the changes to the source code. I'll start with the
easy stuff-the changes that don't involve new code, but rather involve
only the updating of code to match the change of the name of the header file and the change of the name of the application class.
Because I've changed the name of the included header file from PP
Basic Starter.h to CPPMenuApp.h, I'll need to change the first
Iii nc 1 ude directive. It was Iii ncl ude PP Basic Starter. h, I'll change
it to Iii ncl ude CPPMenuApp. h. Then, while I'm at the top of the source
code file, I'll make a change to the comment-a change that's similar to
the one I made at the top of the CPPMenuApp.h file. Figure 9.36 shows
these changes.
Edit this comment

II
II

==================== ====================================================== CPPMenuApp.cp

II

II
II
II

A slight modification to the following Metrowerks file:
PP Basic Starter.cp
@1994-1996 Metrowerks Inc. All rights reserved.

===========================================================================

#include "CPPMenuApp.h'
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<LGrowZone.h>
<LWindow.h>
<PP_Messages.h>
<PP_Resources.h>
<PPobClasses.h>

Change the name of this header file to match
the new name given to PP Basic Starter.h

Figure 9.36 Changing the file name comment and
the name of the included application header file.

Now I need to change each occurrence of "CPPStarterApp" to
"CPPMenuApp." Each class member function definition includes the
class name, so there'll be a few changes to make. As shown in Figure
9.37, I can use the Find dialog box to facilitate this type of change.
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Find
find: rPPStarterApp

IG~

Replace: icPPMenuApp
ffiiir}

~

"V'

r

Batch
[i Wrap

Ignore case
[)Entire Word

Multi-file Search -

Ir

I[i)

il!l

0

file Sets:r

~-I

0

Regexp

Ftnd

j

I Replace J
IRepla c" & Find I
Replace All J

~
D Stop et End ofu1le

w

D Sources
D '.3y3tern He3ders
D Project Headers
D ( Others... I
~~---

Figure 9.37 The Find dialog box set up to perform a search
and replace on the old application class name.

After clicking the Replace All button in the Find dialog box, the
changes will be made. In Figure 9.38, you see that main () now declares
theApp to be a variable of the class type CPPMenuApp-as expected.
-: CPPMenuRpp.cp

l~!Ei'

Iii

~~IE] IE] P•th jH..-d Drivo : C'a't 0 Gold : 5'jdow C'f/ Boole :C...Mtnus :PowtrPlon\Mtou68K 5r1""Apt>.op

CJ

void main (void)

~

{

9

~

I I Set Debugging options

~$~1

SetDebugThrow_(debugAction_Alert);
SetDebugSignal_ (debugAction_ Alert) ;

InitializeHeap(3);

;;

~j1

~:~:~~=~:!=:~~:~::~g=~s ter Pointer :f~i~.':·;,
...

new LGrowZone(20000);

theApp. Run (l;

t---- CPPMenuApp

theApp ;

.:.'.•

:: : : ~=~::::::~:,:.'"' ' i

I I Initialize standard Toolbox managers
UQDGlobals: : InitializeToolbox (&qd);

This is now the
application class
type as listed in CPPMenuApp.h

lf1'

.,

'°'

~~!.Iii

Figure 9.38 The search and replace will
change the declaration of theApp in main ( ).
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My search and replace also resulted in changes to the first line of the
class constructor, destructor, and the Sta rt Up () member functions.
Figure 9.39 points this out.
The constructor and destructor names have been changed

11 ----- -----------------11
• CPPMenuApp
11 ----- --- - ----- ----- -- --/I Constructor

---------------- - ---------- ----- ----- - ---- ----// replace this with your App type
------------------------------ - ----------------

CPPMenuApp: : CPPMenuApp ()
(

I I Register functions to

reate core PowerPlant classes

RegisterAllPPClasses () ;

The class name
in the definition
of each member
function now
matches the
application class
type as listed in
CPPMenuApp.h

11 ------------- ------ ------ --------- - --------- - - ---- ----- - ---- - --------- -/I
• -CPPMenuApp
I I replace this with your App type
11 ------ ------ ----- ----- --- ------------------- -------- -------------------/I Destructor
II
CPPMenuApp: : -CPPMenuApp ( )
(
)

11 - - - - - - --- - - - -- - - - - - -- --- - - - -- - - - - - - --- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - --/I
• startup
11 -------------- - ----------------- ------------- ------ - ---- ------ - ---- ------

//
II

This function lets you do something when the application starts up
without a document. For example, you could issue your own new corranand.

void
CPPMenuApp: : Startup ()
(

ObeyCommand(cmd_New, nil);

I I EXAMPLE, create a new window

Figure 9.39 The search and replace will change the class name in the definitions of
the application class constructor, destructor, and StartUp() member functions.

The last two occurrences of CPPStarterApp that have been changed to
CPPMenuApp are in the function definitions for ObeyCommand () and
Fi ndCommandStatus ().Figure 9.40 shows these changes.
ADDlltG THE COMMflltD "OMBER COltSTfltlTS

Now it's time to make real changes to the code-changes that implement the behavior that is expected of the new menu and menu items.
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[Sij!iil~ll.UP•th il!Ord~2C'ltt0 Oold:.SIJ~ttlfeOck,.~~j\pp;Oi>

<~

11 ---- - - - -- - - --- - - - -- - - - --- - - - - ---- --- --- - - ------- - -- - - ------ - - ---- 11
• ObeyCommand
11 --- --- - -------- - - - - ------ - - - - - -- ---- - --- - - - -------- - - - ---- - - - - - ---

Boolean
CPPMenuApp : : ObeyConunand (

CommandT
void
The class name
In the definition
of each member
function now
matches the
application class
type as listed in
CPPMenuApp.h

inConunand,
*ioParam)

11 --- - -- --- - - -- - - - --- - - - - - - ------- - - ----- -- -- -- -- -- - - ----- - - ---- -- - II
• FindComrnandStatus
11 --- ---- - - -- ------ - - - --- --- -- - - - - ---- - - - ---- - - - - --- - -- -- - ----- - - - -/I
This function enables menu commands.
11
void
CPPMenuApp: : FindComrnandStatus (
inCommand,
CommandT
Boolean
&outEnabled,
Boolean
&outUsesMark,
&outMark,
Char16
outName)
Str255

Figure 9.40 The search and replace will change the
class name in the definitions of the application class ObeyCommand()
and FindCommandStatus() member functions.

Each application-specific menu item should have its own constant
defined in the source code. That provides the link between source code
and menu resources. I've added two menu items, so I'll need to add
two constants to the one that already exists. Figure 9.41 shows these
two definitions. Note that the numbers 1006 and 2005 match the command numbers assigned to the new menu items in the new menu
resource that I created and edited using Constructor.
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--·---=-------·--·-·- CPPMenuRpp.cp --··----=::::::=llii

~lifil

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include

<PPobClasses.h>
<UDrawingState.h>
<UMemoryMgr.h>
<URegistrar.h>
<LEditField.h>

II put declarations for resource ids (ResIDTs) here

A new constant
for each new
menu item

const ResIDT

window_Sarnple
cmd_DrawSquare
cmd_DrawCircle

l;
=
=

1006;
2005;

Figure 9.41 Adding a constant for each of the two new menu items
that were added in the new menu in the Constructor resource file.

flDDltlG TO THE OaEY(oMMfltlD () MEMBER

f lltlCTIOtl

In order for the program to respond to user selections of new menu
items, each application-specific menu item needs a case section in the
ObeyCommand () routine. Figure 9.42 shows the additions I made to the
ObeyCommand() function.
The PowerPlantMenu68K application will be able to handle two
application-specific menu items. The first, Draw Square, does just thatit draws a square in the program's window. The second, Draw Circle,
draws a circle. Both menu commands are implemented using calls to
QuickDraw Toolbox routines. As discussed in Chapter 8, the scope resolution operator ( : : ) is used to make it clear to anyone reading the code
that SetRect( ), FrameRect( ), and FrameOval ()are Toolbox routines.
As the program is now written, drawing takes place in the
ObeyCommand () routine that is a member function of the application class. Since menu commands that perform drawing always
apply to a window, not to the application itself (recall that menu
commands such as New and Quit apply to an application}, it
would make more sense to have these two commands handled by
an ObeyCommand() routine written for a window class derived
from the PowerPlant class LWi ndow. Not only would it make more
sense, it would make window updating work (you'll see that the
circle or square doesn't get properly redrawn in a window that
needs refreshing}. In Chapter 10, I'll remedy this situation.
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CPPMenuRpp.cp

. ' ' ... ,
'
Ii.rd Dr1mCVI0:~"$!1®'(
cif•:e...Me!M!
' . ::
. ;, ~~c ,- , ,
~

Boolean
CPPMenuApp: : ObeyConunand (
Comma.ndT
inConutlalld,

void

...

,•"

*ioParam)

Boolean
Rect

cmdHandled
theRect;

= true;

switch {inCommand) {
II Deal with command messages {defined in PP_Messages.h).
I I Any that you don't handle will be passed to LApplication
case cmd_New:

I I EXAMPLE, create a new window
LWindow
• theWindow;
theWindow = LWindow: :CreateWindow(window_Sample, this);
theWindow->Show () ;
break;
case cmd_DrawSquare:

Adda new

case section
for each new - H - - - - 1
menu Item to
handle

::SetRect( r.theRect, 10, 10, 100, 100 I;
: : FrameRect ( &theRect ) :
break;

case cmd_DraWCircle:
::SetRect( &theRect, 30, 30, 130, 130 ) ;
: : FrameOVal ( &theRect ) ;
break;
default:
cmdHandled
break;

= LApplication: : ObeyComma.nd {inCommand,

ioParam) ;

return cmdHandled;

Iii

Figure 9.42 Adding a case section for each new menu
item in the ObeyCommand() member function definition.

In Figure 9.42 you can see that the two constants that I just recently
added near the top of the source code file are used in my new
ObeyCommandC) code. Here are the two constants you'll find at the top
of the source code:
const
const

CommandT
CommandT

cmd_DrawSquare
cmd_DrawCircle

1006;
2005;

The constants are then used in the switch statement in
ObeyCommand( ):

case cmd_DrawSquare:
II draw a square
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case cmd_DrawCircle:
II draw a circle

flDDl"G TO THE fl"DCOMMA"DSTflT<IS() MEMBER f<l"CTIO"
Each new menu item should have a corresponding section of code in
the application's Fi ndCommandStatus () member function. Figure 9.43
shows the code that has been added to Fi ndCommandStatus ( ).
!§Iii

CPPMenuRpp.cp -

liij

void
CPPMenuApp: : FindCommandStatus (
CommandT
inCommand,
Boolean
&outEnabled,
Boolean
&ou tUsesMark,
Char16
&outMark ,
outName)
Str255

switch (inCommand)

{

I I Return menu item status according to command messages .
I I Any that you don't handle will be passed to LAppl i cation
case cmd_New:

out Enabled = true ;

.--

I I EXAMPLE
I I enabl e the New command

break;

case cmd_ DrawSquare:

outEnabled

:rs:a~~c~~:
menu item

= true ;

outUsesMark = false;

Add a new

break;

--++-----<
case crnd_DrawCircle:
ou tEnabled

=

true ;

outUsesMark = false;
'---

break ;

default:
LApplication: :FindCommandStatus ( inCommand, outEnabled,
outUsesMark, outMark, outName);
break;

Figure 9.43 Adding a case section for each new menu item in the
Fi ndCommandStatus ()member function definition.

Once again the two command number constants that I defined near the
start of the source code listing are used to let PowerPlant communicate
with the new Menu resource. If Fi ndCommandStatus () is passed an
inCommand value of cmd_DrawSquare, the routine will set outEnabled
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306--------------------------------to true and outUsesMa rk to fa 1 se. This will tell the calling routine that
the Draw Square menu item should be enabled and should not have
any kind of mark beside it. Since this menu item uses no mark, there is
no need to give outMark a value (recall that outMark specifies the type
of mark that should appear to the left of a menu item). And since the
Draw Square menu item doesn't have its text changed (the item will
always appear as "Draw Square" in the menu), there is no need to
assign outName a string value.
If Fi ndCommandStatus () receives an i nCommand value of
cmd_DrawCi rel e, out Enabled will again be set to true and
outUsesMark will again be set to false. This is because the Draw
Circle menu item behaves the same as the Draw Square menu item: It is
always enabled and doesn't use a mark.

Running the Program
After implementing the changes to the source code, select Run from the
Project menu to compile the code and to give the program a test run.
With PowerPlantMenu68K running, verify that the new menu items
work by first choosing Draw Square from the Draw menu, and then
Draw Circle from the same menu. Next, select New from the File menu
to open a new, empty window. Again make selections from the Draw
menu.
After successfully compiling and running PowerPlantMenu68K,
return to the source code and try your hand at making a few changes to
ObeyCommandC ). If you question the use of Toolbox calls in a
PowerPlant project, try changing the code under the cmd_DrawSqua re
case label. Alter the values of the parameters to FrameRect( ). Or,
change the calls to the drawing routines. Substitute the call to
FrameRectC) with a call to the Toolbox function FrameRoundRect( ).
To draw a line rather than a square, replace the SetRect() and
FrameRectC) calls with calls to the Toolbox routines MoveTo() and
Line().
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Summary
PowerPlant classes greatly reduce the amount of menu-handling code
you'll need to write for an application. You will, however, still need to
create menu-related resources for your programs. Fortunately
Constructor makes this task simple.
When the user makes a menu selection from a program created
from a PowerPlant-based project, PowerPlant code sends a command to
one of the objects in the application. The object that receives this command is referred to as a commander, or target. Through the use of the
ObeyCommand () member function, the target object gets the first opportunity to handle the menu command. If the command doesn't pertain to
the target, the target will pass the command up to the next higher object
in the chain of command.
To keep track of the current state of each menu item, PowerPlant
relies on the Fi ndCommandStatus () member function. You can use this
routine to tell PowerPlant under what conditions menu items should be
enabled or disabled, or checked or unchecked.
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PowvrPlant
and Panes
An application framework takes care of much of the drudgery of programming. Its job is to handle the tasks common to all programs.
Drawing is a big part of any Mac program-it's usually the graphics and
text that are drawn to a window that makes one Mac program different
from all other Macintosh applications. Because drawing varies with each
program, you might suspect that this is the point where an application
framework loses its effectiveness. Not so! Easing the task of drawing,
and working with drawn objects, is where PowerPlant really shines.
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In a PowerPlant project, you'll rely on panes to serve as areas of a
window that hold drawn objects. Each pane will have the ability to
draw itself (as in response to an update), and will have other features
not found in a traditional Mac programming environment-like the
ability to allow the user to drag a pane about a window. In this chapter,
you'll learn all about panes-the theory behind what they are, the creation of them using the Metrowerks Constructor, and an example program that uses a draggable pane.

Windows. Panes. and Views
Anything that is drawn in a PowerPlant-created program is drawn in a
pane. A view is a special type of pane that can hold other panes within
it.

About PowerPlant Panes and Views
A pane is a rectangle that occupies part or all of a window. One important property of a pane is that it is capable of drawing itself. A pane is
an object that is derived from the PowerPlant LPane class. As one of its
many member functions, the LPane class (and thus any class derived
from LPane) includes a member function named DrawSel f( ). This routine, as you probably have just guessed, draws the contents of the pane.
To create a self-contained drawing area in a window, a program creates a class derived from LPane or LVi ew. The LVi ew class is itself
derived from LPane. A class derived directly from the LPane class is a
pane, while a class derived from the LV i ew class is considered a specialized type of a pane-PowerPlant calls it a view. Objects derived from
either class are drawing areas. The difference is that a view may contain
other views or panes, while a pane may not. Figure 10.1 elaborates on
this somewhat tricky notion. In this figure, I show a part of the
PowerPlant class hierarchy. Here you see the classes derived from the
LPane class and from the LVi ew class (which, as mentioned, is itself
derived from the LPane class). Note that this figure doesn't show all of
the PowerPlant classes derived from the LPane class-it just shows
some of the more commonly used classes.
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[

LPane

An object of one of these
pane class types may not
embed panes within it

J
{
{

I

I.

LCaption

LMovieController]

LEditField

I.

=1

I

LControl

J

LView

I

j
_J

I

l

]

]
An object of one of these
pane class types may
embed panes wit hin it

J
{

LScroller

I..

-i

I

{

LPicture

I

I

LWindow

]

l

Figure 10.1

I
_J

Part of the PowerP/ant LPane class hierarchy.

From Figure 10.1, you see that an object of one of the class types derived
from LVi ew can contain other panes or views within it. You've already
seen this to be the case with the LWi ndow class. Back in Chapter 7, I used
Constructor to examine the PP Basic Resource.ppob file that was a part
of that chapter's PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project. (refer to Figure 7.27 in
that chapter). There, when I double-clicked on the window in the PPob
layout editor, the title bar in the property inspector that opened let me
know that the selected item was a pane of type LWi ndow. When I next
double-clicked on the text that was in the window (the "PowerPlant
says: hello world" string), the property inspector that opened let me
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know that this text was a pane of type LC apt i on (refer back to Figure
7.28). Obviously, the LCapti on pane was present inside the LWi ndow
pane. While LWi ndow can be called a pane, it would be more descriptive
and more accurate if I restated that last sentence to say that the
LCapti on pane was present inside the LWi ndow view.
Since LCapti on is a pane, and not a view, you can't add a pane
within an LC apt ion pane. A little later in this chapter, you'll see
how to add panes (or views) to a PPob resource. Once you know
" 0 T E how that's done, you can use Constructor to open the PP
Basic Resource.ppob file from the Chapter 7 example
PowerPlantlntro68K.µ project and verify that Constructor won't
allow you to add a pane to the LCapt ion pane in the layout editor.

r:l1

If a drawing area is to hold a standard element of the Macintosh inter-

face, such as a button or scroller, the program can create an object
derived from one of the many PowerPlant classes that are derived from
the LPane class. For example, the LScrol l er class is derived from
LVi ew (which is derived from LPane) and is used to add a scroll bar to
an area inside a window (rather than as a scroll bar along the outer edge
of a window, which would be used to scroll through the entire window). Note that because the LScroll er class is derived from LVi ew
(rather than directly from LPane), a scroll bar object is a view. As such,
it may contain a view or pane within it. Typically, a scroller object will
contain text or a picture object inside it.
Looking back at the class hierarchy shown in Figure 10.1 you see
that the LPi cture class is a view. That means that if an
LPi cture is placed inside an LScrol l er (which is often the
" 0 T E case), the LPicture itself could have a pane or panes within it.
Thus there could be a picture within a picture, or text within the
picture, or even another scroll area with a picture within another
picture. If you're curious, you can peek ahead to Figures 10.11
and 10.12 to see a scroll er and picture in a window.

~

A pane doesn't exist on its own; it is always inside something else.
Typically, that "something" is a window. Thus a scroll bar in a window
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would be an LScrol l er in an LWi ndow. So that you realize the "pane
connection" here, it's important to take note of the fact that both the
LScroller and LWindow classes are derived from the LView class,
which, in turn, is derived from the LPane class.
You've just read that a view can hold other views or panes. When a
view does hold still another view or pane, it is said to be the superview of
the held view or pane. For instance, a window is the superview of a
scroll bar that appears in the window. From the scroll bar's perspective,
it is considered a subpane of the window. This hierarchy doesn't carry
on infinitely, of course. At the top is the window, which has no superview. A view that doesn't have a superview is called a top level container.

Panes and Constructor
Panes can be created and edited with the resource editor Resorcerer or
with the Metrowerks Constructor. Because Constructor provides a more
graphical look at the panes you're creating, I'll describe its use in this
chapter.

Creating Panes
A pane (or view, or collection of panes and views) can be defined in a
PPob resource. In Chapter 8, you read that Constructor exists primarily
to create PPob resources. Using Constructor you can easily create a single PPob resource that defines a window and all of its views and panes.
This collection is referred to as a containment hierarchy. Once you're satisfied with the look of a window and its subpanes, you save the results
to the PPob resource that's stored in a resource file (typically, but not
necessarily, a Constructor file with an extension of .ppob). When you
create your CodeWarrior project, you'll include this file in your project
window. When you build an application from this project, the PPob
resources in the resource will become a part of that program-they'll be
saved along with other resources in the program's resource fork. The
source code that you write will include code that reads the PPob data
from the resource fork and then creates an object (or objects) based on
this information.
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The PP Basic Resource.ppob file that's a part of each PowerPlantbased project initially holds one PPob resource. You're free to modify
this resource so that its contents match what you have in mind for your
own program. To do that, you just double-dick on this resource under
the Windows and Views heading in the Constructor project window to
display the PPob in the Constructor layout editor. To add a pane to the
window, begin by selecting Display Classes from the Window menu.
When you do that, the window appears, as shown in Figure 10.2.
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Figure 10.2 The Display Classes window is used to add
any type of pane to the layout editor.
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To add a pane of any of the listed types to a PPob resource, drag and
drop. Click on the icon of a pane type in the Display Classes window
and, with the mouse button still held down, drag the mouse until the cursor is over the approximate spot in the PPob resource where the new pane
should be place. When you release the mouse button, the outline of a rectangle will appear in the PPob. In Figure 10.2, I have a standard checkbox
(an LStdCheckBox) highlighted. In Figure 10.3, I've dragged and
dropped the LStdCheckBox in the window pane of the PP ob resource.

•'"""""''''"''""'''"""""""'"'"'''"'""''"'""""'""""'"'"'"1'<!

l>owerPlant says: hello

Figure 10.3

world'~

Adding a standard checkbox pane to a PPob resource.

Creating a PPob Resource with Constructor
The PowerPlant examples you've seen to this point have all used a PP ob
resource to define a window, but you've had no exposure to creating
one of these PowerPlant-specific resources. So far I've relied on the one
PPob resource that's in the PP Basic Resource.ppob file which
CodeWarrior places in a new PowerPlant-based project. If your application has more than one type of window, you'll want to add other PP ob
resources to this file.
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You can add a new PPob resource to an existing resource file, or create a new file and add the PP ob resource to it. To create a new file,
choose New Project File from the File menu. When you do that, you'll
see a project window like the one pictured in Figure 10.4.
untitled

'Windows and Yiews

0 items

Menu Bars

0 items

Menus

0 items

V

Text Traits
C~stom

Figure 10.4

Pane Types

A new, empty Constructor project window.

To create the new PPob resource, click on the Windows and Views
heading in the project window and then select New Window Resource
from the Edit menu. In response, Constructor will display the dialog
box pictured in Figure 10.5.
The text of the New Window Resource menu item will change
based on which category. For instance, if you click on the Menus
heading the New Window Resource menu item text will change
H 0 T E
to New Menu Resource.

~

The dialog box pictured in Figure 10.5 allows you to enter specifics
about the resource that is to be created. In that figure I've left
untouched all but one of the values Constructor places in this dialog
box-in the Resource Name edit box I've entered an optional resource
name. After clicking the Create button, the project window displays the
newly added PPob resource under the Windows and Views heading
(see Figure 10.6).
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untitled

'w'hat type of resource do you wish to create?
Resource Tgpe: [ 'w'indow or View Layout (PPob)

.tf

Yiew Tgpe: ( L'w'indow
Resource Name

:J._M~e""'ss"'ag""'e_'w'.....,in~d~oWI-"--------'

Resource ID:

~
f CancelJ

Figure 10.5

I ~J
I.,... I

~ Create :u

Adding a new window resource (an LWi ndow) to a PP ob resource.

untitled
Type: Name

I ~ • .@!!IL
•

Yindows and Yiews

•

bi,

Ii
'Al

IEies:s:age \v'irrd~w I

Menu Bars
Menus
Text Traits

.P ¢
Figure 10.6

Changing the name of a resource in the Constructor project window.

Double-clicking on the name of the new resource opens the layout editor and displays the only pane in the new PPob resource--the view that
defines a window. Figure 10.7 shows this untitled window.
The name that I entered for the resource, Message Window, is
only used within Constructor-it's not a name that will be shown
in the title bar of a window created from this resource. To set
H 0 T E
that name, use the window pane's property inspector.

~
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untitled

Figure 10.7 The Constructor layout editor displaying a
new PPob resource that consists of one pane-an LWindow view.

Unsurprisingly, there are no panes in this new, empty window. To add a
pane, select Display Classes from the Window menu. That opens the
window shown back in Figure 10.2. As mentioned by that figure, to add
a pane to a PPob, you simply drag and drop the pane type from the
Display Classes window to the layout editor.

Using Constructor to Gain an
Understanding of Panes
One way to explore the relationship of windows, views, and panes is to
compare the look of an existing program that was created using the
PowerPlant framework with the PPob resources that are used by that
program. You can do this by first running a program and taking note of
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the contents of one of the program's windows. Then run the
Metrowerks Constructor and look at the PPob resource for that same
window.
The full-featured version of CodeWarrior includes several example PowerPlant projects. The electronic documentation The
PowerP/ant Book (on that package's Reference CD) provides a
n0 TE
walkthrough of many of the examples.

~

Examining This Chapter's
PowerPlantPane68K Example
Later in this chapter, you'll see the source code for a PowerPlant-created
application that displays a single window. Within the window of the
PowerPlantPane68K program is a box that can be clicked on and
dragged about the window. Figure 10.8 shows the window displayed
by that program.
New Window

I'm in pane!

Figure 10.8 The PowerPlantPane68K program displays
a window with a draggab/e box (a pane) in it.

The project from which this example program was built includes a
resource file-an edited version of the PP Basic Resource.ppob file
that CodeWarrior adds to each PowerPlant-based project. That file
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holds a single PPob resource. When this resource is opened with
Constructor, I'm able to get a graphical look at the different pane-related components of the program. When I moved the cursor over the layout editor and double-clicked on the white area that represents the
window, Constructor displays the property inspector for this pane. You
should recognize the inspector in Figure 10.9-it's of a type you saw in
Chapter 7.

LWlndow ID 1 "New Window"
Clicking/Drawing :
~ Targetable

D Get Select Click
D Hide On Suspend
D Delay Select
~ Erase On Update

Document window

•

I

Yindow Title: ""'INe;;..;;w;.. .;W;;.;;in""-do'""w_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____,
~ZoomBox
~Close Box
~Size Box
~Ti11e Bar
~Restzable

CJ

YDEF ID:
Class ID:~

~Initially Visible

Yindowuyw:~l=~~qu=la=r=•=I~----~
Auto Position : I Off
"' I

Yindow Sizing:

User D a t a : - - - - - - - - .
Yidth

Minimum Size:

~Enabled

Height

CJ CJ

Maximum Size:~~

User Constant:

lo

:=====:

Yindow RefCon: 1~9--~

Standard Size:~~

Figure 10.9

The property inspector for a window-an LWi ndow pane.

The title bar of the property inspector pictured in Figure 10.9 tells me
that this pane has an ID of 1 and holds data that can be used in an
object of the PowerPlant class LWi ndow.
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Besides the window itself, the only pane pictured in the layout editor is the outline of a rectangle. When I double-dick on that pane,
Constructor lets me know that this rectangle is used to hold the data for
an LPane object. Constructor shows that this pane has an ID of 2-as
shown in Figure 10.10.

Drop
0Left

0Right

Oeottom

Pane ID:
User Constant:
Class

12

ID Text ID

181 Enabled

:=lo===:, D Text oonstant 181 Visible

ID:~

1¢
The property inspector for an LPane
that is in an LWi ndow in a PPob resource.

Figure 10.10

Figures 10.9 and 10.10 illustrate that the example program I ran consisted of an LWi ndow object with a single pane object in it. As it turns out,
the window's framed rectangle with the text drawn in it is the pane.

Examining the Metrowerks
Mascle Demo Example
To really explore the use of panes, consider the Muscle Demo program-one of the many PowerPlant examples that are a part of the
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CodeWarrior Gold package. This program has a menu that can be used
to display a number of different windows-Figure 10.11 shows one of
them. In this figure, I've labeled the three objects that are held in this
window. Figure 10.11 shows a window that opens during the running
of the Muscle Demo program. Figure 10.12 shows the PPob resource for
this same window, as seen in Constructor.

LWindow object

LScroller object

LPicture object

Figure 10.11 A window with three objects in it, as displayed
in the application that creates the window.
PPob 300, "Scrolling Picture"
Scrolling Uie111

LWindow pane

LScroller pane

LPicture pane

Figure 10.12 The PPob resource that defines the window
of Figure 70.11, as viewed in Constructor.
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Looking at Figures 10.11 and 10.12 it may not be immediately obvious
that panes are present in the program's window. If you look at the declarations of the LWi ndow, LScrol l er, and LPi cture PowerPlant classes,
though, you'll see the connection. Each of these three classes is derived
from the LVi ew class. The LVi ew class, in turn, is derived from the
LPane class. That tells you that in a program, all three of these object
types will be able to do the things panes can do (such as draw themselves and respond to mouse clicks).
To learn a little about the relationship of panes, open an existing
PowerPlant resource file and then double-dick on one of its PPob
resources to open the layout editor for that PPob. Next, choose Show
Hierarchy from the Layout menu. Figure 10.13 shows the results of doing
that for the Muscle Demo PPob resource pictured back in Figure 10.12.
If a program displays different types of windows, its resource file
will probably contain a PPob resource for each window type. If
you open such a file with Constructor, you'll see more than one
M0 T E
resource listed under Windows and Views.

r:l1

~ LYindow
, "ifill'

L. 6JI LScroller
L. ~ LPicture

301
310

I

ih¢""T"""~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~o;::"it;;;;::;;::1

Figure 10.13 The Hierarchy window helps you visualize
the hierarchy of panes in a window.

The hierarchy in Figure 10.13 shows that for the Muscle Demo PPob
named Scrolling Picture, the LScroll er pane lies within the LWi ndow
pane, and the LPi cture pane lies within the LScrol l er pane.
Figure 10.14 shows the results of double-clicking on the vertical
scroll bar in the PPob resource from the Muscle Demo resource file. In
the property inspector, you see that the edit box titled Scrolling View ID
holds a value of 310. This number is the ID of a different pane-the
pane that holds whatever it is that is to be scrolled within the scroller.
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LScroller ID 301
Location:

LHt

- - --;::==:::::;- - - I

?.~: ~:-:O-~

cgj Top
cgj Left

cgj Right

[gl Bottom

ID Text ID

Pane ID : 1301
User Constant:

Binding to Superviev :

;::lo======~I D Text constant

cgj Enabled
[gl Visible

Class ID:~
Scrolling View ID : 1310
Horizontal Scroll Bar:

lo
Right Indent : I15
Left Indent :

ID Text ID
r Vertical Scroll Bar:
Top Indent :

lo
I;::::=~

Bottom Indent : 1s

~-~

Note : Use -1 for left or top indent to disable the
corresponding scro 11 bar .

Figure 10.14

The property inspector for a scrol/er (an LS era 7 7er).

A PowerPlant scroller isn't simply a single scroll bar-it's a pair of
scroll bars surrounding a scrollable area. To see this, first click on
the picture that's in the scroller. Now press the Delete key or
H 0 T E
select Cut from the Constructor Edit menu. With the picture
gone, you can see the area of the scroller-it encompassed the
picture that you just cut. To return the picture to the PPob, either
select Undo from the Edit menu or make sure you don't save any
changes you made when you close this file.

~

Returning to the layout editor and double-clicking on the contents of
the scroller-the picture that lies within the scroller-results in the
property inspector shown in Figure 10.15. Here, in the Pane ID edit box,
you see that the ID value of 310 is what binds this picture to the justmentioned scroller.
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I
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The property inspector for a picture (an LPi cture).

To learn more about panes, use Constructor to explore the resource file
of any other project that's built using PowerPlant.

fl Pane Example
This chapter's PowerPlantPane68K program opens a window that
holds a single pane in it. The pane is surrounded by a 1-pixel-wide
frame so that you can see it. Inside the pane is a string of text. On its
own, this is no spectacular feat. The preceding could be achieved without going through the effort of creating a pane-a call to the Toolbox
functions FrameRect() and DrawStri ng() would do the trick. To show
off the fact that a pane can do more than hold a simple drawing,
PowerPlantPane68K gives its pane the ability to be dragged about the
window. When the user clicks the mouse button on the frame and drags
the mouse, an outline of the pane follows. When the user releases the
mouse button, the pane disappears from its old location and appears at
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the new location. The entire pane, including its contents, are moved.
Figure 10.16 illustrates this effect.
New Window

I'm in pane!
A framed pane
in a window

New Window

Clicking on the pane
and dragging the
mouse moves an
outline of the pane

New Window

Releasing the mouse
repositions the pane

I'm in pane!

The PowerPlantPane68K program opens
a window that holds a pane that can be dragged.

Figure 10.16

The user can even drag the pane partially off the window, as shown in
Figure 10.17. The program will know not to draw any of the pane outside of the window. When the user drags the pane back onto the window, the pane and its contents will be restored.
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Iii

ii1

New Window

I'm in p

~

Ji:
Figure 10.17

The pane can be dragged beyond the edge of the window.

Since PowerPlantPane68K exists to demonstrate panes, the program
makes minimal use of menus. In fact, the File menu in this program
consists of just a single item-the always-present Quit item.

The PowerPlantPane68K Project
In Chapter 9, you read that a PowerPlant project typically includes one
source code file for each class declared by the program. That source code
file in turn includes a header file. The header file declares the class, and the
source code file defines the member functions of that class. The Chapter 9
example PowerPlantMenu68K followed this convention. A header file
named CPPMenuApp.h held the definition of the example's application
class, CPPMenuApp. A source code file named CPPMenuApp.cp held the
code for the member functions of that class. This source code file also had
an /Ii ncl ude directive that brought in the class definition from the
CPPMenuApp.h file. The PowerPlantPane68K example has a similar set
up. In brief, here are the steps to setting up the project:

1. Create a new project using PowerPlant project stationery.
Z. Rename the PP Basic Starter.h header file (to CPPPane.h in
this case).
3. Rename the PP Basic Starter.cp source code file (to
CPPPane.cp in this example).
4. If the project defines other classes, define each in its own header file (CTestPane.h defines a class named CTestPane in this
case).
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5. If the project defines other classes, define the member functions of each class in its own source code file (CTestPane.cp
defines the member functions of the CTestPan e class in this
case).
The PowerPlantPane68K example declares two classes, so its project
holds two source code files. The first class is the application class that
all PowerPlant programs must have. Its class is declared in the
CPPPaneApp.h header file, and its member function code appears in
CPPPaneApp.cp. The second class is a class used to define a pane
object. This class is declared in the header file CTestPane.h, and its
member functions are defined in CTestPane.cp. Figure 10.18 shows the
two .cp files in the PowerPlantPane68K.µ project window.
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•
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Figure 10.18

0

I
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0

0

The PowerP/antPane68K.µ project window.

Recall that the file name for an application-defined class in a
PowerPlant project should be the class name. From Figure 10.18 you
can surmise that the PowerPlantPane68K program has a class named
CP PPaneApp and a class named CTestPane.
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The PowerPlantPane68K ~•sources
Like the PowerPlant examples in previous chapters, the
PowerPlantPane68K.µ project holds its application-specific resources in
the PP Basic Resource.ppob Constructor file.

THE PPoa REsoaRCE
The one PPob resource used in the PowerPlantPane68K.µ project is a
modification of the PPob supplied by CodeWarrior in the PP Basic
Resources.ppob file. I began by first clicking once on the <replace me>
name under the Wmdows and Views heading in the Constructor project
window for this file and then typing in a new name for the resource:
New Window. Then I double-clicked on that name to open the layout
editor. Next, I clicked on the LCapti on pane in the window (that is, I
clicked on the words PowerPlant says: hello world.) and then pressed
the Delete key to remove the pane.
To establish the window's size, title, and other characteristics, I double-dicked on the window in the layout editor to open the property
inspector for this LWi ndow pane. Unlike previous examples, the window
displayed in the PowerPlantPane68K program will be resizable and will
have a zoom box. To set these features in this PPob, I checked the three
checkboxes shown in Figure 10.19. The other two checkboxes (Close
Box and Title Bar) were already checked in this CodeWarrior-supplied
PPob resource.
After dosing the LWi ndow property inspector, it's time to add a new,
generic LPane type pane to the window. This will be the pane that will
hold some text and will be draggable. To add this pane, I selected
Display Classes from the Window menu, clicked on the LPane icon at
the very top of the Display Classes window, and then dragged the icon
over to the window in the layout editor. After releasing the mouse button to drop the new pane, the layout editor looked like the one shown
in Figure 10.20.
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Figure 10.19 The property inspector for the window
(the LWi ndow) in the one PPob resource.
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Adding a pane (an LPane) to the PPob resource.
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Constructor chose the size of the pane and the pane's ID for me. To
change both, I double-click on the pane to open its property inspector.
There, I type in new values the Location edit boxes. In Figure 10.21, you
see that I also changed the value in the Pane ID edit box from 0 to 2. The
particular value given to a pane isn't of great importance. I simply prefer to start pane numbering with the LWi ndow pane given a value of 1,
and then give each pane placed in the window a successive ID value.
LPane ID 2
Binding to Superviev:

0Top

D Left

D Right
Osottom

PanelD:l2

IDTextlD

:::::::::====:::::I D

User Constant: I0

Text constant

181 Enabled
181 Visible

Class ID : DePn

Enter a four character alias for the pane-the alieas
should be unique to the project that uses this PPob

Figure 10.21 The property inspector for the pane
(the LPane) in the one PPob resource.

In Figure 10.21, you can see that I've filled in a four-character class ID

for the pane. This class ID will be used in your source code when you
register the class that will be associated with this pane. I'll have more to
say about this ID, and registering classes, a little later in this chapter.
For now, it's enough to know that you can use any four characters, provided they aren't all lowercase characters-strings that are all lowercase
are reserved by PowerPlant. You can use the four characters to hint at
what the class ID stands for. I've used DePn to stand for "Demo Pane."
When you're finished adding information in the pane editor, close
it. In Figure 10.22, you can see that Constructor enlarged the pane in the
window because I increased its size in the property inspector.
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Figure 10.22 A change of the pane's ID and size is
reflected in the Constructor layout editor.

That's it for adding the pane. If you haven't done so already, save the
file by selecting Save from the File menu.
THE MEtlll RESOllltCES
The PP Basic Resources.ppob file is provided with three Menu
resources-resources that define the Apple, File, and Edit menus for an
application. In past examples I've left these menus untouched (recall that
menu changes in Chapter 10 involved adding a new menu-not altering
these three existing menus). To prove that PowerPlant can easily adapt to
menu item changes in these existing menus, I've gone ahead and removed
all but one menu item from the File menu. To do that, I first doubleclicked on the File name under the Menus heading in the Constructor
project window to display this menu in the menu editor. Then I clicked on
the first menu item (the New item) to highlight it. Next, I pressed the
Delete key to remove the item (selecting Cut from the Constructor Edit
menu would have worked as well). I did the same for each remaining
menu item-with the exception of the Quit item. I left that item and its
Cmd ID alone. Figure 10.23 shows the results of my menu editing.
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The File menu resource has only a single menu item in it.

That's it for the changes to the PP Basic Resources.ppob file. Again,
choose Save from the File menu to save the changes. Then return to the
CodeWarrior IDE.

The PowerPlantPane68K Source Code
Because this is your first exposure to working with PowerPlant panes, I'll
make the walkthrough of this chapter's example source code a long one.

THE PflrtE CLASS
As an application is represented by an object (derived from the
LAppl i cation class), and as a window is represented by an object (of
the LWi ndow class, or a class derived from it), a pane is represented by
an object (of the LPane class, or a class derived from it). The pane that I
added to the PPob resource in this example will be derived from both
the LPane and LCommander classes.
The member functions that will be a part of the pane class depend
on the functionality that the pane object is to have. The LP an e class consists of about 75 member functions, so there's plenty that you can do
with a pane. Your application-defined pane class will of course inherit
all of these member functions, so your pane object will have access to
each of them. Many work fine as defined in the PowerPlant LPane.cp
file; others you'll want to override and tailor to the specific needs of
your pane. For example, you won't need to override the LPane member
functions Show() and Hi de(). Another example of an LPane member
function that is general enough for use with any pane is
Resi zeFrame( ), which, of course, changes the size of a pane.
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Other LPane functions not.only should be overridden, they must be
overridden. In particular, a class derived from LP an e must override the
DrawSel f () function. PowerPlant invokes the DrawSel f () function to
draw the contents of a pane. Because the contents of a pane are specific
to an application, PowerPlant can't possibly know what to draw in a
pane. For instance, the PowerPlantPane68K program has a pane that
has a one-pixel-wide frame drawn along its border, and text that says
"I'm in pane!" drawn near its center. This drawing takes place in the
overridden version of DrawSel f ( ).
The other function that a class derived from LPane must override is
Cl i ckSel f ().This function is called by PowerPlant when the user
clicks the mouse on a pane. Again, how a program responds to a mouse
click on a pane is an application-specific issue. A program may allow
the pane to be dragged, may hide the pane, or may perform any number of other actions to the pane. Or, it might ignore the mouse click altogether. The PowerPlantPane68K program drags its pane in response to
a user clicking on it and then dragging the mouse.
Any pane class declared by a program must have its objects built
from a stream. In C++, a stream is a general term for a flow of data. The
class constructor, along with one other function, takes care of this.
You'll read more about streams just ahead.

r2J

Here's an example of an ANSI C++ line of code that uses a stream:

cout << "Enter your age: ":

M0 T E

If you've ever used cout in a C++ program, you've used a stream.
cout is an object that corresponds to the standard output stream.
This stream "flows" data representing text to the monitor. The
C++ header file that holds the declaration of cout, iostream.h,
provides you with a strong hint that cout works with streams.

Now that you know a class derived from LPane must override DrawSel f()
and Cl i ckSel f( ), and needs to have a function or two for the creation of
an object from a stream, you should have a pretty good idea of what a minimal application-defined pane class looks like. Here's the pane class declaration from the PowerPlantPane68K program. Each of the four member functions that are a part of the CTestPane class is discussed in this chapter.
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class

CTestPane : public LPane, publi~ ~Commander

{

public:
CTestPane( LStream *inStream );
static CTestPane* CreateT~stPaneStream( LStream *inStream );
protected:
virtual void
virtual void

DrawSelf();
ClickSelf( const SMouseDownEvent

&inMouseDown );

} ;

REGISTEltlHCi TttE PAHE
Earlier in this chapter, I said that any pane class declared by a program
must have its objects built from a stream, and that a stream is a general
term for a flow of data. In a PowerPlant program, this stream of data is
the PPob information that was saved to a file by Constructor.

For every pane class in your program, you need to call the
PowerPlant function Regi sterCl ass ().This member function of the
UReg i st r a r class registers the class. Registering a class consists of pairing the pane's class ID with a function used to create an object of this particular pane class. Recall that the class ID for a pane was set in
Constructor. Here's the call to Regi sterCl ass ()for the CTestPane class:
URegistrar::RegisterClass( 'DePn',
(ClassCreatorFunc) CTestPane::CreateTestPaneStream);

The first parameters in Reg i st er C1ass ( ) is the pane's class ID. The
second parameter-the one I've devoted an entire line to in the above
snippet-is a pointer to the class member function used to create an
object of this class type. Figure 10.24 shows where these two parameters
come from.
The registering of classes typically takes place in the application's
constructor function. Except for this one additional registration, the
body of the constructor function for the CPPPaneApp class is the same as
that of the Chapter 9 class CPPStarterApp and the Chapter 10 class
CPPMenuApp. Those examples used the application class constructor to
call Regi sterA 11 PPCl asses () to register all of the PowerPlant-defined
classes. The CPPP an e App class constructor does this as well.
Additionally, it registers the one application-specific pane.
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LPane ID 2
Binding to Superview :

Drop

D Left

D Right
D Bottom

URegistrar::RegisterCl ass( 'DePn',
(Cl assCreatorFunc) CTestPane::CreateTestPaneStream) ;

class CTestPane : public LPane, public LCommand
{

public:
CTestPane( LStream *inStream );
static CTestPane* CreateTe stPaneStream( LStream *inStream );
protected:
virtual void DrawSelfO;
virtual void ClickSelf( canst SMouseDownEvent &inMouseDown );
};

Figure 10.24

Registering a pane in a PowerPlant project.

CPPPaneApp::CPPPaneApp()
{

RegisterAllPPClasses();
URegistrar: :RegisterClass( 'DePn' ,
(ClassCreatorFunc) CTestPane::CreateTestPaneStream);

In the preceding example, the class ID De Pn is paired with the
CreateTestPaneStream() function. When a window that holds a pane
of this type is created (that is, when the PowerPlantPane68K program
opens a window based on the PPob resource that holds this pane),
PowerPlant will be able to match the pane's class ID with the function
that creates the pane, and a new pane object will be created and placed
in the window.
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The pane-creation function CreateTestPaneStream() accepts a
pointer to the LStream object that holds the PPob data, and returns a
pointer to the new pane object that gets created. The pane-creation function is called by PowerPlant whenever a new window is opened-your
program doesn't have to call it explicitly. That also means your program
does not have to be concerned with the LStream class-PowerPlant
passes in this parameter. The pane-creation function simply calls the
pane class constructor, passing along the stream that holds the PPob
data to read. The construct-from-stream constructor function calls the
base class constructor-the constructor for LPane.
CTestPane :: CTestPane( LStream *inStream ) : LPane( inStream )
{
}

ff the registering of a class and the subsequent creation of a class object
seem a bit confusing, keep the following points in mind:

•
•
•
•

•
•

For each pane class, call Reg i sterCl ass ( ) .
The first parameter to Regi sterCl ass () is the pane's class ID,
as defined in Constructor.
The second parameter to Regi sterCl ass () is a pointer to the
class pane-creation function.
The pane-creation function name follows this format: Create[
cl ass name mi nus 1eadi ng CJ Stream(). Thus for class
CTestPane, the function is CreateTestPaneStream().
The pane-creation function calls the pane's constructor.
The pane's construct-from-stream constructor calls the LP an e
base class constructor.

OvERRIDl"G DRAWSELF()
When a pane needs updating, PowerPlant will call the pane object's
DrawSel f() function. That's why your pane class needs to override this
LPane function. Here's how the CTestPane class overrides it:
void

CTestPane :: DrawSelf( void )
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{

Rect

frame;

CalcLocalFrameRect( frame );
::FrameRect( &frame );
::TextFontC systemFont );
::TextSizeC 12 );
::MoveTo( frame.left+ 20, frame.top+ 30 );
::Drawstring( "\pI'm in pane!" );
}

The DrawSel f() function begins by calling Cal clocal FrameRect( ).
This routine, inherited from the LPane class, returns the location of the
rectangle that holds the pane. The coordinates are local to the pane's
superview. In this program, the pane's superview is the window. With
the boundaries of the pane known, Draw Se 1 f ( ) can frame the pane
with a call to the Toolbox function FrameRect ( ).
The superview of a pane could be a view. Recall from the first section in this chapter that a window can hold a view, and the view in turn
can hold one or more panes.
DrawSel f() finishes with Toolbox calls that set up and draw the
text inside the pane. TextFont() sets the font to the system font, also
known as Chicago. TextSi ze() sets the font to 12 points. A call to
Move To ( ) sets drawing to begin 20 pixels from the left edge of the pane
and 30 pixels from the top of the pane. A call to Draw St r i ng ( ) does the
drawing.
0vERRIDHtCi CLICKSELF-ff-

When the user clicks on the CTestPane object, PowerPlant calls
Cl i ckSel f ( ). CTestpane overrides the LPane Cl i ckSel f() member
function so that PowerPlant calls the program's version of this function.
In this version, C1 i ck Se 1 f ( ) responds by dragging the pane as the user
drags the mouse. Here's a look at Cl i ckSel f( ):
void

CTestPane :: ClickSelfC canst SMouseDownEvent &inMouseDown )

{

Rect
Rect
Point
Point

oldFrame;
newFrame;
oldPoint;
newPoint;
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Int32
Int32

horizChange;
vertChange;

SwitchTarget( this );
Focus Draw();
: : PenNormal ();
::PenPat( &qd.gray );
::PenMode( patXor );
oldPoint = newPoint = inMouseDown.whereLocal;
CalcLocalFrameRect( oldFrame );
newFrame = oldFrame;
while ( ::StillDown(} )
{

::GetMouse( &newPoint );
if ( ::EqualPt( newPoint, oldPoint ) ==false)
{

::FrameRect( &oldFrame );
::OffsetRect( &newFrame, newPoint.h - oldPoint.h,
newPoint.v - oldPoint.v );
::FrameRect( &newFrame );
oldPoint = newPoint;
oldFrame = newFrame:
}

horizChange = newPoint.h - inMouseDown.whereLocal .h;
vertChange = newPoint.v - inMouseDown.whereLocal .v;
if ( hori zChange != 0 11 vertChange != 0 )
MoveBy( horizChange, vertChange, true );
: : PenNormal ():

C1 i ck Se 1 f ( ) begins by making the pane the target. When the
CTestPane object receives a click, it calls Swi tchTa rget (this) to make
itself the target. Next, Cl i ckSel f() prepares for drawing in the pane
by calling FocusDraw( ). Because a pane doesn't have its own coordinate system, it relies on that of its superview.
The primary task of Cl i ckSel f() is to track the mouse movements
for as long as the user holds down the mouse button. A wh i 1e loop
accomplishes this. The Toolbox function St i 11 Down ( ) is at the center of
the whi 1e test. Before the loop begins, calls to three Toolbox functions
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set the pen to a dashed gray so that as the pane is dragged, its outline
can be dragged about the window. Then, variables representing the old
and new mouse location are set up. Finally, variables representing the
old and new pane frame are set.
The whi 1e loop body offsets the pane rectangle and surrounds it in
a dashed gray frame. The loop body draws only this ghost of a frame,
not the pane contents. This occurs only once the user has released the
mouse button and ended the whi 1 e loop. When that happens, the
change from the final position of the pane to its starting position is calculated. Then a call to the inherited LPane function MoveBy() is made.
This function moves the pane by wiping it out at its old, original location, and redrawing it at its new location. Of course, Move By () isn't
directly doing the drawing-it's the CTestPane DrawSel f () member
function that is being invoked by PowerPlant when MoveBy( )is called.
THE CTESTPAnE.H HEADER L1ST1nG
The declaration of the CTestPane class is made in the CTestPane.h
header file, which is shown here.
#pragma once
#include <LPane.h>
#include <LCommander.h>
class

CTestPane : public LPane, public LCommander

{

public:
CTestPane( LStream *inStream );
static

CTestPane* CreateTestPaneStream( LStream *inStream );

protected:
virtual void
virtual void

DrawSelf();
ClickSelf( const SMouseDownEvent

&inMouseDown );

};

THE CTESTPAnE.CP SOORCE CODE LISTlnG
The CTestPane.cp source code file holds the definitions of the CTest
Pane class member functions. CreateTestPaneStream() is invoked by
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PowerPlant when CreateWi ndow() is called to create a new window.
CreateTestpaneStream() simply calls the CTestpane class constructor to create a new pane object. The CTestPane calls the LPane constructor to do the work of getting PPob information from the stream.
The DrawSel f() function gets called by PowerPlant in response to
the update of the window. The Cl i ckSel f() function is invoked by
PowerPlant in reaction to a click of the mouse on the pane.
#include "CTestPane.h"
II -------------------------------------------------------

11

· CreateTestPaneStream

II -------------------------------------------------------

11

This function creates a CTestPane pane from a PPob resource.

II

CTestPane* CTestPane :: CreateTestPaneStream( LStream *inStream
{

return ( new CTestPane( inStream ) );
II -------------------------------------------------------

11

• CTestPane

II -------------------------------------------------------

11

This pane class constructor is the construct-from-stream constructor.

II

CTestPane :: CTestPane( LStream *inStream)

LPane( inStream)

{

II -------------------------------------------------------

11

• DrawSelf

II -------------------------------------------------------

11

Draws the pane's frame and contents

II

void

CTestPane :: DrawSelf( void )

{

Rect

frame;

CalclocalFrameRect( frame );
::FrameRect( &frame );
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::TextFont( systemFont );
::TextSize( 12 );
::MoveTo( frame.left+ 20, frame.top+ 30 );
::Drawstring( "\pl'm in pane!" );
}

II ------------------------------------------------------11
• ClickSelf
II ------------------------------------------------------11 Responds to a mouse click on the pane
II

void

CTestPane :: ClickSelf( const SMouseDownEvent &inMouseDown )

{

Rect
Re ct
Point
Point
Int32
Int32

oldFrame;
newFrame;
oldPoint;
newPoint;
horizChange;
vertChange;

SwitchTarget( this );
FocusDraw();
: : Pen Normal ();
::PenPat( &qd.gray );
::PenMode( patXor );
oldPoint = newPoint = inMouseDown.whereLocal;
CalclocalFrameRect( oldFrame );
newFrame = oldFrame;
while ( ::StillDown() )
{

::GetMouse( &newPoint );
if ( ::EqualPt( newPoint, oldPoint

false )

{

::FrameRect( &oldFrame );
::OffsetRect( &newFrame, newPoint.h - oldPoint.h,
newPoint.v - oldPoint.v );
::FrameRect( &newFrame );
oldPoint = newPoint;
oldFrame = newFrame;
}
}

horizChange

newPoint.h - inMouseDown.wherelocal .h;
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vertChange = newPoint.v - inMouseDown.wherelocal.v:
horizChange != 0 11 vertChange != 0 )
MoveBy( horizChange, vertChange, true );

if (

::PenNormal();

THE CPPPA"EfiPP.H HEADER LISTl"G
The header file for the application class is almost identical to the PP
Basic Starter.h header file supplied to the project by CodeWarrior. As I
did in Chapter 10, I simply opened the PP Basic Starter.h file, saved it
under a new name (CPPPaneApp.h), and then changed each occurrence of CPPSta rterApp to CPPPaneApp to reflect the new name I use
for the application class.

THE CPPPA"EfiPP.cP SooRcE CooE L1m"G
The CPPPaneApp.cp file is a modification of the CodeWarrior-supplied
file PP Basic Starter.cp. Again, this file was opened and renamed. When
I saved it under a new name, CodeWarrior was smart enough to update
the PowerPlantPane68K.µ project window to reflect this new name.
The changes to the code in this application class source code file are
trivial, but I'll describe them here for the sake of completeness. First, all
occurrences of CPPStarterApp are changed to CPPPaneApp-that's
done using CodeWarrior's Find dialog box.
Next, the #include directive that formerly included the PP Basic
Starter.h file is changed to now use the file's new nameCPPPaneApp.h. One completely new tli ncl ude directive has been
added to the list of 1/incl ude directives-my own CTestPane.h header
file is included so that the source code in CPPPaneApp.cp recognizes
references to the CT est Pane class:
#include "CPPPaneApp.h"
#include "CTestPane.h"

As mentioned earlier, when a PPob defines a new pane, that pane must
be registered in the source code. PowerPlantPane68K does that in the
application class constructor function:
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CPPPaneApp::CPPPaneApp()
{

II Register functions to create core PowerPlant classes

RegisterAllPPClasses();
URegistrar::RegisterClass( 'DePn',
(ClassCreatorFunc) CTestPane::CreateTestPaneStream);
}

PowerPlantPane68K opens a new window in the same manner that
each preceding example program has-it makes a call to
ObeyCommand( ), passing in a value of cmd_New so that ObeyCommand()
knows that it should execute the code in the cmd_N ew case section of its
switch statement:
case cmd_New:
LWindow *theWindow:
theWindow = LWindow::CreateWindow(window_Sample, this);
theWindow->Show();
break;

The first step in creating a new window is to declare a variable of type
LWi ndow. This is somewhat analogous to declaring a Wi ndowPtr variable in a Mac project that doesn't use PowerPlant. The LWi ndow member function CreateWi ndow() creates a window. This window is an
instance (an object) of the LWi ndow class and is based on information
found in a PPob resource. When completed, the call to CreateWi ndow()
returns a pointer to the new window object. Since the LWi ndow class
object doesn't exist before the call to CreateWi ndow() (it is the end
result of the call to CreateWi ndow() and thus exists after the call), use
the scope resolution operator to call the member function directly:
theWindow = LWindow::CreateWindow( window_Sample, this );

The first parameter to Create Wi nd ow ( ) is the ID of the WI ND resource
that holds information about this window. Recall that window_Sample
is a constant (following the PowerPlant naming convention described
earlier in this chapter) that is defined near the start of the program's
source code listing:
canst ResIDT

window_Sample

=

1:
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If you're paying close attention, you'll recall that earlier I stated
that a PPob resource defines a window. It does. A PPob resource
consists of more than one part. One of those parts is a WIND
N0 TE
resource, the same WIND resource type with which you're familiar.

~

Once an LWi ndow object exists, you can access any of its member functions through the object. The constructor function does that when it
invokes the Sh ow ( ) member function to display the window:
theWindow->Show();

~
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If you programmed in C without the use of an application framework, a very loose translation of the above task might be found
in this snippet:

#define

kSampleWindow

WindowPtr

theWindow;

128

theWindow = GetNewWindow( kSampleWindow, nil. (WindowPtr)-lL );
ShowWindow( theWindow );

Summary
In a PowerPlant-created project, it is the pane that holds a drawing. A
pane object is derived (directly or indirectly) from the PowerPlant
LPane class. A pane serves as a self-contained drawing area that knows
how to respond to mouse clicks and how to redraw, or update, itself.
Panes are created using Constructor, the Metrowerks application
that is a graphical editor of PPob resources. You'll save a PPob resource
in a Constructor file, include that file in a project, and then write source
code that reconstructs a pane object from the data held in the
Constructor file.
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Chapter

Zoneitanger and
Macintosh Memory
When a Macintosh application launches, the operating system allocates
a section of memory devoted to just that application. This section, or
partition, includes an application heap, also called a heap or heap zone. In
this chapter, you'll see just what goes on in the heap-how individual
blocks of memory are allocated within this heap and how pointers and
handles in your application are used to access these memory blocks.
ZoneRanger is a Macintosh program that is included on the
Metrowerks CodeWarrior CD and the CD that accompanies this book.
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This software utility is used as a memory checker. ZoneRanger "spies"
on the heap zone of each application that is running on your
Macintosh. There are many difficult-to-grasp concepts included in the
theory of how an application is stored in memory. ZoneRanger provides a numerical and graphical look at how each running application
is using memory. With this information you'll be able to gain a better
understanding of Macintosh memory and, in the process, determine
how much memory your application uses, how much free space it
leaves unused, and how it can make more efficient use of the memory
allocated to it.

Macintosh Memory
Gaining an understanding of how an application uses memory is paramount to developing Macintosh applications that are free of bugs.
Knowing how a program is stored in RAM also allows you to reserve
just the right amount of memory for it-a practice that end users will
appreciate.

r:2J
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The memory model discussed in this section applies to 68K-based
Macintosh computers-Macs that have a microprocessor from the
Motorola 680x0 family of CPUs. The memory model for PowerPCbased Macs has many similarities, and some differences, to that of
the 680x0 model. If you're programming for 68K-based
Macintoshes, all the information in this section applies. If you're
creating fat applications, all the information again applies. In the
unlikely event that your application will be PowerPC-only, read
this section to gain a background on Macintosh memory. After
reading about ZoneRanger and walking through a 68K example
later in this chapter, you'll be ready for the last section in this
chapter, "ZoneRanger and Native PowerPC Programs." It points
out some important differences between memory as used in 68K
Macs and memory as used in Power Macs. For more Power
Macintosh memory details, refer to the PowerPC System Software
volume of the Inside Macintosh series of books.
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Memory Overview
When a program is launched, the Macintosh operating system locates a
section of free RAM in which to load some or all of the launched application's code. During the entire time that the application is running, the
memory that makes up this application partition is devoted to that application. When the user quits an application, the partition's memory
returns to the pool of free memory and becomes available for use by the
next application that is launched.
An application partition consists of four principle sections: an AS

World, an application stack, an application heap, and a section of free memory between the application stack and heap. These four areas of memory can be found in each program that is running. Figure 11.1 illustrates
these sections for a Macintosh that has two applications, or processes,
executing.

F

AS World
Stack
Process 1

Heap

High memory

n

Low memory

-,,
~~

'"

AS World
Stack

--""
Process 2

Heap

--

Figure 11.1

-

Macintosh RAM with two running applications.
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An application's AS World is a section of memory that holds that application's global variables. This area of memory is named after the central
processing unit register that the operating system uses to track where
this memory section starts-the AS register.
The AS World holds the values of an application's global variables.
The application stack, on the other hand, holds information local to routines in the program. The stack is primarily used to hold parameters,
local variables, and return addresses.
The application heap is used to hold the executable code of an
application, as well as data structures created as the result of Toolbox
calls. Application-created data also get stored in the heap.
When a program is launched, the operating system determines the
amount of memory that should be devoted to the application's AS
World. Because the number of global variables in an application is
fixed, the size of the AS World will remain constant during the execution of an application. The same is not true of the application stack and
the application heap. As functions are called, the size of the stack will
grow and shrink as parameters are passed and local variables are created and destroyed. And as an application executes, the size of the heap
will also grow and shrink as code and resources get loaded and
unloaded.
The free, unallocated memory that lies between the stack and the
heap of an application partition is used by both the stack and the heap.
The bottom of the stack is fixed in memory, just beneath the AS World.
As the stack becomes larger, it grows downward in memory. As the
heap becomes larger, it grows upward in memory, toward the stack (as
shown in Figure 11.2).
While the AS World, the stack, and the heap are all important areas
of an application partition, it is the heap area that ZoneRanger tracks.
When an application you've built executes, its code will be in the application heap. As your program executes, it will load resource code into
the heap. Before looking at ZoneRanger, a little more background information on the heap will be helpful.
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An application's
stack and heap
grow towards
each other

Figure 11.2

Process

An application's heap and stack grow toward one another.

The Application Heap
As your application executes, the Memory Manager will allocate and
deallocate blocks of memory in the heap. Each block of memory is a
contiguous series of bytes that holds a segment of executable code (a
CODE resource), resource data (such as WIND, MENU, or DLOG data), or
application data (such as the values in the fields of a struct variable).
Each of these blocks has a size and type, and, possibly, one or more
attributes. To keep track of this information, each block begins with a
block header. Figure 11.3 shows a section of memory with a single
process (application) executing. Within this example application heap
are three blocks of data, each beginning with a block header.

r:lJ
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Because low memory is pictured at the bottom of Figure 11.3, the
start of a block of memory is at the bottom of the block.
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Each block begins with a header that provides
descriptive information about the block.

Figure 11.3

The size of each block, given in bytes, varies with the block's contents.
The type of block can be relocatable, nonrelocatable, or free.
A relocatable block can be moved about in the heap. The Memory
Manager will occasionally move relocatable blocks so that it can make
the most efficient use of memory. The contents of a relocatable block are
accessed by your program through the use of a handle.
A nonrelocatable block cannot be moved in memory. The memory
location that a nonrelocatable block is originally placed in is the location in which it will remain until the application terminates.
A free block is exactly what its name implies-an unallocated area
of memory that is free to accept data and become a relocatable or nonrelocatable block.
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~•locatable

Blocks

In addition to the size and type of block, the block header for a relocatable block lists the block's three attributes. A relocatable block can have
the attributes of being locked or unlocked, purgeable or unpurgeable,
resource data or nonresource data.
If a relocatable block has its locked/unlocked attribute set to locked,
the block is no longer free to be moved about in memory. A relocatable
block may occasionally and temporarily be locked so that the Memory
Manager won't move the block while the block's data is being accessed
by the application.
If a relocatable block's purgeable/unpurgeable attribute is set to purgeable, the Memory Manager is given the freedom to purge, or deallocate,
the data in the block. This purging won't happen indiscriminately, however. Only when the Memory Manager cannot find free heap memory
to satisfy an application's need to load other data will the Memory
Manager purge an existing block.
If a relocatable block has its resource data/nonresource data attribute set
to resource data, you know that the block holds the data from a resource.
In Figure 11.3, you saw a heap with three blocks in it. There, no gaps of
free memory existed between blocks. The more likely scenario is that during the course of loading and unloading relocatable, purgeable blocks, gaps
of free memory will develop, as shown in Figure 11.4. To eliminate these
blocks of free memory (which are often too small to be of use when loading
other blocks), the Memory Manager will periodically perform memory compaction. Memory compaction shuffles relocatable blocks (that are not
locked) in an attempt to eliminate as many of the memory gaps as possible.

Your application will always access a relocatable block through a
handle. Here's part of a function that uses a local variable to store a picture handle that is returned by the Toolbox function Get Pi ct u re ( ) :
void

GetPictureResourceC short pictID

{

PicHandle
thePicture
}

thePicture:
=

GetPictureC pictID );
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Heap

Potentially
wasted free
memory

The Memory Manager compacts memory to create one
large, free block of memory from other, smaller blocks of free memory.
Figure 11.4

While the relocatable block (which holds the PI CT resource code) will
be in the heap, the handle will be on the stack. That's because in the
snippet, the handle is declared to be a local variable.
A handle is a program's means of keeping track of a relocatable
block of memory. This is done through double indirection-also referred
to as double dereferencing. A handle holds the address of a master pointer,
and the master pointer in turn holds the starting address of the relocatable block. A master pointer is always in the heap and is always fixed; it
cannot be relocated. Figure 11.5 shows a stack with three items in it.
One of those items is a handle. In the figure, you can see that the handle
points to the master pointer, while the master pointer points to the relocatable block.
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Handle points
to the master
pointer, master
pointer points
to the block

Figure 11.5 A handle leads to a master pointer,
which in turn leads to a relocatable block.

Because lower addresses are assumed to be at the bottom of Mac
memory illustrations, the start of any area of memory is at the
area's bottom. With that in mind, the master pointer in Figure
H0 T E
11.5 is shown pointing to the first address of the block's data, not
at the start of the block's header. This is correct. The block header
information is used by the Memory Manager. Your application
will be interested in the block data.

r21

Keeping Track of Relocatable Blocks
When the Memory Manager moves a relocatable block, the Memory
Manager will make note of the block's new starting address by updating the fixed master pointer. Thus the master pointer will always hold
the correct address of the relocatable block The master pointer has the
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address of the moved block, but how does the handle variable (which is
your program's means of keeping track of a relocatable block) become
aware of the block's new address? The handle, as it turns out, doesn't
have to do anything to keep track of this change. The handle holds the
address of the master pointer, and because the master pointer is fixed in
the heap, the contents of the handle need never change (see Figure
11.6). For simplicity, this figure uses a little symbolism rather than using
real addresses-assume that A, B, and C each represent a RAM address.
Before block Is moved

Figure 11.6

After block Is moved

When a relocatable block moves, its master pointer
is updated to hold the new block address.

In the memory pictured to the left of the figure, the handle holds an
address we'll call A. Looking at address A we see that this memory
location holds a master pointer, as expected. Examining the contents of
the master pointer reveals that it holds an address, B. At address B is a
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block of data. This is the double-indirection that a handle uses to lead to
a block of data.
Now observe the right side of Figure 11.6. Here you can see that the
relocatable block has been moved down in memory. When the Memory
Manager performed this move, it updated the contents of the block's
master pointer. The master pointer now properly holds the new starting
address of the block-address C. And the handle? No change to its contents are necessary. It still points to the fixed master pointer. The
unchanging handle uses the changing contents of the master pointer to
always track down the moving block of data.
In Figure 11.6, note that the handle and the master pointer don't
move-even after the block moves. The handle still sits comfortably on the stack, while the master pointer still remains in its origrt 0 T E
inal place in the heap.

nonrelocatable Blocks
A block that is referenced by a handle is relocatable. A block that is referenced by a pointer is nonrelocatable. A nonrelocatable block never moves
about in the heap. Instead, it remains in a fixed location until the program either explicitly disposes of it (as opposed to a relocatable block,
which can be purged by the Memory Manager without intervention by
your program) or quits.
When the Memory Manager compacts memory, nonrelocatable
blocks remain unmoved. Thus a nonrelocatable block has the undesirable side effect of creating an "island" in the middle of free memory.
While the free memory on either side of a nonrelocatable block can
eventually be used to hold other blocks, they can't be used to hold a single, large block. For the efficient use of memory, it is best to use relocatable blocks, which enables the Memory Manager to use compaction to
open large areas of contiguous free space. Occasionally, however, you'll
have no choice but to use nonrelocatable blocks. Any time your application uses a pointer variable, it will be working with a nonrelocatable
block. Here's an example:
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void

OpenNewWindow( short windID

{

WindowPtr

theWindow:

theWindow = GetNewWindow( windlD, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
}

Because a nonrelocatable block won't move in the heap, there's no need
to use a double-indirection scheme to keep track of it. Instead, the
pointer is enough, as shown in Figure 11.7. In this figure, a pointer variable (such as a variable of type Wi ndowPtr) points to one of the two
blocks of data in the heap.

~[
A pointer points
directly to a
nonrelocatable
block

Heap

A nonrelocatable block needs only
a pointer to access it-not a handle.

Figure 11.7
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A pointer, such as a Wi ndowPtr, isn't called a master pointer.
While both hold an address that leads to a block of memory, the
master pointer is always fixed in the heap. As you can see in
0 T E
Figure 11.7, a "regular" pointer can be outside the heap.

r21
It

Setting an flpplication·s Heap Size
You'll find projects for two simple Macintosh programs in this chapter's
code examples folder on the book's CD. The two programs,
PictMemBad68K and PictMemGood68K, are very similar. In fact, the
only difference is how they use memory. In this section, you'll see how
to make a good first approximation of the heap size needs of
PictMemBad68K. Later in this chapter, you'll use ZoneRanger for a better understanding of an application's heap requirements.

What the PictMemBad68K Program Does
Figure 11.8 shows what you'll see as PictMemBad68K runs. This trivial
program displays a window but no menu bar. Every time you click the
mouse, a picture will be drawn to the window. The resource file for the
project holds ten similar PI CT resources. The only difference between
the pictures is in the placement of the cylinder that crosses the
Metrowerks logo. As the user repeatedly clicks the mouse, the illusion
of a cylinder moving across the logo is created. More important than the
simple animation is the fact that you'll get visual feedback confirming
that at each of the first ten mouse clicks a different PI CT is loaded into
memory and displayed in the window.
Clicking the mouse button for the eleventh time again displays the
first of the ten pictures. Subsequent mouse clicks repeat the animation.
A press of any key ends the program.
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New Window

Figure 11.8

The PictMemBad68K program displays a window with a picture in it.

If you have access to a Mac and you run the included
PictMemBad68K program now, don't be surprised if the program
doesn't work properly. The program's name should be a good
II 0 T E
indication that this is intentional. More on that later ....

~

The PictMemBad68K Resources
The PictMemBad68K.µ project requires just two resource types-WIND
and PICT. Figure 11.9 shows the resource file.
~00

PictMemBad .rsrc

~.i

C]

PICT

WIND

..

liij!
0
r--

-0

li
Figure 11.9 The PictMemBad68K.µ project resource
file holds just two types of resources.

The PictMemBad.rsrc resource file includes ten PI CT resources, numbered 128 through 137. Figure 11.10 shows a few of these pictures, as
viewed from ResEdit.
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Project Settings -

Project Type:

._I_A.._PP._h_
'co_ti_on_ _ _ _ _....
_,I
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Sta rtup Code:
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1

~

Creator
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I
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I
I
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~
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I

Type

~-------------------------·---!
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Revert Ponel

OK

l

Figure 11.10 The PictMemBad68K.µ project
resource file contains ten PICT resources.

The PictMemBad68K.c Source Code
The PictMemBad68K.µ project holds a single source code file, the project resource file, and the usual libraries that get added to a project that
uses the Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery. Figure 11.11 shows the
PictMemBad68K project window.
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,
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nI a i
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!:El
·:w. . . M·a·
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.
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!:El

l
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0
'fl/
'fl/

8 file(s)

Figure 11.11

0
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l
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Jij

The PictMemBad68K project window.
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The ma i n ( ) routine found in the file PictMemBad.c begins by initializing the Toolbox and opening an empty window. Then it's off to the
main event loop. Here's a look at the ma i n C ) routine:
void main( void )
{

WindowPtr

theWindow:

InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindowC 128, nil, CWindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
MainEventLoop();
}

The main event loop looks for just two event types: a key press or a
click of the mouse button. When the user presses any key, the global
variable gDone is set to true and the whi 1e loop-and program-terminate. If the event is instead a click of the mouse button, the program's DrawResourcePi cture() routine is invoked.
void MainEventLoopC void )
{

EventRecord

theEvent:

while C gDone

~

false )

{

WaitNextEvent( everyEvent, &theEvent, 15L, nil );
switch C theEvent.what
{

case keyDown:
gDone = true:
break:
case mouseDown:
DrawResourcePictureC);
break;
}
}
}

The purpose of DrawResourcePi cture() is to load one of the ten PICT
resources into memory and draw the picture to the program's window.
A call to the Toolbox function Getpi ctu re () takes care of the resource
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loading, while a call to the Toolbox routine Draw Pi ct u re ( ) does the
drawing. In between these calls, the size of the picture-its bounding
rectangle-is determined by examining the pi cFrame field of the picture's Picture data structure. A rectangle (in window coordinates) in
which to display the picture is then set up.
void

DrawResourcePicture( void

{

static

short

Re ct
PicHandle
short
short
short
short

numPICTs;

theRect;
thePicture;
theWidth;
theHeight;
theleft = 35;
theTop = 20:

if C numPICTs < 10
++numPICTs;
else
numPICTs = 1;
thePicture

=

GetPicture( 127 + numPICTs );

theRect = (**(thePicture)).picFrame;
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left;
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top;
SetRect( &theRect, theleft, theTop,
theleft + theWidth, theTop + theHeight );
DrawPictureC thePicture, &theRect );
}

DrawResourcePicture() uses a static variable named numPICTs to
track which PI CT resource to load. Recall from your C programming
experiences that a variable declared stat i c is not destroyed after the
function in which it is declared ends, as is the case with other local variables. Instead, it is initialized to a value of 0 at the first invocation of the
function in which it resides and is kept in memory between function
calls. Every time it is assigned a new value it retains that new value,
even after the function ends. This means that the first time the main
event loop invokes DrawResourcePicture( ), the variable numPICTs
will be initialized to 0 but will quickly be incremented to 1:
if C numPICTs < 10 )
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numPICTs++;
else
numPICTs = 1;

Next, the call to GetPi cture() will load PICT 128 into memory and
return a handle to the relocatable block that holds the PI CT data:
thePicture = GetPicture( 127 + numPICTs );

After determining the size of the picture and setting a rectangle in
which to draw it, a call to DrawPi cture() does the drawing:
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );

The first time DrawResourcePi cture() gets called, numPICTs gets incremented from 0to1 and PICT 128 is drawn. The second time, numPICTs
will be incremented from 1 to 2 and PICT 129 is drawn. Thus the first
ten key presses will result in the display of each of the ten resource pictures. On the eleventh key press, numPICTs will have a value of 10 and
will get set back to a value of 1 to restart the animation cycle.

Setting the fipplication•s Heap Size
A programming integrated development environment like CodeWarrior
lets a programmer easily set the size of an application's heap before building the application. With a project open, select Project Settings from the
Edit menu, then click on 68K Project in the dialog box list to display the
68K Project panel (you'll click on PPC Project if you're working on a
PowerPC project). This panel has two edit boxes that let you set the preferred heap size and the minimum heap size for the application to be
built. Figure 11.12 shows that the default values supplied by CodeWarrior
are 384K for both the preferred heap size and the minimum heap size.
Determining the heap requirements of an application is an inexact science. For determining application heap size, a study like
the one done here, along with the use of a memory-watching
" 0 T E tool like ZoneRanger, will very often suffice. If you need still
more tips on the determination of heap size, refer to the Memory
volume from the Inside Macintosh series of books or to the M&T
book Macintosh Programming Techniques, Second Edition.
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Figure 11.12 The 68K Project panel in the Project Settings
dialog box allows you to set your application's heap size.

The preferred heap size is the number of bytes of RAM that the operating
system will attempt to allocate for your application when the program
is launched. If that amount of free, contiguous RAM is unavailable on
the user's Mac, an amount between the minimum heap size and the preferred heap size will be reserved. While the default values of 384 KB
often suffice, your application may need more or require less. If it needs
more, the application may quit unexpectedly. If it requires less, your
application will be consuming more of the user's RAM than necessary,
and it may prohibit the user from running another program concurrently with yours.

Estimating an flpplication•s Heap
~equirements
If you click once on the icon of any application that is on your hard
drive and then select Get Info from the File menu in the Finder, you'll
set the Info dialog box for that application. There you can see the
amount of memory that will be devoted to that one application. While
an application may occasionally use the default values of 384 KB, it is
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more likely that it will request more or less memory (in these days of
"monolithic" applications, these values will often be much greater than
384 KB). Figure 11.13 provides examples of the memory requirements of
a couple of applications. In this figure, you can see that Apple's
SimpleText text editor prefers to be given 512 KB of memory (but will
run on as little as 192 KB), while the Metrowerks IDE attempts to
reserve a heap 3.5 MB (3584 KB) in size (but will still launch if only 2
MB, or 2048 KB, are available).
~Iii

~Iii

SimpleTeHt Info

S.
V

CodeWarrior IDE 1.7 Info

SimpleText
System 7.5 Update 2.0

CodeWarrior IDE 1 .7
©1993-96 Metrowerks, Inc.
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Metrowerks CodeWarrior:

Created: Fri, Oct 13, 1995, 12:00 PM
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Yersion: 1 .3.1 , © Apple Computer, Inc.

Created: Tue, Sep 3, 1996, 7:51 PM
Modified: Thu, Sep 5, 1996, 10 :08 PM
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1985-95
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Figure 11.13 The Get Info menu item from the Finder's
File menu tells you how much memory an application requires.

Don't try to make a correlation between the amount of disk space
an application occupies and the size of its heap. An application's
heap size depends on what the application loads into memory. A
H 0 T E
small application may be required to load more than just its own
executable code into memory. It may need to reserve space for the
loading of, say, several large graphics files or resources from an
external resource file. Note in Figure 11.13 that SimpleText itself
occupies only 66 KB of disk space, yet it needs 192 KB of heap
space, and it would prefer half a megabyte (512 KB)!

~
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One means of estimating the minimum amount of heap space an application needs is to look at the application's resources and determine how
much memory they will occupy. Here's the quick method to get a rough
idea of how much heap space PictMemBad68K will need:

•

•
•
•
•

Add up the size of all CODE resources that have their preload
attribute set.
Allow for the loading of some of the other CODE resources .
Add up the size of the largest PI CT that will be loaded .
Determine the amount of memory needed for other resources .
Add an appropriate ''buffer" of memory to play it safe.
Programmers who will be creating fat applications or PowerPConly applications should read this section for general techniques,
then read the last section in this chapter-"ZoneRanger and the
Power Mac"-for PowerPC-specific tips.

When your CodeWarrior integrated development environment compiles and links a 68K project, the resulting application consists of all the
resources from the project's resource file (or files), as well as two or
more CODE resources. Each CODE resource is a segment of executable
code-the 68K instructions that result from compiled source code. Any
of these CODE resources that are marked as preload will be loaded into
the application heap when the application launches. An application's
heap must be large enough to accommodate all the CODE resources that
are marked as preloaded. CodeWarrior will allow you to mark any segment to be preloaded, and it will always mark CODE resource 1, which
holds the start of your application, as preloaded.
Figure 11.14 shows some of the CODE resources for the graphics program MacDraw Pro, as viewed when the application is opened with the
resource editor Resorcerer. In this figure, you can see that MacDraw Pro
has 20 CODE resources, totaling about 330 KB, that will preload when the
program is launched. From this, you can safely conclude that the heap
size for MacDraw Pro will need to be at least 330 KB in size-and more
likely much higher. Additional heap space must also be reserved to
hold at least some of the other CODE resources as well.
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MacDraw Pro
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Figure 11.14 Most commercial applications, such as
Claris MacDraw Pro, have several CODE resources that are marked to preload.

For 68K applications, all the program's executable code need not
be loaded into memory at once; only code marked as preloaded
will be loaded at application startup. Other code will be loaded
0 T E
as needed and purged (if marked purgeable) when it is not in use
and unavailable memory is being requested by the program.
Again, Inside Macintosh: Memory and Macintosh Programming
Techniques, Second Edition provides details on memory management for 68K applications.

~
H

If you build the PictMemBad68K application and then open it with a
resource editor, you'll see that it has three CODE resources. Figure 11.15
shows the size of each. Because PictMemBad68K is such a trivial pro-
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gram, all of its executable code together uses less than 2 KB. Figure
11.15 also takes a closer look at the CODE resource with an ID of 0. The
Info dialog box shown in this figure was opened by first double-clicking
on the CODE icon in the PictMemBad68K window of ResEdit, then
clicking on the CODE 0 resource in the list of CODE resources, and finally selecting Get Resource Info from the Resource menu of ResEdit.
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D System Heap
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IZI Protected
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Figure 11.15 A look at the attributes of one of the CODE resources of the
PictMemBad68K application, viewed from ResEdit.

If you're using Resorcerer rather than ResEdit, refer to Figure 11.16
rather than Figure 11.15-it provides a similar view of CODE 0, this time
from Resorcerer. To view the Info window from Resorcerer, select
Resource Info from the Resource menu.
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Figure 11.16 A look at the attributes of one of the CODE resources
of the PictMemBad68K application, viewed from Resorcerer.

Besides loading its own executable code during the course of its execution, the PictMemBad68K application will load PI CT data into the heap
as the program runs. Because the application only displays one picture
at any given time, I won't need to determine the total size of all the PICT
resources. Instead, I'll rely on a quick look at the PI CT resources to tell
me that the program will only need about 5 KB of heap space to hold
even the largest picture. Figure 11.17 shows the PI CT resources from
ResEdit (with by ID rather than by PICT selected from the ResEdit View
menu). Figure 11.18 shows the PICT information from Resorcerer (select
the Hide 'PICT' data and Show sizes items from the View menu).
Another object that will appear in the heap is the data for the one
window that PictMemBad68K uses. Opening a new window means a
Wi ndowReco rd gets loaded into memory, and the WI ND resource information gets copied to that record. A window occupies well under 1 KB
of memory, so the window is not a concern.
The PictMemBad68K application has less than 2 KB of code, won't
display more than 5 KB of picture information at any one time, and will
display only one window. Additionally, because PictMemBad68K
doesn't work with files, it won't require heap space to hold data from
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other files. From this information, what can be concluded about the
memory requirement of PictMemBad68K? Obviously, it's quite low. If I
leave the heap size at the default value of 384 KB, I'll be creating an
application that probably wastes about one-third of a megabyte of the
user's RAM; so instead, I'll use CodeWarrior to change the heap size.
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Figure 11.17 The size of each PictMemBad68K
PICT resource, viewed from ResEdit.
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Figure 11.18 The size of each PictMemBad68K.
PICT resource, viewed from Resorcerer.
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Changing an flpplication•s Heap Size
To tell CodeWarrior to generate a version of PictMemBad68K that uses
a smaller heap, I'll select Project Settings from the CodeWarrior IDE
Edit menu, click the 68K Project entry in the Project Settings dialog box
to display the 68K Project panel, and then enter a much smaller number
for both the preferred heap size and the minimum heap size. Though I
don't think the PictMemBad68K application will require even 48 KB of
heap space, in Figure 11.19 you can see that I've played it safe and
entered that value. If I'm right, the net savings to the user is 336 KB of
RAM (384 KB - 48 KB).
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Figure 11.19 An application's heap size can be changed
by using the CodeWarrior Project Settings dialog box.

After selecting Make from the Project menu, I returned to the Finder.
There I clicked once on the new version of PictMemBad68K and selected Get Info from the Finder's File menu. The numbers in the Info dialog box confirm that the system will indeed allocate only 48 KB to
PictMemBad68K, as shown in Figure 11.20.
There's a second way to change the heap size of an application.
After the application is built, you can open the application with a
resource editor and change the values in the last two fields of the application's SI ZE resource.
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PictMemBod68K Info
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PictMemBad68K

Kind: application program
Size : 50K on disk ( 49 ,573 bytes used)
Yher-e: Hard Drive: C\'110 Gold: Sydow
C'l'f Book : C12 ZoneRanger : Picture
Memory Zone: Pict Mem Bad:
Cr-eated: Fri, Sep 20, 1996, 6 :14 PM
Modified : Fri, Sep 20, 1996, 6 :24 PM
Yer-sion: n/a
Comments:
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D Locked
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Figure 11.20 The Finder's Get Info dialog box reflects changes made to an application's heap size in CodeWarrior, after the application is rebuilt in CodeWarrior.

Now it's time for a test run. Double-click on the PictMemBad68K icon
to launch the application. When the empty window opens, click the
mouse button to display the first of the ten pictures. Repeatedly click
the mouse to display each picture. What happens after a few clicks?
Most likely, some mouse clicks don't display pictures. Keep clicking the
mouse. Eventually, the first few pictures may again be displayedthough the ones that should appear at the end of the animation are
never drawn. Why? You may have discovered the problem several
pages back. But regardless, press any key to end the faulty program and
read on to see how ZoneRanger can be used to track down a bug and
help determine an appropriate heap zone size.

ZoneRanger Basics
This chapter's Macintosh memory overview provided you with the
background you'll need for the use of Metrowerks' impressive memory-
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watching software tool ZoneRanger. Now it's time to take a look at
ZoneRanger and to put this utility through its paces.
You've seen that every application that is running (each process) on
a Macintosh has its own application partition. Within this partition is
the application heap. As each block in the heap begins with a block
header, the application heap itself also begins with a header, called the
zone header. This header provides the Memory Manager with information about the heap, such as its size in bytes. Because the application
heap can expand and shrink as the application executes, the heap ends
with a small block of memory, known as the zone trailer, which helps the
Memory Manager keep track of the end of the heap. Collectively, the
heap and its header and trailer are referred to as the heap zone. It is an
application's heap zone that ZoneRanger monitors.
Like all the software in the CodeWarrior package, ZoneRanger is
constantly being improved and upgraded. Included on the book's
CD is version 1.9 of ZoneRanger, copyright late 1996. If you're
going to run ZoneRanger to follow along with the discussions in
this chapter and you are an owner of the full-featured Metrowerks
CodeWarrior package (which may include a more recent version of
ZoneRanger), use this book's version instead. That way, what you
see on-screen will match what you read in this book.

The Heap Zones Window
When you launch ZoneRanger, the ZoneRanger Heap Zones (also
referred to as the Open Zone) window will open. Listed in this window is
the name of each application, or process, that is currently running. These
are the processes that ZoneRanger tracks. Each time you run ZoneRanger
you'll notice that the System, Process Manager, and Finder are always
listed in this window. That's because as long as your Mac is running, so
are these programs. Because ZoneRanger is executing, it too will be listed
in the Heap Zones window. If you have any other programs running,
their names will also appear in this window. In Figure 11.21, you can see
that besides the four applications that will always be named in the Heap
Zones window, I have the PictMemBad68K program running.
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Heap Zones

Name
System
Process Manager

~""

~

Finder
MW ZoneRanger 1 .9
PictMem8ad68K

I-=-

0

~Open 1D Graphical Display
~Open 2D Graphical Display

~Open Summary Display
~Open Histogram Display

~

The ZoneRanger Heap Zones window
keeps track of all applications that are executing.

Figure 11.21

As shown in Figure 11.21, at the bottom of the Heap Zones window are
four checkboxes. Each checkbox provides a different way to view the
same memory information for any one process. To open one or more of
the four display windows, check the appropriate checkbox or checkboxes in the Heap Zones window, then double-dick on a process name in
the Heap Zones window. A display window for every marked checkbox will then open. In this chapter, we'll take a look at each type of display, starting with the Summary display.

The Summary Display
To explore process heap zones using ZoneRanger, I started out by running a program I'm familiar with-the PictMemBad68K application
that I just recently developed. With ZoneRanger running and the Heap
Zones window on the screen, I checked the Open Summary Display
checkbox, unchecked the other three checkboxes, and then doubleclicked on the PictMemBad68K name in the process list. Figure 11 .22
shows the resulting Summary window for this one process-the
PictMemBad68K process.
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The ZoneRanger Summary window for the PictMemBad68K process.

Figure 11.23 shows the Summary window and four of the seven pieces of
memory-related information that ZoneRanger tracks for the process. From
earlier in this chapter you know that a heap, or zone, holds free memory,
nonrelocatable blocks, and relocatable blocks. ZoneRanger labels these
blocks as Free, Pointers, and Handles, respectively. Within each column
appears the number of blocks of one of these types, as well as the number
of bytes of memory occupied by those blocks. For example, in Figure 11.23
you can see that at this point in time the PictMemBad68K application's
heap zone contains 6 free blocks, 6 nonrelocatable blocks (referenced by
pointers), and 47 relocatable blocks (referenced by handles).
Values in your Summary window will differ from the ones shown
in mine. Different system configurations will result in different
numbers of blocks. Also, Macintosh memory is dynamic-blocks
H 0 T E
are relocated and purged periodically. As you view the Summary
window, don't be surprised to see some of the values changing as
the process you're studying executes.

r:l1

Relocatable blocks have locked, purgeable, and resource attributes. The
Summary window reports the number of blocks with each of these
attributes for the process being monitored. Figure 11.24 points out the
three attributes columns in the Summary window.
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Figure 11.23 The ZoneRanger Summary window tracks all the free blocks, nonrelocatable blocks, and relocatable blocks in the memory heap of an application.
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Figure 11.24 The ZoneRanger Summary window tracks all the attributes
of all the relocatable blocks in the monitored process.
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The blocks in the three rightmost columns are all relocatable
blocks referenced by handles. Yet for this process, the total number of blocks in these three columns will not add up to the number of blocks displayed in the Handles column of this same
Summary window. That's because many of the application's relocatable blocks may not have any of these three attributes set.
That is, a block that is unlocked, unpurgeable, and holds data
that isn't from a resource won't appear in the Attributes columns.

The Histogram Display
ZoneRanger provides a few different ways to look at the same information. Rather than displaying just the number of blocks of various types
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(as the Summary window does), you can choose to view block data in a
more graphical way-as a histogram. A histogram is a type of chart that
uses vertical or horizontal bars of different lengths to represent the distribution of something. In ZoneRanger, each vertical bar in the Histogram
window represents a number of blocks in a certain byte range. If one bar
is higher than another, that means that a greater number of memory
blocks fall into that size range. Figure 11.25 elaborates on this concept by
displaying the byte size ranges of some of the histogram bars.
PictMemBad68K Histo
Sliowl119 1 block(s) p~r 4x16 pixel rectangle

n
Number of blocks that are each 64 to 127 bytes in size
Number of blocks that are each 32 to 63 bytes in size
Number of blocks that are each 16 to 31 bytes in size
Number of blocks that are each 8 to 15 bytes in size
Number of blocks that are each 4 to 7 bytes in size

Figure 11.25 The ZoneRanger Histogram window displays the
number of blocks in different ranges of sizes in the monitored process.

To open a Histogram window for an application, check the Open
Histogram Display checkbox in the Heap Zones window and then
double-click on the name of the process to monitor. I did that for the
PictMemBad68K program. The resulting Histogram window is shown
in Figure 11.25.
For any one process you can open as many of the four display
windows as you want. For example, you can leave open the
Summary window for the PictMemBad68K process and still open
H 0 T E
the HistogramI window for this same process.

f2j
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The Histogram window provides an overview of the block size makeup
of a process. To see exactly how many blocks in a given size range are in
memory, click on the bar that represents that size range. In Figure 11.26,
I clicked on the bar that represents the number of blocks that are at least
16 bytes in size but less than 32 bytes in size. ZoneRanger responds by
highlighting the bar and printing the number of blocks (19 in this example) that fall into this size range.
ram
Showing 1 block(s) per 4i<l 6 pixel rectangle

PictMemBad68K uses 19 blocks of memory that
are each in the range of 16 bytes to 31 bytes in size

Figure 11.26 Clicking on a bar in the Histogram window displays the
number of blocks in the size range of that one column.

In Figure 11.26, I've clicked on the bar that is in the sixth column
from the left edge of the window. The PictMemBad68K program
isn't currently using any memory blocks of the sizes represented
0 T E
by the second and third columns, so the height of the second and
third bars is 0.

rl1
It

The 2D Graphical Display
The Summary window and Histogram window provide two ways of
looking at the number of blocks of memory a program is using.
However, knowing the number of blocks of memory a program is using
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may or may not answer questions you have about that application. So
ZoneRanger provides the 1D Graphical window and 2D Graphical window as ways to provide more information about specific blocks of
memory. Here I'll look at the 2D Graphical window-after that I'll open
a 1D Graphical window.
To open a 2D Graphical window for an application, check the Open
2D Graphical Display checkbox in the Heap Zones window and then
double-click on the name of the process to monitor. I did that for the
PictMemBad68K program. The resulting 2D Graphical window is
shown in Figure 11.27.
Relocatable block
(resource data)

-

Nonrelocatable
block

Free
block

Relocatable
block

Free memory block

-

Nonrelocatable block (pointer)

I-

Relocatable block (handle)

-

Relocatable block, resource data (handle)

Figure 11.27 The ZoneRanger 20 Graphical window displays a two-dimensional
view of the various types of blocks used by the monitored process.

Now let's see how the Zone window works. You can determine the
type of block by its color. For the figures in this chapter, you can use the
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grayscale key I've included beneath the 20 Graphical window in Figure
11.27. When running ZoneRanger on your Mac, click on the Legend
Information pop-up menu-the rightmost of the three small icons in
the lower left of the 2D Graphical window-as I'm doing in Figure
11.28. When you do that, you'll see a more comprehensive key that lets
you know which colors are used to represent which types of blocks.
PictMemBad68K

J

~~~J

W

r::-::--1
~

@_

I "Pointer• Color...
I " Locked Handle" Color...
"Handle• Color ...

l~I. Purgeable Handle » Color ...
N

I
I
iiiiillliiiiilll
J

I
I
I

I "Free Block• Color...
I "Resource Handle • Color.. .
I " Locked Purgeable Handle" Color.. .
I "Locked Resource Handle• Color.. .
I "Purgeable Resource Handle • Color...
I " Locked Purgeable Resource Handle • Color...
I "Selected Block" Color...
Reset All Colors

Figure 11.28

The 20 Graphical window Legend Information menu.

Back in Figure 11.27 I checked Show Resource Handles in the
Configure menu so my window displays all relocatable resource blocks
in a different color than relocatable blocks that don't hold resource data.
You can get still more information about a particular block by clicking
on it to select it (the block will change color in the window) and then
clicking on the Block Information pop-up menu-the middle of the
three icons at the bottom left of the window. When you do that, you'll
see the Block Information menu, as shown in Figure 11.29.
The Block Information menu in Figure 11.29 shows that the block
I've selected is a block of free memory 20 bytes in size. Later in this
chapter, I'll use the 2D Graphical window and the Block Information
menu to determine why the PictMemBad68K program is failing to
properly display the sequence of pictures.
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This small block was clicked on once to select it...

-

PictMemBad68K

Block= "Free "
Address = Ox 424ACDO
Size= 20
Attributes :

-- nla
-- ~ / a
-- n/ a
0

•tk·n-clic~

for more

20 bytes

... then the Block Information popup menu was
displayed to reveal information about this one block

Figure 11.29

The 20 Graphical window Block Information menu.

The lD Graphical Display
The last of the four ZoneRanger memory display types is the lD
Graphical display. To open a lD Graphical window for a process, check
the Open lD Graphical Display checkbox in the Heap Zones window
and then double-click on the name of the process to monitor.
The 10 Graphical display is similar to the 2D Graphical display in
that blocks of various colors are used to represent different types of
blocks of memory. Unlike a 2D Graphical window, which represents
memory by displaying memory in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, a lD Graphical window simply displays memory horizontally. The lD Graphical window also does not place a gray border
around each block, as does the 2D Graphical window. You can, however, select a block by clicking on it (as shown in Figure 11 .30), and you
can get more information about a block by selecting the same Block
Information pop-up menu that's found in the 2D Graphical window.
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Selected block

The ZoneRanger 1D Graphical window displays a one-dimensional
view of the various types of blocks used by the monitored process.

Figure 11.30

Examining a Process <Ising
ZoneRanger
ZoneRanger keeps tabs on the memory usage of all applications that are
currently running. ZoneRanger will also monitor any applications you
start after ZoneRanger is launched. Earlier in this chapter, you read (or, if
you're following along on your Mac, you actually saw) that the
PictMemBad68K application had problems displaying the pictures it has
stored in its resource fork. Here you'll see how ZoneRanger can help out.

Viewing the PictMemBad68K Heap
before Picture Display
To examine how PictMemBad68K uses memory, double-click on the
ZoneRanger icon to launch the ZoneRanger application. Then launch
the application to be examined-PictMemBad68K. If PictMemBad68K
has been running and you've clicked the mouse button on its window
to view the animation, press any key to quit the program and then
launch it again. You'll want to view memory usage from the very start
of the program, before pictures have been loaded and displayed.
In the Heap Zones window check any of the four checkboxes- my
preference for viewing a heap zone is the 2D Graphical display, so I've
checked just the Open 2D Graphical Display checkbox. After doubleclicking on the name of PictMemBad68K in the Heap Zones window
list of processes, my screen displayed a ZoneRanger 2D Graphical window like the one pictured in Figure 11.31.
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PictMemBad68K

Figure 11.31 The ZoneRanger 2D Graphical window
for the PictMemBad68K application.

Remember, if the display of the heap in the 20 Graphical window
seems too large or too small, you can increase the area each block
occupies by making selections from the Configure menu. You can
H 0 T E
repeatedly select Increase Resolution and Zoom In to enlarge the
display size of each block or Decrease Resolution or Zoom Out to
decrease the display size of each block.

~

VIEWllt<i THE P1CTMEMBAD68K WHtD RESOURCE DATA
To help clarify what's going on in memory as PictMemBad68K runs,
you'll want to see which blocks are resource-related. Select Show
Resource Handles from the Configure menu to make these types of
blocks stand out. When I do that, I see that during this running of the
PictMemBad68K program, the application's heap zone includes two
blocks that hold resource data, as shown in Figure 11.32.

~
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Don't expect your 2D Graphical window to look just like mine,
even if you're running the same PictMemBad68K program.
Remember, Macintosh memory is dynamic. The Memory Manager
will attempt to make the best use of the memory available on
your machine when you run the application and throughout the
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running of it. What is the same, however, is the size of various
blocks of memory. For example, while the same PICT resource
may get loaded to a different address each time you run the same
program, it will occupy the same amount of memory each time.
Resource data block

Resource data block

-

Free memory block

-

Nonrelocatable block (pointer)

D

Relocatable block (handle)

-

Relocatable block, resource data (handle)

Figure 11.32 The two resource data blocks in the heap zone
during this one running of the PictMemBad68K application.

The resources in the PictMemBad68K program consist of one WIND, ten
PICT, and three CODE resources. When the PictMemBad68K is launched,
a window opens, so I can assume the WIND resource has been loaded
into memory. It's also safe to assume that the Memory Manager has
loaded at least some of the executable code of the program into memory, so I know at least one CODE resource will be loaded. Clicking on the
smaller resource block and then bringing up the Block Information
pop-up menu confirms that one of the blocks does in fact hold the data
from the program's one WIND resource, as shown in Figure 11.33.
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Selected resource data block

PictMemBad68K

Block = " Handle »
Address = Ox 424 AOFO
Size= 32
Attributes:
-- Not locked
-- Purgeable
-- Resource 'W IND' ( 128)
0 \ion-dick for more

"»

tes (PR)

Figure 11.33 Selecting one of the resource data blocks
and then displaying the Block Information pop-up menu
reveals that the block holds WIND resource data .

The Block Information pop-up menu for the selected block states that
this block is 32 bytes in size. If you have any doubts as to the accuracy
of ZoneRanger, you can use your resource editor to take a look at the
WIND resource in the PictMemBad.rsrc file or the PictMemBad68K program. Figure 11.34 saves you this step and lets you see that this is
indeed the size of the program's WIND resource.
If PictMemBad68K is running, you won't be able to open it with
your resource editor. After you're done following along with this
experiment, you can quit PictMemBad68K and then open it with
H 0 T E
ResEdit or Resorcerer.

~
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Figure 11.34 Using ResEdit to check the size of the
WIND resource in the PictMemBad68K program.

VIEWIHG THE P1CTMEMBAD68K CODE RESO<IRCE DATA
Selecting the one remaining resource block and then clicking the Block
Information pop-up menu icon displays the pop-up menu shown in
Figure 11.35. The pop-up menu reveals that this block holds the executable code that is kept in one of the CODE resources-the CODE
resource with an ID of 1. The menu also lets you know that this block is
locked (meaning the Memory Manager can't move it about in memory)
and is purgeable (meaning that while the Memory Manager can't move
it within memory, it can remove it from memory if none of its code is
currently being executed).
The more you know about Macintosh memory in general, the more
things in particular ZoneRanger will help identify. If you hadn't read
about Macintosh memory and CODE resources earlier in this chapter
n0 TE
{or if you didn't know about them before you read this book), the
fact that there is a block of memory designated as a locked, purgeable, resource block might mean little or nothing to you.

~

Once again you can gain a little more faith in ZoneRanger by comparing ZoneRanger' s report of this block's size with the size stated in a
resource editor. Figure 11.36 shows that ResEdit also interprets the CODE
1 resource to be 1566 bytes in size.
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Selected resource data block

Block = «Handle "
Address = Ox 424ACFO
Size= 1566
Attributes:
-- Locked
-- Purge ab le
- - Resource 'CODE' ( 1) «Sources "

[ml II
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Figure 11.35 Selecting the second resource data block and then displaying the
Block Information pop-up menu reveals that the block holds CODE resource data.
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Figure 11.36 Using ResEdit to check the size of the CODE
resource in the PictMemBad68K program.
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Viewing the PictMemBad68K Heap
after Picture Display
As a process runs, ZoneRanger will update any of the ZoneRanger windows that are currently displaying information about the process. The
PictMemBad68K has been running this whole time that I've been examining the 2D Graphical window, but the program hasn't been doing
anything, so ZoneRanger hasn't had much to do. I'll change that by
clicking once on the empty PictMemBad68K program window to make
the PictMemBad68K application active (rather than ZoneRanger), and
then I'll click again in the program's window to display the first picture.
Don't click again in the PictMemBad68K window at this timeyou'll want to observe the results in ZoneRanger before displaying the second of the ten pictures that should eventually be
0 T E
drawn.

~
It

With the display of the picture, ZoneRanger updates the 2D Graphical
window-even though ZoneRanger is now running in the background.
Figure 11.37 shows that my mouse click results in a new resource block
being added to the 2D Graphical window.
Selecting the new resource block and choosing the Block
Information pop-up menu reveals that this new block holds the data
from a PICT resource-PICT resource 128 to be exact (see Figure 11.38).
This is as expected; as written, the first mouse button click to the
PictMemBad68K window is supposed to load and display picture data
from PI CT resource 128.
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Clicking in the window of the PictMemBad68K application
causes this picture to appear in the window ...

New

indow

... and causes a new resource data block to appear
in the 20 Graphical window of ZoneRanger

Clicking in the PictMemBad68K program window results in a change
to the display of memory in the ZoneRanger 20 Graphical window.

Figure 11.37
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PictMemBad68K

-- Not locked
-- Not purgeable
-- Resource 'PICT ' (128) "•

0 tion-click for more-

Selected block

The Block Information pop-up menu for the selected block shows
that the newly added resource block holds the data for PICT resource 128.

Figure 11.38

Now, I'll again click on the PictMemBad68K window. Again, a picture is
displayed-as expected. And again, a new resource block is added to
the PictMemBad68K heap zone. In Figure 11.39, I've resized the 2D
Graphical window and popped up the Block Information menu to
show this new block and reveal that the new block holds the data for
PICT 129.
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PictMemBad68K

Attributes:
-- Not locked
-- Not purgeab le
-- Resource 'PICT' ( 129) "

»

The Block Information pop-up menu for the
selected block shows that a second click on the PictMemBad6BK window
results in another resource block being added to memory.
Figure 11.39

Discovering the PictMemBad68K
Memory Problem
Clicking on the PictMemBad68K window a third time results in a third
resource block being added to the heap zone. After each click of the
mouse, a new block of about 5 KB in size is added to the
PictMemBad68K heap zone. Apparently, each picture that gets drawn is
using, and retaining, a part of the application's heap zone. To confirm
this finding, I'll use another ZoneRanger window to look at the
PictMemBad68K heap zone.
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To get a different perspective on the same heap zone, I'll click on the
ZoneRanger Heap Zones window, check the Open Summary Display
checkbox, and then double-click on the name of PictMemBad68K in the
Heap Zones window list of processes. The result is a Summary window
like the one shown in Figure 11.40.
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Figure 11.40

The Summary window for the PictMemBad68K process.

In Figure 11.40, you see that the Handles column is highlighted-clicking once on a column does that. Double-clicking on a column opens a
Block List window. A Block List window displays information about all
of a heap zone's blocks of a certain type. Double-clicking on the
Handles column opens a Block List window that holds a list of all the
blocks that are referenced by handles. When I examined a block that
was added after a picture was drawn, the Block Information pop-up
listed the block's type as "Handle." You can look at the top of this popup menu in Figure 11.38 to confirm this. Because ZoneRanger let me
know that pictures are held in memory blocks referenced by handles,
I've decided to look at all the handle blocks. Figure 11.41 shows the
Block List window for the Handles column of the Summary window.
Another clue that tells me that picture data is referenced by a
handle appears in the source code for PictMemBad68K. There, a
call to the Toolbox function GetPi cture() returns a PicHandle
" 0 T E to the program .

As I scroll through the Block List window, I see that the heap zone for
PictMemBad68K does indeed hold three blocks of PI CT data-one block
for each of the three mouse clicks I've made in the window of
PictMemBad68K. Figure 11.41 shows these three blocks at the bottom of
the Block List window.
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Ox0424ABCO
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Handle
Handle
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Figure 11.41
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'PICT'

I Sources

128
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The block list window for the PictMemBad68K process.

At this point, you should have caught on that something is not right.
Though the PictMemBad68K program is displaying only a single picture at a time, it is retaining the PI CT data for more than one picture in
memory. In fact, if you click the mouse a few more times, you'll see that
the zone heap begins to fill with blocks of PI CT data.
It should be clear to you that if the heap size of PictMemBad68K is
set low, the application will soon run into trouble. Recall that I used
CodeWarrior to set the heap size to 48 KB. At close to 5 KB per displayed picture, the heap will soon become full, and either the program
will terminate abruptly or it will simply fail to display each picture.

Correcting the PictMemBad68K
Memory Problem
ZoneRanger' s ability not only to show memory blocks but also to show
the size and type of blocks helps you find memory-related programming bugs. In the case of PictMemBad68K, being able to see that memory blocks holding PI CT data remained in memory after the pictures
were drawn is what pinpointed the cause of PictMemBad68K' s problems. Now, it's up to your Macintosh programming skills to relate this
memory problem to the code that needs to be altered.
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When a program is finished with a picture, the application should
release the memory that was used to hold that picture's PI CT data. Let's
take a look at the DrawResourcePi cture() routine from
PictMemBad68K to see if that's being done:
void

DrawResourcePicture( void

{

static

short

Re ct
PicHandle
short
short
short
short

numPICTs;

theRect;
thePicture;
theWidth;
theHeight;
theleft = 35;
theTop = 20;

if ( numPICTs < 10
++numPICTs;
else
numPICTs = 1;
thePicture = GetPicture( 127 + numPICTs );
theRect = (**(thePicture)).picFrame;
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left;
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top;
SetRect( &theRect, theleft, theTop,
theleft + theWidth, theTop + theHeight );
DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );

You can see that the last line in DrawResourcePi cture() is the call to
the Toolbox routine DrawPi cture( ). I never did release the heap memory that was used in the call to GetPi cture( ). The remedy? I'll simply
add a call to Rel easeResource() at the end of the function.
Rel easeResource() requires a generic handle as its only parameter, so
I'll typecast the Pi cHandl e when I pass it:
void

DrawResourcePicture( void )

{

thePicture = GetPicture( 127 + numPICTs );
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DrawPicture( thePicture, &theRect );
ReleaseResource( (Handle)thePicture );
}

Is this really the solution? You can verify that it is by adding the call to
Rel easeResource() and then selecting Run from the Project menu to
recompile the code and build a new version of the PictMemBad68K
program. Then, again use ZoneRanger to observe the application's
memory. This work is already done for you in the form of the
PictMemGood68K project and program on the book's CD. The only difference between the PictMemBad68K and PictMemGood68K programs
is one line of code-the call to Re 1ease Resource ().
Figure 11.42 is a look at the PictMemGood68K program, along with
a ZoneRanger 2D Graphical window. In the figure, you can see that
even with the last of the ten PictMemGood68K pictures displayed,
there's still plenty of heap space left. The figure also shows that there
are only two relocatable resource blocks in the heap (representing the
WI ND and CODE resources)-the PICT block is released immediately after
a picture is drawn.
As you run PictMemGood68K, keep an eye on the amount of free
space in the PictMemGood68K Zone window. If, after putting the program through its paces, there is always an ample amount of free memory, you know that you can further reduce the size of the application's
heap. Quit PictMemGood68K, click on it once, then select Get Info from
the Finder's File menu. Lower the minimum size and preferred size values and test the program again. Quit PictMemGood68K, adjust the heap
size, and rerun the program several times until you find the optimum
heap size. Keep in mind that PictMemGood68K should always have a
free block at least the size of the largest PI CT resource it needs to load.
When you've found the ideal heap size, change the values in the
68K Project panel of the Project Settings dialog box for the
PictMemGood68K.µ project. Then, each time you make a new version
of the program CodeWarrior will give the application the heap size you
want. To guarantee that any program you write doesn't use too much of
a user's RAM (or so little that it behaves erratically), examine it with
ZoneRanger.
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WIND 128 block

CODE 1 block

When PictMemGood68K runs, it releases
resource blocks immediately after using them.

Figure 11.42

Why ttot Just Clse the Debugger?
After using ZoneRanger, you may be wondering if it is really necessary
to use a memory-watching tool like ZoneRanger when you're already
familiar with source-level debugging. After all, a debugger is easy to
use and it too displays the contents of memory. Let's again refer to the
PictMemBad68K application for the answer.
If I wasn't using ZoneRanger and I compiled and ran the
PictMemBad68K program, I would turn to MW Debug when I noticed
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that the program wasn't displaying the pictures properly. Making the
assumption that perhaps the pictures were not getting loaded into
memory, I'd guess that the problem lies in the
DrawResourcePi cture() routine. In that function, I'd set a breakpoint
at the call to GetPi cture() and then start watching what happens as
the program executes.
The first few times through DrawResourcePi cture() I wouldn't
notice any problems. Eventually, however, I'd step past GetPi cture()
and notice that the Pi cHandl e variable the Picture was nil, as shown
in Figure 11.43. I'd look at numPICTs and see that it had a value of 7,
meaning Get Picture() had attempted to load PICT 134 (127 + 7) but
failed to do so. Could it be that I forgot to add PICT 134 to the resource
file? Or, if I did add it, is the PI CT resource somehow corrupt? Neither
of these possibilities would of course be true. A check of the resource
file would eliminate the first potential problem, but determining if one
or more of the PI CT resources was corrupt might be more difficult.
The investigation continues. What happens after the eighth, ninth,
and tenth mouse clicks, when each of these pictures fails to be drawn?
The program cycles back to the first picture. If it does occur to me that
perhaps there is a memory problem, those thoughts might be dashed
when I see that the eleventh mouse click does in fact show that
the Picture is no longer ni 1-the first picture is again loaded and displayed in the window.
What did ZoneRanger show that the debugger didn't? ZoneRanger
provided a quick, graphical look at the entire heap of
PictMemBad68K-not just the values of a few variables. And, because
variables reside on the stack, not in the heap, the debugger didn't give
the same kind of view of memory as the heap watcher. When watching
the PictMemBad68K heap with ZoneRanger, you could easily see that
the heap was rapidly filling up, something that the debugger didn't
report. And when that eleventh mouse click took place, you already
knew from the ZoneRanger 2D Graphical window that PICT 128 had
never been released from memory. So even though PictMemBad68K
didn't have enough free memory to load another P I CT, the call to
DrawPi cture() still worked.
Like any tool, ZoneRanger isn't to be used for all jobs. But it is helpful for a variety of tasks, such as:
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Reel
PicHandle

shor t
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numPICTs ;

theRect ;
theP i c lur e ;
theW id th ;
theHe ight ;
theleft = 35 ;
theTop = 20 ;

if ( numPI CTs < 10 )
numP I CTs++ ;
el s e
numPI CTs = 1;
theP i c ture = GetPi c lur e < 127 + numPICTs

••

>;

theRe ct = <** ( lhePi c ture )). picFrame ;
t hel.Jidth = theRect . righ t - theRect . lef t;
theHe i gh t

= theRec t . bo ttom - t heRec t . top ;

SetRect < &theRect , theleft , theTop, theLeft +
DrowP i c lure ( lhe P i c lure, & lheRec l ) ;

!ill

Line: 9 5

l

So urce

Figure 11.43 The Metrowerks debugger reports that
a call to Ge tPi ctu re () has failed.

•
•
•
•

To improve your understanding of how Macintosh memory is
organized.
To get a complete, graphical view of what's going on in the
heap.
To help, in conjunction with a debugger, track down memoryrelated bugs.
To help determine how large a partition should be devoted to
your program.
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400--------------------------------ZoneRanger and native
PowerPC Programs
Whether you're using a 68K-based Macintosh or a Power Macintosh, if
you run a 68K application and ZoneRanger, you'll see results like those
shown in the previous sections. If you own a Power Mac, and if you
examine a native PowerPC application, however, ZoneRanger will
reveal that the contents of the application heap are a little different.
When a native PowerPC application is launched, it is given its own
application partition in RAM, just as a 68K application is. If you examine this native PowerPC process with ZoneRanger, though, you will
notice some differences between the contents of its heap zone and that
of a 68K program.

"ative PowerPC Applications and Memory
Like a 68K program, a native program is loaded into an application partition that has a stack and a heap. Unlike a 68K program, a native application doesn't use an AS World; that's shown in Figure 11.44.
Information that is held in the AS World of a 68K application has been
either moved or eliminated for native programs. Native application
global variables, for example, are all held in a single nonrelocatable
block in the application heap.
The following discussion pertains to applications running on a
Power Mac with virtual memory turned off. If you'd like to use
ZoneRanger to examine any of your native PowerPC applications,
I 0 TE
first open the Memory Control Panel from the Apple menu. Click
the Off radio button in the Virtual Memory section of the Control
Panel, as shown in Figure 11.45. Then close the Control Panel and
restart your Macintosh.

r:21
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Figure 11.44

Native applications don't have an AS World.
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Figure 11.45 The Memory Control Panel allows
you to turn virtual memory on or off.
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As you saw in Chapter 5, a 68K application has its executable code
stored in CODE resources in its resource fork. When a 68K application
launches, the C0 DE resources marked as preloaded will be loaded
immediately into the application heap. As the program executes, other
CODE resources will be loaded as needed (and possibly unloaded when
unneeded). As the application needs other types of resources (WIN D,
MBAR, etc.), they will be loaded into the heap.
A native PowerPC application has its executable code stored in the
application's data fork-not in CODE resources. When a native PowerPC
application launches, all of its executable code is loaded into one block
of nonrelocatable memory in the application's heap-not into several
relocatable blocks as it is for a 68K program. Like a 68K application, a
native PowerPC application loads and uses all other non-CODE resources
as needed. Figure 11.46 provides a look at the heap of a PowerPC application that has its executable code and a few resources loaded.

~

I'

Stack

ll

F~

17-:::-=,=-"'""'

Resource relocatable block
Resource relocatable block

l Resource relocatable block
IF

- '

Process

Heap
Code fragment
Nonrelocatable block

I.!

Figure 11.46 A native application running on a Power Mac
keeps its executable code in a nonrelocatable block in the heap.
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I used ZoneRanger to monitor a native application to verify that an application that runs native on a Power Mac does in fact load all its executable
code at the low end of its heap at startup. The application I chose to
examine was the CodeWarrior IDE itself. With CodeWarrior running, I
launched ZoneRanger, made sure the Open 2D Graphical Display
checkbox was checked, and then double-clicked on the CodeWarrior IDE
1.7 name in the process list of the ZoneRanger Heap Zones window.
When I did that, I saw the 2D Graphical window pictured in Figure 11.47.
This one block holds the executable code for the CodeWarrior IDE

CodeWarrior I OE 1. 7

Size ; 1 604 988

Attributes :

-- n/a
-- n/a
- - n/a

When a native application runs on a Power Mac,
ZoneRanger graphically illustrates that the program's
code is stored in a single, nonrelocatable block.

Figure 11.47
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404--------------------------------Metrowerks distributes the CodeWarrior IDE as a fat application
so that you're guaranteed that the IDE will run on your Mac,
regardless of whether you're using a 68K-based Mac or a Power
n0 TE
Mac. I knew that, so I chose it as the program to monitor. This
test will, however, work on any application that is either a fat
application or a PowerPC-only program.

r21

To see similar results, make sure to turn virtual memory off in the
Memory Control Panel and restart your computer first. When virtual memory is on, the entire contents of the data fork won't be
n 0 T E loaded into RAM.

~

I know that one of the first blocks in the zone will be a nonrelocatable
block (a block referenced by a pointer). Because this block holds all the
executable code of the application, it may be quite large. Clicking on the
block will tell you its size and confirm that it is a block accessed by a
pointer, rather than a handle. In Figure 11.47, I've selected the very
large block that appears right near the start of the zone and brought up
the Block Information pop-up menu for it. That menu shows that the
block is well over 1 MB in size.
If you're running this test using a different PowerPC application
and you'd like further proof that the large, nonrelocatable block you've
found in the heap zone is indeed the program's code, make note of the
block's size and then quit the application. Launch your resource editor
and open the application that you just tested with ZoneRanger. If
you're using ResEdit, select Get Info from the File menu. If you're
using Resorcerer, choose File Info from the File menu. Look at the size
of the application's data fork (as shown using ResEdit in Figure 11.48)
and compare it to the size of the large pointer block that you saw in the
ZoneRanger 20 Graphical window. Because a native application stores
its executable code in its data fork, these two values should be similar.
In Figure 11.48, you can see that the size of the CodeWarrior IDE data
fork is within a few bytes of the over 1.6 million bytes that make up the
selected block in Figure 11.47.
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Figure 11.48 The size of an application's data fork can be
found by opening the application with either ResEdit or Resorcerer.

If you specify a heap size that is too small to hold the code for
your native application, the operating system will automatically
enlarge the heap to accommodate the code. Don't rely on this
H0 T E
operating system service when establishing a heap size for your
native application, though. You should take note of your native
application's data fork size and include that value in the heap
size. Remember, the application code won't be the only block in
the heap; you should allow room for resources and any other
data that your application will need.

~

"ative PowerPC Applications
and Virtual Memory
Macintosh computers equipped with a 68030, 68040, or a PowerPC
processor and running a version of system software 7.0 or later, can use
virtual memory. Virtual memory allows the operating system to use
memory other than the Mac's physical RAM. To do this, the operating
system views a part of the hard drive memory as an extension of RAM.
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406--------------------------------This allows a user to run more applications concurrently than would be
possible without virtual memory.
If a Power Macintosh has virtual memory enabled (by turning it on
in the Memory Control Panel and rebooting), the entire block of executable code of a native application will not be loaded into the application heap when the program is launched. Instead, a part of RAM outside the application partition will be set aside to hold some of the application's executable code. A nonrelocatable block will then be established in the application heap to provide a link between the process and
this externally located code section.
With virtual memory turned on, the code section for a process is not
large enough to hold all the executable code of the application. If it were,
there would be no net RAM savings. Instead, the code section is used as a
holding area for parts, or pages, of the native application's code. As a program runs, the application's executable code remains on the hard drive-in the data fork of the application. When a part of an application's code
needs to be executed, it is loaded into the code section of the process.
When a different part of the application's code needs to run, the code currently in the code section is swapped with it. Figure 11.49 illustrates how
a native application runs on a Power Mac with virtual memory enabled.
The fact that your native application may not need any heap space
for your application's code may tempt you to consider decreasing the
size of your application's heap; don't do it. While many users of your
PowerPC program may have virtual memory enabled, you can't make
the assumption that all users will. You'll want to estimate your application's heap size with virtual memory turned off.
While the use of virtual memory is transparent to the end user
(except for a slowdown in program execution in some cases), it will be
noticeable to you, the programmer, if you run ZoneRanger. Figure 11.50
shows the 2D Graphical window for the CodeWarrior IDE-this time
running on a Power Mac that has virtual memory turned on. If you
compare Figure 11.50 with Figure 11.47, you'll see that the large nonrelocatable block found in Figure 11.47 is not present in Figure 11.50. In
Figure 11.50, the size of the largest block of memory is far smaller than
the 1.6 MB of the CodeWarrior IDE data fork. That's because with virtual memory on, the CodeWarrior IDE application code is now located
outside the application's heap zone.
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Native app

Stack

Resource relocatable block

Process

Resource relocatable block
Heap

Figure 11.49 A native application running on a Power Mac
with virtual memory turned on will have its executable code stored
in RAM outside of the heap, and in the application itself.

Because virtual memory is implemented in a way that makes its details
transparent to the user, you won't have to consider any special virtual
memory programming concerns when writing a native application.
Your application will run whether or not virtual memory is enabled.
Still, it's a good idea to be familiar with how virtual memory works, if
for no other reason than to avoid the confusion of assuming code is
missing from the heap when you examine your application with
ZoneRanger!
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The largest block of non-free memory is much smaller
than the size of the CodeWarrior IDE data fork

CodeWarrior I DE 1. 7

Attributes :

-- n/a
-- n/a
-- n/a

Figure 11.50 ZoneRanger demonstrates that a native application running on a
Power Mac with virtual memory on will not have its code stored in its heap zone.

fat Binary Applications and RAM
While a fat binary application holds twice the code of either a 680x0
version or a PowerPC-only version of the same application, a fat app
doesn't need a partition size twice as big as either of those versions.
That's because no matter which of the two environments the fat app
runs in (680x0 or PowerPC), only one of the two code versions (resource
fork or data fork) will execute at any one time.
When a fat application is launched on a Power Mac that has virtual
memory turned off, all the application's executable code will be loaded
into memory. You saw that happen when I monitored the CodeWarrior
IDE from ZoneRanger. For that reason, you'll want to determine the
application's heap size based on the PowerPC version of the code. For a
fat application, there's one additional consideration. Any CODE
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resources that are marked as preload and locked will be loaded into the
heap and remain there, even though the application will use instead the
native code from the application's data fork.
In Figure 11.51, you can see that a fat binary named VMtestFat was
launched on a Power Macintosh. ZoneRanger shows that the 68K CODE 1

resource has been loaded just before the PowerPC data fork code. This
figure shows the heap with virtual memory turned off. Figure 11.52
shows the same application in a Power Mac's memory, this time with virtual memory enabled. For VMtestFat, it would be wise to add the byte
size of the CODE 1 resource to the heap size of the VMtestFat application.
CODE 1

Executable code

UMtestFat

-

Free memory block

-

Nonrelocatable block (pointer)

r-

Relocatable block (handle)
Relocatable block, resource data (handle)

Figure 11.51

A fat application running on a Power Mac with virtual memory
turned off will have CODE 1 in its application heap.
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CODE1

UMtestfat

-

Free memory block

-

Nonrelocatable block (pointer)

r-

Relocatable block (handle)

c:::J

Relocatable block, resource data (handle)

A fat application running on a Power Mac with virtual memory
enabled will also have CODE 1 in its application heap.

Figure 11.52

Summary
Each Macintosh application that is executing is given its own memory
partition. For a 68K application, this partition consists of an AS World, a
stack, and a heap. For a PowerPC application, there is no AS World. The
size of the heap-the largest part of the application partition-can be
set by the programmer using the 68K Project or PPC Project panel in the
CodeWarrior Project Settings dialog box. After rebuilding the application, the new heap size can be confirmed by selecting Get Info from the
Finder's File menu.
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An application's heap, or heap zone, holds blocks of memory. Each
block is nonrelocatable (it can't be moved by the Memory Manager),
relocatable (it can be moved), or free (it is available to hold a nonrelocatable or relocatable block). Nonrelocatable blocks are accessed via pointers. Relocatable blocks are accessed using handles. A relocatable block
may have (but doesn't have to have) any of the following three attributes: purgeable (it can be removed from memory by the Memory
Manager), locked (it cannot be moved or purged), or resource (it holds
data obtained from a resource).
ZoneRanger is a software utility that is used as a memory checker.
ZoneRanger is used to examine the heap zone of any application that is
running on a Mac. ZoneRanger is useful because it provides a numerical and graphical look at how applications use memory.
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Profiler and
Program Timing
As you write a Mac program, you may have concerns about its execution speed-especially if it makes extensive use of graphics. If this is the
case, you'll want to devote programming time and effort to optimizing
your code, thereby eliminating unneeded code and replacing sluggish
routines with faster ones. To handle this fine-tuning, you'll want to rely
on more than guesswork. Enter the CodeWarrior Profiler.
By adding a few Profiler function calls to your source code, you tell
the Mac to keep track of processor timing information as your program
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executes. The Profiler monitors the amount of time spent in each function and saves this data to a file. This information is vital to determining
which of your application-defined routines are the slowest. After quickly isolating the time-consuming functions, you'll know where to devote
your optimization energies. And when you rewrite a function in the
hopes of speeding it up, you'll be able to again use the Profiler to verify
that your efforts did in fact improve your program's performance.

Using the CodeWarrior Profiler
The CodeWarrior Profiler makes monitoring a program's execution
speed simple. In short, you'll add a single library to your existing
CodeWarrior project, include a few extra function calls in your source
code, and then build an application. After you do that, each time you
run your program the timing results will be saved to a file that can be
viewed using the CodeWarrior Profiler viewing application.

The CodeWarrior Profiler
The CodeWarrior Profiler consists of a library you add to your
CodeWarrior project, a number of Profiler function calls you can add to
your own source code, and a viewer application named MW Profiler.
The library holds the compiled code for the handful of Profiler functions that you invoke from the source code file that is a part of whatever
project you're working on.
The Profiler functions will monitor your program as it runs and will
track and save information about the time your program spends performing various tasks. They'll also create a file and save this information in it. When you quit your program, you'll run the CodeWarrior
Profiler viewer application to open this file and view the results.
Figure 12.1 shows the Profiler file that is the result of profiling a
simple Macintosh program-a program named Profilerlntro68K, covered later in this chapter. The figure shows the file as viewed from the
MW Profiler application. The figure points out information that can be
garnished from the profile.
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Microsecond timing is used for high accuracy
(1,000,000 microseconds= 1 second)

Results are displayed in milliseconds
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OpenDrawWindow()
routine ran one time

Figure 12.1

97% of the program's
time was spent in the
OpenDrawWindow()
routine

The OpenDrawWindow()
routine takes about one
twentieth of a second to
execute (about 50/1000
seconds)

Some of the information that can be found in a Profiler output file.

Adding Profiling to a Project
As mentioned, the Profiler isn't just an application; it's also code stored in a
several libraries-only one of which you'll need to add to your project.
When you link this library of code with the rest of a project's code, your program will be able to use the Profiler functions that monitor processing time.
That means you'll be able to determine how much time a program spends
in each of your own application-defined functions. In Figure 12.2, you can
see that a 68K version of the Profiler library has been added to the first
example project found in this book-the Chapter 2 example
MyFirstMacApp.µ. Since that project was created from the Basic Toolbox 68
project stationery, one of the 68k Profiler libraries was added to the project.
Recall that project groups exist for organizational purposes only.
There is no right or wrong group to add the profiler library to. In
fact, being the organized programmer that you are, you might
want to place the library in its own new group. After adding the
Profiler library to a project, you can do that by clicking on the
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library name and then dragging the file name beneath the bottom of the last group. When you then drop the file (by releasing
the mouse button), a brand new group titled Segment 5 appears.
Double-click on this group name and rename it something more
appropriate, such as Profiler Library.
My_FirstMacApp.µ

iB. JlE File
V

Sources
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9 file(s)
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Figure 12.2 To add profiling capabilities to a
68K project, add one of the Profiler68k libraries to it.

You add a Profiler library to a project as you would any other library:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Click on a group name in the project window.
Select Add Files from the Project menu.
Move to the folder that holds the file to add.
Click on the file name and then click the Add button.
Click the Done button.

SELECTIHG fl PROFILER LIBRARY FOR fl 68K PROJECT
The Profiler libraries are located in three separate folders in the
Libraries folder in the MacOS Support folders. That folder is in turn
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found in the Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder. For 68K projects the
libraries are in a folder titled Profiler 68K. Figure 12.3 shows the path to
traverse to reach the Profiler libraries used in 68K projects.

18 Pro
18 Pro
18 Pro
18 Pro

'51 Libraries
'51 MacOS Support
'51 Metrowerks CodeWarrior
'51CWl0 Gold
=Hard Driue
Iii Desktop

Select files to add •••
Profiler68k(Large).Lib

Figure 12.3

Remoue

[ Remoue Rll J
[

Done

[

Cancel

The path to the Profiler libraries used in 6BK projects.

Figure 12.3 shows that the Profiler library named
Profiler68k(Large).Lib appears in the bottom list of the Add Files dialog box, meaning that I've selected it to be added to the current project-a click on the Done button will do that.
For 68K projects, Profiler offers five different libraries. In almost all
cases you'll use the Profiler68k(Large).Lib library. If you've created
your project from the Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery and you're
using the processor settings supplied by CodeWarrior (which is most
likely the case), then this is the Profiler library to add. If you'd like to
ensure that you're using the proper library, select Project Settings from
the Edit menu and then bring up the 68K Processor panel, as shown in
Figure 12.4. If the Code Model pop-up menu is displaying the Smart
code model, then the Profiler68k(Large).Lib is the library to use.

~
n0

T E

The Profiler Manual electronic documentation that is a part of
the full-featured editions of CodeWarrior describes the uses for
the other Profiler libraries.
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Use the Profiler68k(Large).Lib library for a
project that uses the Smart code model
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Figure 12.4 Confirming that the Profiler6Bk(Large).Lib
is the Profiler library to add to a 68K project.

SELECTIHCi fl PROFILER LIBRARY FOR fl POWERPC PROJECT
For PowerPC projects, your choice of Profiler libraries is straightforward-always use the ProfilerPPC.Lib library located in the Profiler
PPC folder. That folder is in the same folder as the Profiler 68K folder-the folder named Libraries. Figure 12.3 shows the path to the
Libraries folder.
<iEHERflTIHCi PROFILER CALLS
The CodeWarrior IDE includes an easy means to turn on and off the
generation of Profiler calls. When you' re testing your code, you'll turn
the generation of Profiler calls on so that your program calls the Profiler
library routines that time your program and write the results to an output file. When you're satisfied with the results of your testing and are
ready to build a final application, you can easily remove the Profiler
calls and recompile your code one last time.
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After adding a Profiler library to a project, you'll need to make sure
the CodeWarrior option for generating Profiler calls is turned on. If
you're working with a 68K project, choose Project Settings from the
Edit menu and click on the 68K Processor panel in the Code Generation
group in the list in the Project Settings dialog box. Then check the
Generate Profiler Calls checkbox if it isn't already checked. Figure 12.5
illustrates.
-

v Editor
Custom Koy words
v Project
68K Project
Access Paths
Build E>etras
Target
V language Sett;ngs
C/C++ Language
CIC++ Warnings
Pascal Language
Pascal Warnmgs
Rez
v Codo Generation

'-~~·-
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Code Model:
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..,.
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..,.

D 68020 Codegen
D 68881 Codegen

I

I
I

D 4-Byte lnts
D 8-Byte Doubles
D Far Data
D Far Method Tables
D Far String Constants
D MPW CCalling Conventions
Revert Panel

Cancel

J

n

OK

3

For a 68K project, the Generate Profiler Calls checkbox must be
checked in order to save Profiler-generated data to an output file

Figure 12.5

Telling CodeWarrior to add Profiler calls to a 68K application.

If you're working instead with a PowerPC project, choose Project

Settings from the Edit menu and bring up the PPC Processor panel by
clicking on its name in the Code Generation group in the list in the
Project Settings dialog box. Now check the Emit Profiler Calls checkbox if it is unchecked, as shown in Figure 12.6.
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For a PPG project, the Emit Profiler Calls checkbox must be
checked in order to save Profiler-generated data to an output file
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Telling CodeWarrior to add Profiler calls to a PowerPC application.

The Profiler functions
To communicate with the Profiler, your program will include calls to
some of the routines whose code is in the Profiler library included in
your project. Before adding these calls, include the Profiler.h header file
at the top your source code listing so that the function definitions are
known to the compiler:
#include <Profiler.h>

Your source code will typically rely on just three of the Profiler functions:

Profilerlnit()
ProfilerDump()
ProfilerTerm()

Prepares the Profiler for use and turns it on
Creates a file and dumps the stored Profiler
information to it
Turns the Profiler off

Chapter 12: Profiler and Program Timlng
A few pages ahead you'll look at an example of how to add these calls
to a Mac program. For now, here's a quick, abbreviated look at how
they'll be used:
ProfilerlnitC collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 >:
II Your program's source code, which will now be
II monitored by the Profiler - can be any number of
II calls to the functions that make up your program

ProfilerDumpC"\pProfilerlntro.profiler");
Profi l erTermC l;

The Prof i l er In i t ( ) function has four parameters. The first parameter
is a constant that tells the Profiler whether to collect detailed
(co 11 ectDeta i led) or summary (co 11 ectSumma ry) timing information.
The second parameter to Profi l erlni t() is a constant that tells the
Profiler which timebase to use. A timebase is the means the Profiler uses
to keep track of time. The four available timebases range from somewhat crude (using the sixtieth second tick count available on all
Macintoshes) to extremely accurate (using the built-in timing facilities
found only on the PowerPC chip of a Power Mac). Typically you'll use
the constant bestTimeBase to let the Profiler select the most accurate
timebase available on the host machine.
The Profiler allocates memory for its own use--memory it uses to
store timing information as your program runs. The third parameter to
Profi l erlni t() is used by the Profiler in its calculations of an appropriate buffer size. This parameter is the number of functions that will be
profiled. If the Profiler will be watching your entire program and your
program defines 20 functions, this parameter should have a value of "at
least" 20. Why "at least" 20? Because the Profiler may count a single
function more than one time. If a function is called from within two
functions, Profiler views it as two separate functions. In this snippet,
Profiler would assume it is to profile four functions: Draw La rgeShape (),
DrawSmal l Shape(), and RequestShapeSi ze( )-twice:
void DrawLargeShapeC void )
{

RequestShapeSizeC LARGE_SHAPE );
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II draw the large shape
}

void DrawSmallShape( void )
{

RequestShapeSize( SMALL_SHAPE );
II draw the small shape
}

Multiple calls to a routine, when made within the same function, aren't
counted as separate functions by the Profiler. Thus
RequestShapeSi ze() would only be considered one function in this
next snippet:
void DrawShapes( void )
{

int

i:

for ( i

=

0: i < 10: i++ )

{

RequestShapeSize( UNKNOWN_SHAPE );
II draw the shape
}
}

The value of this third parameter does not have to be an exact match to
the number of functions in your program. If you're profiling a large
program, you can easily count the number of functions your program
uses by counting the number of function prototypes, then adding a little to that value. Your best bet is to play it safe and use a value you feel
is somewhat higher than the actual number of functions. It's better to
have the Profiler allocate its buffer too big than too small.
The fourth parameter to Pr of i 1 e r I n i t ( ) is also used by the
Profiler for allocating its own buffer. This parameter is the greatest
number of functions that may be on the stack at any one time. This is
the greatest length call chain, or call tree, in your program. For example,
if function A calls function B, which in turn calls function C, the call
chain is 3. If this is the longest chain in your program, then this final
Profilerlnit() parameter should have a value of 3. Like the third
parameter to Profi 1er I nit(), it's better to have this value too large
rather than too small.

Chapter 12: Profiler and Program Timing
If your values for either the third or fourth parameters to
Profiler I nit() are too small, don't panic. Profiler will report
this fact in the output file it generates. If the output file states
N0 T E
that Profiler ran out of memory and lost data, you'll know that
you should go back to your source code, boost the value of the
third and fourth parameters, and then recompile and rerun your
project.

~

The second Profiler function you'll rely on is Profi 1erDump( ). When
you're done profiling, call Profi 1er Dump () to send the collected timing
information to a file. The only parameter to Profi 1erDump() is a Pascal
string that establishes the name of the file. While this can be any valid
file name, you may want to consider including an extension of prof or
profiler to make this file's identity obvious.
The last of the three commonly used Profiler routines is
Profi 1erTerm( ). Before your program quits, call Profi 1erTerm() to
terminate profiling. Don't assume that quitting the program is enough to
end profiling. A program that calls Prof i 1 er In it ( ) must also call
Profi 1erTerm(). If it doesn't, timers created by the Profiler may continue to run in the background and may eventually crash the user's Mac.

Adding Profiling to a Project
Checking Generate Profiler Calls for a 68K project or Emit Profiler
Calls for a PPC project sets a preprocessor variable named _pro file_ to 1, or on. Unless your code explicitly changes the value of this
variable, the Profiler will be considered on for every file in the current
project. While you'll most likely be profiling your entire project, if you
do want to turn profiling off for a section of code, do so by using the
following Jfpragmas to toggle the value of the _profile_ variable:
#pragma profile off

II disables

calls to the profiler

II the code that won't be profiled is here

#pragma profile on

II enables calls to the profiler

To begin profiling, call Prof i 1er In it ( ) . Before doing so, verify that
the project is set up to be profiled by using the _profile_ variable
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with the /fi f preprocessor directive. If profiling is enabled, call
Profil erinit( ). Then check to see if the call was successful by comparing the function's return value to the Apple-defined constant noErr.
If there was an error, you'll want to exit the program or post an alert. If
there was no error, it's on to the code to profile:
OSErr

theErr:

/Ii f _profi 1e_
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if ( theErr != noErr )
ExitToShell ();
/lendi f
II your function calls here

11"]1
~

The _prof i 1e_ preprocessor variable begins with two underscores and ends with two underscores.

It 0 T E

When profiling is complete, again use the _profi 1e_ variable in a
check to ensure that profiling was turned on for this code. If it was, call
Profi 1erDump() and Profi 1erTerm( ). Here's how calls to the three
Profiler routines you'll be using should look:
OSErr

theErr;

/Ii f _profi 1e_
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if ( theErr != noErr )
ExitToShell();
//endi f
II code to monitor

/Ii f _profi 1e_
ProfilerDump("\pProfilerlntro.profiler");
Profi 1erTerm():
/lendi f
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fl Profiler Example
With the preliminaries out of the way, it's on to an example. The
Profilerlntro68K program found on the included CD is a simple application that opens a window and then draws a rectangle and circle in
that window. Clicking the mouse button ends the program. The result
of running Profilerlntro68K is shown in Figure 12 .7. The
Profilerlntro68K.µ project-with the Profiler68k(Large).Lib library-is
shown in Figure 12.8.
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The Profilerlntro68K Source Code
Profilerlntro68K consists of ma i n ( ) and five other application-defined
functions-four of which will be profiled. Here's how the program's
ma i n ( ) function would look if no profiling code was to be included:
void

main( void )

{

InitializeToolbox();
OpenDrawWindow();
DrawStuff( 1 );
DrawStuff( 2 );
while ( !Button()

With profiling, main() ends up looking like this instead:
void

main( void l

{

OSErr

theErr;

InitializeToolbox();
/Ii f _profile_
theErr = Profiler!nit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if ( theErr != no Err )
ExitToShell{);
/lend if
OpenDrawWindow();
DrawStuff ( 1 ) ;
DrawStuff( 2 );
//if _profile_

ProfilerDump("\pProfilerintro.profiler");
Profi l erTerm();
//end if
while ( !Button() )
}

Between the calls to Profi 1 erlnit() and Profi 1erTerm() lie two
application-defined routines: OpenDrawWi ndow() and DrawStuff ( ).
DrawStuff() itself invokes two other application-defined routines-

Chapter 12: Profiler and Program Timing
DrawCi rel e() and DrawSquare( )-bringing the total number of profiled functions to four. Figure 12.9 shows the functions that make up
Profilerlntro68K and highlights the four functions that will be profiled.

J

I Qpepp~~ins!~O J I\~~~~() .

J

~~
The function hierarchy of Profi/erlntro68K
with emphasis on the functions to profile.

Figure 12.9

The In i ti a 1 i z e Too 1box ( ) function includes the standard Toolbox initialization code found in all Mac programs. There's little room for variance in this routine, so there's not much point in profiling it. It's here to
stay, without change, so there's little need to see how much time is
spent in the function. Remember, you don't have to profile your entire
application-only the parts of interest to you.
Looking at Figure 12.9 you can see that four functions will be profiled, and the largest call tree is two: Draw Stuff ( ) invoking
DrawSqua re (),or DrawStuff () invoking DrawCi rel e ().That means I
could pass Prof i 1 er In i t ( ) the following parameters:
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 4, 2 );

Instead, I chose to call it as follows:
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
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As stated earlier, it's OK to have the Profiler allocate a little extra memory for its own buffer. In doing so, I also avoid having to keep careful
track of how many functions my program calls as I add and modify
routines in the Profilerlntro68K program. If my program grows considerably, I'll reevaluate the values that get passed to Prof i 1er In it ().
Before examining the Profiler output file, take a look at the code for the
four functions that will be profiled. OpenDrawWi ndowC) makes a call to the
Toolbox routine GetNewWi ndow() to load the program's only resource-a
WIND-into memory. DrawStuff() accepts a short parameter that determines which of two application-defined functions should be invoked.
DrawSquare() does just that-draws a square in the center of the program's window. DrawCi rel e() draws a circle in the window's center.
void

OpenDrawWindow( void

{

WindowPtr

theWindow;

theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
}

void

DrawStuff( short shape

{

if ( shape ~ 1 )
DrawCircle();
else if ( shape ~ 2
DrawSquare();
}

void

DrawSquare( void

{

Re ct

theRect;

SetRect( &theRect, 70, 20, 130, 80 );
FrameRect( &theRect );
}

void

DrawCircle( void

{

Rect

theRect;

SetRect( &theRect, 70, 20, 130, 80 );
FrameOval( &theRect );
}
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The Profiler Output file
After running Profilerlntro68K, a new file will appear in the folder that
holds the Profilerlntro68K application-a file named Profilerlntro.profiler. This file was created by the call to Profi l erDump() in the
Profilerlntro68K program:
ProfilerDump("\pProfilerint ro.profiler");

To open the file, double-click on its icon. That will launch the MW
Profiler application-the program used to display and analyze Profiler
files. Double-clicking the Profilerlntro.profiler file will result in a window that looks like the one in Figure 12.10.
Profllerlntro.profller
Method : Detailed Timebase : Microseconds Saved at : 1 :22 :47 AM 9/18 / 96 Overhead : 1 .444

..................................................... ··················-
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9i5
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I
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···················-9i5
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55.627 i
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1.6s2 '
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Stack Space

i

44
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¢J_

Figure 12.10 The Profiler file generated by the Profilerlntro
68K program, as opened with the MW Profiler application.

If you run the Profilerlntro68K program and then open the resulting Profiler file, you'll notice that the values in your file don't
match the values shown here. Values vary depending on factors
H 0 T E
such as the speed of your machine and whether virtual memory is
turned on.

~

~

H 0 T E

You can vary the width of any column in the Profiler window by
clicking on one of the column's vertical lines and dragging the
mouse.

Profilerlntro68K consists of four application-defined routines that get
profiled (In i ti al i z e Tool box ( ) being the fifth routine, and the one
function not profiled). Yet the Profiler window lists only two of the
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functions-DrawStuff() and OpenDrawWi ndow( ). From the Profiler's
point of view, these are first-level, or level 1 functions-the functions
that appear direct! y between the calls to Prof i l er In i t ( ) and
Profi l erDump( ):
II Profilerinit() called here

OpenDrawWindow();
DrawStuff ( 1 ) ;
DrawStuff( 2 );
II ProfilerDump() called here

When you open a Profiler file that holds detailed information (created
using co 11 e ct De ta i l e d as the first parameter in the program's call to
Profiler I nit ()),the function hierarchy will be preserved. While only
the names of the first-level functions will be displayed upon opening
the file, you'll be able to see information about the functions that these
first-level routines invoke. Back in Figure 12.10 you can see that
DrawStuff( ), which calls two other application-defined functions, has
a small triangle, or arrow, icon to the left of its name. Clicking on this
icon displays the names of each application-defined function that
DrawStuff() invokes, as shown in Figure 12.11.
:Iii

Profilerlntro.profiler

Method : Detailed Timebase : Microseconds Saved at: 1 :22 :47 AM 9/ 18/96 Overhead : 1.444

·······- ............................................. ·························- ............·-·-··········· ·····-

Function Name
v

DrawStuff

Count

2

DrawCircle

90

0 .088 ;

0 .2 1

'

0 .975 '

DrawSquare
OpenDrawWindow

Only

1

1.7 :

·············--··-······-

Average

·································-·-··-·· ............... .

+Children

%

Maximum

1.682

2 .9

0 .044 '

0 .054 '

Minimum

0 .034 ;

Stack Space

44

0 .975

1 .7

0 .975 '

0 .975 ;

0 .975 ;

62

0.61 9 i

1.1

!

0 .619

1 .1

0 .6 19'

0 .61 9 i

0 .61 9j

64

i

97 .1

l

55 .627

97 .1

55 .627 j

55.627 i

55 .627 :

44

55.627

~

io

~I

Clicking on a triangle by a function's name results
in a display of that function's subordinate routines.

Figure 12.11

Examining the Profiler Output File
After the function name column, a Profiler file has nine other columns.
The first, Count, gives the number of times each function was invoked
during the execution of the program.
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The next column, Only, tells the amount of time spent in each function. The word only is used to denote that this value includes only the
time spent in the one function listed in each row; it doesn't include any
time spent in application-defined routines invoked by the function. To
find out how much time was spent in a first-level function and all its
children, or subordinate, functions, look to the +Children column. In
Figure 12.12, you can see that when the times spent in each of the two
children functions of DrawStuff() (0.975 and 0.619 milliseconds) are
added to the time spent in DrawStuff() itself (0.088 milliseconds), the
total (1.682) is the same as the value listed in the +Children column for
the DrawStuff() row.
Time spent m ly in the furdbn
named in eac h row-does ~?!inc lude
time spent in subordinate functions

Time spent in the function named in this
row, plus the tine spert in this furdbn's
subordinate, or chik:Jren, functions

Profi!I rlntro.profiler

. . .~-~--:.~.~.~-~:~... .Overhead : 1 .444

Method : Detailed .. :'..~.~-~~-~~-~.: ..~.~ ~-~ ~-~~ .~~-~~-~ ..:.~~~~--~: :. ~-?.: :.~.?
Function Name>
Only
+Children
Count
9i5

v

DrawStuff
DrawCircle

0 .088

1~

0.975 ~

1.7

!

1~

0 .61 9 ~

1.1

!

~
~

Dr awSquan:•
OpenDr aw\v'indow

~ 0 .2 ~

2~

~

,

~//////////4

1 i 55 .627

9i5

Average

Maximum

Minimum

1.682 ~

2 .9

0 .044

0 .054

0 .034

44

0 .975

!

1.7

0 .975

0 .975

0 .975

62

0 .619

!

1.1

0.619

0 .61 9

0 .619

64

55 627: 97.1

55.627

55.627

55.627

44

~/////////////,/;

! 97.1 :

Stack Space

~

¢J
The sum of the times for a function and the routines
it invokes can be found in the function's +Children column.

Figure 12.12

Because the same routine can be called from more than one other function, a function can be a child of more than one first-level function. For
example, if DrawCi rel e() was also called from OpenDrawWi ndow( ), it
would be considered a child of both Draw Stuff ( ) and
OpenDrawWi ndow( ) . It would also appear indented, in its own row,
under each of those first-level functions.
The two percentage columns in the Profiler window report information in the same manner as the Only and +Children columns. The first
percent column gives the percent of the time a program spends in the
one function listed in a row. The second percent column-the one after
the +Children column-gives the percent of the time a program spends
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in a function and all the function's children. In Figure 12.13, you can see
that the DrawStuff() function, less the calls to DrawCi rel e() and
DrawSquare( ), account for just 0.2% of the program's time. When the
times spent in DrawCircle() and DrawSquare() (1.7% and 1.1%) are
added to this value, the result is the time spent in DrawStuff () and its
children (2.9%).
Like the Only column, the % column
refers to only the function named in
each row-not to children functions

The percentage of time spent in the function
named in a row, plus the percentage of lime spent
in that function's children, appears in this column

1ProfilerIntro.l!_rofller
·--~~~~:~~~.~~---~~~-:
. ':!~.~~~~~~. -~~~:-~:.!..:~:~?-~~ _::~.~-~~~--. ?..~~~~~.:-~. :~~~.--. ·----·---···--·-·---·-·······--·. --..·--···
Count
Iii!
+Children
Iii!
Average
Maximum
Minimum
Stack Spaco
Onl~

Function Namo

v

DrawStuff

2!

0.088

DrawCirolo

11

0.975

1.7

DrawSquare

1!

0.619

1.1

OponDraw\l'indow

1.68~~
0.975
0.619

55.6271"97.i1
11

1¢1

0.2

j

j

55.627

i

!

1.71

1.1 i
i 97.1 !

j

j

0.0441

0.054!

0.034!

44

0.9751

0.975!

0.9751

62

0.6191

0.6191

0.619!

64

55.6271

55.6271

55.6271

44

!

j

.iJ;

';rs
It;> Ii

Figure 12.13 The sum of the percentages for a function and the
routines it invokes can be found in the function's second % column.

~
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The Profiler output file makes it clear that the vast majority of
the Profilerlntro68K program's time is spent in the one execution
of the OpenDrawWindow() function. More on this later....

The next three columns in the Profiler window display the average,
maximum, and minimum times spent in each function. If a function is
executed only a single time, all three of these values will be the same for
that one function.
The last column indicates the stack space-the largest size of the
stack when the routine is called. This value is listed in bytes.

fl

farther Look at the Profiler Output file

You can change the way information is displayed in a Profiler window by
selecting menu items from the MW Profiler View menu. If your program
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used the co 11ectDetai1 ed parameter in its call to Prof i 1er In it ( ), the
resulting Profiler file will open with the Detailed menu item checked in
the View menu. This item displays the application-defined functions with
their hierarchy preserved. If you'd rather see all of your program's functions listed without regard for their function relationships, select
Summary from the View menu. For the Profilerlntro68K Profile file, the
result would be as shown in Figure 12.14.
Y"Summ11ry
Object
Detailed

Profiler Intro.profiler
Method: Detailed Timebase: Microseconds Saved at: 1 :22 :47 AM 9/18/96 Overhead: 1 .444
•••H•HHHOHOHHH•OOHO•HHOHHOHOH . . . . . . . . . . , . . . MOOOHOOOOo-OOooooooo-----••••--••••-·-•-HOHOHOHOHOHOMONOOHHOHOHHHHOOOO••oOOooooM-OOo . . _ o _ o _ o _ _ ,,OHOOHOOONOOOOOOOOOO•OOOO•••OOOO . . HOHOOHOOHOHOHOHOHOHOHHHHOHOHOOO••••HoooooooHo

Count

I

DrawC1role

1

DrawSquare

1 ,

i

On~

0.975 :
o.619

!DraWS\uff

2

joPonDrawll'1ndow

1 : 55.627

0.000

+Children

'SS

1 .7

i

I 1.1 I

I

0.975
0.619

J

1.682

j 97.1 i

55.627

0.2

l

i

!

9i

0.975

1.1

0.619

2.9

0.044

97.1

55.627

I
i

Average

1.7

I I

Maximum

I

l

Minimum

Stack Space

i

0.975

0.975

0.619

0.619

64

0.054

0.034

44

55.627

55.627

I

621'.Q

44

to

l¢1ii

Choosing Summary displays all of the
profiled functions, in alphabetical order
and without regard for function hierarchy

Figure 12.14 A Summary view shows all of a program's
application-defined routines, without regard for hierarchy.

By default, Profiler lists functions in alphabetical order. If you'd rather
use a different criterion, choose one of the other Sort options in the
View menu. When you do, the functions will be rearranged in the window, and the column used as the basis for the sort will be underlined.
In Figure 12.15, the by Maximum menu item has been selected. This is a
good way to sort the functions if you're working with a larger program
and are interested in finding its slowest functions.
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.,/Summary
Oh jet!
Detailed
EHpond Rll
Collapse Rll

OOE
OOK

t·

by
by
by
by
by
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.,tby

Function Nome
Count
Only
Only % of Total
+Children
+Children % of Total
Rueroge
MoHimum
. Profilerlntro.profiler

Method: Detailed Timebase: Microseconds Saved at: 1 :22:47 AM 9/18/96 Overhead: 1.444

.................................................................................................................................................................

Function Name

Only

Open DrawWindow
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97.1

55.627

97.1

55.627

55.627

55.627

DrawCircle

44

0.975

1.7

0.975

1.7

0.975

0.975

0.975

62

DrawSquare
DrawStuff

2

0.619

1.1

0.619

1.1

0.619

0.619

0.619

64

0.088

0.2

1.682

2.9

0.044

0.054

0.034

44

%

+Children

~

55.627

Count

Stack Space

p£:

fo

}r':·lil!l
Note that the order in which the
functions are listed has changed
from the previous figure

Figure 12. 15

The functions are sorted by the
times in the Maximum column
(which is underlined now)

Functions in a Profiler file can be sorted by any column.

Speeding Up a function
The four profiled functions in the Profilerlntro68K program execute in a
total time of about a twentieth of a second-not an ideal candidate for a
program to devote time to fine-tuning. But then, Profilerlntro68K is
simply a vehicle to demonstrate how Profiler works, it's not a realworld application. However, since it is a simple program, and one
you're familiar with, I'll ignore its impractical nature and continue to
use it in the following discussions. The techniques described on the following pages apply equally to your own much larger applications.
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Getting a Sampling of
a function•s Execution Time
One execution of a function may not provide an accurate representation
of how long that function takes to execute. Why? There are several factors
that can change the speed at which a function executes, including virtual
memory. If you' re going to make changes to a function in the hopes of
speeding it up, you'll want to get an accurate idea of how long the original version of the function takes to run. Only then will you know if your
changes have improved or diminished the function's speed.
Because a function's execution time can vary from one running to
the next, you might want to place a call to the function in a loop. Then,
compile and run the program. When complete, view the resulting
Profiler file and look at the average time the function took to execute.
I've done that for the OpenDrawWi ndow() function in the
Profilerlntro68K program. To preserve my original program, I've copied
the entire folder that houses the Profilerlntro68K project and renamed
the files. The new program, called WindowResource68K, can be found
on this book's CD.
If you can stand the suspense, the reasoning behind this new version's name will be evident in just a bit ....

The source code for WindowResource68K is the same as that of
Profilerlntro68K except for the addition of two lines of code and the
changing of one in the main ( ) function. The additions include a declaration of an int variable and a for loop that invokes
OpenDrawWi ndow() 20 times. The one change consists of a new Profiler
file name in the Prof il er Dump ( ) function. Here's the new version of
main ( )-the additions are shown in underlined type:
void

main( void )

{

int
OSErr

i·
theErr;

InitializeToolbox();
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flif _profile_
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if C theErr != noErr )
ExitToShell ():
/Jendi f

for C i = 0: i < 20: i++
OpenDrawWindow();
DrawStuff( 1 >:
DrawStuff( 2 );

Iii f _profile_
ProfilerDumpC"\pWindowRes.profiler");
Profi l erTermC):
fiend i f

while C !Button() )
}

The third parameter to Profi l erlni t( )-the number of functions called-hasn't changed. My overestimate of 10 is still valid.
Though OpenDrawWi ndow() is called 10 times, the Profiler views
N0 T E
it as only one function. That's because all 10 calls are made from
the same routine-main ( ) .

~

Recall that earlier I found that OpenDrawWi ndow() took about 55 milliseconds, or just over a twentieth of a second, to execute on my
Macintosh (the time it takes to run on your Mac may differ). After running the WindowResource68K program, I now see that on average, this
function takes closer to a twelfth of a second to run. This value of about
80 milliseconds (shown in Figure 12.16) is the number I'll use in comparisons to subsequent versions of the OpenDrawWi ndow() function.
The looping method is a good way to compare an average time
of one version of a function to the average time of another version of that same function. That's a good use of the Profiler, and
N 0 T E
something you'll probably be interested in doing. However, if you
aren't interested in which version of a function is quicker, but
instead want to know the execution time of a function "as is,"
you might want to reconsider putting it in a loop. If the function

r2I
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won't appear in a loop in the actual program, then don't place it
in a loop during testing. Why? The same code is repeatedly being
executed, so it may end up in fast cache memory. Thus the average time would be lower than the time for a single execution of
the same function.
WindowRes.profiler
Method: Detailed Timebase: Microseconds Saved at: 1 :26:11 AM 9/18/96 Overhead: 7.671

···-····-·.............................................................................................................................................................................................................................................--··-·---·······-·····-·
Function Name

~

DrawStuff
OpenDraw\o/indow

Count

2
20

Only

4;s

0.1051

o.oj

1575.384

I

¢}

+children

1.6981

CJ6
0.1

Averageo

j

i 99.9 I 1575.384 I 99.9 !

I

I I

0.052j
78.769

Maximum Minimum

0.1051
126.466

i

Stack Space

0.0001
67.425

i

46

titi

46

I

On the average, OpenDrawWindow() takes about
80 milliseconds (80/1000 seconds) to execute

Figure 12.16 The Profiler file shows that the OpenDrawWi ndow()
function takes a quarter of a second to run.

Improving the OpenDrawWi ndow() function?
Why the question mark in this section's heading? When you attempt to
fine-tune a function, there's no guarantee that your improved version
will be just that-improved. But it never hurts to try.
OpenDrawWi ndow() consists of just three lines of code. Your own
functions will of course be larger and will afford you more opportunities (and challenges) for fine-tuning. Still, even this short piece of code,
shown below, may be open to improvement.
void

OpenDrawWindow( void

{

WindowPtr

theWindow;

theWindow = GetNewWindow( 128, nil. CWindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
}
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In a Macintosh program, there are two ways to open a window. You can
use a call to the Toolbox function GetNewWi ndow() to load window
information from a WIND resource into memory, or you can use a call to
the Toolbox function NewWi ndow(), passing in the window information
as parameters to the function. Profilerlntro68K uses GetNewWi ndow( ).
WindowResource68K, created to test the timing of the Profilerlntro68K
version of OpenDrawWi ndow( ), does the same.
As written, Profilerlntro68K gets its window information from a
WIND resource. That means the program has to locate a particular
resource (WIND 128) on disk and call Get Resource() to load the information contained in that resource into memory. A call to NewWi ndow( ),
on the other hand, doesn't have to access any resources. In theory, this
sounds quicker. Here's how OpenDrawWi ndow() looks if a call to
NewWi ndow() is substituted for the call to GetNewWi ndow( ):
void

OpenDrawWindow( void

{

WindowPtr
Rect

theWindow;
theRect;

SetRect( &theRect, 10, 40, 210, 140 );
theWi ndow = NewWi ndow( nil, &theRect, "\pNew Window", true,
documentproc. (WindowPtr)-lL. false, nil );
SetPort( theWindow );
}

Does the .theory hold up in practice? To see, I've copied the entire folder
that holds the WindowResource68K files to create a new set of files for a
new CodeWarrior project. Then I made a couple of small changes to the
source code file. The source code for this project has the same for loop
found in the WindowResource68K source code-the loop that executes
OpenDrawWi ndow() 20 times. The difference is in the
OpenDrawWi ndow() routines. The new program, named
WindowCode68K, uses NewWi ndow( ).
After compiling and running the WindowCode68K program, it's
time to examine the Profiler file. Figure 12.17 shows that this new version of OpenDrawWi ndow() takes an average of about 40 milliseconds to
run-half the time of the original version of the function.
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__ ____

WlndowCode.profller

________

Method: Detailod Timobaso: Microsoccnds Saved at: 1 ".2"7'!J7 AM 9/18/96 Overhead: 7.004
·-·..--·-·--........... ..
......- ......-.........,..._..
..............._, ___........_..,_.._,.,_........-.......--...........................
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I>

-DrawStuff
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2i
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!
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!

0.030

I

.._..,_............

,_,,.,
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. T,1 . =1 %~,I ~=1
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On the average, OpenDrawWindow() now takes
about 40 milliseconds (40/1000 seconds) to
execute-one half the time of the original function

Figure 12.17 After making changes to the OpenDrawWi ndow()
function, its execution time is decreased.

Is a potential savings of less than a twentieth of a second (40 milliseconds from 80 milliseconds) worth the abandonment of my practice of
using a resource editor to create easily modifiable windows? Probably
not. But then, the true purpose of this exercise wasn't really to dramatically speed up the Profilerlntro68K program; it was to see the steps to
take to speed up a function. Those same steps can be applied to routines
that will really benefit from time savings. Here are the steps you'll want
to follow when using Profiler to help speed up your program:
•
•
•
•
•

Profile the functions in your application.
Determine the average execution time of a function you feel is
slowing down your program.
Analyze the function to see where improvements might be
made.
Make the change or changes and determine the average execution time of the new version of the function.
Compare the execution times of the two versions of the function and decide if the time savings justify the changes.

Your program will benefit by even a small savings in a routine, if that
routine is called iteratively (several times in succession, as in a loop). The
cumulative effect of the small savings will be noticeable by the user.
Your program can also benefit by reducing the execution time of a routine that is only called once, or infrequently-provided the time savings
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is nontrivial. Discovering a slow means of rendering sophisticated
graphics or finding an inefficient algorithm used in complex calculations are two trouble spots you may encounter. Such graphics-intense
or calculation-intense routines keep the user waiting for results and are
prime candidates for optimization.

Determining which Part of a function Is Slow
If the Profiler shows that one of your application-defined functions

seems slow, but you aren't sure which lines of code are causing the
sluggish performance, move the contents of the one function into two
or more new functions. Then call these new routines from the original
function. Consider a program that has a function named
DrawObjects( ). This routine draws two objects in a window. For this
hypothetical example the specific code used to perform the drawing
isn't important, so I'll show the DrawObj ects () routine as follows:
void DrawObjects( void )
{

II code to draw 1st object
II code to draw 2nd object
}

Profiling the DrawObj ects () function shows that the routine takes
more than 1500 milliseconds to execute. That's longer than a second
and a half-a time period that's too long for the quick updating of a
window. Figure 12.18 shows that by profiling DrawObj ects ()I can find
the time this routine takes to run, but no details of where the time-consuming code lies is revealed.
To confine my fine-tuning efforts to the slow code, I'll break up the
DrawObjects() code into two new functions: DrawObjectOne() and
DrawObjectTwo( ). Then I'll have DrawObjects() call both these new
routines, as shown here:
void DrawObjects( void
{

DrawObj ectOne();
DrawObjectTwo();
}

void DrawObjectOne( void )
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II code to draw 1st object

void DrawObjectTwo( void )
{

II code to draw 2nd object
}
Dr11wTest.profiler
Method : Detailed Timebase : Microseconds Saved at : 1 :27 :57 AM 9/18/96 Overhead : 7 .004

............................. .................

···········-········-·········-··········-···········································································
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..............................................
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Stack Space

1644 .52 1

1644 .521
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46

~

Doesn't indicate which code in this function
is responsible for the majority of this time

Figure 12.18

The Profiler gives the total execution time for a function.

As far as program execution, the end result will be the same as the original version of Draw 0 b j e ct s ( ) . With the new version, however, the
Profiler will be able to report the execution time in a more helpful manner. As shown in Figure 12.19, it's the code that draws the first object
that takes the most time. This is the code I'll want to expend the greatest
effort on improving. After I've sped up DrawObjectOne( ), I can move
the code from DrawObj ectOne () and DrawObj ectTwo () back into
DrawObjects( ).
DrnwTest.profller .
M•thod : D~tailed Timebase : Micr-oSfconds Saved ~t: 1 :27 :57 AM 9/18/96 Overhead : 7 .004
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Now it's clear that the code that draws 1he first
of two objects is the time-consuming code

Figure 12.19 Dividing the contents of a single function into two
separate functions helps determine where the slow code is located.
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Analyzing the Drawing Time of PICTs
The Profiler is a great utility for examining an existing Mac project and
determining where speed enhancements can be made. But it's also a
good code exploration tool. For example, you can write a short test program that performs one task, and then profile it to see if your way of
doing things is efficient. In this section, I'll profile a test program that
opens PI CT resources and displays them in a window. I'll profile the
program to see how fast this task is carried out by the Toolbox routines
Get Picture() and DrawPi cture() and to see just what effect picture
byte size has on drawing time.

Creating a Simple Test Program
To test the speed of a few routines or of a programming technique of
yours, you don't need to write a full-blown Macintosh application.
Instead, quickly set up a simple project that forgoes the event loop and
terminates with the click of the mouse button-a technique a few of this
book's example programs (such as EmptyWindow in Chapter 2) have
used. You can use the Toolbox routine Button () to check to see if the
mouse button is down. If it's not (!),then carry on with the loop (t):
while ( !Button() )

If the code you'll be testing uses the mouse button, the preceding strategy won't work-the mouse button click will instead end your test program. In that case you can replace the preceding wh i 1e loop with a loop
that looks for the press of a particular key, such as q for quit:
unsigned char
Boolean
short

theKeyMap[16J:
quitKeyPressed = false:
keyNum = 12;

while ( quitKeyPressed ==false )
{

GetKeys( (long *)theKeyMap ):
quitKeyPressed = CtheKeyMap[keyNum

>> 3] >> (keyNum & 7)) & 1;
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Yes, it does look ugly. Briefly, here's what's going on. The
Toolbox function Get Keys ( ) fills 16 bytes (128 bits) with information about the current state of the keyboard. Each bit tells
N0 T E
whether one particular key is pressed (bit equals 1) or not pressed
(bit equals O). The C language can be used to readily access bytes,
but not bits. So a little bit shifting and bit masking need to be
done to examine any single bit. The above code is looking to see
if the q key is pressed. On a Macintosh keyboard, the key number
of the q key is $0C, or 12. Each pass through the while loop
checks the state of the keyboard to see if the q key has been
pressed. For more information on keyboard key numbering, refer
to the Macintosh Toolbox Essentials volume from the Inside
Macintosh series of books.

C2)

Next, write the function to be tested and then invoke it. Place the call to
it between the calls to Profi 1erlni t() and Profi 1erDump( ). Run the
program, and then examine the Profiler file to see how fast your code
executes.

The PictureResource68K Test Program
You might guess that DrawPi cture() will take longer to draw a larger
picture to a window than a smaller picture. But how much longer? Will
a picture that is twice as large in pixel size take twice as long to draw?
What about a picture that is twice as large in byte size? To answer these
questions, I've written a short program named PictureResource68K that
loads two PI CT resources and draws them to a window.
PictureResource68K loads two pictures, PI CT resources with IDs of
128 and 129, into memory and draws them to the same window, one on
top of the other. Figure 12.20 shows the two PI CT resources in the
ResEdit. In Figure 12.21, you can see that the PictureResource68K program draws picture 129 (the small Metrowerks logo) over picture 128
(the larger airplane picture).
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PictureResource.rsrc

PICT

WIND

;
~......... ~

........... ...............................

······································ ........................

{j

...................................................... .............

{}

128

Figure 12.20

129

lie

The two PICT resources used by the PictureResource68K project.
- - New Window -·-

Figure 12.21

The result of running the PictureResource68K program.
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If your program works with large PI CT resources, don't forget to
set your application's heap accordingly, as discussed in Chapter
12. The largest PICT resource in the Picture Resource68K program
M0 T E
is about 225K, so the 384K heap that CodeWarrior defaults to is
large enough.

~

To profile my code, I've written a single function named DrawStuff()
and placed it between the three standard Profiler functions. Following
is a look at the PictureResource68K program's main () routine. Notice
that I've kept the program simple by using the Button () routine to end
the program at the first click of the mouse button.
void

main( void )

{

WindowPtr
OSErr

theWindow:
theErr:

InitializeToolbox();
theWindow = GetNewWindowC 128, nil, (WindowPtr)-lL
SetPort( theWindow

>:

>:

Iii f _profile_
theErr = Profilerinit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if ( theErr != noErr )
ExitToShell();
//end if
DrawStuff():

//if _profile_
ProfilerDump("\pPictRes.profiler"):
Profi l erTerm():
//endi f
while ( !Button() )
}

Draw Stuff ( ) calls an application-defined routine named
GetPi ctureResource() to load a single picture into memory and to
obtain the rectangle that holds the picture's boundary.
GetPi ctureResource() accepts a PICT ID and a pointer to a rectangle
as its two arguments, and it returns a handle to the loaded picture. A
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second application-defined routine, DrawPi cture128( ), uses the
returned picture handle and rectangle to draw the picture to a window.
These steps are repeated for a second picture-one with an ID of 129.
void

DrawStuff( void )

{

PicHandle
Rect

thePicture;
pictRect;

thePicture = GetPictureResource( 128, &pictRect );
DrawPicturel28( thePicture, pictRect );
thePicture = GetPictureResource( 129, &pictRect);
DrawPicturel29( thePicture, pictRect );
ReleaseResource( (Handle)thePicture );
}

Next is a look at GetPi ctureResource( ). I'm not concerned with the
four boundaries of the rectangle parameter as the routine is entered.
Instead, I'm counting on Get Pi ctureResource() to fill this pi ctRect
variable with the loaded picture's boundaries. Notice that a pointer to a
rectangle is passed to the routine rather than a rectangle. That way, the
changes made to the rectangle's boundaries will show up back in the
calling routine, DrawStuff().
PicHandle

GetPictureResource( short pictID, Rect *pictRect )

{

Re ct
PicHandle
short
short

theRect;
thePicture;
theWidth;
theHeight;

thePicture = GetPicture( pictID );
theRect = (**(thePicture)).picFrame;
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left;
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top;
SetRect( pictRect, 0, 0, theWidth, theHeight );
return ( thePicture );
}

After Get Pi ct u re Resource ( ) returns the picture handle and picture
boundary rectangle, a call is made to DrawPi cture128() to draw the
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picture
to
the
window.
After
Draw Stuff ( )
calls
GetPi ctureResource() and DrawPi cture128() to draw the first picture, it calls Get Pi ctureResource() and DrawPi cture129 () to draw
the second picture.
void

DrawPicturel28( PicHandle thePicture, Rect pictRect )

{

DrawPicture( thePicture, &pictRect );
void

DrawPicture129( PicHandle thePicture, Rect pictRect )

{

DrawPicture( thePicture, &pictRect );

Figure 12.22 shows how DrawStuff( ), DrawPi ctureResource( ), and
DrawPi cture128() work together to draw a picture with resource ID
128.
DrawStuff()

DrawStuffO

picture
handle

picture ID

''p1ctGre

•

~ogle.

(empty)

•'t!iGture
rectangle
·· {~!led).

GetPicture~esolirce()

• Load picture to memory
• Determine piciure boundaries
• Offset boundaries to upper
left of window

Figure 12.22

picture
handle·
piqturS:• .••••
rectangle~{
.t1medl

r.

DrawPicture128()

~ Dravi pictute in window

The functiqnality of the PictureResource68K program.

The
two
drawing
routines,
DrawPi cture128()
and
DrawPi cture129( ), are identical, so I could easily have used a single
function. But that would have defeated the point of the program. I'm
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using the Profiler to compare the time it takes to draw two differentsized pictures. When the program completes, I'll be looking at the timing information for the two functions.
Since DrawPi cture128() consists of nothing more than a call to the
Toolbox routine Draw Pi ct u re ( ) , I could also have omitted the
DrawPi cture128() function altogether and just included the call to
DrawPi cture() in DrawStuff( ), like this, right?
thePicture = GetPictureResource( 128, &pictRect );
DrawPicture( thePicture, &pictRect );

Wrong! Sure, the program would work. But since the picture-drawing
code would now be buried in the DrawStuff{) routine, along with
other code, the Profiler wouldn't be able to profile how long the drawing of PI CT 128 took. I've intentionally isolated the picture-drawing
code in its own routine so that the Profiler could keep track of the execution time of this code-apart from all other code.

Examining the Picture~esoarce68K
Profiler Oatpat
After running PictureResource68K, double-click on the PictRes.profiler
file that appears in the PictureResource68K folder. When you do, you'll
see a window similar to the one shown in Figure 12.23. Of most interest
to you will be the columns that show the speed at which
DrawPi cture128() and DrawPi cture129() ran. From the figure, you
can see that on my Macintosh the larger airplane picture took about 80
milliseconds to draw, while the small Metrowerks picture took just 4
milliseconds to draw. As guessed, it takes the Toolbox longer to draw a
large picture than a small picture, though you might not have suspected the difference in time would be so great.
The "great" difference is relative, of course. While drawing the
larger picture takes 20 times longer than drawing the smaller picture, the time it takes to draw the larger picture is still less than a
n0 TE
twelfth of a second (80 milliseconds is 80 thousands of a second,
or 8 hundredths of a second, or about a twelfth of a second).

t21
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83.305 -+--+-- Drawing the large picture
/
takes about eighty
4.265
/
thousandths of a second
Drawing the small picture
' - - - - - takes just four thousandths
of a second

The Profiler clearly shows the speed at which each function runs.

Also of interest in Figure 12.23 is the timing of the
GetPi ctureResource() function. This function executes twice-one
time to load each of the two PICT resources. By looking at the Maximum
and Minimum columns, you can see that it took much longer for
GetPictureResource() to load one of the two pictures. While you
might have a pretty good idea which picture took longer to load, you'd
need to break up the one Get Pi ctureResource() into two separate
functions (such as a Get Pi ctureResource128() and a
Get Pi ctureResource129 () function) to verify your suspicions.

r:2l

" 0 T E

What would happen if you put a call to GetPi ctureResource()
inside a loop to get an average execution time? The result might
surprise you. While the Maximum column might show a value
such as 85 milliseconds, the Minimum column would show a value
much smaller, perhaps 1 millisecond or less. That's because of
how the Get Picture() Toolbox function works. If the PICT
resource Get Picture() is to load is already in memory (as it
would be after the first iteration of the loop), Getpi cture()
doesn't reload it-it just returns the handle to the picture.

To get timing information for two different pictures, just open the
PictureResource68K program (not the project resource file) with a
resource editor and either cut out the original two pictures or renumber
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them. Then paste in the new PI CT resources. Give the new pictures IDs
of 128 and 129, then save the program and quit the resource editor.
Rerun PictureResource68K. When you look at the new Profiler file that
gets generated, the DrawPicture128() and DrawPicturel29() routines will show the times for the drawing of these two pictures.
You can use PictureResource68K to study the drawing times for all
different types of pictures. For example, you can make two copies of the
same picture: one in color, one in grayscale. Add these two pictures to
the PictureResource68K resource file and see if there is a difference in
the drawing times of color versus grayscale.
One way to make a grayscale copy of a picture is to open the picture using a graphics program. Then change the color level of
your monitor from color to gray using the Monitors Control
Panel. Next, do a screen dump (Command-Shift-3). Open the
resulting PICT file with your graphics program and select and
copy the area that holds your picture.

Profiler and the Event Loop
All the Profiler examples to this point have been short, simple programs
that end when the user clicks the mouse button. This is adequate for the
purpose of demonstrating how the Profiler works and for short test
programs like the PI CT resource timer program PictureResource68K.
But your Mac applications will of course be larger and, more importantly, won't end when the user clicks the mouse button. That doesn't present a problem for the Profiler. In fact, profiling an event-driven Mac
application is quite simple.

The EventLoop68K Program
On this book's CD you'll find a program named EventLoop68K. The
program displays two menus-the Apple and File menus. The Apple
menu holds the About menu item, as well as all the user's Apple Menu
Item folder items. The File menu has a single item-Quit. When you
run EventLoop68K, an empty, draggable window will open. Figure
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12.24 shows the program's menus and window. The program watches
for update events (events of type updateEvt) and mouse down events
(mouseDown events) and responds to each. EventLoop68K is a small,
standard event-driven Mac program that takes up a couple of pages of
source code.

About •••

M
•
•
\
•

Control Pnnels
MW C/C++ 68K
MW C/C++ PPC
ResEdit 2. 1.3

NeJJ.J .Window

TeachleHt

Figure 12.24

The menus and window of the Eventloop68K program.

The intent of this section isn't to discuss in detail the code that
makes up a basic Mac program, but rather to find out how the
Profiler can be used to gain an understanding of an event-driven
ft 0 T E
program. For that reason the entire listing of Eventloop68K isn't
given here. If you're interested, open the Eventloop.c source
code file on the included CD.

r2I

EventLoop68K consists of a ma i n ( ) function and eight other application-defined routines. Their function prototypes are listed as follows:
void
void
void
void
void
void
void
void

InitializeToolbox( void );
SetUpMenuBar( void );
Eventloop( void );
HandleUpdate( void );
HandleMouseDown( void );
HandleMenuChoice ( long );
HandleAppleChoice( short );
HandleFileChoice( short );
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The ma i n ( ) function initializes the Toolbox, sets up the menu bar,
opens a window, and then jumps into the main event loop. To profile an
event-driven program, you can use the same three Profiler functions
that have been used throughout this chapter. Now, just place the call to
the event loop routine between them. Here's how EventLoop68K does
that:
void

main( void )

{

WindowPtr
OSErr

theWindow;
theErr;

InitializeToolbox();
SetUpMenuBar();
theWindow = GetNewWindow( WIND_ID, nil, CWindowPtr)-lL );
SetPort( theWindow );
/lif _profile_
theErr = Profilerlnit( collectDetailed, bestTimeBase, 10, 10 );
if ( theErr != noErr )
Exi tToShel 1 ();
lfendi f
Eventloop();
lfi f _profi 1 e_
ProfilerDump("\pEventLoop.profiler");
ProfilerTerm();
/fen di f
}

function Dczpendcznciczs and the Profiler
To test the profiling, I ran EventLoop68K and put the program through
its paces. I clicked on the window, dragged it, and released the mouse
button. I did that a second time. Then I selected the About menu item
from the Apple menu. Next, I selected the Scrapbook from the Apple
menu. Finally, I chose Quit from the File menu. All of this action was
followed by the Profiler and saved to a file named EventLoop.profiler.
Figure 12.25 shows what that file looks like for my sample running of
EventLoop68K.
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Figure 12.25

The Profiler output file for the Eventloop68K program.

Before looking at the values in the columns of the Profiler window, take
notice of the levels at which the EventLoop68K application-defined
functions are listed under Function Name. At the first level is the
Event Loop() function. At the second level are Handl eMouseDown ()
and Handl eUpdate( ). The third level lists Handl eMenuChoi ce( ), while
the
fourth
level shows
Ha n d 1 e App 1 e Choi c e ( )
and
Handl eFi 1 eChoi ce(). Figure 12.26 emphasizes how the Profiler displays a program's functional hierarchy. Figure 12.27 gives you another
way of viewing the hierarchy.
1st level
2nd level
3rd level
4th level
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EventLoop()

HandleMouseDown()

HandleUpdate()

HandleMenuChoice()

HandleAppleChoice()

Figure 12.27

HandleFileChojpe()

Another way of displaying a program's function hierarchy.

The functional hierarchy displayed in the Profiler window is itself a
good tool for analyzing a large program. It clearly shows a program's
flow of control as well as its function dependencies. If one of your programs isn't behaving as expected, simply profiling it and looking at the
Function Name column of the generated Profiler file may be enough to
help you find any flaws in your logic.

Examining the Profiler Output
From the time profiling began (just after the program's window opened)
until profiling ended, my test running of the EventLoop68K program
took about 21 seconds. In this section, I'll look at those 21 seconds, not to
find a way to reduce the execution time of any routines, but rather to
gain a better understanding of how an event-driven program operates.
Once the EventLoop68K program invokes Event Loop( )-the main
event loop routine-the program stays in this routine (and the routine's
children) until the program ends. The event loop consists of a while
loop that cycles continuously until a global variable named gA 11 Done is
set to true (by the user selecting Quit from the File menu). Even when
no action is taking place, the program is still running the event loop,
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waiting for a new event to take place. This means that as long as the
program is running, the Profiler will be logging time to the
Eventloop() routine and its children. For example, if the user runs
EventLoop68K for 60 seconds before quitting, the Event Loop ( ) routine's +Children column will have a value of 60,000 milliseconds.
Just as the time in the Eventloop() +Children column will be high,
so will the time spent in the Event loop() routine itself (as logged in the
Event loop() Only column). This long period of time in the
Eventloop() routine doesn't mean the routine is flawed-it's just the
nature of an event-driven program. If you want to reduce the execution
time of a program, you'll look at routines other than the event loop.
Figure 12.28 shows that for the 21 seconds I ran the EventLoop68K program (see the value of close to 21,000 in the +Children column in the
EventLoop row), the program spent about 11 seconds cycling through
the whi 1 e loop in the Event loop() routine (see the value of a little
under 11,000 in the Only column of the EventLoop row).

I

~

void Eventloop( void )

~hile ( gAllDone =false)
I

WaltNextEvent(everyEvent, &gEvent, 15L, nil);
switch ( gEvent.what )

I case updateEvt:
,...---

rt}

HandleUpdate();
break;
case mouseDown:
HandleMouseDown();
break;
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Figure 12.28 Much of the Eventloop68K program's execution
time is spent cycling through the event loop.
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The Profiler output file shows that HandleMouseDown() takes about 10
seconds to execute (9923 milliseconds) five times. This relatively long period of time isn't due to a poorly written function, though. Instead, the time
is dependent on how long the user holds down the mouse button when
making a menu selection and when dragging a window. When the user
clicks on a menu, Hand l e Mouse Down ( ) calls the Toolbox function
MenuSel ect( ). This routine gains and maintains control of the program
until the user releases the mouse button, whether that's a half second or a
hundred seconds. The same is true of the Toolbox function Dr a gW i ndow ( ) .
When the user clicks on a window's title bar and drags a window,
DragWi ndow() executes until the user releases the mouse button.
Figure 12.29 shows what Handl eMouseDown() looks like and serves
as a reminder that it is this routine's calls to the two Toolbox functions
that are responsible for the routine's execution time.
void HandleMouseDown( void )
( WindowPtr theWindow;
thePart;
short
long
theMenuChoice;
thePart = FindWindow( gEvent.where, &theWindow );
switch ( thePart )
{ case inMenuBar:
theMenuChoice = MenuSelect( gEvent.where );
HandleMenuChoice( MenuChoice );
break;

case inOrag:
DragWindow( theWin
break;

---!iii:
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Figure 12.29 The Menu Se 7ect ()and DragWi ndow() Toolbox functions are
responsible for the length of execution of the Hand 7eMouseDown () routine.

When running EventLoop68K, I clicked the mouse button five times.
Three of the five executions of Handl eMouseDown () are devoted to
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menu item selections (mouseDown events with a part code of
i nMenuBa r), while the other two executions handle window dragging
(mouseDown events with a part code of i nDrag).
Looking at the Only column for the Handl eMenuChoi ce () function
shows that this routine uses only about 13.5 milliseconds of CPU time
to execute three times. That's because there's not much to
Handl eMenuChoi ce( ) . The bulk of the work is done using the Toolbox
routines Hi Word ( ) and LoWo rd () to extract the menu and menu item
from the one long variable menuChoi ce. The Profiler file shows that
excluding the time spent in subordinate functions, Handl eMenuChoi ce()
took about 13.5 milliseconds to run, while the function and its children
routines together took about 97 milliseconds. This should cause you to
guess that it must be the children functions of Handl eMenuChoi ce()
that do the real work. Figure 12.30 adds emphasis to this point.
void HandleMenuChoice( long menuChoice )
{ short theMenu;
short theltem;
if ( menuChoice != O )
nu = HiWord( menuChoice );
= LoWord( menuChoice );
( theMenu)
LE_MENU_JD:
ppleChoice( theltem );
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The HandleMenuChojce() function does little work;
instead, its subordinate routines take care of menu selections.

Figure 12.30

Handl eMenuChoi ce C) takes very little time to run; it's the routine's children that take time. Actually, as you can see in Figure 12.31, only one of
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its two children functions uses much time. The Handl eAppl eChoi ce()
executes two times, at a cost of about 84 milliseconds (three-fourths of a
second) each time. Looking at the Maximum and Minimum columns for
this function you see that one execution takes about 81 milliseconds
while the other takes only about 3. Recall that the first selection I made
from the Apple menu was the About item and the second selection was
the Scrapbook. It's a safe guess that the time to open the Scrapbook file
is the time that appears in the Maximum column.
The other child function of Hand l e Menu Choi c e ( ) , the
Handl eFi l eChoi ce() function, appears to take zero time! In fact, it
executes so quickly that its execution time is less than the accuracy at
which Profiler can measure, so Profiler simply enters 0.0 for the timing
(see Figure 12.31).
void HandleAppleChoice( short item )
( Str255 theName;
short theNumber;
switch ( item )
(case SHOW_ABOUT_ITEM:
SysBeep( 1 );
SysBeep( 1 );
break;
default:
Getltem( gAppleMenu, item, theName );
theNumber = OpenDeskAcc( theName );
break;

void HandleFileChoice( short item )
(
switch ( item )
(
case QUIT_ITEM:
gAllDone = true;
break;
)
)
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Figure 12.31 HandleAppleChoice() uses CPU time, while
Handl eFi 7eCho ice () uses almost none.
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Finally, you can see from Figure 12.32 that the Handl eUpdate() function takes just 1 millisecond to run. That's because this function is set
up for updating a window but doesn't do any drawing. H
Handl eUpdate() did redraw a window's contents, the single comment
would be replaced with the drawing code or a call to an applicationdefined routine that did the drawing. Figure 12.32 shows the code for
the EventLoop68K version of Handl eUpdate( ). If you'd like to modify
it so that it draws a picture to the window, replace the commented line
with a call to a routine like Update Pi ctureWi ndow( ), as shown here:
void

HandleUpdate( void )

{

WindowPtr

theWindow:

theWindow = C WindowPtr )gEvent.message;
BeginUpdateC theWindow >:
EraseRgn( theWindow->visRgn >:
UpdatePictureWindowC>:
// call routine to draw picture
EndUpdate( theWindow >:
}

void

UpdatePictureWindowC void )

{

PicHandle
Rect
short
short

thePicture:
theRect:
theWidth:
theHeight:

thePicture = GetPictureC 128 >:
theRect = C**CthePicture)).picFrame:
theWidth = theRect.right - theRect.left:
theHeight = theRect.bottom - theRect.top:
SetRectC &theRect, 0, 0, theWidth, theHeight >:
DrawPictureC thePicture, &theRect >:
ReleaseResource( CHandle)thePicture );
}
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void HandleUpdate( void )
{
WindowPtr th eWindow;
theWindow = ( WindowPtr )gEvent.message;
BeginUpdate( theWindow );

~~~~raseRgn( theWindow->visRgn );
~'.
code to redraw window contents
ndUpdate( theWindow );
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Figure 12.32 If Hand 7eUpda te ()included code to redraw
a window's contents, its execution time could be much higher.

Summary
The time that each application-defined routine takes to execute can easily be determined for any program. To do so, follow these steps:

1. Add the appropriate Profiler library (Profiler68k(Large).Lib or
ProfilerPPC.Lib) to the project to profile.
2. Make sure the Generate Profiler Calls (or Emit Profiler Calls
for a PowerPC project) checkbox is checked in the Code
Generation panel of the Project Settings dialog box.

3. Include the profiler header file Profiler.h in the project's source
code.
4. Call Prof i l er In i t ( ) before any calls are made to the functions to profile.
5. Call Profi l erDump() and Profi l erTerm() after all functions
are profiled.

Chapter 1Z: Profiler and Program Timing

6. Open the resulting Profiler file with the MW Profiler application.
The output file generated from profiling your code reveals much about
how processor time is being spent in an application. The Count column
indicates how many times a function was called during the running of
the program. The Only column tells the time, in milliseconds (1000 milliseconds equals one second), that a function took to execute. This time
is the total time spent in the function, regardless of how many times the
function executed. This time doesn't include the time spent in any of
the other application-defined routines. To find out the total time spent
in a function, including time spent in all the function's subordinate, or
children, functions, look to the +Children column. Both the Only and
+Children times can be viewed as percentages of the overall time spent
in the program-look at the % columns for this information. The next
three columns of the Profiler file-Average, Maximum, and Minimumare self-explanatory. The stack column lists the number of bytes in the
stack at the time of the call to a function.
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fippendix

Introduction to
the C Language
The source code for many of this book's example programs is listed in
the C language. If you aren't well versed in C, read this appendix to get
a much-needed overview of this language. If you have used C in the
past, but only sparingly, you might want to check in on this appendix
throughout the reading of this book.
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If you know C, but don't know C++, jump to Appendix B. If
you've programmed in these languages, but not on a Macintosh,
take a look at Appendix C and Appendix D to get up to speed on
Macintosh programming.

Anatomy of a C Program
Looking at the source code for a very simple program is a good way to
learn about the basics of any language, including the C language. Over
the next several pages, I'll take a close look at the source code for a program that simply writes a single line of text to a window. Figure A.1
shows the output of the MyFirstCProgram application.
MJtfirstCProgram.out
The value of count is NOT less than

Figure A.1

~

The results of running MyFirstCProgram.

CodeWarrior and IBM-Compatible C Code
A simple DOS program that runs on an IBM-compatible writes text to
the monitor. A Macintosh program, on the other hand, never writes
directly to the screen-that would be writing on the desktop! Instead, a
Mac program always writes (or draws) to a window. The source code
for a Macintosh program typically includes code that creates and displays at least one window (or dialog box) so that the user and program
can communicate with one another.
When learning C, you might want to rely on simple C source code
examples written by programmers working on IBM-compatible computers. You might also learn from a book that isn't "Macintosh-specific." That is, you might have access to a C programming tutorial that
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was aimed at people running DOS on their IBM-compatibles.
Metrowerks understands that this learning scenario might apply to
you-so they've implemented an easy way for you to take source code
that was designed to run on an IBM-compatible and use it in a
CodeWarrior project. Such a project is created using the ANSI Console
68k or ANSI Console PPC project stationery. When you base a project
on one of these two project stationeries, you can compile and execute
DOS code without modification. That is, you won't have to add any
code to create a dialog box to accept user input, or to create a window
that displays output.
You don't have to learn C by first examining source code written
for DOS programs. However, because you can run very short, simple programs that don't rely on windows, dialog boxes, or menus,
it is a good way to learn the very basics of the language.

The Example Project
Using one of the two ANSI Console project stationeries allows you to
compile standard C code and then execute the resulting application
without adding any new window-related source code. It does that by
inserting a little code within your program-code that does in fact open
a window. This handy feature allows you to learn C from books normally written for people using IBM-compatible computers running
DOS. To create such a project, use the ANSI Console 68k project stationery-as I did for the MyFirstCProgram.µ project used in this
appendix.
When you create a project based on ANSI Console project stationery, a source code file named HelloWorld.c will appear in the
project. You can then double-click on this file name in the project
H 0 T E
window, select Save As from the File menu, and enter a new
name in the dialog box that appears. In Figure A.2, you can see
that I did exactly that so the name of the source code file more
closely matches the project I'm working on.

~
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The project window for the MyFirstCProgram.µ project.

The Example Source Code Listing
Figure A.3 shows the entire source code listing for a simple C language
program. While only about a dozen lines in length, the code in this listing demonstrates a number of features that you'll see again and again
in your dealings with C.
[U

MJLFirstCPr~am.c

:;;;-

~ll!!d~~ Path !Hard Drive: CW10 Gol<!;S.. rogra~i:MyFirstCProgram.;

!Bi~

<).

#include <stdio.h>

void main( void )

{
int count;
count = 6;

II assign a value to count

if ( count < 5 )
print!( "The value of count IS less than 5" );
else
print!( "The value of count is NOT less than 5" );

I Line : 1
Figure A.3

The complete source code listing for MyFirstCProgram.
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Walking Through the Source Code
Over the next several pages, I'll break down the code shown in the listing in Figure A.3 to see what is really going on.
THE "AIN () F<INCTION
Functions are the building blocks of a C program. A function is one or
more lines of C code grouped together and given a name. Functions are
also called routines-the terms are interchangeable. The function name
is followed by parentheses to identify it as a function. The
MyFirstCProgram.c listing groups several lines of code together into a
single function-a function named main ( ) . When you write functions
for your own programs, you'll be able to give them just about any name
you want. However, every C language program must have one function
called main ( ) . When a program written in C is launched, the operating
system looks for a function named ma i n ( )-the system considers that
, function as the starting point from which it should begin executing the
program.

BRACES
After the parentheses that follow the name of a function comes an opening brace, and after the last line of code in the body of the function
comes a closing brace. Braces mark the beginning and end of a block of
code. A block of code is one or more lines of related code that are
grouped together. The body of a function, as you may have just surmised, is a block of code that makes up the function itself.

r2I

Some other computer languages, such as Pascal, use the words
begin and end for the same purpose as C braces.

I 0 TE

VARIABLES. DflTfl TYPES. AND DECLflRflTION STATE"ENTS
This line of code from MyFirstCProgram.c is a declaration statement:
int

count:
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A declaration statement lets the compiler know that a variable is being
created-it declares that this is what is taking place. A variable is used to
keep track of a value of some kind. The kind, or type, of the data that
the variable keeps track of is listed first in the declaration. The variable
name is listed next.
In the preceding example, the variable named count holds a value
of type int. The name count was of my own choosing-I could have
made up just about any name I wanted. The word int isn't entirely of
my own choosing-it is one of several standard C data types available.
A variable name can be almost any combination of lowercase letters, uppercase letters, digits, and the underscore character.
However, the first character of your variable name cannot be a
digit. When choosing variable names, keep in mind that the C
language is case-sensitive. A case-sensitive language is one that
makes a distinction between lowercase and uppercase letters.
That means, for instance, your program could have a variable
named count and another variable named Count.

The CodeWarrior C compiler needs to know the data type of a variable
so it can allocate, or reserve, the proper amount of memory to hold
whatever value the variable will eventually have. In the case of a variable declared to be of type int, four bytes of memory need to be
reserved. The compiler also needs to know the data type of a variable
so that it can verify that this variable is used properly elsewhere in your
source code. In the case of a variable of type int, CodeWarrior will be
expecting that the variable will be used only for the purpose of holding
an integer-a whole number that contains no decimal point.
Words that are a defined part of the C language, like int, are
referred to as keywords. Such keywords can only be used as
intended by the C language. For instance, the keyword int is used
H 0 T E
in a declaration statement to specify the type of data a variable
will hold. Because it's meant to be a designator of a data type, I
can't name a variable int.

~

A declaration statement, like most C language statements, ends with a
semicolon. The semicolon lets the CodeWarrior compiler know that the
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line is a C statement. In C, a statement is a complete instruction to the
computer.
fiSSIGnMEltT STATEMEltTS

This line of code from MyFirstCProgram.c is an assignment statement:
count = 6:

An assignment statement gives a previously declared variable a value-it assigns a variable a value. The declaration statement declared an integer variable named count. The above assignment statement assigns this
variable a value of 6. An assignment statement, like a declaration statement, ends with a semicolon.
Recall that because count was declared to be a variable of type
int-an integer-this variable is capable of holding only a whole
number. Attempting to assign data of one type to a variable
M0 T E
declared to be of a different type will result in either an error
during compilation or a variable that holds an unpredictable or
undesirable value.

~

COMMEltTS

Text that occupies part or all of a single line, and is preceded by a double slash, is a comment. This code from the MyFirstCProgram.c listing
is a comment:
II assign a value to count

A comment is text that appears within source code, but isn't treated by
the compiler as source code. Instead, a comment is simply ignored by
the compiler. So, what good is a comment if it doesn't have any meaning to the compiler or to the computer? The benefit of a comment is to
you-or to anyone reading and trying to understand your source code.
You add comments to your code to describe the purpose of a function
or the purpose of a single line of code.
It's not necessary for a comment to accompany every line of code
you write-hopefully the intent of much of your source code will be
apparent to any programmer views it. Occasionally, though, the pur-
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pose of your code may not be intuitive. In such a case, add a comment
to offer insight by adding one or more comments.
You can put a comment on the same line as code, as is done in the
MyFirstCProgram.c listing:
count

=

6;

II assign a value to count

You can also devote an entire line to a comment. The above could also
be written like this:
II This next line assigns a value to count:
count = 6;

fa"mo"

CALLS

Not all of the code your program will rely on will have been written by
you. Your code is free to call, or invoke, functions that were written by
other programmers. Your program must, of course, have access to the
code that makes up these functions. Metrowerks includes several
libraries of such code as a part of the CodeWarrior programming environment. As discussed in Chapter 2, any time you create a new project,
CodeWarrior includes one or more such libraries in that project.
Back in Figure A.2, you see that for a project based on the ANSI
Console 68k project stationery includes three libraries in a group named
ANSI Libraries. These libraries hold the code for standard functions
that are a part of any implementation of the C language. An example of
one such function is pr i nt f( ) . The pr i nt f( ) routine handles the task
of writing text to the screen
l"CWDE DIRECTIVES A"D fO"CTIO" PROTOTYPES
When you write your own function, the compiler knows what that
function looks like-it discovers the details of the function as it compiles it. When your program makes use of a function that you haven't
written-like the pri ntf() function discussed above-it doesn't know
what to expect. That's because the code that makes up the function exits
in a separate file, and in a precompiled state (again, as mentioned in
Chapter 2). To give the compiler an indication of what such a function
looks like, you supply the compiler with a prototype of the function.
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A function prototype allows the compiler to determine if your program's use of the function is correct. You don't need to include function
prototypes in your source code. Instead, they've been written for you
and included in a number of header files. For instance, one of the many
function prototypes in a header file named stdio.h (for standard
input/output) is the prototype for the pri ntf () routine. By naming the
stdio.h file in an /Ii ncl ude directive, you tell the compiler what to
expect of the function named pri ntf ().By including the proper library
in your project you supply the linker with the already-compiled code
for the pr i nt f( ) function.
Co"DITIO"flL STATEME"n

Decision making is an important part of all but the most trivial programs. In C, decision making is achieved by using one of several different conditional statements. One such statement is the i f - e 1 s e statement.
In effect, the i f - e 1 s e tells your program that one block of code should
be executed if a certain condition is true, but a different block of code
should be executed if that same condition is false.
The MyFirstCProgram.c listing includes the following if-else
statement:
count < 5
printf( "The value of count IS less than 5" );
else
printf{ "The value of count is NOT less than 5" );
if (

In the above snippet, the condition that is tested is whether variable
count has a value that is less than five. Because the program assigns
this variable a value of 6, you know that the result of this comparison
will be false-count isn't less than 5. Because the test is said to have
failed, the block under the else executes. In the example, the block
under the else consists of only a single line of code-a call to the
pr i nt f ( ) function. A block can consist of any number of lines of code.

Summing Op What a Program Consists of
The structure of a typical C program can be described by the following
points:
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•

•
•

A program consists of one or more functions. The main ( ) function is the starting point of the program, and must be a part of
every program.
A function is a collection of C statements grouped together
between a pair of braces.
A function consists of a number of different statements including: declaration statements, assignment statements, and conditional statements.

Data Types and Operators
Data is categorized into different types. Numbers that don't include a
decimal point, numbers that do include a decimal point, characterseach is a separate type of data. C provides different names, and different memory storage sizes, for these different types of data.
Data is stored in variables. After that, your program uses these variables to manipulate the data. This manipulation could include multiplying two numbers together, adding a series of numbers, comparing the
value of one number to another, or sorting a list of words. This manipulation, or processing, of data is accomplished through the use of operators.

C Data lJpes
The most commonly used data types are the ones that holds integers,
floating-point numbers, and characters.
In Macintosh programming, there are other data types you'll
encounter-types that exist to hold the kind of data not found in
simple programs that weren't designed to run on a computer
N0 T E
that uses a graphical user interface. For instance, a Mac program
may need to store the data that makes up a graphical image or a
sound.

~

htTEGER DflTfl 1°YPES
An integer is a whole number-a number that doesn't include a decimal
point. In C, you use the short, int, or 1ong data types to hold an integer.
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To store a number that is in the range of -32,768 to +32,767, use a
variable declared to be of type short. For larger numbers, use a long
variable. In Macintosh programming, the int type is seldom usedtypically it's used only for a variable that serves as a loop counter
(loops are discussed later in this appendix). Here's a snippet that uses
each integer type:
short
long
int

theShort;
thelong;
the Int;

theShort = -27;
thelong = 2500000;
thelnt = 5;

fLOflTl"G-POHtT

DATA TvPES

If your program needs to work with floating-point numbers-numbers
that include a decimal point-you'll use the fl oat data type. Here are a
few examples of assignments and declarations of fl oat variables:
float
fl oat

verySmall;
veryBi g;

verySmall = 0.00045;
veryBig = 654334430504.5;

CHARACTER DATA l"YPE
To store characters C uses the char type. The Mac, like many computers, uses the ASCII code to map each character to a number. While each
character has a numerical representation, you'll typically work with just
the character. To assign a character to a variable of type ch a r, enclose
the character in single quotes:
char

firstletter;

firstletter = 'A';

C Operators
The C language provides a great many ways in which you can process
your program's data. Operators are key to working with variables.
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flSSIGtlMEtlT OPERATOR
The most familiar of operators, the assignment operator(=) allows you
to assign a variable a value. Here are two examples of its use:
short
char

theShort;
theChar;

theShort = 5;
theChar = 'b';

MATH OPERATORS
To add the values in two variables, you'll use the addition operator(+).
The following snippet results in variable total having a value of 12:
short
short
short

numl;
num2;
total;

numl = 5;
num2 = 7;
total = numl + num2;

Subtraction involves the subtraction operator (- ), multiplication uses
the multiplication operator(*), and division makes use of the division
operator(/).
lttCREMEtlT AtlD DECREMEtlT OPERATORS
Programs often involve the incrementing of the value of a variable. In
C, to increment a variable is to increase its value by 1. To do that, use
the increment operator (++) either before or after the variable name. In
this snippet, the increment operator is used to change the value of
count from 9 to 10:
short

count;

count = 9;
count++;

Decreasing a variable's value by 1-decrementing the variable-is
accomplished in a similar fashion by using the decrement operator(-).
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COttPfllUSO" OPERATORS
To compare the value of one variable to another, use one of the comparison, or comparative operators. To see if the value of one variable is less
than another, use the less than operator (<). To see if the value of the
variable is greater than another, use the greater than operator (> ).
There's also a less than or equal to operator(<=) and a greater than or
equal to operator(>=). To see if the value of one variable is equal to the
value of another, use the equality operator(=). Typically such operators are used in conditional statement tests-an example of which you
saw in the MyFirstCProgram example in this appendix. In that program, the less than operator was used to see if the value of variable
count was less than the number 5:
if C count < 5 )
II do something

Control Statements
The flow of execution of a program is determined by the use of control
statements. To make a decision-to lead the flow down one path or
another-use a branching statement. To repeat a block of code, use a
looping statement.

Branching Statements
For decision making, use the i f - el s e statement or the switch statement.
IF-ELSE SlllTEttElff

From the MyFirstCProgram example, you're already familiar with the
i f - el s e branch. Again, the format of that type of branch is:
if ( test expression is true )
{

II do something
}
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else
{

II do something else
}

If more than one line of code makes up the block that appears under the
i f or e 1 s e, then that code must be enclosed in braces. If a block consists

of only one line of code, then the braces shown above are optional. An
example of an if - e 1s e statement is:
short
short
short

scorel;
score2:
highScore:

II assign values to scorel and score2 somewhere in the program
if ( scorel > score2 )
highScore = scorel;
else
highScore = score2:
SWITCH STATEME"T
If your program is to choose between many paths, use a switch state-

ment rather than the i f - e 1s e statement. The format of the switch is:
switch ( variable to test
{

case constantl:
II do one thing
break:
case constant2:
II do one thing
break:
case constant3:
II do one thing
break:
and so forth

The break keyword is required at the end of each block of code under
each case label-it tells the compiler where the block ends.
An example of a switch statement follows. In this example, the number of guesses the user of a guessing game took to answer a question
determines the size of a bonus that is to be added to the user's score.
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short
short

guesses;
bonus;

II assign a value to guesses somewhere in the program

switch ( guesses )
{

case 1:
bonus = 10;
break;
case 2:
bonus = 5;
break;
case 3;
bonus = 0;
break;
}

Looping Statements
To repeat a block of code, use a for loop. The first line of a for loop
actually performs three tasks: It initializes a variable that is used as a
loop counter; it compares the value of this loop counter to an end value;
and it increments the value of the loop counter. If the middle task-the
comparison of the loop counter to the end value-passes, then the body
of the loop executes. Here's the format:
for ( initialize counter; compare counter; increment counter )
{

II do something
}

The first task, the initialization of the loop counter, is performed only
once-when the for loop is encountered. The other two tasks are performed repeatedly until the second task, the comparison of the loop
counter to a final value, fails. An example helps to clarify:
int

index;

for ( index = l; index <= 3; index++ )
II do something

In this next snippet, the loop counter is a variable named index. When
the program encounters this for loop, the for loop initializes this vari-
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able to a value of 1. It then compares the value of index to the number
3. If index is less than or equal to 3 (it is-it was just initialized to a
value of 1), then the body of the loop executes. Before executing the
loop body, the value of index is incremented from 1 to 2.
After the body of the loop executes, the program returns to the for
statement to again make the comparison of the value of the loop
counter to the end value. The value of index is now 2, which is still less
than or equal to 3. So the comparison test again passes and the body of
the loop again executes. Once again, before the loop body executes, the
value of index is incremented-this time from 2 to 3. By now you
should see that the body of the loop will execute one more time-index
having a value of 3 qualifies as being less than or equal to 3. The next
time the test is performed, however, the for loop body will not execute-index will have a value of 4.

Introduction to
the C++ Language
The source code that makes up the PowerPlant application framework,
as well as the source code for the examples in this book's four
PowerPlant chapters, is written in C++. You don't need to be a master
of the C++ language to work with PowerPlant-but you do need to
know at least the basics. If you don't know C++, read this appendix. If
you don't know C++ or C, first read Appendix A, then read this appendix-C++ takes up where Cleaves off.
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480---------------------------Finally, if you don't know C++ or the Java language but want to
read this book's Java chapter, read this appendix. Java can be considered an offshoot of C++. Once you know C++, Java will quickly make
sense to you.

ft 0 T E

If you've programmed in C++, but not on a Macintosh, take a
look at Appendix C and Appendix D to get up to speed on
Macintosh programming.

Anatomy of a C++ Program
Looking at the source code for a short, simple program provides a good
introduction to the language the program was written in. Here, I'll present the source code for a little program written in the C ++ language.
You can assume that this program is the beginnings of an inventory
program that the Ace Widget Company is developing to keep track of
its large variety of world-class widgets. Over the next several pages, I'll
take a close look at the source code for a program that writes a single
line of text to a window. Figure B.1 shows the output of the
MyFirstC++Program application.
ANSI Console 68k.out
Part number is: 4501

Figure B.1

The result of running MyFirstC++Program.

CodeWarrior and IBM-compatible C++ Code
The MyFirstC++Program doesn't include any code that opens a window-yet it does display one. This slight of hand is accomplished by
including a little Metrowerks-written code in the MyFirstC++Program.µ
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project. By leaving out Mac-specific code from MyFirstC++Program,
you're free to test out source code from C++ examples listed in books
that might not have been written with the Macintosh in mind. To read a
little bit more on this idea, refer to the CodeWarrior and IBM-compatible
C Code section in Appendix A.

The Example Project
The example project uses the ANSI Console 68k project stationery. This
project stationery allows you to compile standard C ++ code and then
execute the resulting application without adding any new windowrelated source code. That allows for short, simple examples.
When you create a project based on ANSI Console 68k project stationery, a source code file named HelloWorld.c will appear in the project.
You can then double-click on this file name in the project window, select
Save As from the File menu, and enter a new name in the dialog box that
appears. In Figure B.2, you can see that I did exactly that so the name of
the source code file more closely matches the project I'm working on.
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Figure 8.2

ANSI (2i) C.68K.Lib
SIOUX.68K.Lib

i

0i

0i

The project window for the MyFirstC++Program.µ project.

The Example Source Code Listing
Figure B.3 shows the entire source code listing for a simple C ++ language program. While only about a couple of dozen lines in length, the
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code in this listing demonstrates a number of object-oriented concepts
that you'll see in all your dealings with C++.
~Iii

MyFirstC++Program.cp

IE§§

~~l!iJ~ Path !Hard Drive: CY/10 G...irstC++Program.cp 1f1J
#include <iostream.h>

class Widget {
private:
long partNumber;
public:
Widget( long partNum );
void PrintPart( void );
};

Widget :: Widget( long partNum ) {
partNumber = partNum;
}

void Widget :: PrintPart( void ) {
cout << "Part number is: " << partNumber;
}

void main( void )
{
Widget *theWidget;
theWidget

=new Widget( 4501 );

theWidget->PrintPart();
delete theWidget;
}

Figure 8.3

The complete source code listing for MyFirstC++Program.

Walking Through the Source Code
Over the next several pages, I'll examine the code shown in the listing
in Figure B.3. Here you'll see the importance of the class in a C++ pro-
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gram. A class is a data structure that encapsulates, or groups together,
both data and the functions that operate on, or work with, that data. In
C++, you first declare a class-you define the name of the class, the
data that will be kept track of, and the functions that will be used to
manipulate that data. In effect, the declaration of a class is the defining
of a new data type.
Like a data type, a class itself isn't used to store data. Instead, a class
serves as a sort of template from which objects, or instances, of the class
are defined. Just as you can declare any number of variables of a data
type such as, say, type short, so too can you declare any number of
objects of a specific class type.
DEFIMHIG fl CLASS
The MyFirstC++Program.cp listing defines a single class-the class
named Widget. As shown in Figure B.4, this class consists of one data
member and two member functions.
class keyword

Class name

Opening brace

class Widget {
private -1---srivate:
keyword
long partNumber;

Data
-------member

public ---tiublic:
keyword
Widget( long partNum );
void PrintPart( void );
};

Closing brace

Member
functions

Semicolon

Figure 8.4

The format of a class definition.

Figure B.4 shows that a class begins with the c 1ass keyword, followed
by the name of the class. The contents of the class-the data members
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and member functions-lie between a pair of braces. The class definition ends with a semicolon.
Each data member can be of any C++ type-pick a type appropriate
for the data that is to be stored. The one data member of the Widget
class, partNumber, will hold a part number that may consist of a number of digits, so pa rt Number is declared to be of type 1ong.
Before listing the data member or members of a class, a keyword is
used to limit the level of access to the data members. Typically, the pr i vate keyword is used. By declaring data members to be private, you
tell your program that only member functions-the functions that are listed within this class definition-of this class can access or modify the
values in these data members. For instance, in the Widget class, only
the member functions named Wi d get ( ) and Pr i n t Pa rt ( ) "know
about" the data member pa rt Nurn be r. If the program were to define
other classes (a C++ program usually consists of several class types),
the member functions of those classes could not work with the Widget
class pa rt Number data member.
After the data members are declared, the member functions are listed. As shown in Figure B.4, only a function prototype for each member
function is listed here-there is no body defined for either of the member functions. As you'll see ahead, the actual source code that makes up
the body of each function exists outside of the class definition.
Traditionally, a C++ class is defined with the data members listed
first, and then the member functions. This doesn't have to be,
however. As you'll see in the PowerPlant chapters of this book,
N0 T E
PowerPlant class definitions list the member functions first.

~

Specifying that the data members of a class be private "hides" the
data of a class from other classes. In effect, it protects the integrity of the
data-data members can't be indiscriminately assigned values from
anyplace within your program. That becomes especially important in
large programs written by more than one programmer. Member functions, on the other hand, are usually specified to be pub 1 i c. Since a
member function holds no data of its own (it only works on, or manipulates, class data), there's no reason to shield member functions from the
rest of your program. By specifying that a member function be pub 1 i c,
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your program can readily make use of the member function.
If a member function can alter a data member, and the member
function can be used anywhere in the program, is the data really protected at all? Yes. A private data member can't just simply be assigned
a value, like this:
void main( void )
{

partNumber = 52240;

// invalid - won't compile

}

You'll have to be familiar with the member functions of a class in order
to use them to alter data member values. Forcing you to be knowledgeable of the member functions of a class is the security measure that
affords the data protection.
DEFIHHtG MEMBErt

f <IHCTIOHS

Member functions listed in a class declaration represent only prototypes
of the functions. That is, they provide the compiler with information
about each function, such as its return type, its name, and the types of
parameters the function accepts. The code that makes up each function
is included elsewhere in the listing.
The Widget class names two member functions. That tells you that
the MyFirstC++Program.cp listing must include the source code for
two functions. Here's the code for one of those two functions-the
Pr i nt Pa rt ( ) member function:
void Widget :: PrintPart( void )
cout << "Part number is: " << partNumber;
}

With one exception (a constructor function-which is discussed ahead),
the first line of a member function definition begins with the function's
return type. The Printpart() function doesn't return a value, so the
void keyword is used here. Next, comes the name of the class to which
the function belongs. After the class name comes the scope resolution
operator (: : ). This operator, along with the class name, lets the compil-
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er know which class this function is a member of. Your source code may
consist of several classes, so it could include source code for severalperhaps dozens of-member functions. After the scope resolution operator comes the function name followed by a list of parameters, if any.
The Pri ntpa rt () function has no parameters, so again the void keyword is used.
The body of the member function lies between a pair of braces. Note
that the function definition does not end with a semicolon (while the
class definition itself does). The body of a member function is written in
the same manner as a C function-to perform some specific task. In the
case of the Pr i ntP a rt ( ) function, the purpose is to write out the value
of the pa rt Number data member. To do this, the C++ operator cout is
used. The C++ cout works much like the C printf{ )-you can print
out both text (by surrounding it in quotes) and numbers (by naming a
variable). For each entity that is to be written, use the <<operator. In the
Pr i nt Pa rt ( ) function, both a string and a value are being written:
cout << "Part number is: " << partNumber;

Because a member function can act on the data of its class, a
member function can freely use the names of data memberssuch as partNumber. A function that isn't a member of the
Widget class couldn't reference the partNumber data member in
this way.
A special type of member function that a class can optionally define is a
constructor. This function is useful for supplying initial values to data
members. A constructor function must have the same name as the class
itself, and it must not have a return type (all other member functions
must list a return type-even if the type is void). The Widgets class
defines a constructor member function:
Widget :: Widget( long partNum) {
partNumber = partNum;
}

Aside from the fact that no return type is given in the first line of the
function definition, a constructor has the same form as any other member function. Just ahead you'll see how a constructor is used.

flppencllx B: Introduction to the C++ Language

THE Mfll" () fU"CTIO"
Like a C program, a C++ program must have a main ( ) function. The
main ( ) function for MyFirstC++Program performs the following tasks:
•
•
•
•

Declares a variable of the Widget class type.
Uses the new keyword to allocate memory for an instance of
the Widget class-it creates an object of type Widget.
Invokes the Widget object's Pri ntPa rt () member function.
Deletes the Widget object when done with it.

DECLflltl"G fl CLASS VflltlflBLE
The definition of a class (such as the definition of the Widget class) does
not reserve memory for a variable of that class type. Instead, it simply
serves as a template for variables of this class type. The first step to
doing that is to declare a pointer to the class-as done in the ma i n ( )
function of MyFirstC++Program.cp:
Widget

*theWidget:

CltEflTl"G fl" OBJECT
Declaring a pointer to a class readies the compiler for what's about to
come-the allocation of memory for a new object. Here's how
MyFirstC++Program does that:
theWidget =new Widget( 4501

>:

To allocate memory, you need to create an instance, or object, of the
class. The new operator does that. If you're well versed in C, you can
liken the use of new in C++ to the use of ma 11 oc () in C. As shown
above, you follow the new keyword with the name of the class from
which an object is to be created. If the class doesn't define a constructor
function, then a pair of empty parentheses follow the class name. If the
class does define a constructor, then arguments need to be place
between the parentheses. The new keyword returns a pointer to the allocated memory. This returned pointer is considered the object. In the
above snippet, theWi dget would be called a Widget object. Figure B.5
shows that the above snippet causes an object to appear in memory.
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partNumber
theWidget

=new Widget( 4501 );

Figure B.5

The new operator allocates memory for a new object.

When an object is created, it gets one copy of each of the data members
defined in the object's class. In general, the size of an object is the size of
the memory needed to hold a single copy of each of its data members.
For the Widget example, an object would consist of just the memory
necessary to hold a single 1ong-as shown in Figure B.5.
Each object gets its own private copy of each data member. That
allows a program to have any number of objects, each independent of all other objects. For example, if MyFirstC++Program creN0 T E
ated three Widget objects, each would have its own pa rt Number
data member. It's worth noting that each object doesn't store its
own copy of each member function in memory. Only one version
of a member function needs to be in memory. Because the member function itself doesn't store data, all objects can share it.

~

If the class from which the object is being created defines a constructor
function, then the use of new automatically triggers the execution of
this constructor. The Widget class does in fact define a constructor, so
the above snippet will invoke it. Here's another look at that function's
definition:
Widget :: Widget( long partNum) {
partNumber = partNum;
}

The Widget constructor accepts a single parameter. The body of the
constructor assigns this value to the one data member of the Widget
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class. Thus the constructor serves as a means of providing the new
Widget object with an initial value. In Figure B.5, you saw that new
allocated memory for an object-but didn't supply any value for its one
data member. In Figure B.6, you see that the Widget class constructor
takes care of placing an initial value in the pa rtNumber data member.

Widget :: Widget( long partNum ) {
partNumber

=partNum;

..,,,.,.....,.,........,,,...,,,.-,:;;r.,,..-'\-o...,....,....,...,.,,"""""'_,,,,,....-~

}

4501

partNumber

Figure 8.6 Creating a new object invokes the
constructor member function of that object's class type.

lttVOKlttG Att 0BJE0-S MEMBER fClttCTIOtt
When a new object is created, its constructor function is automatically
invoked. Your program has control over when any other member functions execute. To call a function, first name the object, then use the - >
operator, and finally list the function name. MyFirstC++Program does
that when it has the object theWi dget invoke the Pri ntPa rt ()member
function:
theWidget->PrintPart();

Here's another look at the definition of the Pr i nt Part ( ) member function:
void Widget :: PrintPart( void ) {
cout << "Part number is: " << partNumber;
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MyFirstC++Program creates only one Widget object-but it could be
very easily modified to create more. Notice that the Pr i nt Pa rt ( ) member function makes no mention of a particular Widget object. Any object
of the Widget class type can invoke this routine. And no matter which
object does, PrintPart() will print out the value of the partNumber
data member for the correct object. This happens because the
Pr i nt Pa rt ( ) function isn't called directly, like this:
PrintPart();

II invalid call - no object is specified

Instead, Pr i ntP a rt ( ), like any member function, is called in association with a particular object:
theWidget->PrintPart();

DELETltlG fltl OBJECT

When you're through with an object, you can use the delete operator to
free the memory occupied by the object. While not required, it's good
memory management practice to do so:
delete theWidget;

Appendix

Introduction to Mac
Programming
If you're new to CodeWarrior, you might just be new to Macintosh programming as well. If you've never programmed, look over Appendix A
and Appendix B to get overviews of the C and C++ languages-then
jump back here. If you've programmed in C or C++, but not on the
Mac, you're at the right place. Read this appendix to get an overview of
Mac programming.
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If you become serious about Mac programming, you'll need a
good reference to programming with the Toolbox - the thousands of functions built into the Mac and available for use by all
N 0 T E
programs and all programmers. Consider the M&T Books text
Macintosh Programming Techniques, Second Edition, or some of
the books that are a part of the Inside Macintosh series.

~

Bitmapped Graphics
Graphical user interfaces like the one found on the Macintosh use
bitmapped graphics. Bitmapped means that every pixel (each display dot
on the monitor) has a corresponding bit (or corresponding bits), in
memory. A pixel on a monochrome monitor has a single memory bit
associated with it, and that bit controls whether that one pixel is on or
off. A pixel on a color monitor has several memory bits associated with
it, and those bits control the color displayed by that one pixel.
In a bitmapped system, each pixel can be referenced by a pair of numbers. This pair of numbers describes the pixel's horizontal and vertical
position on the monitor. Giving each pixel an exact reference allows a programmer to accurately and predictably draw graphics and display images.

Event-Driven Programming
When a program runs on a Macintosh, it is ever watchful for events. An
event is the occurrence of something that the program may want to
respond to. Events are typically initiated by the program's user. A click
of the mouse button, a press of a keyboard key, or the insertion of a disk
in a floppy drive each produce an event. Some user actions produce
events indirectly. For instance, when a user clicks on a partially obscured
window, that window moves to the forefront-and an update event is
generated. The occurrence of an update event lets the program know
that a window needs to be updated-its contents need to be redrawn.
When an event occurs, the Macintosh system software saves information about the event in an event record. The event record consists of
fields that contain information about an event. The event, and the fields
of event information, are accessible by the program.

Appendix C: Introduction to Mac Programming
At the heart of a Mac program is an event loop. The event loop is a
block of code that executes over and over from the time the program
starts to the time it ends. Each pass through the event loop results in a
check to see if an event has occurred. If it has, code within the program
handles the event as the program deems appropriate.

Resources
Each element of a Mac program's interface is based on one or more
resources. Windows, menus, and dialog boxes all make use of
resources. A resource is code, but not source code. Instead, a resource is
code that can be displayed in a visual manner. Resources are kept in
their own file-one that can be opened and edited using a special type
of editor called a resource editor. A resource editor consists of a number
of built-in editors, each designed to display and edit the data from a
particular type of resource. For instance, the menu editor of the resource
editor program ResEdit displays a menu as shown in Figure C.1.
MENU ID
Moue}
Left
Right
Up
Down
Rotate Clockwise
Rotate Counter

= 128 from M

.1£

:::::•~l~~•::.::::::ine~ En•:~ .:

i D has Submenu
'{}

Figure C.1

I

Resources.rsrc

I

Mark:

TeHt:

Ii i

~m~:::y: ~:

A MENU resource being edited in the menu editor of ResEdit.

A CodeWarrior project generally consists of both a source code file and
a resource file (though it can hold more than one file of either of these
types). When you build a program from the files in a project,
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CodeWarrior compiles the source code in any source code files and
links the resulting object code with the resource code in any resource
files in the project. In that way, source code and resources merge into a
single file-the application file. So while resources are not part of your
source code, your source code will be aware of them, use them, and
eventually become linked with them.
Different elements of a program's interface have different resource
types. Each resource type has a four-letter, case-sensitive name. The
resource type of a menu is MENU, for example. Appendix D discusses
resources in more depth and mentions a few of the most commonly
used resource types.

The Toolbox
Resources provide a programmer with an easy, intuitive way to work
with the elements of a graphical user interface. A resource, however,
contains only a description of an element of a program's interface. The
resource doesn't "stand on its own"-it needs source code to bring its
data into memory and then to do something with that data.
Consider a MENU resource as an example. A MENU resource defines
the look of a menu. It doesn't load that menu into memory, it doesn't
display the menu in a program's menu bar, and it doesn't respond to
user mouse clicks in it. For each of these tasks, traditional code needs to
be included in a program. While it would be possible for you to write
all this code yourself, there's no need to. Apple engineers have done the
work for you-and they've provided you with the fruits of their labors.
The code for the thousands of routines that are readily available for
your program's use are included in the ROM chips and system software
of every Macintosh. Including, of course, your Mac.
An example of a Toolbox routine is GetNewWi ndow( ). The code that
makes up this function is responsible for loading the data from a window resource-a resource of type WIND-into memory. Once in memory, your program can work with the window. Your program can call the
Toolbox routine ShowWi ndow() to display the window or the Toolbox
routine Hi deWi ndow() to make the window invisible. Your program
can call the Toolbox function DragWi ndow() to respond to a user's
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mouse click on the window's title bar and to drag the window about
the screen. In each of these examples, your program needs to only make
calls to these functions-your program isn't responsible for providing
the code that makes up the functions themselves.
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Appendix

Introduction to
itesources
If you're new to Macintosh programming, you're probably new to the

idea of resources as well. Almost every Macintosh program makes use of
resources-code that defines the look of user interface items like menus
and windows, yet is easily editable in a visual manner. If you've never
programmed, look over Appendix A and Appendix B to get overviews of
the C and C++ languages. Then move on to Appendix C for a brief
overview of what Macintosh programming is all about. Finally, return to
this appendix for a little extra information on resources.
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For a complete reference on Macintosh programming using C or
C++, consider either Macintosh Programming Techniques, Second
Edition, also by M&T Books, or some of the books that are a part
of the Inside Macintosh series.

Resources and the GOI
When you look at your Macintosh screen, everything you see originated as a resource:
•
•
•
•
•

A menu bar has an MBAR resource that specifies which individual menus are in it.
Each individual menu has its own MENU resource that defines
the items in that menu.
A window has a WI ND resource that defines its size and initial
position on the screen.
A dialog box has a DLOG resource that defines its size and initial position.
A dialog box has a second resource, the DI TL, that defines the
items, such as buttons, that are to appear in the dialog box.

There are about 100 different resource types. You'll probably only find
the need to use fewer than a dozen types in your programs. Here's a list
of some of the more commonly used resource types.
ALRT
BND L

CODE

DI TL
DLOG
DRVR
IC N//
PI CT
SI ZE

STR//

WI ND

snd

Defines the look of an alert box
Relates an icon to a program
All the instructions of a program
Contents of a dialog box
Defines the look of a dialog box
Desk accessory-a driver
List of icons
Picture
Partition size of a program
List of strings
Defines the look of a window
Sound

Appendix D: Introduction to Resources

Resources and Source Code
Appendix C mentioned that there is a relationship between a resource
and source code. A resource holds the data that defines the look of an
interface element of a program-such as the size, initial screen placement, and look of a window. Source code then allows a program to
make use of this resource by loading its data into memory.
A specific example will go far to illustrate the connection between a
resource and source code. To define the look of a resource, you can create a WIND resource using a resource editor. Figure D.1 shows such a
resource as it is being edited in Apple's resource editor ResEdit.
J :J

WI NO ID

s

File

Edit

Resource

Window

~ New Window -

128 from M_y_Resources.rsrc

Color:

®Defa ult
QCustom

[8J Initially uisible
[8J Close boH

Top:

EJ

Height:

~

Left:~ Width:~

Figure D.1 A WIND resource being edited in the window editor of ResEdit.

After creating, editing, and saving the resource to a resource file, it's on
to the source code. At the appropriate place in your program's source
code listing (typically in response to a user's selection of the New item
from the File menu), you'll make a call to GetNewWi ndow( ). This
Toolbox function returns to your program a pointer to the area in mem-
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500--------------------------------ory that holds this data. Such a returned value has a data type of its
own-the Wi ndowPtr data type:
WindowPtr

theWindow;

theWindow = GetNewWindowC 128, nil, CWindowPtr)-lL

);

The GetNewWi ndow() function loads into memory the data that makes
up a WIND resource. Because a resource file may hold more than one
resource of a resource type, the call to GetNewWi ndow() must specify
which resource is to be loaded into memory. The first parameter is used
for this purpose-here you pass the ID of the WI ND resource to use. You
can look back at the title bar of the ResEdit window editor pictured in
Figure D.1 to see that the ID of the WIND resource I created has an ID of
128-the same value I passed to GetNewWi ndow( ).
The second parameter to GetNewWi ndow() specifies where in memory the WIND resource data should be loaded. Using a nil pointer here tells
the Mac to use whatever available memory it wants. This parameter can
instead be used to place the data in a particular memory location.
The last parameter to GetNewWi ndow() specifies whether the new
window should open in front of or behind all other open windows. In
general, you'll open a new window in front of all others. A value of -1
accomplishes this. Also, this value must be a pointer, so by convention
we make it -1 L. And, more particularly, this value must be a special
type of pointer-a window pointer. Preceding the value with
( Wi ndowPt r) casts the value -1 L to a Wi ndowPtr type.

~
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A pointer always occupies 4 bytes of memory, as does the long

data type. By appending an "L" to a number, you force the compiler to look at the number as a long, and to reserve 4 bytes of memory for that number. Casting a value temporarily turns that value
into one of a different data type. So appending an "L" to the number 1 causes the compiler to use 4 bytes of memory to hold this
number, while casting the number 1 to a Wi ndowPtr causes the
compiler to view the number as a pointer to a window. If that all
seems somewhat confusing, don't become too alarmed. You'll
almost always make a call to GetNewWi ndow() as shown. While
you might use a different WIND resource ID for the first parameter,
you won't have to modify the second or third parameter.

flppendix D: Introduction to Resources
When you create a WIND resource in ResEdit, you have the option of
specifying whether the window should be visible or hidden when this
call is made. If you examine the WIND resource in Figure D.1, you'll see
that the checkbox labeled Initially visible is checked. That means that
when the call to GetNewWi ndow() is made and the call is complete, a
window will appear on the screen. If the Initially visible checkbox
hadn't been checked, that information would have been a part of the
WIND resource data. In such a case GetNewWi ndow() would still load the
WIND resource data into memory, but it wouldn't display the window
on screen. To do that, your source code would make a call to another
Toolbox function-ShowWi ndow( ).
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<Ising itesorcerer fis
Your itesource Editor
When you double-click on the name of a resource file in a project window, CodeWarrior launches the resource editor ResEdit and then opens
the resource file from within that editor. If you use Resorcerer by
Mathemaesthetics, you'll want to set up CodeWarrior such that it
launches this resource editor rather than ResEdit.
In order to start up the proper program, CodeWarrior examines the
file type of the file name you've double-clicked on. When you create a
new project using one of the Basic Toolbox project stationeries, the
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SillyBalls.rsrc file is included. Metrowerks has created this file using
Apple's ResEdit, so double-clicking on this file name in a project window will result in CodeWarrior attempting to run ResEdit. If your preference in resource editors is the more sophisticated Resorcerer by
Mathemaesthetics, you'll need to change the file type of the resource
files that CodeWarrior uses when it creates a new project.
First, launch Resorcerer. Do this by double-clicking on the icon of
your Resorcerer application-don't try to launch it from a project file
just yet. The Open File dialog box will appear. Use the pop-up menu at
the top of this dialog box to work your way into the folder that holds
the SillyBalls.rsrc file used by the Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery.
Figure E.1 shows the path to traverse to get to this file.

Choose a file of resources you wish to edit:
=Hard Driue

ID
I

5l Basic ToolboH PPC
Basic Tll 5l C/C++
5l MacOS
SillyBal
5l (Project Stationery)
,,,G·,;'i.'·.
5l Metrowerks CodeWarrior
5lCW10 Gold
=Hard Driue
Iii Desktop

[

,,'>;,.,,~""-·

Figure E.1

..,.

II

Resolue aliases

)

( Desktop )
..............................................

11llJllJi1:

Show all files

Eject

n

Open

)J

(

New

)

fil

(

cancel

)

..,.

Set fauorit ... ...,.,

II

Moving to the folder that holds the SillyBa//s.rsrc resource file.

Here you're going to make a change to the SillyBalls.rsrc file that
is used by the Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery. If you have a
new project started, note that you're not working with that version of the file.

With the SillyBalls.rsrc file open, choose File Info from the File menu.
In the lower left of the file's window you'll see two edit boxes. Change
the contents of the Type edit box from rsrc to RSRC. Next, change the
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contents of the Creator edit box from RSED to Doug. These changes are
shown in Figure E.2. Now choose Save from the File menu to save the
file, then click on the SillyBalls.rsrc window to close the file.
Sil!.Y_Balls.rsrc
Types:

i1£ ..----------------....,....,{} ! ~.~.~~. ~~~~.:. .~. . . . . . . . . . . .
t-=-1 iI Finder Flags ,... I
11 Map Flags ,... I
ILabel I None ,... I

<DF>

Select Rll ) (
Changed

Type:

i Res. Fork: 286

O lndiYidual Resources:

J(

lnsRC

I

Creator: Doug

Reuerse
None

;I
~~nopenlJI
~[New)!

I Created: 14/20/95 10:27:38 RM
I Modified: 19/3/96 3:39:34 PM

[21 File Busy

D File Locked
D File Protect

Figure E.2 Changing the Type and Creator strings
in the SillyBalls.rsrc resource file.

By making this change, every time you create a new project based on
the Basic Toolbox PPC project stationery, the copy of SillyBalls.rsrc that
ends up in the new project will be a Resorcerer file rather than a ResEdit
file. What if you create a project using the Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery, you ask? That stationery uses a different version of the
SillyBalls.rsrc file, so you'll need to change the type and creator of that
version as well.
From within Resorcerer, select Open File from the File menu. Back
your way out of the Basic Toolbox PPC folder into the CIC++ folder,
then move into the Basic Toolbox 68k folder-the folder that holds the
SillyBalls.rsrc file for the Basic Toolbox 68k stationary. Starting from the
main CodeWarrior folder on your hard drive, here's the complete path
to this version of the SillyBalls.rsrc file:
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Metrowerks CodeWarrior:CProject Stationery):MacOS:C/C++:Basic Toolbox
68k

Make the same changes to this file as you did for the other version of
SillyBalls.rsrc, then save and close the file.
Since I'm supplying you with this tip after you may already have
created a new project, it's too late for the change to be applied to the
SillyBalls.rsrc resource file that is a part of that project. However, every
subsequent project you create using either the Basic Toolbox PPC or the
Basic Toolbox 68k project stationery will now include a Resorcerer version of SillyBalls.rsrc-with no extra effort on your part. Now, you'll
be able to launch Resorcerer and open a resource file from within a
CodeWarrior project.
If you did in fact jump to this appendix after creating a new project, you can change the file type of the project's resource file just
as you did for the two SillyBalls.rsrc files. Simply open the file,
n0 T E
change the type and creator, and then save the file. You can then
test out CodeWarrior's ability to launch Resorcerer by quitting
Resorcerer, returning to the CodeWarrior IDE, and double-clicking on the SillyBalls.rsrc file name in the project window. Now,
Resorcerer rather than ResEdit should launch.

(lJ

Appendix

Mcmd itesources and
itesource Editors
PowerPlant uses a few resource types that aren't common to other Mac
applications. As you read in Chapter 7, the Mcmd is one of them. To make
editing resources of these new types easier, use Constructor-Metrowerks
own PowerPlant resource editor. If for some reason you'd like to view or
work with Mcmd resources in either ResEdit or Resorcerer rather than
Constructor, you'll need to add the appropriate template to your resource
editor so that it can properly display Mcmd resources. Metrowerks has
included TMPL resources for both of these popular resource editors.
Without these templates, editing Mcmd resources in either ResEdit or
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Resorcerer would require that you use the resource editor's hex editordefinitely not an easy task. With these templates, PowerPlant resources
such as the Mcmd can be opened in an easy-to-edit format.
If you use Resorcerer as your resource editor, read the next section.
If you're a ResEdit user, skip the following section and move on to The
Mcmd Resource and ResEdit section.

The Mcmd Resource and Resorcerer
If you're a Resorcerer user, copy the file named PowerPlant Resorcerer
TMPLs into the Private Templates folder in your Resorcerer folder (if
you don't have a Private Templates folder, create a new untitled folder
and give it this name). Refer to Figure F.l. The PowerPlant Resorcerer
TMPLs file can be found on this book's CD. If you own the full version
of Metrowerks CodeWarrior, you'll find it on that CD as well (search
from the Finder to find out exactly where this file is on the CD).

s

File

Edit

Resource

Window

Uiew

Resorcerer® 1.2.5
6 items
~Iii§ PowerPlant Resources §Iii

6 items

293 MB in disk

293 MB in disk

•

Resorcerer® 1.2.5

Figure F.1

Resorcerer users should make sure the

PowerPlant Resorcerer TMPLs file is in the Private Templates folder.

If you'd like to get a little practice working with Mcmd resources in
Resorcerer, create a new, empty Resorcerer file in a scratch folder. I've
named mine PPlntro.rsrc, but you can give your file any name you
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want. The next several pages will describe how to add three Mcmd
resources to this file. The result will be Mcmd resources for the menus
shown in Figure F.2.
!'!'bout PP Intro ...

mt

acol

Undo

3€2

Cut
3€H
Copy
ace
Paste
3€U
Clear
Select Rll 3€R
Figure F.2

The three menus for which Mcmd resources will be created.

With an open Resorcerer file, select New Resource from the Resource
menu. Resorcerer's New Resource dialog box, pictured in Figure F.3,
will open. Scroll to Mcmd and click on it.
Known types

t&

Mcmd

,,

Name:

mm

Attrs:

mctb
MOH
mem !
MENU
mhlr
minf

Figure F.3

Choose the type (and optional ID
or name) of the major resource
you wish to create:

MACS
MBAR
MBDF
mck:y

mm

m~11

mm

Type: jMcmd
Unique ID

ID: j 128

Om0

~

0

iB

0

osi

D

~

=~;n:

~
{\>

([

Create

]J (

Cancel

Resorcerer's New Resource dialog box, with the Mcmd type selected.
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After clicking the Create button, Resorcerer creates a new Mcmd
resource, gives it an ID of 128, and opens the Mcmd editor. Initially the
Mcmd has no items in it. Click the New button to add an item. Figure F.4
shows that Resorcerer gives new items a value of 0.
~Iii~

New Mcmd 128 from PPlntro.rsrc ~Iii

• Number of Commands 1
Number of Commands • 1 ················
~ Command Number cmd...Nothing= 0

New

Figure F.4

) ([

Edit

]

{}

( Cancel )

Adding a new command number to an Mcmd resource.

You can change the value of the new item to any of the PowerPlantdefined Mcmd constants-they're listed in the arrow pop-up menu that's
located to the left of the new item. Figure F.5 shows that the menu item
is being given the value represented by the constant cmd_About.
In Figure F.6, you can see that the menu item now has a value of 1.
Recall from Table 10.1 that cmd_About is a constant that represents the
number 1. Figure F.7 shows the relationship between a MENU resource,
an Mcmd resource, and the command number constants.
The Apple menu for the hypothetical program I'm creating the
resources for has just this single About item, so the Mcmd resource for
MENU 128 is complete. You can save the changed resource and click in
the close box of the Mcmd editor.
Next, give the Mcmd a descriptive name by selecting Resource Info
from the Resource menu. Type the name "Apple" in the Name field, as
shown in Figure F.8. This name will be displayed in Resorcerer, but
won't be used by the application that uses the resource. Save the file
and close the Resource Information dialog box.
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•

cmd_Saue
cmd_SaueRs
cmd_Reuert
cmd_PageSetup
cmd_Print
cmd_PrintOne
cmd_Quit
cmd_Undo
cmd_Cut
cmd_Copy
cmd_Paste
cmd_Clear
cmd_SelectRll

.....
Figure F.5

Changing the command number of an item in an Mcmd resource.

• Number of Commands 1
Number of Commands •1 ............................................

e:!:)

New

Figure F.6

Command Number

J

n

cmd_About= 1

Edit

The Mcmd resource with one menu command number.
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MENU 128 from PPlntro.rsrc

•

181 Menu enabled
0 ~

MDEF:

ro=-J

Menu ID: ~
.. Colors .........................................................,

~1------------~1 1

Hbout PPlntro68K ...

[ This Menu

J[

Menu Bar ]

Menu Item

• Number of Commands

""--:~V

!:!'.)

1
Number of Commands • 1 ·
Command Number- cmd_About= 1

Cancel J

Figure F.7 The Mcmd resource ID matches the ID of a
MENU resource, and its command numbers correspond to menu items.
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Mcmd 128 Info from PPlntro.rsrc

I

Type: IMcmd

I None
Name: IHpple

Owner:

0
0
O

tT Purgeable
~ Preload
fl Locked

Figure F.8

ID: 12e
,..

Size:

6

I
0
0

~ Protected
l!I SysHeap

[ Cancel

I

([

OK

J

)J

Naming the Mcmd resource.

Now create the Mcmd for the File menu. Click the New button in the File
window-as is being done in Figure F.9. Resorcerer will create a new
Mcmd resource with an ID of 129. You can click on the Info button in the
File window to give this new resource the name "File."

flppczndix f: Mcmd ltczsoarcczs and ltczsoarccz Editors

-•

PP I ntro.rsrc
Typ@s:

<DF>

1 'Mcmd' (PowerPlant Menu Commands) Resource :

if

···················'·······~·

Momd

... i

128

Appl@

0

~~~~·=~=====================:;;;;;;;;;;;;;
Select Rll

] [ Reuerse

Changed

J[

Figure F.9

None

Adding a new Mcmd resource to a resource file.

Click the New button to add an item. Like this example's Apple menu,
the File menu has only one menu item-here it's the Quit item.
PowerPlant defines cmd_Qui t to have a value of 10, so that's the command number to enter in the File menu's Mcmd resource. If you didn't
remember that a Quit menu item should have an Mcmd command number of 10 (or you didn't care to look it up), simply use the pop-up menu
to select cmd_Quit, as was done for the About menu item in the Apple
menu. Figure F.10 shows the Mcmd resource for the File menu.

Number of Commands 1
Number of Commands •1
[!l Command Number cmd_Quit= 10

New

Figure F.10

} ([

Edit

J)

The Mcmd resource for the PP/ntro68K File menu.

Next, create an Mcmd resource for the Edit menu. Again click the New
button in the File window, as shown back in Figure F.9. Then click the
New button in the Mcmd editor and use the pop-up menu to add the
Undo menu command number. Insert each of the Edit menu's seven
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command numbers in this way. Figure F.11 shows the Mcmd resource
that is used for the Edit menu.
§Im§§ Mcmd 130 "Edit~· from PPlntro.rsrc §§Im
Number of Commands

7

Number of Commands # 1
('.!'.) Command Number cmd_JJndo=l 1
Number of Commands #z ·
('.!'.) Command Number cmd....Nothing=O
Number of Commands #3 ·······
('.!'.) Command Number cmd...Cut=l 2
Number of Commands #4 ············
('.!'.)Command Number cmd....Copy=13
Number of Commands #5 ········· ·································
('.!'.) Command Number omd_? aste= 14
Number of Commands #6
('.!'.) Command Number cmd....Clear= 15
Number of Commands #7
('.!'.) Command Number cmd...Se le ct A11= 16

New

Figure F. 11

J

U

Edit

]J

Cancel J

The Mcmd resource for the PP/ntro68K Edit menu.

Note that the IDs of the three Mcmd resources match the IDs of the three
MENU resources.

The Mcmd Resource and ResEdit
If you're a Resorcerer user, skip this section since it covers the material
you just read, from a ResEdit-user point of view. If you use ResEdit,
launch ResEdit now. Then open the PowerPlant ResEdit TMPLs file
that's found on this book's CD. If you own the complete version of
Metrowerks CodeWarrior, you'll notice that this file also appears on
that CD; either version will work. Next, open the ResEdit Preferences
file that's found in the Preferences folder in the System Folder of your
Mac's hard drive. Click once on the TMPL icon in the PowerPlant
ResEdit TMPLs file and select Copy from the Edit menu. Now click on
the window that displays the resources in the ResEdit Preferences file

Appczndix f: Mcmd Rczsourcczs and Resource Editors
and then select Paste from the Edit menu, as shown in Figure F.12.
You've just copied all of the PowerPlant templates to the ResEdit
Preferences file.

s

File

Edit

Resource

Window

Uiew
ResEdit Preferenc:es

MENU

PREF'

PREF

PAGE

PREF

The

qtdck
VIEW

brown

styl

Figure F.12 ResEdit users should make sure the TMPL resources from the
PowerP/ant ResEdit file are copied to the ResEdit Preferences file.

If you'd like to get a little practice working with Mcmd resources in
ResEdit, create a new, empty ResEdit file in a scratch folder. I've named
mine PPlntro.rsrc, but you can give your file any name you want. The
next several pages will describe how to add three Mcmd resources to this
file. The result will be Mcmd resources for the menus shown in Figure F.13.

With a ResEdit file open, select Create New Resource from the
Resource menu. In the Select New Type dialog box (shown in Figure
F.14), scroll down to the Mcmd resource. Any resource that appears in
this list has an editor associated with it. Before adding the PowerPlant
TM PL resources to the ResEdit Preferences file, the Mcmd resource type
would not have appeared in this list. Now, ResEdit knows about this
new template and will use it whenever you add a new Mcmd resource to
any ResEdit file. After clicking on the Mcmd resource in the list, click
the OK button.
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l'?tout PPlntro ...
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Cut
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Figure F.13

The three menus for which Mcmd resources will be created.

Select New Type

((

OK

)J

( Cancel )

Figure F.14

ResEdit's Select New Type dialog box, with the Mcmd type selected.

You'll see that a new Mcmd resource editing window has opened.
ResEdit has given this resource an ID of 128, as it does with most new
resources. Since the MENU resource for the Apple menu has an ID of
128-and because the Mcmd resource is paired by ID with a MENU
resource-this Mcmd resource should be used to hold the command
numbers of the Apple menu items.

Appendix f: Mcmd "esoarces and "esoarce Edlton
Click once on the row of asterisks, then select Insert New Field(s)
from the Resource menu. In the edit box that appears, type in the number 1. Recall from Table 10.1 that the number 1 is always used for the
About menu item in the Apple menu. Because there's only one item in
the Apple menu for the hypothetical program I'm creating, the Mcmd
resource for this menu will have only one command number in it.
Figure F.15 shows the completed Mcmd 128 resource. Figure F.16 shows
the relationship between a MENU resource, an Mcmd resource, and the
command number constants.
~Ii

Mcmd lD = 128 from PPllltro.rsrc

Number of
Commands
1)

*****

Command
Number

2) *****

Figure F.15

The Mcmd resource with one menu command number.

Next, select Get Resource Info from the Resource menu. Give this
resource the name "Apple" so that you'll be able to quickly identify this
Mcmd resource from the others that you'll be creating. This name will be
displayed in ResEdit but won't be used by the application that uses the
resource. Figure F.17 shows the ResEdit Get Resource Info dialog box.
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Figure F.16 The Mcmd resource ID matches the ID of a MENU resource,
and its command numbers correspond to menu items.
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Type:

Mcmd

O

Size:

ID:
Name:
Owner type

DRUR
WDEF
MDEF

Owner ID:
Sub ID:
Rttributes:
D System Heap
D Purgeable

D Locked
D Protected

D Preload

D Compressed

Naming the Mcmd resource.

Figure F.17

Now create the Mcmd for the File menu. Again select Create New Resource
from the Resource menu. Use the Get Resource Info dialog box to give the
Mcmd resource the name "File." If the Mcmd doesn't have an ID of 129 (to
match the File MENU resource ID), give it that ID now. The File menu for
this example has just a single menu item-the Quit item. PowerPlant
defines cmd_Qui t to have a value of 10, so that's the command number to
enter in the File menu's Mcmd resource, as shown in Figure F.18. Remember
to click on the row of asterisks and then select Insert New Field(s) from
the Resource menu to add an edit text box to the Mcmd editor.
i§liiEl Mcmd "File" ID= 129 from PPlntro.rsrc ~

Number of
Commands
1)

*****

Command
Number
2)

~

1

*****

Figure F.18

j 10

I
~
~
Iii

The Mcmd resource for the PP/ntro68K File menu.
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Finally, select Create New Resource from the Resource menu to add the
Mcmd resource for the Edit menu. Using the Get Resource Info dialog
box, give it an ID of 130 (like the Edit MEN Uresource has) and the name
"Edit." Insert the seven command numbers shown below in this
resource. Figure F.19 shows a part of the Mcmd resource that is used for
the Edit menu.
cmd_Undo
cmd_Nothing
cmd_Cut
cmd_Copy
cmd_Paste
cmd_Clear
cmd Se l ectA 11

11
0

12
13
14

15
16

Iii

Mcmd "Edit" ID = 1lO from PPlntro.rsrc

Number of
Commands

7

1) *****
Command
Number

111

2) *****

lo

Command
Number

3) *****

i12

Co mmand
Number
'I )

*****

Command
Number
.J:..l."""'"'

Figure F.19
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II
\ii

The Mcmd resource for the PP/ntro6BK Edit menu.

Note that the IDs of the three Mcmd resources match the IDs of the
three MENU resources.
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C language, 463-478
assignment statements in, 469
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PowerPlant. See under PowerPlant
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68K applications, 136-137
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CodeWarrior
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Macintosh, 3, 4
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Gold. See CodeWarrior Gold edition
Lite version of, 191-192
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Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder,
10-11
Metrowerks PowerPlant folder,
11-13
Other Metrowerks Tools folder,
13-14
updated versions of, 9
CodeWarrior IDE, 2, 10-11
ColeWarrior Plugins folder, 11, 12
colors, 130-133
command numbers, 280
constants, adding command number,
301-303
commanders, 256, 262-263
comments, in C, 469-470
compaction,memory,353,354
comparison operators, in C, 475
Compile column (project window), 25
Compilers folder, 11
compiling
choosing compiler, 46-47
and running project code, 26-28, 47-48
conditional directives, 142
conditional statements, in C, 471
console projects, 52-54
console window, 52-54
ConsoleEx68K application, 52-54
ConsoleEx68K project, 53
constants
defining menu item, in PowerPlant,
280-281
naming, in PowerPlant, 226-227
Constructor, 201-219
creating panes with, 313-315
Menu Bar resources, 217-218
PPob resource type, 207-217

project windows in, 203
Txtr resources, 218-219
viewing Constructor file resources
in Constructor, 204-207
in ResEdit, 203-204
Constructor Manual, 203
containment hierarchy, 313
control statements, in C, 475-478
branching statements, 475-477
looping statements, 477-478
CoolDemos, SDKs, & Tools folder
(Reference CD-ROM), 14-15
CPPMenuApp.cp, 297-298, 327, 328
CPPMenuApp.h, 299, 327, 328
CPPPaneApp() class (PowerPlant), 335336
CPPPaneApp.cp, 343-345
CPPPaneApp.h, 343
CPPStarterApp class (PowerPlant), 229,
230,235,256-257,268-269,272,273
CPPStarterApp() function (LApplication
class), 243
CPU (central processing unit), 5
and Java source code, 159
CreateTestPaneStream() function
(CTestPane class), 336-337, 340-341
CreateWindow() function (LWindow
class), 216, 237
CTestPane class (PowerPlant), 334-335
CTestPane.cp, 340-343
CTestPane.h, 340
current statement arrow, 105

D
Data column (project window), 25
data fork, 136, 137, 150-152
data types
in C, 468, 472-473
character data type, 473
floating-point data types, 473
integer data types, 472-473
naming, in PowerPlant, 226
debuggers, 100
debugging, in PowerPlant, 241. See also
MW Debug
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declaration statements, in C, 467-469
#define directive, 251
Delay() Toolbox function, 90-96
DelaySound example application, 90-96
dereferencing, double, 354
derived classes, 229
Dialogs.h header file, 67
Discover Programming for Macintosh edition of CodeWarrior, 3, 4
Discover Programming with Java edition
of CodeWarrior, 4-5
DispatchEventO function
LApplication class, 233-235
LEventDispatcher class, 233-235
DITL resource type, 196, 498
DLOG resource type, 498
double indirection (double dereferencing),
354
DrawCircle() function, 427, 428
drawing areas, 310
DrawObjects() function, 440-441
DrawResourcePicture() function, 362-364,
395
DrawSelf() function (LPane class), 334
overriding, 337-338
DrawSquare() function, 427, 428
drawstring() function (Java), 167, 181
DrawString() Toolbox function, 127-128,
325
DrawStuff() function, 426-428
DRVR resource type, 498

E
editions, CodeWarrior, 2-3
EmptyWindowPPC.E, 31-51
EmptyWindowPPC.rsrc, 34-35
emulation mode, 6, 7, 139
emulator, 6
errors, and Universal Interface header
files, 74-86
correction of errors, 84-86, 93-96
Errors & Warnings window, 78-81
function prototype, finding, 82-83
incompatible code, 74-75
opening header file, 81-82

parameter data types, comparing, 8384
in PlaySound project, 75-86
Errors & Warnings window, 48, 72, 74, 7881, 148
event-driven programming, 492-493
EventLoop68K example program, 450-452
Events.h header file, 67
executable code
in fat applications, 138-139
in PowerPC applications, 137-138
in 68K applications, 136-137
extends keyword (Java), 180
extensions, files, 46-47

F
fat binary applications, 135-153
building, 139-152
and Errors & Warnings window,
148
resource editor, examining program
with, 149-152
second PowerPC projects, creating,
145-147
single source code file, using, 142144
68K and PowerPC projects, creating,
140-142
creating, 30
definition of, 6-7
executable code in, 138-139
PowerPC applications vs., 137-138
and RAM, 408-410
68K applications vs., 136-137
fgColor field (Grafport data type), 130133
File column (project window), 25
file search sets, 87-96
correcting errors with, 93-96
creating, 87
definition of, 88
naming, 89, 90
saving, 88, 89
Find dialog box, 87-88, 93-94
FindCommandStatus() function

Inda

(LApplication class), 227-228, 244-245,
269
adding, 305-306
overriding, 277-279
writing, 283
floating-point data types, in C, 473
forks, 136-138, 150-152
FrameRect() Toolbox routine, 325
free blocks, 352
"function call does not match prototype"
message, 91, 92
function calls, in C, 470
function overloading, 240
function parameters, naming, in
PowerPlant, 227-228

G
Generate SYM info column (project window), 26
GetNewWindow() Toolbox function, 57,
62-64, 66, 122
GetPictureO Toolbox routine, 353, 393
GIF files, 157
Gold edition. See CodeWarrior Gold edition
GrafFort data type, 122-133
changing fields values in, 126-130
fgColor field in, 130-133
fields in, 122-125
pnLoc field in, 127, 128
Graphics class (Java), 181
groups, 23-25, 415-416
collapsing and expanding, 24
namesof,23
GUI, and resources, 498

H
handles, 354
headers
block, 351
zone,374
header files. See also Universal Interface
header files
heap, application, 349-352, 364-373
estimating requirements for, 365-371

initializing, 241-242
size of, 364-365
changing, 372-373
minimum heap size, 365
preferred heap size, 365
viewing, with ZoneRanger, 383-392
after picture display, 389-392
before picture display, 383-388
heap zone, 374
Heap Zones window (ZoneRanger), 374375
Hide() function (LPane class), 333
HideWindow() Toolbox function, 110,
112, 114
Histogram window (ZoneRanger), 377379
HTML (Hypertext Markup Language)
and applets, 174-178
tags, 157
and Web browsers, 156-157
Hypertext Markup Language. See HTML

I
ICN# resource type, 498
IDE (integrated development environment), 2
#ifdef conditional directive, 142-144
import statements (Java programming
language), 178-179
#include directive, 62-64, 343
and MacHeaders header file, 67
increment/decrement operators, in C, 474
indirection, double, 354
InitializeToolboxO function, 225, 237-240,
427
Int8 data type, 226
Int16 data type, 226
Int32 data type, 226
integer data types, in C, 472-473
integrated development environment
(IDE), 2
Internet Explorer, 157
Internet Service Providers (ISPs), 157
ISPs (Internet Service Providers), 157
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Java, 155-157, 178-181. Seealsoapplets
Applet class, 179-180
applications written in, 161-162
import statements, 178-179
methods, 180-181
platform independence of, 159
Java interpreters, 160-161
and Java applications, 161-162
and Web browsers, 161
JavaClasses folder, 172
JPEG files, 157

K
keywords,468

L
LApplication class (PowerPlant), 228-236,
242-245, 263
application objects, creating, 230
CPPStarterAppO function, 243
derived classes, creating, 229
DispatchEvent() function, 233-235
and event handling, 228-229
FindCommandStatus() function, 244245, 283, 305-306
importance of, 235
ObeyCommand() function, 244-245,
256-257, 264-276, 281-283, 303-305
purpose of, 228-229
RegisterAllPPClasses() function, 243
Run()function, 231-233, 235, 236
StartUp() function, 243-244
LApplication.cp, 231
layout editor, 208-210, 212-215
LCaption class (PowerPlant), 215, 312
LCommander class (PowerPlant), 276
LEditField class (PowerPlant), 263
LEventDispatcher class (PowerPlant), 235
LGrowZone object, 242
LMenu class (PowerPlant), 252
locals pane (stack crawl window), 104
locked/unlocked attribute, 353
looping statements, in C, 477-478

LPane class (PowerPlant), 310-313, 333335
LPicture class (PowerPlant), 312, 323
LScroller class (PowerPlant), 312-313 323
LView class, 310-313
'
LWindow class (PowerPlant), 216, 236237, 263, 320, 321, 323, 344-345
LWindow.h, 236

M
MacHeaders68K precompiled header file,
65,92
MacHeaders.h precompiled header file,
65-66, 73-74
and #include directive, 67
MacHeadersPPC++ precompiled header
file, 65
l\1acintoshprogramming,491-495
and bitmapped graphics, 492
and event-driven programming, 492493
resources in, 493-494
Toolbox routines, 494-495
main() function, 467, 487
master pointer, 354-356
math operators, in C, 474
MBAR resource type, 249-250
editing, 288
Mcmd resource type, 204-208, 252-253,
507-520
with ResEdit, 514-520
with Resourcer, 508-514
memberfunctions,484-486,489-490
memory, l\1acintosh, 348-359
blocks, 351-358
free, 352
headers, 351
nonrelocatable, 357-358
relocatable, 353-357
size of, 352
heap, application, 351-352, 364-373
estimating requirements for, 365371
size of, 364-365, 372-373
partitions, application, 349-351

Index

memory compaction, 353, 354
Memory Manager, 117, 355, 357
menus, and PowerPlant, 186, 247-307
application-specific items, adding,
279-283
command numbers, 280
constants, defining menu item,
280-281
FindCommandStatusO function,
writing, 283
MENU resources, 280
ObeyCommand() function, writing,
281-283
commanders, 262-263
commands,256-263
PowerPlantMenu68K example application, 284-306
project, creating, 285
resources, 285-294
running,306
source code, 294-306
resources, menu, 248-256
items, menu, 251-255
MBAR resource, 249-250
Mcmd resource, 252-253
MENU resource, 249
PowerPlantlntro68K program, 248249
selections, handling, 263-279
FindCommandStatus() function,
overriding, 277-279
ObeyCommand() function, 264-276
target objects, 262-263
Menu Bar resources (Constructor), 217-218
MENU resource type, 204, 206-208, 249,
280
MenuSelect() Toolbox routine, 251
methods, in Java programming language,
180-181
Metrowerks CodeWarrior folder (Tools
CD-ROM), 10-11,22
Metrowerks Java, 169-171
Metrowerks PowerPlant folder (Tools
CD-ROM), 11-13
Metrowerks Profiler, 14

Metrowerks World Wide Web site, 3
microprocessors, 5, 348
MoveTo() Toolbox function, 127-128
Muscle Demo example program, 321-325
MW Debug, 99-133
changes in variable values, observing,
116-120
and data structures, 120-133
GrafPort data type, 122-133
Rect data type, 120-121
WindowPtr data type, 122, 126
WindowRecord data type, 122
enabling, 101-102
with example program, 108-115
executing, with MW Debug, 111-115
executing, without MW Debug,
110-111
installing, 100-101
program execution, controlling, 106108
stopping, 106-106
windows in, 102-105
browser window, 104
stack crawl window, 104-105
ZoneRanger vs., 397-399
MyFirstC++Program.µ, 480-490
MyFirstCProgram.µ, 465-472
MyFirstJavaApplet folder, 171
MyFirstMacApp.µ, 21-29

"

naming
applications, 49-50
PowerPlant conventions for, 224-228
classes, 225
constants, 226-227
data types, 226
function parameters, 227-228
variables, 226
projects, 21-22
native code, 5
native mode, 8
Netscape Navigator 3.0, 157, 161, 177-178
New Project dialog box, 19, 21, 30-32
NewWindowO Toolbox function, 57, 108-
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110, 113, 118, 122
nonrelocatable blocks, 357-358

0
ObeyCommand() function (LApplication
class), 244-245, 256-257, 264-276
adding, 303-305
and chain of command, 264-267
overriding, 267-271
writing, 281-283
objects, in C++
creating, 487-489
deleting, 490
ObjectEx68K application, 55-57
ObjectEx68K project, 55, 57
lD Graphical window (ZoneRanger), 382383
OpenDrawWindowO function, 426, 435440
operators, in C, 473-475
assignment operators, 474
comparison operators, 475
increment/ decrement operators, 474
math operators, 474
optimization, 14
OSUtils.h header file, 95
Other Metrowerks Tools folder (Tools
CD-ROM), 13-14

p
packages, 178-179
paint() method, 180-181
panes, 209-217, 309-345
creating, with Constructor, 313-315
definition of, 207, 310
IDs of, 209-210
and layout editor, 212-215
and PowerPlant classes, 215-217
and property inspectors, 210-212
resizing, 213-214
subpanes, 313
superviews of, 313
and views, 310-313
partitions, application, 349-351

Pascal compilers, 46
PICT resource type, 360, 370, 371, 389,
393-396,398,442-450,498
PictMemBad68K example program, 359364
examining memory usage by, 393-399
memory problem, correcting, 394397
memory problem, discovering, 392394
MW Debug as alternative, 397-399
viewing heap, after picture display,
388-392
viewing heap, before picture display, 383-388
resource types, 360-361
source code, 361-364
PictMemBad68K.c, 361-364
PictureResource68K example program,
443-450
platform independence, 158
PlaySound project, 75-86
PlaySound68K folder, 140
PlaySound68K.µ project, 141
PlaySoundFat folder, 141
PlaySoundFat.µ project, 145-147
plugins, 46
pnLoc field (GraiPort data type), 127, 128
PowerPC chip, 5, 47
PowerPC-based (PPC-based) Macintosh
computers, 5-8
PowerPlant, 183-219
about, 185-188
classes in, 190-192, 215-217, 221-224,
228-240
header file, 222-224
LApplication class, 228-236, 242-245
LEventDispatcher class, 235
LMenu class, 252
LWindow class, 236-237
naming conventions, 225
source code file, 223, 224
and static member functions, 237238
and Toolbox routines, 238-240

Index
UQDGlobals class, 225, 237-241
utility classes, 225, 237
commands in, 256
and Constructor resource editor, 201219
Constructor, viewing Constructor
file resources in, 204-207
Menu Bar resources, 217-218
PPob resource type, 207-217
ResEdit, viewing Constructor file
resourcesin,203-204
Txtr resources, 218-219
creating applications using, 188-189
debugging, enabling, 241
default program, running, 192-193
installing, 187-188
main() function, 240-242
and menus, 186, 247-307
application-specific items, adding,
279-283
commanders, 262-263
commands, 256-263
menu resources, 248-256
PowerPlantMenu68K example
application, 284-306
selections, handling, 263-279
target objects, 262-263
naming conventions, 224-228
classes, 225
constants, 226-227
data types, 226
function parameters, 227-228
projects, 189
variables, 226
and panes, 309-345
creating, with Constructor, 313-315
drawing areas, 310
Muscle Demo program, 321-325
PowerPlantPane68K example
program,319-321,325-345
PPob resource, creating, 315-318
scrollers, 312-313
subpanes, 313
superviews, 313
top level containers, 313

views, 310-313
project stationeries with, 20
resource files, 194-201
PP Action Strings.rsrc, 199-200
PP Basic Resource.ppob, 201
PP Basic Resource.rsrc, 195-199
PP DebugAlerts.rsrc, 200-201
PowerPlantlntro68K.µ, 190-192, 202, 224,
225
PowerPlantlntro68K program, 248-249
PowerPlantMenu68K.µ, 285-286
PowerPlantMenu68K example application, 284-306
project, creating, 285
resources, 285-294
MBAR resource, editing, 288
new menu items, adding command
numbers to, 291-294
new menu resource, adding items
to, 290-291
new menu resource, editing, 288290
PPob resource, editing, 286-287
running,306
source code, 294-306
command number constants,
adding, 301-303
FindCommandStatus() function,
adding to, 305-306
header file, editing, 296-297
header file, renaming, 294-296
ObeyCommand() function, adding
to, 303-305
source code file, editing, 299-301
source code file, renaming, 297-298
PowerPlantPane68K.µ, 328, 329
PowerPlantPane68K example program,
319-321, 325-345
classes in, 328, 333-335
project, setting up, 327-328
resources in, 329-333
Menu resources, 332-333
PPob resource, 329-332
source code, 333-345
ClickSelf() function, overriding,
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338-340
CPPPaneApp.cp source code file,
343-345
CPPPaneApp.h header file, 343
CTestPane.cp source code file,
340-343
CTestPane.h header file, 340
DrawSelf() function, 337-338
LPane class, 333-335
RegisterClass() function, 335-337
PP Basic Resource.ppob, 202-205, 213,
250,286,288,314,315,319,332-333
PP Basic Resource.rsrc
aede resource type, 199
aedt resource type, 198
ALRT resource type, 196-197
DITL resource type, 196
STR# resource type, 197-198
PP Basic Starter.cp, 185, 186, 223-224, 229,
230, 238, 294, 297-298
source code, 240-242
PP Basic Starter.h, 185, 229, 230, 232, 240,
268, 294-296, 299
PPob resource type, 207-217, 329-332
creating, with Contructor, 315-318
editing, 286-287
layout editor, 208-210, 212-215
and PowerPlant classes, 215-217
property inspectors, 210-212
precompiled header files, 64-67
printf() function, 54
Process Manager, 138-139
processes, 349
ProcessNextEvent() function
(LApplication class), 233
Profiler, 413-460
adding code libraries from, to projects,
415-420
Profiler calls, generating, 418-420
selecting library, for 68K project,
416-418
selecting library, for PowerPC
project, 418

with event-driven Mac applications,
450-460
EventLoop68K program, using, 450452
and function dependencies, 452-454
outpu~examining,454-460

example,425-434
output file, 429-434
source code, 426-428
functions, 420-423
PICT resources, analyzing drawing
time of, 442-450
output, examining, 448-450
test program, creating, 442-448
speeding up functions with, 434-441
OpenDrawWindow() function,
437-440
sampling of execution time, obtaining, 435-437
slow part of function, determining,
440-441
ProfilerDump() function, 423
Profiler.h, 420
Profilerlnit() function, 420-424
Profilerlntro68K.µ, 425-434
output file, 429-434
source code, 426-428
ProfilerTerm() function, 423
programs. See applications
programming, Macintosh. See Macintosh
programming
projects, 17-57. See also applications
adding profiling to, 415-420
PowerPC project, selecting library
for, 418
Profiler calls, generating, 418-420
68K project, selecting library for,
416-418
applet, 162-174
creating, 163-164
files in, 164-168
folders for, 171-174
viewing, 169-171
C++, 55-57

Inda
compiling
choosing compiler, 46-47
running the code, 26-28, 47-48
console, 52-54
creating new, 18-26, 30-32
name, choosing, 21-22
project stationery, choosing, 19-21
project window, using, 23-26
definition of, 7, 18
fat, 8
PowerPC-only, 8, 31-32
selecting Profiler library for, 418
resource file, adding, 29, 32-42
creating resource file, 34-38
removing placeholder, 41-42
resource editor, launching, 32-34
68K,7
selecting Profiler library for, 416-418
source code file, adding, 29, 42-46
creating source code file, 42-44
removing placeholder, 45-46
Project menu, 101-102
Project Settings dialog box, 47, 49-50
project stationery, choosing, 19-21
(Project Stationery) folder, 11
project windows, 23-26
areas in, 23
Arrow icon column in, 26
Code column in, 25
Compile column in, 25
in Constructor, 203
Data column in, 25
File column in, 25
Generate SYM info column in, 26
groups in, 23-25
property inspectors, 210-212
purgeable/unpurgeable attribute, 353

Q
Quic:kDraw.h header file, 67, 130-131

R
RAM, fat binary applications and, 408-410
ReadCommandNumber() function
(LMenu class), 252

Rect data type, 120-121
RedIDT data type, 226
RegisterAllPPClasses() function
(LApplication class), 243
RegisterClass() function (PowerPlant),
335-337
ReleaseResource() function, 395-396
relocatable blocks, 353-357
and handles, 354
keeping track of, 355-357
locked/unlocked attribute of, 353
purgeable/unpurgeable attribute of,
353
resource data/nonresource data
attribute of, 353
ResEdit, 15
creating resource file with, 35-36
examining applications with, 149-152
launching, 33
Mcmd resource type with, 514-520
Resourcer as alternative to, 503-506
viewing Constructor file resources in,
203-204
ResizeFrame() function (LPane class), 333
resources, 493-494, 497-501
andGUI,498
and source code, 499-501
resource data/nonresource data attribute,
353
resource editor, 493. See also Constructor;
ResEdit; Resourcer
resource files
adding, to projects, 29, 32-42
creating resource file, 34-38
removing placeholder, 41-42
resource editor, launching, 32-34
duplicate, with fat applications, 148149
resource fork, 136, 138, 151
resource types
aede,199
aedt, 198
ALRT, 196-197, 498
BNDL,498
drg, 137-139, 151
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CODE, 136-139, 150, 151, 498
DITL, 196, 498
DLOG,498
DRVR,498
ICN#,498
MBAR, 249-250, 288
Mcntd,204-208,252-253
MENlJ,204,206-208,249,280
PICT,360,370,371,389,393-396,398,498
PPob. See PPob resource type
SIZE, 372, 498
Snd,498
snd, 76-77, 148
STR#, 197-198, 200, 498
l-VIND,207,216,370,385-387,498
Resourcer, 14-15
as alternative to ResEdit, 503-506
creating resource file with, 36-38
launching, 33-34
Mcmd resource type with, 508-514
Resources.h header file, 67
Run() function (LApplication class), 231233, 235, 236

s
scan£() function, 54
search sets. See file search sets
searching Universal Interface header files,
86-96
DelaySound example program, 90-96
file search sets, using, 87-96
Find dialog box, using, 87-88
segments, 24
SetDebutSignal_O macro, 241
SetDebutThrow_O macro, 241
SetRect() Toolbox function, 121
SetVolume project, 68-70
Show() function
LPane class, 333
LWindow class, 216, 237, 345
ShowWindow() Toolbox function, 110,
112, 217
SillyBalls.c, 29, 32
SillyBalls.rsrc, 29, 32-35, 41
SIOUX libraries, 52

680x0 based Macintosh computers, 5-8
680x0 emulator, 6
68K applications, 6, 18
SIZE resource type, 372, 498
snd resource type, 76-77, 148, 498
SndChannelPtr data type, 84
SndListHandle data type, 84, 85
SndPlay() Toolbox function, 80-86
Sound.h header file, 67, 81-83, 85, 92
source code/source code files
adding, to project, 29, 42-46
creating source code file, 42-44
removing placeholder, 45-46
MyFirstC++Program.p, 481-490
MyFirstCProgram.p, 466-471
PictMemBad68K.c, 361-364
PowerPlant, 223, 224, 297-303, 333-345
ClickSelf() function, overriding,
338-340
command number constants,
adding, 301-303
CPPPaneApp.cp source code file,
343-345
CPPPaneApp.h header file, 343
CTestPane.cp source code file,
340-343
CTestPane.h header file, 340
DrawSelf() function, 337-338
editing file, 299-301
LPane class, 333-335
RegisterClass() function, 335-337
renaming file, 297-298
Profilerlntro68K.p, 426-428
and resources, 499-501
source pane (stack crawl window), 105
SpeakPhrase example application, 68-74
omitting header files and libraries,
effect of, 71-74
SetVolume project, 68-70
source code file, 69-71
Speech Manager extension (System
folder), 68
Speech.h header file, 67, 71-72
stack, application, 349-351
stack crawl window (MW Debug), 104-105

Index
locals pane of, 104
source pane of, 105
stack pane of, 104
stack pane (stack crawl window), 104
StartUp() function (LApplication class),
243-244
step control buttons, 107-108
STR# resource type, 197-198, 200, 498
subpanes, 313
Summary window (ZoneRanger), 375-377
Sun Microsystems, 178
superviews, 313
SYM files, 26, 28, 51, 104
synthetic menu commands, 275-276
System file, 62

T
tags, HTML, 157
target objects (PowerPlant), 262-263
Text Trait resources (Constructor), 218-219
ticks, 95
timebases, 421
timing, program. See Profiler
Toolbox, 59-60
Toolbox functions, 494-495
Delay(), 90-96
Drawstring(), 127-128, 325
FrameRect(), 325
function prototypes for, 60-62
GetNewWindow(), 57, 62-64, 66, 122
GetPicture(), 353, 393
HideWindow(), 110, 112, 114
including, with #include directive, 6264
MenuSelect(), 251
MoveTo(), 127-128
NewWindow(), 57, 108-110, 113, 118,
122
and PowerPlant, 238-240
SetRectO, 121
ShowWindow(), 110, 112, 217
SndPlay(), 80-86
in System file, 62
WaitNextEvent(), 233
toupper() function, 54

trailers, zone, 374
TrivialApplet.html, 168, 171, 174-177
TrivialApplet.java, 165-166, 178
2D Graphical window (ZoneRanger), 379382
Txtr resource, 218-219

0
Universal Interface header files, 59-96
Dialogs.h, 67
and errors, 74-86
correction of errors, 84-86, 93-96
Errors & Warnings window, 78-81
function prototype, finding, 82-83
incompatible code, 74-75
opening header file, 81-82
parameter data types, comparing,
83-84
in PlaySound project, 75-86
Events.h, 67
including
with #include directive, 62-64
with precompiled header file, 64-67
and MacHeaders header file, 67
opening, 81-82
OSUtils.h, 95
QuickDraw.h, 67, 130-131
Resources.h, 67
searching, 86-96
DelaySound example program, 9096

file search sets, using, 87-96
Find dialog box, using, 87-88
Sound.h, 67, 81-83, 85, 92
in SpeakPhrase example program, 6874
omitting header files, 71-74
SetVolume project, 68-70
source code file, 70-71
Speech.h, 67, 71-72
and Toolbox routines, 60-67
updates of, 61-62
Windows.h, 62-64, 66, 67
UpdateMenus() routine (PowerPlant),
277-278
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UQDGlobals class (PowerPlant), 225,
237-241
utility classes (PowerPlant), 225
static, 237

v
variables
inC,468
inC++,487
naming, in PowerPlant, 226
obtaining changing values of, 116-120
versions, CodeWarrior, 3, 9
views, 310-313
virtual memory, with native PowerPC
applications, 405-408

w
WaitNextEventO Toolbox function, 233
Web browsers, 156-158
and applets, 157-158, 176-178
and HTML, 156-157
and Java interpreters, 161
Java-capable, 157
Web pages
adding applets to, 160
and platform independence, 158
Web sites, 156-157
for Metrowerks products, 3
Webmasters, 158
WIND resource type, 35-39, 207, 216, 360,
370, 385-387, 498
windows
panes. See panes
project. See project windows
WindowPtr data type, 122, 126, 216-217
WindowRecord data type, 122
Windows.h, 67
Windows.h header file, 62-64, 66
Writelnfo() function, 264-267

z
zone header, 374
zone trailer, 374
ZoneRanger, 14, 347-348, 373-410
Heap Zones window in, 374-375
Histogram window in, 377-379
MW Debug vs., 397-399
and native PowerPC applications, 400408
and fat binary applications, 408-410
memory,400-405
virtualmemory,405-408
lD Graphical window in, 382-383
with PictMemBad68K, 383-399
memory problem, correcting, 394397
memory problem, discovering, 392394
MW Debug as alternative, 397-399
viewing heap, after picture display,
388-392
viewing heap, before picture display, 383-388
Summary window in, 375-377
2D Graphical window in, 379-382

Warranty & Support
METROWERKS AND METROWERKS' LICENSOR(S), AND THEIR
DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR AGENTS (COLLECTIVELY
METROWERKS) MAKE NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, REGARDING THE SOFTWARE. METROWERKS DOES NOT
WARRANT, GUARANTEE OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS
REGARDING THE USE OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF THE
SOFTWARE IN TERMS OF ITS CORRECTNESS, ACCURACY, RELIABILITY, CURRENTNESS OR OTHERWISE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO
THE RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE OF THE SOFTWARE IS
ASSUMED BY YOU. THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES
IS NOT PERMITTED BY SOME JURISDICTIONS. THE ABOVE
EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.
IN NO EVENT WILL METROWERKS AND METROWERKS' LICENSOR(S), AND THEIR DIRECTORS, OFFICERS, EMPLOYEES OR
AGENTS (COLLECTIVELY METROWERKS) BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR
ANY CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL OR INDIRECT DAMAGES
(INCLUDING DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, AND
THE LIKE) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
SOFTWARE EVEN IF METROWERKS HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. BECAUSE SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF
LIABILITY FOR CONSEQUENTIAL OR INCIDENTAL DAMAGES,
THE ABOVE LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

Free technical support from Metrowerks is provided by acquiring any
of Metrowerks' commercial products. You can upgrade from this limited version of CodeWarrior to a commercial product and thereby benefit
from this technical support. For more information, contact Metrowerks
at 1-800-377-5416, or via email at sales@metrowerks.com.

About Thcz CD
The CD that accompanies this book contains a limited version of the
CodeWarrior integrated development environment (IDE). "Limited"
means that while this version of CodeWarrior can be used to work with
any of the more than twenty example projects that are also on the CD,
you won't be able to create new projects of your own. To get the fullfeatured version of CodeWarrior-as well as numerous programming
tools, extensive documentation, and technical support-you'll want to
purchase the complete Metrowerks CodeWarrior Gold package. Until
then, you can use this version to compile and modify the supplied
examples, experiment with different compiler features, and learn more
about Macintosh programming.
The CodeWarrior Lite IDE on this CD run on either a 68K Mac (a
Macintosh driven by either a Motorola 68020, 68030, or 68040 processor)
or any Macintosh that has a PowerPC processor. So it doesn't matter
what kind of Mac you have-as long as you have several megabytes of
free RAM and System 7.1.2 or later installed.
Once you've popped the CD into your CD-ROM drive, read Chapter
1 of this book to get an idea of what the many programs and files on the
CD are for. Then move on to Chapter 2 to see how to write a Macintosh
program using CodeWarrior!
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> Universal Header files
>MW Debug

> Fat applications and
legacy 68k machines

> Java applets and droplets
> PowerPlant and PowerPlant
projects

> ZoneRanger and Profiler
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